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A b s t r a c t
An optical and infrared observing programme which provides the most detailed 
information yet available for blazars is described. From this it is possible to  make 
progress in understanding the physical processes which are occuring on the smallest 
scales within the emission region. Later theoretical calculations including a treatm ent 
of synchrotron emission incorporating losses and a realistic source geometry are pre­
sented together with a model of particle acceleration at relativistic shocks in disordered 
magnetic fields. The work contained in this thesis can explain the radiation and make 
predictions regarding future observations.
The conclusion is th a t the observations support the idea th a t the synchrotron 
em itting electrons are being accelerated at a collisionless shock front in a disordered 
field.
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I n t r o d u c t o r y  C o m m e n t s
Throughout this thesis SI units will be employed, despite the fact th a t m any 
textbooks presently being published still use cgs units. In m any cases transposing 
between the two systems is t r iv ia t it  is not anticipated th a t this will cause too many 
difficulties. The exceptions to this are quantities such as days (dy).
Chapter 2 was the outcome of a collaboration with Drs Peter Brand and Andrew 
Mead of the University of Edinburgh, Drs Jim  Hough and Chris Brindle of Hatfield 
Polytechnic, Dr Jeremy Bailey at the Anglo-Australian Observatory and Dr Bev Wills 
of the University of Texas at Austin. The m aterial in this Chapter was published in a 
conference proceedings and in two refereed papers:
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1989, in BL-Lac Objects: 10 Years A fter  Eds M araschi et al. Springer-Verlag: Berlin. 
Simultaneous optical & IR polarimetric observations of blazars.
Mead, A .R.G., Ballard, Iv.R., Brand, P.W .J.L ., Hough, J.H ., Brindle, C. & Bailey, 
J.A ., 1990. Astronomy and Astrophysics Supplement, 83 , 183-204. Optical & infrared 
polarimetry & photometry of blazars.
Ballard, Iv.R., Mead, A .R.G., Brand, P .W .J .L .  & H ough, J .H .,  1990. Monthly Notices 
of the Royal Astronomical Society, 2 4 3 , 640-655. The optical & infrared emission of 
blazars.
C hapter 3 is a report of a collaboration with Dr Alan Heavens. It is similar to the 
paper:
Ballard, K.R. & Heavens, A .F., 1991. Monthly Notices o f  the Royal Astronomical 
Society, 25 1 , 438-448. First order Fermi acceleration at oblique relativistic magnetohy- 
drodynamic shocks. \
The work for Chapter 4 is presented in two papers, a conference proceedings from 
the “Variability in Active Galaxies” conference in Heidelberg, September 1990, and a
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refereed paper yet to  be published:
Ballard, K .R., 1991, in Variability in Active Galactic Nuclei Eds Meisenheimer et al. 
Springer-Verlag: Heidelberg. The high frequency properties of synchrotron radiation.
Ballard, K .R., 1991. Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society A shock model 
for the optical emission of blazars.
Chapter 5 is a report of a collaboration with Dr Alan Heavens. It will be subm itted 
to Monthly Notices o f  the Royal Astronomical Society in:
Ballard, K.R. & Heavens, A .F., 1991. Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical 
Society Fermi acceleration in a disordered magnetic field.
The m aterial in Chapter 6 is a version of work carried out in collaboration with Dr 
Alan Heavens of Edinburgh University and Dr John Kirk of the Max Planck Institu t 
fur Astrophysics at Heidelberg. It was published in the paper:
Heavens, A .F., Ballard, K.R. & Kirk, J.G ., 1990. Monthly Notices of the Royal Astro­
nomical Society, 2 4 4 , 474-477. Relativistic particles in SS433.
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I n t r o d u c t i o n
S U M M A R Y : The work for this thesis addresses several problems in the understand­
ing of the em itting regions of blazars. Firstly, an observational study at optical and 
infra-red wavelengths is presented in Chapter 2. Chapters 3-5 deal with the accel­
eration of and emission from electrons at relativistic shock fronts. Accordingly, this 
chapter has been divided to a description of previous observations in Section 1.1 be­
fore going on to  outline the theory of synchrotron radiation and Fermi acceleration in 
Section 1.2. Section 1.3 gives an outline of the rest of the thesis.
1.1 O b servational p rop erties o f  B lazars
1 .1 .1  H is to r ic a l  B a c k g r o u n d
Macleod & Andrew (1968) were the first to submit a paper showing the radio spectrum 
of the object VRO 42.22.01, together with an identification of its optical counterpart, 
and two measurements of the radio polarization which, on the basis of the ro tation 
measure, indicated an extragalactic origin. Schmitt (1968) was the first to point out 
tha t the optical counterpart was in fact the “variable s ta r” BL-Lacertae (hereafter 
BL-Lac), already known to exhibit extreme variability. Later, rapid variations in the 
radio flux (Biraud & Veron 1968) and polarization (Olsen 1969) were detected. In 
the optical Oke et al. (1969) measured a featureless spectrum  and Visvanathan (1969) 
observed polarization. S trittm atter et al. (1972) investigated several other objects 
(OJ287, ON231, ON325 & PKS1514-241) and suggested a new class of objects, similar 
to quasars. A conference was held on the BL-Lac type objects a t P ittsburgh  in 1978 
where their defining properties were the subject of much debate and their im portance
1
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to a full understanding of the Active Galactic Nuclei class was appreciated. It was at 
this conference th a t Blandford & Rees (1978) proposed the model which has formed 
the basis of current ideas of BL-Lacs, th a t the emission region is moving relativistically 
and is being observed at an angle close to the line of sight.
Since then the num ber of known BL-Lacs has grown steadily. In 1980, Angel fe 
Stockman suggested a unification of BL-Lacs with highly polarized quasars (H PQ ), on 
the basis tha t from radio to optical wavelengths the continuum properties are similar 
in all respects, save the emission lines in the spectrum  of H PQ ’s. They gave a to tal 
of 57 “blazars” in their sample. Excellent current reviews of the present sta te  of the 
understanding of blazars are given by Bregman (1990) or Altschuler (1989).
1 .1 .2  D e f in i t io n  o f  a  b lazar
For an object to be classified as a blazar it m ust display (Angel & Stockman 1980) 
a: an unresolved non-stellar continuum source at optical wavelengths, b: rapid and 
extreme optical variability, c: significant (>3% ) optical and infrared polarization and 
d: core dom inated, flat spectrum  variable radio emission.
Prom each of these properties im portant conclusions regarding the nature of blazars 
can be drawn. There is a valid reason for using the value of 3% as a defining polarization 
level for blazars; th a t is the distribution of polarization levels appears to be bimodal 
with 3% separating the blazars and the rest of the (radio-loud) quasars (Moore & 
Stockman 1981; Stockman et al. 1984). All known blazars are also compact radio 
sources; there have been attem pts to find radio quiet blazars, objects displaying only 
the optical characteristics of blazars, but these have proved negative to date (Impey & 
Brand 1982; Borra & Corriveau 1984).
To date, there are a to ta l of 85 confirmed blazars and at least another 40 objects 
suspected of being blazars because of observations of high polarization or variability in 
one form or another. The full list is given in Mead (1988) although it should not be 
regarded as complete. There are several reasons for this, foremost among them  being
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the lack of a single coordinated observing programme to select objects. The detections 
were made with many telescopes operating at different wavelengths. There are, for 
example, large numbers of both  radio and x-ray selected blazars. Similarly different 
surveys cover different areas of the sky and are complete to different lim iting fluxes. 
Further observational problems arise because by their very nature blazars are highly 
variable and the question of a “duty cycle” occurs i.e. for what fraction of the time is a 
blazar in an active state . Thus many selection effects arise and any a ttem pt to quantify 
them  would encounter problems. Recently however authors such as Impey & Tapia
(1988) and Fugmann (1988) have made repeated observations of complete samples of 
compact radio sources to determine the num ber of variable objects and estim ate th a t 
a minimum of ~  70% are in fact blazars. One of the first m ajor programmes which 
will achieve a high degree of completeness over the whole sky is the ROSAT survey at 
x-ray energies (0.1-2 keV).
1 .1 .3  V a r ia b i l i ty  an d  p e r io d ic i ty
This term  encompasses all detectable variations in the light ou tput over time. As well 
as flux levels this includes changes in polarization and position angle of the radiation 
since from these im portant information about the alignment of the magnetic fields can 
be deduced. Generally observations point to shorter variability timescales a t shorter 
wavelengths (e.g. Bregman 1990) which is consistent with emission with a synchrotron 
origin as the synchrotron electron lifetimes decrease with frequency. This has im portant 
consequences when planning an observing strategy; although it may be enough to 
observe only once every week at long (i.e. radio) wavelengths it is impossible to do the 
same in the optical and claim completeness as on occasions significant variations in the 
optical have been detected over a period of one hour or less (see e.g. Ballard et al. 1990 
for 3C279).
It is im portan t to determine the minimum timescale over which variations can 
occur as this gives details about the size of the em itting region. There are several 
possible ways to interpret the minimum timescales over which variations can be seen
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which Elliot & Shapiro (1974) set equal to  the light travel tim e across the Schwarzschild 
radius of a massive black hole. In this picture the variations would be the result of 
inhomogeneities in the flow of m atter onto the black hole. As the em itting region may 
not be the central black hole then one should use the light crossing tim e of this instead 
(Fabian & Rees 1978).
Periodicity in the flux observed has been reported on several occasions but has 
not yet been shown to exist convincingly for any blazar. Doroshenko et al. (1986) 
found no significant periodicity in the range 8m in.-2hr for BL-Lac and Moore et al. 
(1982) obtained the same result between 5hrs and 5 days. Both these results were 
obtained from data  taken when BL-Lac was relatively faint so the conclusion does not 
preclude periodicity nearer maximum flux. Hagen-Torn et al. (1979) reported long term  
variability with an am plitude 0-5n‘ for two periods, 47 days and 178 days. However, the 
observations were taken 6 m onths on /6  months off so perhaps one should be suspicious 
of the longer'period. As with BL-Lac, OJ287 has been reported to have various periods 
between 15 & 40 mins (e.g. Carrasco et al. 1985) and similarly, negative results have 
also been published (e.g. Kiplinger 1974).
1 .1 .4  O p t ic a l  O b s e r v a t io n s
Variations in the optical can occur on much shorter timescales than  in the radio, rang­
ing from a few hours (e.g. OJ287, Holmes 1985) up to years. Variations of up to 5 
magnitudes have been seen for some objects (0235+164, 0829+046, 1156+295) over a 
period of m onths. There is occasional evidence for a correlation between luminosity 
and the spectral index, a  (Smith et al. 1987). In objects such as 3C345, a  reduces 
as the flux decreases, which can be explained in terms of an underlying constant ther­
mal component -  the “blue-bump” . In others (1418+546) a  is higher during quiescent 
periods which may be an indication th a t the electrons have a different energy distri­
bution during outbursts whilst a t later times synchrotron losses become im portan t. In 
general, however the optical spectral index is independent of the luminosity, and this 
property has been used to reject models which predict spectral indices evolving during
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flares although at longer wavelengths the spectral index does vary w ith flux (e.g. Gear 
et al. 1986a). Blazars have been shown to exhibit polarization changes a t constant flux 
and also, flux fluctuations at essentially constant polarization and there appears to  be 
no easily identifiable connection between the mean luminosity and mean polarization 
(Moore & Stockman 1981; Smith et al. 1987). In certain cases (e.g. Smith et al. for 
3C345 and Marchenko (1985) for 1418+546) a relationship between source brightness 
and polarization has been claimed. Holmes (1985) found a correlation between luminos­
ity  in the near IR and the range of polarization position angle seen. If this is confirmed 
then the significance would be to the source alignment with respect to  the line of sight 
(if there is beaming, then the closer a jet is to the line of sight the brighter it is and 
the greater the range of position angle). He warned however tha t this could be purely 
a selection effect as brighter sources are observed more often.
W hile some objects have position angles which vary greatly and appear to have 
no preferred position angle others are apparently restricted to a narrow range. On 
occasions rather exotic behaviour has been seen; Moore et al. (1982) reported an event 
in BL-Lac where the polarization vector traced a semi-circle in (Q,U) space, and then 
retraced its path . The whole event lasted around 2hrs and was in terpreted  as a result 
of two components with a constant polarization, one with a constant position angle, 
the other whose position angle rotated. Holmes et al. (1984b) observed a one-night- 
only 80° difference between 0.5 and 0.8pm also most readily interpreted in term s of 
two components. It has also been suggested (e.g. Marchenko 1985) th a t certain objects 
(0754+100 in this case) show preferred position angles when bright bu t no preferred 
orientation when faint. Alternatively Brindle et al. (1985) found an apparently constant 
component when faint which was tentatively ascribed to a jet.
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1 .1 .5  R a d io  O b s e r v a t io n s
1.1.5.1 S ingle  D ish
As in the optical, variability at radio wavelengths has been observed over a wide range 
of timescales (from under a week to several years, and typically a m onth or more 
e.g. Aller et al. 1985), and frequencies (0.61GHz—>90GHz). Aller et al. (1985) found 
variations to be less at lower frequencies -  most easily a ttribu tab le  to the effects of 
optical depth (i.e. synchrotron self-absorption at the lower frequencies), rather than 
Faraday rotation/depolarization (a A2 effect).
Altschuler & W ardle (1977) investigated the connection between radio luminosity 
and polarization. They concluded tha t polarization changes were on smaller timescales 
than  the flux. Rapid flux changes are seen at constant polarization, and, perhaps of 
more interest, events where the polarization changes at roughly constant flux which 
in some cases yield (assuming a model with sub-components switching on and off) 
sub-components with polarizations greater than 100%. Altschuler & W ardle invoked 
changes in optical depth or increased ordering of the magnetic field to  account for 
such extreme variations in the emission. They found no relation between the degree of 
variability and the mean polarization.
Aller et al. (1985) showed th a t the (derotated) position angles tend to align dur­
ing periods of high flux, and also tha t most sources in their sample tend to have a 
preferred position angle persistent over several outbursts. There are several types of 
position angle events, ranging from “jum ps” (Aller & Olsen 1971 for 3C279) where the 
variable position angle changed by up to 90° between observations, to “ro ta to r” events. 
These occurrences, which have been seen in 5 blazars (0048-097, 0235+164, 1510-089, 
1749+096, and BL-Lac) are events where the position angle appears to  ro ta te, quasi- 
linearly w ith tim e, at varying rates (from 7° dy~l to 15° t/-1 ), continuously for up to 
2200°. On some occasions they occur differently at separate frequencies. An example 
to  illustrate this point is th a t of Aller et al. (1985) who observed a steady position angle 
for BL-Lac at 4.8GHz, but a 440° ro tation at 8 .0 GHz and 14.5GHz.
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Several models have attem pted to explain the phenomenon. Firstly, Faraday ef­
fects do not appear to be im portan t because of those events which are independent of 
frequency. Ledden & Aller 1979 proposed rotations of the m agnetic field within the 
compact object. Optical depth screening, whereby the inability to  observe rotations 
w ithin the source when it was optically thick could then be invoked to  explain the 
apparent lack of low-frequency (<  2.7GHz) ro tator events. However, no ro ta to r events 
have been recorded at millimetre wavelengths, or indeed in the optical and infrared. 
Blandford & Ivonigl (1979) interpreted them as clumps of m aterial being accelerated, 
and the ro tation  woiild then be a result of relativistic aberration effects. This could not 
explain events where the observed rotation was greater than  180°. Aller et al. (1981) 
suggested a cloud, asymmetrically positioned, spiraling around the jet axis. Jones et al. 
(1985) noted th a t during ro ta to r events the polarization was usually low (<  2%) and 
any “common” component would be small, or entirely absent. They used simulations 
to follow the path  traced by random ly oriented vectors, each w ith a fixed lifetime being 
switched on and off and found the resultant random  walk in (Q,U) space could generate 
apparent ro ta to r events.
Although the optical and radio properties may not mimic each other precisely 
there are instances of behaviour which hint at a common origin. Aller et al. (1985) saw 
common preferred position angles in the optical and radio (out of a sample of 12, 7 were 
parallel and 3 perpendicular). This could be interpreted as similarly oriented magnetic- 
fields giving rise to the emission at the different wavelengths -  with the perpendicular 
cases being an indication of optically thick emission. A further example is a synchronous 
PA ro tation  at 0-6/mr and 3cm reported by Kikuchi et al. (1988).
1.1.5.2 V L B I
The study of the milliarcsecond radio structure of blazars began with the development 
of Very Long Baseline Interferom etry during the late 1960’s and 1970’s (e.g. Broten et 
al. 1967; Moffet et al. 1972). It was soon noted tha t the structure of several objects was 
changing over time. After converting these motions on the sky in to  speeds it was found
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th a t the apparent transverse velocities were greater than  the speed of light. W hile this 
was taken by some as evidence against the cosmological in terpretation  of redshifts the 
general conclusion was th a t this was a m anifestation of an effect noted by Rees (1966) 
whereby an object which is travelling at relativistic velocities (v — (3c) at an angle 9 to 
the line of sight of the observer will have an apparent transverse velocity:
. /? sin 9
Papp =  l - ( 3 c o s 9  (L1)
which has a  maximum value of T(3 at an angle sin# =  1 /P  where T =  (1 — /32)1/ 2 is the 
Lorentz factor of the m aterial.
Superluminal radio sources were the subject of a workshop in 1987 and BL-Lacs 
were topics of several of the papers presented, e.g. M utel & Phillips (1987). Of the 
eight BL-Lacs with single frequency multiple epoch maps only 1803 +  784 does not 
display superluminal motion. Comparing the spread in velocities of BL-Lacs with tha t 
of the other blazars, the H PQ ’s, one finds that the BL-Lacs have a wider range but 
a smaller mean velocity. A possible explanation for this was suggested by Roberts 
et al. (1987), th a t the BL-Lacs lie inside the maximal velocity cone, which reduces 
the apparent velocity whilst retaining the Doppler boosting of the flux. This would 
help to  explain why emission lines are observed less frequently. However there are 
strong argum ents against this explanation, the prim ary one being th a t the redshift 
distributions of the two samples should be identical, which they are not (Cohen 1989). 
Furtherm ore, to  cite a particular example, the model of the emission of BL-Lac of 
Hughes et al. (1985) employs large viewing angles. As techniques have improved in 
recent years it has become apparent th a t the simple model of superluminal motions 
is not universally valid. For example in the object 3C345 the components appear to 
“speed up” as they move out from the stationary core (B iretta  & Cohen 1987). There 
are possible explanations for this; Smith & Norman (1981) suggest th a t a relativistic 
equation of sta te  would result in acceleration as the external pressure dropped. BL-Lac 
itself displays components apparently decelerating, it is tem pting to  associate this with 
m aterial being slowed by some external m aterial from the surrounding galaxy. On the 
parsec scale most jets appear to  be collinear, although this may be a consequence of the
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low dynamic range presently achievable with VLBI techniques, the bends in the je t of 
CTA102 (M cGuinn et al. 1967; Welirle et al. 1990) are only visible a t a dynamic range 
greater than  50:1. However, nearly all BL-Lacs are misaligned between the parsec and 
kiloparsec scales. There is a reported bimodal distribution of bending angles around 
0° and 90° (Pearson & Readhead 1988).
More recently methods of obtaining polarization information on VLBI maps have 
been developed. D ata  have been published for eight objects to date (Roberts et al. 
1987; Ga.buzda et al. 1989a,b). Polarization maps probe the structure of the m agnetic 
field on the smallest scales yet accessible. Gabuzda et al. 1989b show th a t in sources 
with significant polarization the position angle of the knot is closely aligned w ith the 
jet i.e. the m agnetic field lies across the jet. The knots have polarizations 2-10% and 
the cores 3-5%. VLBI maps of quasars (W ardle et al. 1989 for 3C273) have position 
angles perpendicular to the jet axis, suggestive of an intrinsic difference in the field 
structure w ithin the two classes.
1 .1 .6  X -r a y
Studies of the x-ray emission from blazars have been restricted because of the incom­
plete spectral coverage of the data  available a t present, which were taken w ith the 
EINSTEIN (0.1-10 keV) and EXOSAT (0 .1 -6  keV) satellites. A few objects have pub­
lished d a ta  at higher energies, taken by the GINGA satellite (2-35 keV; Ohashi 1989). 
For blazars there is a wide range of spectral indices with a mean of (a x ) — 1.0 (Ghisellini 
et al. 1986; W orrall 1989). The origin and nature of the x-ray emission is still uncertain, 
but there do appear to be differences between objects. The first class appears to be 
those blazars which were detected by x-ray observations (e.g. P K S 2155 — 304; Treves 
et al. 1989). In these objects the x-rays appear to form a continuation of the radio and 
optical radiation and it is generally supposed tha t one is indeed observing synchrotron 
radiation, although conclusive evidence such as polarization measurements are lack­
ing. There are certain events where x-ray variations can be successfully correlated with 
optical variations (e.g. Treves et al. 1989 for P K S 2155 — 304). Variations also tend
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to be more rapid and have a greater am plitude at x-rays than  at optical wavelengths. 
However, there are many objects where a simple extrapolation of the radio to  optical 
radiation underestim ates the flux of x-rays which is actually observed. In these objects 
the emission may have a different origin such as the Inverse Compton mechanism in 
which photons are scattered by the electrons in the emission region and gain enough 
energy to be observed as x-rays. On the basis of the identical spectral slope and corre­
lated variability between optical and x-ray Bregman et al. 1986, Bregman et al. 1990 
suggested the Inverse Compton effect for the x-rays from 3C345 and BL-Lac.
Resolving the question of the origin of the x-rays is a point of some im portance. 
Under the assum ption of spherical symmetry within the source M arscher (1987) used 
the radio emission to  estim ate the x-rays produced by the Inverse Compton effect. 
The predicted emission exceeds the observed flux for m any objects. One solution is to 
allow the source to  be in relativistic motion towards the observer, close to the line of 
sight. Thus one avoids the “Inverse Compton C atastrophe” by overestim ating the low 
frequency flux due to beaming effects.
1 .1 .7  U n i f y in g  S c h e m e s
The problem of relating blazars to other active galaxies has taxed m any authors. In a 
previous subsection the observational evidence for superluminal motions was reviewed. 
The boosting of the flux from these moving components relative to the surrounding 
m aterial gives us the appearance of a blazar. The aim of the various unifying schemes 
is to identify what a  blazar which is not pointing towards us looks like. The original 
idea, due to Scheuer & Readhead (1979) was tha t the unaligned compact radio sources 
could be identified with radio quiet optically selected quasars. This scheme has since 
been rejected because of the steep spectrum radio emission which originates around 
compact sources (e.g. Perley et al. 1980; Antonucci & Ulvestad 1985) and which is 
presumed to  be unbeamed i.e. it  should be observed equally well in the parent class.
An im portan t suggestion was made by Orr & Browne (1982) who proposed tha t 
all flat spectrum  core dominated quasars are aligned counterparts of lobe dominated
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quasars. They related a factor R, defined as the ratio  of core to  extended radio flux to 
the angle to the line of sight, je t Lorentz factor and the intrinsic value of R  which would 
be seen by an observer perpendicular to the je t, and attem pted to  fit the num bers of 
the two populations. To support this Wills & Browne (1986) found an anti-correlation 
between R  and the strength of the H ¡3 line which they suggested originated in the disk, 
perpendicular to  the jet axis. On the basis of the space density (Browne 1983) and 
the extended luminosities (Wardle et al. 1984) it has been suggested th a t more suitable 
candidates m ight be FR I type galaxies (Fanaroff & Riley 1974).
Potentially the most powerful diagnostics for investigating proposed schemes is to 
test for differences between samples using properties which are independent of orien­
tation. Prestage & Peacock (1987) measured the cluster environments of radio sources 
simply by counting the observed galaxies around an object, this is one sta tistic  which 
one might expect to be identical for beamed and unbeamed objects. Mead (1988) used 
this idea to  test for a difference between lobe and core dom inated quasars. He found 
a difference in the environments, but the result was significant at less than  a 2a level. 
However, as it m ight be more suitable to use the F R I’s, which have comparable ex­
tended luminosities, a test using these objects is more appropriate. Indeed, a proposal 
for carrying out these observations was accepted by the European Southern Observa­
tory a t La Silla and would have formed a chapter in this thesis, but for foul weather at 
the site which made observing impossible.
The aim of unifying schemes is to find a parent population for blazars. However, it 
is not at all clear tha t blazars themselves are a single unified class which makes the task 
more difficult still. Ostriker & Vietri (1985) argued th a t the redshift distribution of BL- 
Lacs and H P Q ’s were different, the BL-Lacs being found preferentially in low redshift 
giant ellipticals. Also the x-ray spectral indices appear to be statistically  different 
for the two samples (Worrall 1989). Finally, the speeds of superluminal components 
in H PQ ’s appears to be higher than for BL-Lacs. On the other hand Antonucci & 
Ulvestad (1985) argued tha t there were objects such as 3C446 and 3C279 which at 
times are observed with strong broad emission lines, as H PQ ’s, and yet a t other periods 
the synchrotron emission flares up, swamping the lines and giving rise to classification
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as a BL-Lac; they suggested th a t narrow lines should be used to discrim inate between 
the two types. As often occurs when attem pting to classify objects, there are objects 
which can span more than  one category (Lawrence 1987). Recently, Impey et al. (1989) 
showed th a t the quasar 3C273, which has optical polarization < 3%, contained a “mini- 
blazar” in th a t the emission could be decomposed so th a t emission could be seen with 
polarization behavioiir like a blazar i.e. a random  walk in (Q , U) space which was being 
diluted by the other emission features.
1.2 T h eo ry  o f  B lazars
This section will explore some current ideas regarding the physics responsible for the 
blazar phenomenon. Brief introductions to the theory of synchrotron radiation and 
Fermi acceleration are given alongside the evidence for these occurring in blazars.
1 .2 .1  S y n c h r o tr o n  R a d ia t io n
In blazars it is believed tha t the prim ary radiation mechanism is the synchrotron mech­
anism, and the evidence for this is compelling. As the spectrum  of a blazar is generally 
devoid of any strong emission or absorption features a determ ination of the exact shape 
of the spectrum  is of critical im portance. It was reported by Landau et al. (1986) tha t 
in m any cases the spectrum fits a parabola in log vFv — log v  space, the w idth of which 
was too wide to be consistent in any way with a black body spectrum . Here Fv is the 
flux and v  the frequency. Furthermore, the brightness tem perature of the radio emis­
sion is of the order of 1012K which immediately precludes a therm al origin. Edelson & 
Malkan (1986) used the infrared variability timescale to derive an infrared brightness 
tem perature of 106K, again in conflict with black body radiation. It m ust therefore be 
acknowledged th a t it is impossible to  reproduce the observations w ith a therm al source 
of radiation, a non-thermal mechanism is operative instead. The proposed mecha­
nism is synchrotron radiation because of the high observed polarizations (~  10% at 
radio wavelengths); the short variability timescales argue against it being produced by
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secondary means e.g. by scattering. The smoothness of the spectrum  suggests th a t 
the radiation mechanism is of the same origin at submillimetre, infrared and optical 
wavelengths.
A complete knowledge of the physical conditions present w ithin blazars can only be 
achieved with a thorough understanding of the radiation mechanism operating within 
these sources. Synchrotron radiation is produced as a result of the acceleration of 
u ltrarelativistic electrons (or positrons) in a magnetic field. This mechanism was first 
conceived of by Ginzberg (1951) and Shklovskii (1952) and has proved to  be highly 
successful in in terpreting the non-tliermal emission from discrete radio sources (e.g. the 
Crab Nebula), diffuse radio emission in the Galaxy and also the extragalactic extended 
radio sources. The theory of the mechanism is well developed and detailed descriptions 
can be found in the works by Rybicki & Lightman (1979) in the first instance, and 
also Pacholczyk (1970; 1977). A brief derivation of the main equations can be found in 
Appendix A.
An electron in a magnetic field, B , will follow a helical pa th  being accelerated and 
em itting radiation. For non-relativistic electron velocities the radiation has a frequency 
equal to the gyration frequency, cn// and is termed cyclotron radiation. A t u ltrarela­
tivistic velocities the electron emission is beamed into a cone, around the instantaneous 
velocity vector, of half angle 7<T1, 7 e being the electron Lorentz factor. If the angle, e, 
between the velocity vector and the magnetic field direction is >  7 -1  the radiation will
sweep the observer at intervals of 2k /u>n, giving a pulse of duration (7e3w// s in e )- 1 . An
electron of energy E  loses energy a.t a rate given by:
dE e4B 2 sin2 e E 2 , ,
 =   (1.2)
dt 67T£om^c5
where m e is the electron rest mass and the other symbols have their usual meanings. 
The spectrum  of the radiation from a single electron is composed of the harmonics of 
u>h , and has the form:
dW_  3̂ /3ŷ Bsin t
du> 32ttc£o 1  ̂ v ;J v ;
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where W  is the power radiated per unit frequency, x — lj/ u h  and F (x)  and G (x ) are 
defined to  be:
roo
F (x )  = x j ^  K 5/3( ( )d (  (1.4)
G(x)  =  x K 2/3(x)  (1.5)
where the I({ are the modified Bessel functions of fractional order i. These functions are 
plotted in Appendix A, where an algorithm for their generation is also described. Note
th a t synchrotron losses from protons are a factor of (m pl m e)A smaller than those from
electrons and are thus disregarded. Also note th a t this radiation is elliptically polarized, 
the m ajor axis being perpendicular to  the direction of the magnetic field projected onto
the line of sight. In general, one is interested in the synchrotron radiation from a large
ensemble of electrons. The to ta l emission coefficient is then given by:
roo
e(i>) =  c3B  sine /  N ( E ,9 ) F ( x ) d E  ( 1 .6 )
Jo
where c3 is a constant given by Pacholczyk (1970). N ( E  ,9)dEd9  describes the num ber 
density of electrons in an energy band dE  and lying within a direction dO. The simplest 
distribution is th a t of an isotropic power law: N ( E ,  9) =  N qE (7  here is the spectral 
index, it should not be confused with the electron Lorentz factor 7e). Carrying out the 
integration one obtains:
e(z') =  C3 ( ------7-7—)  ( B s 'm e ) 2̂  ( I -7 )v ’ V27Tm ‘lc hu J  K J '
where a  is defined as the spectral index such tha t —2a =  7  — 1 Taking optical depth 
effects in to  account the full equation for the intensity of the radiation can be shown to 
be:
^  =  W ) (1 “  e ' “ " )  ( 1 ' 8 )
under the assumptions of a constant absorption coefficient, ku within the source and
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v
F ig u re  1 .1 : The synchrotron emission for a idealized power-law distribution of electron 
energies h as’a self-absorption turnover at low frequencies, below which I { v , t )  oc j/ 5/ 2 
whereas in the optically thin regime I ( v , t )  <x zff1-7)/2.
negligible incident radiation. The absorption coefficient is given by:
The resulting spectrum  is shown in Fig. 1.1.
The appearance of a source can also be affected by the presence of a significant 
am ount of plasm a within the source, the most im portant mechanism being Faraday 
rotation of the position angle when a wave propagates through a magnetized plasm a 
which arises as a result of the different propagation velocities of opposite circularly 
polarized waves. The degree of rotation is proportional to the square of the wavelength 
and so the mechanism is most im portant at long wavelengths. Another im portan t con­
sequence is th a t the medium can cause a decrease in the overall degree of polarization 
as radiation from different regions is ro tated  through different amounts and this can 
effectively cancel out the polarization. Faraday rotation and depolarization are im ­
portan t tools to probe the conditions within the sources but they are unlikely to  be 
relevant to the high frequency work contained within this thesis, and consequently they
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will not be considered further.
Another m ethod of evaluating conditions within the source is to  use minimum 
energy argum ents. It can be shown that the internal magnetic energy of a source 
with given flux increases with B ,  while the energy density of the synchrotron em itting 
electrons increases with decreasing B.  The to ta l energy is a minimum at around the 
point where there is equipartition between these two forms of energy. This equipartition 
value of B  is often relied upon in calculations of source properties, particularly  for 
extended radio sources. However, estimates of B  from minimum energy requirements 
could conceivably be wildly astray because of uncertainties in the fraction of the source 
volume which actually contains magnetic flux and electrons and also the unknown 
amount of energy contained in the (non-emitting) relativistic protons. Neither is there 
any guarantee th a t the electrons and fields should be at equipartition of energy.
The radiation from a single electron is elliptically polarized. W hen the radiation 
from le f t-  or righ t-handed  elliptically polarized radiation (determined by which side of 
the radiation cone the observer is situated) is integrated over the electron distribution, 
the circular polarization cancels out, leaving purely linearly polarized radiation. For a 
power law of index 7 , the polarization from a uniform magnetic field is:
Po = -—^ 7-  X 100% (1.10)
7 +  7/d
This suggests th a t polarizations of the order of 70% should be observed. This m ay be 
contrasted with the levels of polarization actually seen, typically 10-30%. This feature 
of synchrotron sources is generally interpreted as meaning the assum ption of a homo­
geneous, uniform field in the derivation of equation 1.10 is incorrect. A more realistic 
magnetic field structure can hopefully be inferred from the data. For example, one 
could envisage an idealized structure consisting of a num ber of identical cells contain­
ing magnetic flux em itting identical amounts of polarized flux with different position 
angles. If the position angles of N  cells were randomly distributed in the plane of the 
sky the polarization would decrease as:
p -  p0N  1/2. (1.11)
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A model of this kind can explain some aspects of the polarization behaviour (Moore et 
al. 1982, Brindle et al. 1985), but runs into difficulties w ith large flaring events.
So far only the idealized case of isotropic power law distributions have been men­
tioned. In reality the overall form of the distribution may be dram atically modified 
by losses due to various mechanisms or the injection of additional electrons into the 
emission region and this in tu rn  can modify the form of the radiation observed. The 
exact form of the distribution as a function of time may be obtained by solving the 
kinetic equation. This can modify the form and isotropy of the distribution. This is 
discussed in more detail by Kardaschev (1962) and in Chapter 4.
1 .2 .2  S o u r c e  in h o m o g e n e i t ie s ,  j e t s  and  s h o c k s
1.2.2.1 Inhom ogene it ie s
Having briefly discussed the properties of an ideal homogeneous synchrotron source, 
a comparison should be made with real sources. It has long been known th a t the 
spectrum  of Fig 1.1 is a poor representation of blazar spectra, particularly at low 
frequencies. A t the lowest frequencies the spectrum  turns over and a power-law of 
the form Fj, ~  zz5/ 2 is expected which is characteristic of self-absorption of synchrotron 
photons by the em itting medium (e.g. Rybicki & Lightman 1979). This is not at all what 
is observed where the spectrum below the self-absorption turnover is generally flat. This 
inconsistency is the origin of the “Cosmic Conspiracy” . Cotton et al. (1980) showed 
conclusively th a t for the object 0735 +  178 this is not the result of the superposition 
of a num ber of discrete synchrotron sources with different turnover frequencies as the 
spectra are too smooth; Cook & Spangler (1980) repeated this analysis for a larger 
sample of compact radio sources and arrived at the same conclusion. Instead the 
results are consistent with an inhomogeneous source structure. This is the prime piece 
of evidence for sburce inhomogeneity a t low frequencies.
A t higher frequencies there is also strong observational evidence th a t the em itting 
region is inhomogeneous and more particularly tha t the size of the emission region de­
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creases w ith increasing energy. As already mentioned the typical variability timescale 
gives inform ation on the size of the em itting region and the variability timescale de­
creases with increasing frequency. Broadly speaking this decrease is oc z/ - 1 / 2 (Bregman 
et al. 1988 for 3C446 and also Celotti et al. 1989). Variability may have several origins 
but it is m ost likely tha t the short timescale variations are due to  finite source size and 
the fact th a t this varies with frequency can be regarded as evidence for inhomogeneity. 
In principle one cannot say which mechanism is responsible for the variability however 
it m ust be true th a t it is radiative losses, e.g. synchrotron or inverse Compton emission 
which tend to  dom inate over losses caused by expansion of the source. This is because 
expansion losses are clE/dt  ~  —E  which does not give rise to a steepening of the spec­
trum  unlike radiative losses where d E /d t  ~  — E 2 and where one has r  oc z/-1 / 2 and 
spectral curvature as observed.
1.2.2.2 Je ts
The strongest single piece of evidence supporting the claim that jets are central to the 
blazar class is the m otion of VLBI radio components, previously m entioned in Section 
1.1.5.2. This is interpreted as superluminal motion of knots of m aterial moving away 
from the central source at apparent velocities which may be as high as 10h-1 c (see 
Porcas 1987). This flow of m aterial comprises a jet. The superluminal knots are known 
to be polarized (Roberts et al. 1987) and generally the position angle of the knots is 
aligned with the jet i.e. the dominant magnetic field lies across the je t. The second piece 
of evidence comes from the more detailed studies of time dependence from variability 
studies. The single dish radio observations of Aller et al. (1985) show th a t flux outbursts 
are associated with an alignment of the position angle with the jet. In the model of 
Hughes et al. (1985) a shock passes down the jet. As this encounters high density 
regions it compresses the fluid and magnetic field producing a flux outburst. This also 
aligns the field across the jet naturally  as the field, assumed isotropic upstream , is 
enhanced parallel to the shock face. They obtained good fits to their m onthly data  
using this picture of a shock causing flares and a piston which drives the shock together 
with quiescent jet component which has a steeper spectral index and which is seen
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during less active periods. A shock in a jet was also the basis of the model of M arscher 
& Gear (1985) who included losses but did not use a particular magnetic field geometry. 
Both papers showed th a t variations could be well explained by a shock travelling along 
a je t whereas the “standard” isotropically expanding source model of Pauliny—Toth & 
Ivellerman (1966) encountered severe difficulties, as had been known for some tim e (see 
e.g. Altschuler & W ardle 1977).
1.2.2.3 Shocks
An example of the emission from a shock model is shown in Fig. 1.2. This is similar to 
the model of Hughes et al. (1985) in th a t there is a slab of synchrotron em itting plasm a 
moving along a jet. The w idth of the jet expands with time, s oc t and the m agnetic field 
in the plasm a decreases as the jet width increases B  oc s -2 . Three loss mechanisms 
have been taken into account in the analysis, adiabatic expansion, synchrotron and 
inverse Compton. The expansion of the source is responsible for the evolution of the 
self-absorption turnover to lower frequencies. Synchrotron and inverse Compton losses 
have the same qualitative effect upon the spectrum, they cause evolution of the sharp 
cutoff to lower energies, the difference is in the value of the cutoff as a function of time, 
the inverse Compton effect being more im portant at higher densities where the source is 
more compact. In the model spectra plotted in Fig 1.2, it was assumed th a t the photons 
being scattered were wholly from the em itting slab itself. Fig 1.2 also shows the effect 
of integrating along the line of sight through the jet where one observes radiation from 
electrons which were injected at earlier times. This gives rise to the spectral break seen 
in the integrated flux.
Prior to this thesis there have been no attem pts to extend the shock model to 
optical frequencies. Indeed there are conflicting ideas on the point of whether the 
optical emission arises entirely within the superluminal components or in the core 
regions, unresolved even by VLBI observations. On the other hand, there are preferred 
optical position angles which align with the VLBI axis (Rusk & Seaquist 1985; Impey
1987) again implying a magnetic field across the jet and a shock origin for the radiation.





F igure 1.2: This shows the evolution of a slab of synchrotron em itting m aterial passing 
along a je t which expands as s oc t and in a magnetic field which decreases with 
increasing je t w idth B  oc s~2. The lower figure shows the integrated emission from a 
jet.
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Also the work of Landau et al. (1986), mentioned previously, supports a common origin.
1 .2 .3  P a r t ic le  a c c e le r a t io n
There are several argum ents which advocate a localized form of particle acceleration 
operating w ithin the source; prim arily it is the short variability timescale which sug­
gests electron lifetimes of the order of days. At present the most viable scheme for 
accelerating electrons to the high energies at which synchrotron emission is radiated 
a t high frequencies is the first order Fermi mechanism which operates at the site of a 
converging fluid flow such as a shock front. The theory was developed'alm ost simul­
taneously by Bell (1978a,b), Axford et al. (1977), Blandford & Ostriker (1978) and 
Krymsky (1977).
The principle behind the mechanism is extremely simple. Consider a shock front 
in a fluid where the thickness of the shock front is governed by the mean free path  of the 
average particle. In the case of a collisionless shock this will effectively be the gyroradius 
of a therm al proton. A supratherm ai particle, entering from the upstream  region, with 
a gyroradius much greater than  the shock thickness can pass through the shock front 
essentially unperturbed. In doing so the energy and pitch angle in the shock reference 
frame are conserved. The particle then moves into the downstream fluid where it can be 
scattered in pitch angle by the fluid. For magnetic interactions the particle m aintains a 
constant energy as measured in the rest frame of the scattering medium. The scattered 
particle has a finite and energy-independent probability of crossing the shock again 
into the upstream  fluid in which case eventually the fluid will advect the particle across 
the shock once more. If the particle is highly relativistic this cyclic process results, 
statistically, in a fractional gain in energy for each particle. The combination of a 
fractional energy gain and an energy-independent return  probability results in a non- 
therm al power-law distribution of energies being m anufactured. In the time since this 
was realized the original formulations have been considerably elaborated and widely 
applied, although the original principles remain unchanged. It has been observed by 
satellites at the E a rth ’s bow shock and it is believed to be im portan t for solar flares,
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supernova rem nants and extended radio sources. As the prime candidate for particle 
acceleration in blazars it is appropriate to discuss it further. Several good reviews of 
Fermi acceleration exist in the literature, for example those by Drury (1983), Blandford 
& Eicliler (1987) and Decker (1988).
There are several approaches to  tackling the problem which give varying degrees of 
insight into the microphysics taking place and which yield varying degrees of spectral 
accuracy; all will be employed at different points in this work. F irstly there are integra­
tions of particle orbits which follow the particles through the fluid as they are scattered 
and cross the shock front (C hapter 5). Secondly there are M onte Carlo m ethods which 
utilize the stochastic nature of the process of the scattering process but which still fol­
low individual particles (C hapter 3). Finally there are analytic treatm ents (C hapter 3) 
which obtain solutions to the transport equation at the shock front; these are quickest 
to evaluate in practice but a t the expense of all information about individual particles.
The simplest approach is tha t of Bell (1978a), which is the m ethod which best 
illustrates the microscopic nature of the mechanism. It was originally developed for 
non-relativistic shocks but the principles carry over to the relativistic regime. In it he 
assigns a probability 77 of a particle in the downstream region escaping from the shock 
77 — where U2 is the downstream fluid speed and v is the particle velocity (77 is 
simply the ratio  of the flux of particles a long distance away from the shock to the flux 
of particles across a surface). Secondly one has to obtain the m omentum gain when a 
particle completes a cycle. This is found by transforming the m omentum, p, between 
frames, noting th a t at the shock crossing the m omentum is unchanged in the shock 
frame. The average m omentum gain will be:
(A y, = (1 .12)
where u q 2] is the fluid speed on the upstream  [downstream] side of the shock. The 
particle can thus repeatedly cross the shock each time with a finite chance of being 
lost. After n cycles it reaches a momentum:
TT i i  1 — ^ 2 ) 1  , 1  / P n \  4(ti i  — U2) 1 ( ,  1 , )„„ =  I f  1 +  ■ ■ -  po =4- In  5--------------------------------------(1.13)
1 =  1
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and the probability of this occurring is:
(1.14)
thus one obtains the probability of a particle being accelerated to m om entum  p. The 
num ber density of electrons with m om enta greater than  p is given by this probability 
m ultiplied by the to ta l num ber of particles (r  is the compression ratio):
This is the basic m ethod for accelerating electrons.- There are two modifications 
tha t will be considered in detail in this thesis. The first is tha t the shock at which the 
electrons are accelerated could be moving through the fluid at relativistic velocities. 
This is suggested by the observations of superluminal motions in BL-Lacs; if the moving 
components are associated with a shock front then the shock is moving relativistically. 
The non-relativistic approach outlined above is unsatisfactory at relativistic speeds. 
The treatm ent assumed that the electron velocity distribution remained isotropic a t the 
shock front whereas it is actually impossible tha t an electron distribution can remain 
isotropic in both  the upstream  and downstream rest frames if the shock is moving 
at relativistic speeds. Thus it is necessary to introduce an extra param eter in to  the 
problem i.e. the pitch angle of the electron velocity. Peacock (1981) attem pted solving 
the problem via the microphysics and derived spectral indices under certain conditions, 
but as recently as 1987 Blandford & Eichler stated tha t it was unlikely th a t an electron 
distribution close to isotropy in the downstream frame could be efficiently accelerated 
a t a relativistic shock.
The m ajor advance was made by Kirk & Schneider (1987a) who adapted the 
techniques of radiative transfer to the problem of electron scattering at ultrarelativistic 
energies. The key aspect of their approach was to note tha t one can mix reference 
frames. Thus certain properties are best expressed in the shock rest frame (such as the 
spatial and tim e dependence) while other quantities (the m omentum and pitch angle) 
are more suitably measured in the frame in which the scattering takes place i.e. the 
fluid rest frame. Under the assumptions of a plane parallel shock, with a m agnetic
(1.15)
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field parallel to  the shock normal, and a distribution which is independent of gyrophase 
they wrote down and solved the time-independent transport equation. After separating 
variables this reduces to  an eigenvalue problem which is solved by expanding in terms 
of Legendre polynomials. The distribution can then be obtained under the assum ption 
th a t it is continuous a t the shock front and th a t the m omentum distribution is a simple 
power law. The results of this “Q j” m ethod showed that relativistic shock fronts 
can indeed accelerate ultrarelativistic electrons and th a t the resulting spectra were 
often harder than  those predicted by the simple non-relativistic approxim ation i.e. the 
mechanism was very efficient. The range of spectral indices which could be produced 
by relativistic shocks under a variety of conditions was summarized by Heavens (1988).
The second modification to the theory is due to the expectation th a t in a large 
proportion of cases the magnetic field will be inclined to the shock normal. The case 
for oblique shocks has already been stated , the effect th a t this has upon the process 
of Fermi acceleration is potentially quite drastic. This can be illustrated simply in the 
“superlum inal” case where usi j  cos 9sh > 1 when the m agnetic field intersects the shock 
front a t a  speed which is greater than th a t of light. u3h is the shock speed and 6sh is 
the angle between the shock normal and the magnetic field. In this case an electron, 
once having reached the downstream fluid can never return upstream  as the shock is 
receding at faster than  it can travel, the Fermi mechanism simply does not work under 
such conditions. For “sublum inal” shocks Kirk & Heavens (1989) solved the problem in 
the limit of a dynamically unim portant magnetic field. The physics are complicated by 
a couple of ex tra  features. Firstly, oblique shocks can accelerate electrons even during 
the course of a single shock crossing. This is the “shock drift” mechanism caused by 
the electric field which exists at the shock front in the shock frame (see Decker 1988). 
Secondly, if the particles are assumed to conserve magnetic moment upon crossing the 
shock then particles incident from the upstream  region have the possibility of being 
reflected by the shock. The problem of the electric field at the shock is solved by 
transform ing to  a reference frame where the fluid flow is along the magnetic field on 
both sides of the shock front, a transform ation which is always possible for subluminal 
shocks (de Hoffman & Teller 1948). Kirk & Heavens extended the work of Kirk & 
Schneider (1987) by modifying the transport equation to be solved to  oblique shocks
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and then expanding the distribution function in term s of Chebychev polynomials. They 
found th a t oblique subluminal shocks are extremely efficient at particle acceleration and 
th a t as the shock become more oblique more particles are trapped upstream  and the 
spectral index becomes very hard, a  —> 0 .
An alternative approach to solving the problem was presented in Kirk fe Schneider 
(1987b) who used a M onte Carlo technique to  follow particles through the plasma. The 
distribution function at the shock front is then built up as the individual particles 
make shock crossings. M onte Carlo methods had already been used to model Fermi 
acceleration for the non-relativistic limit (see e.g. Achterberg 1988; Decker & Vlahos
1988) but they had a poor reputation as an unwieldy m ethod requiring a great deal 
of computing power to achieve reasonable signal to noise i.e. in order to accelerate a 
sufficient num ber of particles to high energies it was necessary to inject a prohibitively 
large num ber of low energy particles. Kirk & Schneider (1987b) overcame this problem 
by allowing particles at the shock front to split into a num ber of daughter particles, 
each weighted down accordingly. Thus the number of shock crossings can be made 
to stay approxim ately constant with energy although the distribution function itself 
decreases rapidly. This results in more potential power for the technique. To illustrate 
this Kirk & Schneider modelled the acceleration process allowing for synchrotron losses, 
something which is not possible with the analytic approach.
Thus relativistic shocks can be regarded as the site of efficient particle acceleration. 
It it quite feasible th a t the m ethod is so efficient th a t the accelerated electrons may 
themselves have a high enough pressure to have a back-reaction upon the shock front 
itself. This effect has been investigated by a number of authors (e.g. Blandford 1980; 
Heavens 1983,1984; Achterberg et al. 1984 for non-relativistic shocks; Schneider & Kirk 
1989 for relativistic shocks). The effect of a non negligible pressure is to create a shock 
precursor which increases the w idth of the shock transition. The result is to decrease 
the efficiency of the acceleration process and steepen the power law. This possibility 
will be entirely ignored in this thesis.
Having sta ted  a m ethod for accelerating electrons to a power-law distribution in 
energy it is also worth mentioning th a t there must also be a cutoff to the distribution
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either a t low or high energies, otherwise the num ber density of electrons diverges. The 
m ethod of injection of electrons is not a t all well understood. A t high energies there 
may be a num ber of physical restrictions to the acceleration process such as synchrotron 
losses or the finite scale of the perturbations.
The acceleration process will be examined in detail in Chapter 3 where oblique 
relativistic m agnetohydrodynam ic will be considered. The Q j  m ethod of Kirk & Heav­
ens (1989) and the M onte Carlo approach of Kirk & Schneider (1987b) will be used is 
this case. The subject of Chapter 5 will be Fermi acceleration at relativistic shocks in 
disordered m agnetic fields where a technique of following particle trajectories exactly 
will be developed.
1 .2 .4  T h e  r o le  p la y e d  b y  g r a v ita t io n a l  m ic r o le n s in g
As for any class of astronomical objects there are objects which do not fit in to  the 
scheme of things. There are several blazars which appear to  be extraordinary in loca­
tion. One of the more unusual properties of the class of blazars is the redshift distribu­
tion, which is difficult to understand unless we are located at a particularly high space 
density. To overcome this problem, Ostriker & Vietri (1985) put forward a suggestion 
tha t BL-Lacs m ight be gravitationally microlensed images of higher redshift H PQ ’s. 
The BL-Lacs would then be observed projected against normal elliptical galaxies at 
lower redshifts, the line em itting region is too large to be amplified and would therefore 
tend to be swamped by the continuum.
In addition to these argum ents, one can also use observational oddities to  support 
a claim for gravitational microlensing. F irstly there are three objects th a t Ostriker
(1989) cites: 0235 +  15, where a BL-Lac is seen with weak emission lines at z  = 1.75 
but also a strong absorption feature a t z  = 1.345, including Znll, which would be 
unique among quasars, but which could also be indicative of cool gas in an intervening 
galaxy. 0846 +  51 W l ,  which when bright is classified as a BL-Lac, bu t which when 
faint is a normal quasar. On the plate there is a faint red nebulosity. Possibly, suggests 
Ostriker, the flare was caused by an intervening star in the foreground galaxy. Finally,
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0537 — 441, at z  = 0.894, is located in the centre of an elliptical of unknown redshift, 
but which is large enough to  make a redshift of 0.9 unlikely.
Although it is possible th a t the effect could actually be present in a few objects, 
the original claim, th a t microlensing is occurring in a large proportion of objects has 
severe difficulties. In the first instance, the size of the radio em itting region, as inferred 
from variability is much larger than  the optical em itting region, and so would not be 
amplified by the lensing object. It then follows th a t one would expect to see some 
radio-quiet BL-Lacs. Another argum ent against microlensing is tha t flare events often 
produce position angle rotations which cannot be explained by lensing. In the lensing 
scenario a flare takes place whenever a foreground star moves transverse to the line of 
sight. This boosts the Stokes param eters to give a flux flare but does not alter their 
relative values. If one sees a position angle ro tation associated with a flare, then the 
flare is not the result of lensing. Finally, there are the suggested differences between 
BL-Lacs and H PQ ’s such as the fact th a t the VLBI polarization of BL-Lacs tends to be 
along the je t whereas in H PQ ’s it is perpendicular to  the jet axis and also the difference 
in speeds of the superluminal components (reported by Gabuzda et al. 1989b). Given 
these objections, gravitational microlensing will not be considered again in this thesis.
1.3 T h esis  O u tlin e
The contents of this thesis are as follows. In Chapter 2 the observations obtained 
during a series of four nights monitoring the flux and polarization properties of a 
number of blazars are presented. These data  are combined with past observations and 
the global properties of the whole sample are discussed, together with a few examples 
of unusual behaviour. The results are compared with what one would expect from 
a particular param eterization of the emission region. The results obtained in this 
Chapter are used as the observational base with which the theory of the subsequent 
chapters is compared. Chapter 3 concerns itself with oblique relativistic MHD shock 
fronts and Fermi acceleration and whether this mechanism can actually explain the 
range of spectral indices seen in blazars. Chapter 4 is more speculative and examines
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the form of high frequency synchrotron emission and makes an attem pt to  explain 
the optical polarization of blazars in terms of a simple source structure. Chapter 5 
develops the ideas expressed in the previous two chapters, exploring the possibility of 
Fermi acceleration at relativistic shocks with disordered m agnetic fields by following 
the motion of individual electrons through the magnetic field exactly. Chapter 6 is 
something of a digression, proposing a model to  explain the extent of the radio emission 
of the galactic object, SS433. Chapter 7 presents the conclusions of the work.
The work for this thesis will aim to present particular physical models of the 
emission region based upon what can be deduced from the optical data; it is arguable 
whether or not this is a  suitable approach to the problem. Comparing the m ethods used 
for BL-Lacs with those used to  understand the kiloparsec scale jets over a longer period 
of tim e is an instructive exercise. In the field of large scale jets those m ethods which 
relied upon simple physical argum ents based upon unjustifiable assumptions such as 
minimum energy (originally due to Burbidge 1956) have lost favour and have in some 
cases been shown to  be incorrect (e.g. Killeen et al. 1988). Instead numerical models 
of the flow patterns are currently the trend (e.g. M atthews & Scheuer 1989) as these 
give more insight into the physics. If one was to be prudent therefore and learn from 
past lessons, perhaps one could anticipate the best results coming from morphological 
studies of ever improving VLBI observations and more detailed numerical simulations 
of jets. However, this is not an option which is open in the present case, where the 
brief is to  understand the emission w ithout any spatial information and only unresolved 
optical data. Furtherm ore, although the present approach does not attem pt to explain 
the location or origin of shocks, it does examine the processes which occur at shocks 
and the effect they have on the synchrotron emission which is a problem th a t numerical 
flow studies do not tackle.
C hap ter 2
M u l t i f r e q u e n c y  o b s e r v a t io n s  o f  b la z a r s
2.1 In tro d u ctio n
The optical radiation is im portant in try iig  to understand blazars because it probes 
the structure of sources on scales of the order of a single light day or less, corresponding 
to  the light travel distance of the approxim ate variability timescale. Thus data  taken 
at these frequencies yield information about the short timescale acceleration and loss 
mechanisms'. The observations presented in this chapter were made at the United 
Kingdom Infrared Telescope (UKIRT) on M auna Kea in Hawaii in February 1988. 
D ata  were obtained for fourteen objects over four nights, covering the UBVRIJHK 
wavebands. The da ta  were taken simultaneously in the five optical and any one infrared 
waveband with the M ark II Hatfield Polarim eter and are appreciably more accurate 
than previous observations. This high degree of accuracy allows detailed analysis and 
critical exam ination of specific models of the emission region. D ata  from a further 30 
objects taken prior to 1988 using the polarim eter, representing the full results of the 
programme, will be incorporated for the analysis, as this has the potential to strengthen 
considerably the conclusions drawn from the observations.
Several aspects of the data  will be considered in turn . Firstly, the frequency 
dependence of the observed flux will be examined because of the information it yields 
about the value of the spectral index of the underlying non-tliermal distribution of 
electrons. A rough estim ate of the value of the magnetic field of B ~ 10~5T (Gear et 
at. 1986) yields electron lifetimes of the order of days, implying th a t acceleration of 
electrons m ust take place in situ. To date, the most commonly advanced theory is first 
order Fermi acceleration at m agneto-hydrodynamic collisionless shocks. The theory
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has the advantage th a t it makes specific predictions of the spectral index which should 
be observed (e.g. Heavens 1988). The evidence for breaks or cutoffs having steepened 
the spectrum  (Rieke et al. 1979; Bregman et al. 1981) will also be considered.
The polarization properties can yield im portant information about the structure of 
the source. The idealized polarization level (~  70%), expected from a uniform magnetic 
field is not observed, so the magnetic field m ust be misaligned at some level when 
averaged over the source. In addition, if a cutoff is affecting the flux which is observed 
then this will in tu rn  have a characteristic effect upon the polarization. Any preferred 
direction of position angle which is observed will indicate a preferred orientation of the 
m agnetic field. Following Bjornsson (1985), and the previous papers Mead et al. (1990, 
hereafter MEA90) and Ballard et al. (1990, hereafter BEA90) frequency dependence of 
polarization will be referred to as FDP, and frequency dependence of position angle as 
FDR
Variability can also play an im portant role in understanding the emission region, 
the most notable examples of this in the optical being the week long intensive m on­
itoring programmes carried out on the object BL-Lac (Moore et al. 1982; Brindle et 
al. 1986) which, upon analysis, yielded source models consisting of random ly oriented 
components being switched on and off.
Before continuing with this chapter it is worth stating the context w ithin which it 
is w ritten. Long term  status was granted for this programme by the PATT committee 
in 1986. The tim e allocated, 20 nights, was divided between four separate observing 
runs. The first three, 1986 July 31 -  August 7, 1987 July 27-30 and 1987 September 
18-21 were carried out by a team  including Andrew Mead and the results, for a to tal 
of 37 blazars, formed the bulk of his thesis, which was published in September 1988. 
The author was present for the final observing run, 1988 February 15-18, during which 
14 blazars were observed. Only the data  from these 14 objects are presented here as it 
would be im practical to include the entire da ta  set although these are included in the 
analysis. Thus, once the analysis of the data  is considered, in Section 2.3, the two parts 
will be considered as one. This approach, using all the data  available, is the same as in 
the two published papers from the programme, MEA90 and BEA90; it is unnecessary
to  cover the same ground as these two works and therefore only a  summary of their 
conclusions will be given, together with an updated analysis.
The layout of the rem ainder of this chapter is as follows: Section 2.2 describes 
the general observing strategy and includes a description of the instrum ent and the 
techniques used to  reduce the data. Section 2.3 analyses the results of all the data  
which have been taken since 1986 and considers several different aspects such as the 
instances where dilution of the synchrotron component occurs, variability in the data  
and the properties of the flux and polarization. In Section 2.4 the observations are fitted 
with a specific param eterization and the implications this has for the source structure 
are discussed. In Section 2.5 the conclusions are presented.
2.2 O b servation a l T echniques
2 .2 .1  T h e  H a tf ie ld  P o la r im e t e r s
In this section a brief description of the procedure used to obtain the data  is given. 
Throughout the observing programme two instrum ents were used, the M kl and M kll 
Hatfield polarim eters. These were both constructed by Dr J.H. Hough at Hatfield 
Polytechnic. The M kl instrum ent was described by Bailey & Hough (1982) and later 
modifications were described by Mead (1988). It was capable of simultaneous observa­
tions in any two optical and any one near infrared wavebands. It was only used for the 
initial observing run in August 1986 and will not be described further.
The M kll device was first employed in July 1987 and was described in detail in 
MEA90. This is a twin beam instrum ent which operates at the f/35 focus of UKIRT. 
The two beams are separated by 50.8mm in the focal plane which corresponds to  an 
angular separation on the sky of 81.3 arcsec. The layout is shown in Fig. 2.1.
The infrared beam passes through a ro tating IR-achromatic wave-plate (1-2.5/¿m) 
and then an IR /optical dicliroic beam splitter. The reflected IR beam passes through a
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wire-grid analyser and in to  the observatory cryostat (UKT9). The transm itted  optical 
beam  is sent to  the UKIRT TV camera and is used to  aid acquisition and guidance. 
An efficiency correction m ust be applied to  the infrared polarization m easurements, 
due to  inefficiencies which arise from the frequency response of the detector and the 
wire-grid analyser. The appropriate efficiency to use for correcting the measurements 
is the m easured polarization of an unpolarized star w ith the Gian prism inserted into 
the IR beam. The wire grid indicated on the calibration slide in Fig. 2.1 is only used 
when calibration at wavelengths longer than K is required, where the Gian prism can 
no longer be used; no such observations are presented.
For the optical beam a super-achrom atic wave plate is followed by a Foster prism 
which produces two orthogonally polarized beams. Dichroics are then used to  split the 
beams in to  U and R channels, and the B,V and I beams channels with filters used 
in each beam  to form the separate passbands. The polarim eter can thus measure the 
U,B,V,R,I wavebands and one IR waveband simultaneously. The filters quite closely 
reproduce the Cousins UBVRI system (Bessell 1979) and any differences have been 
ignored. The effective wavelengths of the filters are listed in Table 2.1.
Table 2.1: Effective wavelengths and zero-magnitude flux densities. These are taken 
from Bessell (1979) and Campins et al. (1985).
Filter A/ gm r'/lO 14 Hz F0/k Jy
Iv 2.18 1.38 0.667
H 1.64 1.83 1.075
J 1.23 2.44 1.603
I 0.80 3.75 2.55
R 0.64 4.68 3.08
V 0.55 5.45 3.64
B 0.44 6.81 4.26
U 0.36 8.33 1.81
The polarim eter is operated as follows. A cycle consists of four rotations of the 
wave-plate w ith the object centred on the optical beam at the s ta rt of each cycle. At 
the end of the first ro tation the telescope is nodded to bring the object into the IR 
beam and then nodded back after the third rotation. While not centred on the object, 
the beams are m easuring the sky. On-line software updates the polarization and flux 
m easurements and their combined errors — obtained from photon statistics -  a t the end
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Figure 2.1: This figure illustrates the optical layout of the Mark II Hatfield Polarime­
ter. Taken from MEA90.
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of each cycle.
2 .2 .2  D a t a  R e d u c t io n
The polarim eter returns relative fluxes for each waveband, which are then calibrated 
by observations of standard  stars. The infrared magnitudes were calibrated using stars 
from the UKIRT standards list and the optical standards were obtained from the cat­
alogue of Landolt (1983). Airmass corrections were performed using observationally 
determined extinctions. The fluxes have all been corrected for interstellar extinction 
with the values of E ( B  -  V ), taken from Burstein and Heiles (1982). The extinction 
curve is taken from Rieke and Lebofsky (1985).
The degree of polarization observed is subject to a statistical bias which m ust be 
corrected. This is inherent in the measurement of a directional quantity  in the presence 
of noise. W ardle and Kronberg (1974) give the expression for the modal value, which 
is used to relate the true polarization p  to the measured polarization p' for high signal 
to noise values.
P ~  P 's j1 -  ( j )  (2 -1)
The best estim ate of the error on p  is the error on the measured polarization ap. The 
measured position angle is the best estim ate of the true position angle, but the error 
is underestim ated in the case of poor signal to noise (Wardle and Kronberg 1974).
The glan prism is used to measure the relative position angles in each band. The 
zero of position angle on the sky is determined by measurements of polarized standard  
stars taken from Serkowski (1974). These position angles are only quoted to  one degree 
accuracy and no errors are given. Consequently for many of the measurements given, 
the absolute position angle error is dominated by the unknown error in these angles.
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The d a ta  obtained for the 14 objects observed in 1988 February are presented in full 
in Appendix B. Values of E ( B  — V) are given for each object observed. Selection of 
the objects to be observed was made prior to the observing run and was modified as 
the run proceeded. The strategy which was adopted was to observe as many objects 
as possible and to concentrate on obtaining as much interesting behaviour as possible, 
where such behaviour was taken to include FD P, FD0 and large degrees of variability. 
The objects targeted initially were well known sources, such as OJ287, 3C279, 01
090.4 etc. Following the first night, objects showing more unusual properties were 
selected for repeat observations on later nights, whereas others were dropped and new 
objects observed to increase the chance of obtaining more unusual features. There are 
examples of objects (e.g. 1308 +  326) which were observed and found to be in a very faint 
state  using, the TV camera, after which observations were quickly term inated before 
any quantities could be determined accurately. This procedure is obviously heavily 
subjective and as a consequence the data  obtained form an inhomogeneous set. No 
information regarding the duty cycle can be derived.
The shape of the spectrum  will be characterised by the (local) spectral index which 
is obtained from the flux, S(v)  using;
= _ n o g ,0 s w  _
“ l°g l0 v
The condition of a frequency-dependent spectral index which results in curvature in 
the log S(zz) — \ogv  plane will be referred to as spectral curvature.
The d a ta  are separated into polarized and unpolarized observations because it 
is only when polarizations in excess of the 3% lim it are seen, th a t it is certain the 
observed flux contains a blazar contribution. The fits which are presented were all 
obtained by minimising the \ 2 statistic, using 5% as the critical level. The use of y 2 
is only valid if the errors concerned are distributed normally. Unfortunately, this is 
certainly not the case here. The errors on the photom etry are not simply the random 
errors associated with photon counting, but include the system atic uncertainties in the
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photom etric calibration. It is most unlikely tha t these errors are distributed normally. 
The use of x 2 here is justified as the aim is to obtain an approxim ate idea of the global 
properties of blazars ra ther than  the exact frequency of the occurrence of spectral 
curvature w ithin the population or to reject a power-law fit for any individual object. 
The use of this level of significance is rather lenient given the likely non-normal errors 
involved (it corresponds to  a 1.96cr point of the normal distribution). To test for spectral 
curvature, a power-law was fitted to all the UKIRT photometric data. The M ark II 
da ta  all have one infrared and at least four optical measurements and thus, all the da ta  
can be fitted by a power-law with at least two degrees of freedom. If a power-law was 
rejected at this level, then a parabola was fitted and the- spectral flux distribution is 
characterised a.s having either a convex spectrum  (d a /du  > 0 ), a concave spectrum  
(d a /d u  < 0 ) or a “complex” spectrum.
All the d a ta  which had two or more polarization measurements were tested for 
FDP. The Weighted mean of the measured polarizations was calculated and then tested 
against all the measured polarizations by use of the y 2 statistic with the loss of one 
degree of freedom. In order to  assign the FDP categories where a constant polarization 
level could not be fitted, a power-law polarization behaviour was fitted (p(z') oc id3). 
The form of this empirical fit was chosen because the polarization degree is fixed as 
positive and this allows an unconstrained minimisation to be performed with respect to 
logP14 and /?. The two FD P categories (dp/du  > 0 and dp/du  < 0) were assigned on the 
basis of the sign of the fitted value of ¡5. Those objects not fitted (at the 5% level) by 
this functional form, are described as having “complex” polarization behaviour. This 
procedure will flag behaviour, such as th a t seen in 1641 +  399 and 2200 +  420, where 
the FD P is only significant over a narrow range of the observed frequencies.
Similarly the da ta  were tested for FDd . The different categories were assigned 
using the same m ethod as for FDP. Polarimetric errors should have an approximately 
normal distribution in the case of high signal to noise, and the position angle error 
distribution is also approxim ately normal in this regime (Wardle and Kronberg 1974).
In the following subsection a description of the individual objects which were 
observed is given.
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2 .3 .1  S u m m a r y  o f  t h e  b e h a v io u r  o f  in d iv id u a l  o b j e c t s
H0414 +  009
This object is an x-ray selected blazar, first detected by the HEAO -1  satellite. 
Ulmer et al. (1983) classified it as a candidate BL Lac object from x-ray, optical and 
radio data. Impey and Tapia (1988) reported an optical polarization of 2.76 ±  0.29%. 
Recently a redshift of 0.287 has been reported by Halpern et al. (1991). On 1988 
February 15 and February 16 the B polarization was 6.4 ±  0.8 % and therefore this 
object can be confirmed as a blazar. There was no evidence for FD P or FDd on either 
night although significant spectral curvature was seen.
PICS 0422 +  004
This object was present in the catalogue of Angel & Stockman (1980; hereafter 
AS80). No redshift is available. It was observed twice, on 1988 February 16 and 
18. Spectral curvature was observed on both occasions. There was no evidence for 
frequency dependent polarization, but the polarization decreased from 21.4 ±  0.3 to
12.4 ±  0.2% between these dates. The position angle behaviour was complex as there 
was a significant ro tation between the infrared and optical wavebands.
PICS 0735 +  178
This blazar is known to display spectral curvature over a wide range of frequency 
(see Landau et al. 1986 for observations of this and the following objects: 0736 +  017, 
0851 +  202, 1156 +  295, 1253 -  055, 1418 +  546, 1510 -  089, 1641 +  399). On 1988 
February 16 there was evidence for dp/dv  > 0 . The object has a redshift of 0.424. 
VLBI polarization observations have been published by Gabuzda et al. (1989a) showing 
a position angle lying roughly along the jet axis, which lies at an angle of 14°. It has 
an outer knot which is more polarized than the unresolved core.
PICS 0736 +  017
This again is an AS80 blazar which has often been observed in the past. It was
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observed on 1988 February 15, 16 when no significant polarization was detected at the 
3% level. The flux behaviour was complex.
0754+  100, 01 090.4
0754 +  100 is a well known AS80 blazar which was observed on 1988 February 
15, 16, 17 and 18. The polarization showed dp/dv  >  0, the degree of which decreased 
with time. On the last two nights the position angle was frequency independent a t an 
average angle of 36.2°.
0818 -  128, OJ-131
This AS80 blazar was observed on 1988 February 15, 16 and 17. During the course 
of the observations FD P was seen with polarizations increasing to the blue and the de­
gree of FD P increasing from night to night. The spectra tended to show spectral indices 
increasing with frequency. The position angle was frequency independent throughout, 
at an average angle of 81°.
0851 +  202, OJ287
This well known object was the subject of a previous paper (Holmes et al. 1984b), 
in which notable behaviour was interpreted in terms of a two-component model of 
the emission. It was observed on 1988 February 15, 16 and 17 to have a polarization 
around 10%. dp/du  > 0 was observed on February 16 and February 17. The data  
presented here for OJ287 are satisfactorily fitted by the two-component model. The 
VLBI polarization measurements of Roberts et al. (1987) indicated a position angle of 
— 115°, implying a magnetic field lying perpendicular to the jet axis.
0906 +  015
This source has a single polarization measurement (Moore & Stockman 1984). 
It was observed as a candidate blazar on 1988 February 15 when at the 3% level no 
significant polarization was detected.
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1101 +  384, Mkn 421
This is an AS80 object, located in an elliptical galaxy at redshift, z=0.0308. It was 
observed once, on 1988 February 15. The fact th a t the polarization showed complex 
behaviour and the curvature in the spectrum is in agreement with the hypothesis th a t 
the galactic flux significantly contaminates the blazar component.
1147 +  245
This was an AS80 blazar which displayed dp/dv  > 0 and complex position angle 
behaviour on the single occasion on which it was observed (1988 February 18).
1156 +  295
On 1988 February 15, 16 and 17 this well studied AS80 blazar was observed to 
have frequency independent polarizations and position angles (frequency averaged) of 
24% at 165°. It lies at a redshift of 0.729 and has been the subject of several intensive 
multifrequency m onitoring programmes (see McHardy 1989).
1253 -  0 5 5 ,3C 279
This object is a well studied superluminal radio source, which has long been known 
to be a blazar. The observations of 1986 August show a polarization flare, and a m axi­
mum U polarization of 45.92 +  0.98%, the largest polarization ever seen in the IR /optical 
for a blazar. In 1988 February the polarization rose throughout the observations from
19.6 ±  0.8% to 30.7 ±  0.6% in the U band.
1418 +  546, OQ 530
During the 1988 February run the position angle of this AS80 blazar was constant 
at 144° on the 16tli and 17tli. On the final night significant FD<? was observed, from 
132.0 ±  2.5° a t H to 156.2 ±  3.9° a t U.
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1424 +  240
This is a sm ooth spectrum  radio source identification which was confirmed as a 
blazar by Impey and Tapia (1988). Frequency independent polarizations (19.6%) and 
position angles (116°) were recorded on 1988 February 16, 17 and 18.
PICS 1510 -  089
This object was confirmed to be a blazar by Moore and Stockman (1981) and 
Smith et al. (1987). It is one of the more violently variable H PQ ’s with recorded flux 
variations of 5.4 m agnitudes (Moore and Stockman 1981). It was observed twice during 
1988 February although the da ta  obtained were not published in BEA90. They will 
be published in W ills et al. (in preparation). Complex polarization behaviour was 
observed.
1641 +  399 3C345
This frequently observed blazar was the subject of Mead et al. (1988). As with 
the d a ta  for 1520 — 089, those obtained in February 1988 will be published in the near 
future. The observations show polarization decreasing to the blue which, it is suggested, 
is caused by dilution by unpolarized optical light.
Hereafter these observations will be combined with the data  obtained in the three 
previous observing runs and will be treated as a single data  set, as was mentioned 
earlier. Table 2.2  summarizes all the results from the 14 clear nights when observing 
was possible, a to ta l of 156 photom etric da ta  sets were obtained. Table 2.2 lists all the 
polarim etric observations of blazars and whether they were fitted (at the 5% level of 
significance) by a constant polarization or FD P (either with dp/dv  >  0, dp/dv  <  0 or 
with more complex behaviour). Also tabulated are the results of testing for frequency 
dependence of the position angle of polarization. FD# is seen to be rarer than FDP. 
There is no evidence suggesting any preference for clockwise over counter-clockwise 
variations with frequency.
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2 .3 .2  C o n t a m in a t io n  b y  u n p o la r iz e d  c o m p o n e n ts
It is a m atte r of prim ary im portance to establish whether or not the data  presented 
can be taken as pure synchrotron sources, because, at later stages in this thesis models 
of the synchrotron em itting regions will be discussed and contam ination of the source 
by unpolarized emission may severely affect the appearance of the source and, hence, 
the conclusions drawn.
There are two possible origins for contam ination within the data  set. The first is 
blue light. Excess flux was first noticed in highly polarized quasars by Shields (1978). 
Malkan & Sargent (1982) fitted this “blue-bump” emission with the black body spec­
trum  which approxim ates the spectrum  from a therm ally radiating thin accretion disk. 
The clearest example of such contam ination was seen in the observations of 3C345 
(1641 -f 399) which were the subject of a paper by Mead et al. (1988). The effect of 
unpolarized emission at the blue end of the spectrum is to produce a decreasing po­
larization and spectral index with frequency. If however, the underlying synchrotron 
source has a frequency independent spectral index and polarization, then by plotting 
the polarized flux, one can recover details about the non-thermal source from the re­
sulting power-law. In order to select objects where this may have affected the spectra, 
objects showing either da /du  < 0 or not showing monotonic polarization variation 
were selected. These are listed in Table 2.3 and it might be noted th a t several of these 
showed little  or no significant polarization.
The x 2 levels of significance in Table 2.3 are quoted for a fit to a frequency- 
independent polarization for the FD P cases and to a power law flux distribution for 
the abnorm al spectra cases. An alternative explanation of this polarization behaviour is 
a superposition of misaligned polarized components. This is equivalent to  the Holmes et 
al. (1984b) two-component model, where two polarized components, of approxim ately 
equal polarized fluxes produce a polarization signature which decreases to zero a t the 
frequency where the polarized fluxes are equal. This will also produce FD# and indeed 
such behaviour was seen in 0109 +  224 on 1986 August 4 and 1418 -f 546 on 1988 
February 18.
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Table 2.2: Summary of the observations. c*o(> 0, < 0) refers to the spectral index 
constant (increasing, decreasing) with frequency. This is also indicated for polarization 
and position angle. Those observations not satisfactorily fitted are labelled complex.
O b je c t
0048 -  0 9 7 0  5  -  081
E (B -V )
0.00
PICS 0106 +  013
G C  0 1 0 9 + 2 2 4
0.00
0.06
0118 -  272 0.00
0 1 3 8 - 0 9 7 0.00
0 2 1 9 -  164 
0219 +  428 3C  66A
0.00
0.09
D a te F lu x P o la riz a tio n P o sitio n  A r
86 Ju l 31 «0 A p  >  0 Oo
86 A ug 3 A ot <  0 A p  >  0 Oo
86 A ug 4 «0 A p  >  0 Oo
86 A ug 6 »0 A p  >  0 Oo
86 A ug 7 ao A p  >  0 Oo
87 Ju l 27 A a  <  0 Po Oo
87 Ju l 29 »0 PO Oo
87 Ju l  30 oto Po Oo
87 Sep 18 Po Oo
87 Sep 19 oto Po Oo
87 Sep 20 Po Oo
86 A ug 4 oto u n p o la rized
87 Ju l  28 Aot <  0 Po Oo
87 Sep 21 oto u n p o la riz e d
86 A ug 1 oto PO Oo
86 A ug 4 OtQ A p  <  0 AO <  0
86 A ug 5 Po AO <  0
86 A ug 6 A p  >  0 Oo
86 A ug 7 oto A p  >  0 Oo
87 Ju l  27 oo PO Oo
87 Ju l  30 Aot >  0 Po Oo
87 Sep 19 «0 PO Oo
87 S ep  20 PO Oo
87 Sep 21 oo A p >  0 com plex
86 A ug 5 oo PO Oo
86 A ug 6 PO com plex
86 A ug 7 oo PO Oo
87 Ju l 27 A  a  <  0 A p >  0 Oo
87 Ju l  30 oq A p >  0 Oo
87 Sep 20 com plex Oo
87 Sep 21 oo A p >  0 Oo
86 A ug 5 OQ A p <  0 Oo
86 A ug 6 PO #0
86 A ug 7 oo Po A d  >  0
87 Ju l  28 oo PO Oo
87 Ju l  30 oo Po Oo
87 Sep 19 oo A p >  0 Oo
87 S ep  20 oo A p >  0 Oo
87 Sep 21 Oo Po Oo
87 Ju l  28 Oo PO Oo
86 A ug 1 Po AO >  0
86 A ug 4 A p >  0 #0
86 A ug 6 PO Oo
86 A ug 7 Po Oo
87 Ju l 27 OO PO Oo
87 Ju l  30 Oo Po Oo
87 Sep 18 com plex Oo
87 Sep 19 Po Oo
87 Sep 20 Oo Po Oo
87 Sep 21 Po Oo
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T a b le  2.2: Summary of the observations contd.
O b je c t E (B -V ) D a te F lu x P o la riz a tio n P o s itio n  A ngle
A O  0235 +  164 0.15 87 Ju l 28 A a  >  0 Po 00
87 Sep 20 A a  >  0 com plex 0o
0300 +  470 4C 47.08 0.15 87 Sep 20 Po Oo
0323 +  022 0.06 86 A ug 1
87 Sep 21 Po 0o
0336 -  019 0.06 86 A ug 5 u n p o la rized
0338 -  214 0.00 86 A ug 6 Po 0o
87 Sep 19 Po 0o
0414 +  009 0.12 88 Feb 15 A a  >  0 Po Oo
88 F eb  16 A a  >  0 Po Oo
0422 +  004 0.12 88 Feb 16 A a  >  0 Po com plex
88 F eb  18 A a  >  0 Po com plex
PI<S 0 7 3 5 +  178 0.03 87 Sep 19 P0 A 0  <  0
88 Feb 15 com plex PO com plex
88 Feb 16 a 0 Po 00
88 F eb  18 «0 P0 com plex
0736 +  017 0.12 88 F eb  15 com plex u n p o la rized
88 F eb  16 com plex u n p o la rized
0754 +  100 0.00 88 F eb  15 A a  >  0 A p >  0 AO  >  0
88 Feb 16 A a  >  0 A p >  0 com plex
88 Feb 17 «0 Po Oo
88 Feb 18 a 0 Po 0o
0818 -  128 O J-131 0.09 88 F eb  15 com plex A p >  0 0o
88 F eb  16 A a  >  0 A p >  0 00
88 F eb  17 A a  >  0 A p >  0 00
0851 +  202 O J287 0.00 88 F eb  15 A a  >  0 Po 0o
88 F eb  16 oo A p >  0 00
88 Feb 17 oo A p >  0 A 0  >  0
0906 +  015 0.00 88 Feb 15 oo u n p o la rized
1101 +  384 0.00 88 F eb  15 A a  >  0 com plex 00
1147 +  245 0.00 88 F eb  18 oo A p  >  0 AO <  0
1 1 5 6 +  295 0.00 88 F eb  15 «0 Po 00
88 Feb 16 oo P0 00
88 Feb 17 a 0 Po 00
1253 -  055 3C  279 0.03 86 A ug 1 Oo Po 0o
86 A ug 2 oo A p  >  0 AO  <  0
86 A ug 4 oo A p >  0 com plex
86 A ug 5 a 0 A p >  0 A 0  <  0
86 A ug 6 «0 A p >  0 A 0  <  0
87 Ju l 28 A a  >  0 A p >  0 00
88 F eb  16 a 0 Po com plex
88 F eb  17 oo Po com plex
88 F eb  18 oo A p >  0 Oo
1413 +  135 0.03 86 A ug 6 «0 u n p o la rized
1418 +  546 O Q  530 0.03 86 A ug 4 A p >  0 0o
86 A ug 5 A p  >  0 com plex
86 A ug  6 com plex #0
87 Ju l  30 a 0 A p >  0 com plex
87 Sep 20 A p >  0 00
87 Sep 21 A p >  0 0o
88 F eb  16 A  a  >  0 com plex 0o
88 F eb  17 A a  >  0 com plex 0o
88 F eb  18 A a  >  0 PO A 0  >  0
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Table 2 .2 : Summary of the observations contd.
O b je c t E (B -V ) D a te F lu x P o la riz a tio n P o sitio n  A n
1424 +  240 0.00 88 F eb  16 com plex P0 Oo
88 F eb  17 A a  >  0 Po 0o
88 F eb  18 «0 u n p o la riz e d
P K S  1510 -  089 0.06 86 A ug 1 «0 Po
88 F eb  15 A a  <  0 com plex 00
88 F eb  16 com plex com plex A 0  < 0
1 5 1 4 -  241 A P  L ib ra 0.15 86 A ug  1 Po com plex
87 Ju l  27 A a  >  0 com plex 0o
1 5 3 8 +  149 4C 14.60 0.00 86 A ug 1 ao u n p o la rized
1641 +  399 3C  345 0.00 86 A ug 1 A a  <  0 com plex Oo
86 A ug 2 A a  <  0 com plex Oo
86 A ug  4 A a  <  0 com plex Oo
86 A ug 5 A a  <  0 com plex Oo
86 A ug  6 com plex com plex Oo
86 A ug  7 A p <  0 Oo
87 Ju l  28 com plex u n p o la rized
87  Ju l 30 A a  <  0 u n p o la rized
87 Sep 19 A a  <  0 u n p o la rized
88 F eb  15 com plex Po 0o
88 F eb  16 com plex Po Oo
88 F eb  17 com plex com plex Oo
88 F eb  18 com plex Po Oo
1652 +  398 M kn 501 0.00 87 Sep 21 com plex AO <  0
1 7 1 7 +  178 O T  129 0.06 86 A ug  6 a  o Po Oo
86 A ug 7 A p  <  0 0o
87 Ju l  30 <*0 u n p o la rized
1 7 2 7 +  502 I Zw 186 0.00 86 A ug 6 Po AO  <  0
86 A ug  7 A p  >  0 Oo
87 Sep 21 A p  >  0 Oo
1749 +  096 O T  081 0.15 86 Ju l  31 Po AO >  0
86 A ug  5 Po Oo
86 A ug  6 PO Oo
86 A ug  7 A p  >  0 Oo
87 Ju l  27 a  o A p  >  0 Oo
1921 -  293 O V -236 0.12 86 A ug 3 Po AO >  0
86 A ug 6 A p  <  0 #0
86 A ug 7 PO *0
87 Ju l 27 com plex u n p o la rized
2 0 3 2 +  107 0.12 87 Ju l  27 com plex u n p o la rized
P K S  2155 -  304 0.00 86 A ug 1 a  o A p >  0 com plex
86 A ug 5 «0 Po Oo
86 A ug 6 P0 AO >  0
86 A ug 7 «0 Po Oo
87 Ju l  27 ao A p  >  0 AO <  0
87 Sep 21 com plex Oo
2 2 0 0 +  420 BL L a c e rta e 0.15 86 Ju l 31 A p  >  0 Oo
86 A ug 1 PO Oo
86 A ug 3 A a  >  0 com plex AO  >  0
86 A ug 4 com plex AO > 0
86 A ug  5 com plex AO >  0
86 A ug 6 com plex #0
86 A ug  7 com plex AO >  0
87 Ju l  27 A a  >  0 A p <  0 AO < 0
87 Ju l  28 A a  >  0 com plex AO  <  0
87 Ju l 30 A a  >  0 A p  <  0 AO  <  0
87 Sep 19 A a  >  0 com plex com plex
87 Sep 20 com plex AO >  0
87 Sep 21 com plex AO  >  0
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Table 2.2: Summary of the observations contd.
O b je c t E (B -V ) D a te F lu x P o la r iz a tio n  P o sitio n  An
P K S  2208 ■-  137 0.00 86 A ug 3 
86 A ug 4 
86 A ug 6 
86 A ug 7
<*0
u n p o la rized
u n p o la rized
u n p o la rized
un p o la rized
2223 -  052 3C  446 0.03 86 A ug 4 «0 u n p o la rized
87 Ju l 27 «0 Po Oo
87 Ju l 29 «0 Po Oo
87 Ju l 30 PO Oo
87 Sep 20 A p  >  0 Oo
87 Sep 21 PO Oo
2 2 3 0 +  114 4C  11.69 0.03 86 A ug 3 O' 0 u n p o la rized
86 A ug 4 o o u n p o la rized
2251 +  158 0.06 86 A ug 5
87 Ju l  28 
87 Sep 20
oo 
A a  >  0
u n p o la rized
u n p o la rized
PO 0o
2254 +  074 O Y  091 0.06 86 Ju l 31 A p >  0 Oo
86 A ug 1 PO Oo
86 A ug 3 com plex A p  >  0 Oo
86 A ug 4 A a  >  0 com plex Oo
86 A ug 5 A p >  0 0o
86 A ug 6 A p  >  0 Oo
86 A ug 7 oo Po com plex
87 Ju l  28 A a  >  0 com plex Oo
87 Ju l 30 A a  >  0 com plex Oo
87 Sep 18 PO com plex
87 Sep 21 A p  >  0 Oo
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Table 2.3: Objects possibly containing contam inating flux. The data  for 3C345 has 
been excluded.
Object
Name D ate of observation
Significance 
Level (%)
0106+ 013 (2) 1987 July 28 2.5
0109+  224 (1) 1986 August 4 1.0
0118 -  272 (2) 1987 July 27 0.01
0138 -  097 (1) 1986 August 5 1.0
0735 +  178 (2) 1988 February 15 5.0
0754+  100 (1) 1988 February 18 2.5
0818 -  128 (2) 1988 February 15,16 0.01
1418 +  546 (1), (2) 1986 August 6 0.01
1418 +  546 (2) 1988 February 18 0.01
1424 +  240 (2) 1988 February 16 0.01
1510 -  089 (2) 1988 February 15 1 X 10~4
1510 -  089 (2) 1988 February 16 0.1
1717+ 178 (1) 1986 August 7 0.01
1749 +  096 (2) 1986 August 5 0.01
1921 -  293 (1) 1986 August 6 0.1
1921 -  293 (2) 1987 July 27 0.01
2032+  107 (2) 1987 July 27 0.01
2208 -  137 (2) 1986 August 3,4 & 7 0.01
2251 + 158 (1) 1987 September 20 3.0
(1 )=  F D P  w ith dp/du  <  0, (2)=concave flux spectra  (d a / d v  <  0)
Of greater im portance is the possible contam inating flux originating in the starlight 
of the host galaxy. This emission would peak in the near infrared and drop off in the 
optical and hence the effect on the blazar spectra would be to produce artificial spectral 
curvature and FD P with the polarization increasing to the blue. Since, as will be seen, 
this is similar to the behaviour which is actually observed in blazars, it could cause 
confusion and those objects which are known to be situated in low redshift galaxies 
(0521 -365 , 0 5 4 8 -0 2 2 , 1101 +  384, 1133 + 704, 1514-241 ,1652  + 398 and 2200 +  420) 
should be treated  with caution. In future they should be studied with m ulti-aperture 
photom etry or imaging, in order to separate out the galaxy component (c.J. Kikuchi 
& Mikami 1987). However, in the case of the higher redshift sources, the fraction of 
observed flux which originates within galaxies is uncertain. It is unlikely, however, 
that there will be m any galaxies at redshifts z  ~  1 with K fluxes greater than  those 
seen for blazars (Glazebrook, personal communication). A further objection to  the
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suggestion th a t the properties of blazars are heavily influenced by galactic flux is th a t 
many properties such as the level of FD P are independent of flux. A constant galactic 
flux will not be able to induce artificial FD P at all flux levels.
2 .3 .3  F lu x  an d  s p e c tr a l  in d e x  b e h a v io u r
In this and the following sections in this chapter several correlations between various 
aspects of the d a ta  will be considered. These will be calculated using a non-param etric 
Spearman rank correlation technique (see Conover 1980). A non-param etric test be­
tween properties is suitable because there is no obvious origin to the scatter in the data  
points. As was previously noted the selection of observations was highly subjective and 
so the data  set obtained is inhomogeneous. Therefore, when calculating correlations 
between properties it would be inappropriate to treat each data  point as independent. 
For example, many flux and polarization measurements remained constant from day 
to day or even in a few cases, between observing runs. To try  to overcome such po­
tential biases only one value from each object is employed in the correlations, either 
the maximum or the median value. This point was made in BEA90, but it is arguable 
whether the m ethod used there was correct. This is because the points taken were, for 
example, maximum observed values in both quantities i.e. the procedure could lead to a 
point which had the maximum value in the first and second variables but the individual 
observations from which these values were taken could be different and comprise data  
taken anything up to  18 months apart. Therefore the results presented in this chapter 
have been corrected so th a t correlations are only examined between various quantities 
where each point consists of simultaneous data. It could, however, be argued th a t if 
any correlation is in fact present then it will make itself apparent because maximum 
values will be simultaneous anyway although since there will be scatter in the points 
it is more appropriate to alter the analysis. As will become apparent, this change of 
m ethod does not greatly affect the conclusions drawn.
The shape of the spectrum is im portant because of its relevance to  theories of 
acceleration mechanisms which provide specific predictions about the range of spectral
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index. For all observations there are a t least three flux points and, hence, an attem pt 
was made to fit all the data  points with a power law of constant spectral index. The 
technique employed was to  minimise the x 2 value which was carried out using a NAG 
minimization routine, E04FCF. In many cases a constant power law could not fit the 
data  satisfactorily and, in those instances, an alternative form was tried, a parabola in 
log S  -  log i/l4 space. is the frequency in units of 1014 Hz, a convenient reference 
frequency. This could only be attem pted  if there were four or more flux points, as a 
fit to only three points would be unique with zero degrees of freedom. The form of the 
parabola was:
1°g io 5'( I'i'i) =  log105(i/ =  10u H z)  -  a log10z/14 +  6(log10 zq4)2 (2.3)
and on this basis the spectral index could be estim ated at any frequency. The degree 
of spectral curvature over the range of observations was calculated as:
&&b - h -  cx(v b ) -  ct(vji) (2.4)
The resulting parabola could then be classified according to  whether A a  > 0 or A a  < 
0. If no satisfactory fit could be achieved again then the spectrum  was classified as 
complex, although the best fit parabola was still used to derive A cxb- h - It should be 
stressed th a t the motivation for fitting parabolae to the data  was solely to indicate the 
sense of spectral curvature, there was no theoretical motivation. The results of fitting 
the data  are summarized in Table 2.4 and Fig. 2 .2 .
Another useful indicator of the properties of the synchrotron em itter is the polar­
ized flux because synchrotron radiation is expected to  be the sole source of polarized 
radiation. This quantity  is calculated by multiplying the flux in a given waveband 
by the polarization value. The polarized flux spectral index and degree of polarized 
spectral curvature are then calculated in the same m anner as the to ta l flux param eters. 
The results are summarized in Table 2.4 and Fig. 2.3.
The results can now be compared with the predictions of spectral index obtained 
from particle acceleration theories. As can be seen by inspection of Table 2.4, many of
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F ig u re  2 .2 : This shows histograms of the maximum values of a(uB ) — ot(vfj) and 
a(vB ).
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F ig u re  2.3: This shows histograms of the maximum values of ocp(v b ) — Oip(ujf) and 
®p{v b )-
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the spectral indices are extremely steep, the maximum being a  =  2.89 for the object 
1749 +  096. Furtherm ore, the degree of spectral curvature is high in a large num ber 
of cases (e.g. ActB-H  =  3-37 for 0818 — 128). As had been made clear, the prime 
candidate for producing the non-thermal spectra of blazars is Fermi acceleration. The 
spectral indices th a t this produces were summarized by Heavens (1988). To repeat, 
these are th a t a strong, non-relativistic shock can produce a spectral index a  =  0.5 
(Bell 1978); strong, relativistic shocks can produce a wider range, between roughly 
a  ~  0.4 —> 0.63 (Kirk & Schneider 1987a); weak shocks, where the energy gain per 
shock crossing is less, produce steeper spectral indices, any value greater than  a  =  0.5 
in fact. Synchrotron losses, combined with a finite emission region, produce a spectral 
break accompanied by a gradual increase of A a = 0.5, if the acceleration of electrons 
is steady (e.g. Bregma.n 1985; Heavens & Meisenheimer 1986). There is, in addition, 
the possibility of a high energy cutoff to the distribution (Blandford 1979). An upper 
energy cut-off in the electron energy distribution is an expected feature of particle 
acceleration at shocks because the acceleration timescale is longer than the energy 
loss timescale above certain energies. Biermann & S trittm atter (1987) derive a cut-off 
freqiiency between 3 X 1014 Hz and 2 X 1015 Hz. The value of the cutoff frequency 
is dependent on the assumptions made in its derivation, for example, a Kolmogorov 
spectrum  (oc fc~5/ 3) was used to model the spectrum  of the turbulent m agnetic energy 
density responsible for the scattering while Heavens (1984) showed that a k~l spectrum  
can give rise to  a cut-off at x-ray frequencies or higher.
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Med M ax Obs.







Max Obs. Med M ax Obs.
0048 -  097 1.32 2.29 9 0.02 0.42 7 1.16 1.27 9 1.28 1.68 7
0106 +  013 1.36 1.36 1 -0 .4 3 -0 .4 3 1 0.64 0.64 1 -2 .67 -2 .67 1
0109 +  224 1.24 1.55 7 0.42 0.85 5 1.40 1.59 5 -0.03 -0 .03 4
0118 -  272 1.18 1.98 5 0.00 0.62 4 1.06 1.11 5 -0.39 1.08 4
0138 -  097 1.25 1.45 7 0.45 0.70 5 1.17 2.08 7 0.33 0.76 5
0219 -  164 1.00 1.00 1 0.35 0.35 1 1.07 1.07 1 0.04 0.04 1
0219 +  428 1.21 1.44 3 0.01 0.72 3 1.19 1.38 5 0.35 0.36 3
0235 +  164 1.84 2.23 2 2.44 2.49 2 2.32 3.41 2 1.60 2.50 2
0338 -  214 , - - - - - - 2.03 2.03 1 - - -
0414 +  009 1.01 1.03 2 1.09 1.09 2 1.71 2.19 2 -0.71 -0 .38 2
0422 +  004 1.19 1.22 2 1.25 1.39 2 - - - - - -
0735 +  178 1.55 1.62 3 0.41 0.47 3 1.50 1.50 1 0.74 0.74 1
0 7 5 4 +  100 1.39 1.51 4 0.40 0.56 4 1.51 1.55 2 0.05 0.92 2
0818 -  128 1.20 1.52 3 1.29 3.37 3 1.63 1.92 3 1.32 3.38 3
0851 +  202 1.44 1.47 3 0.31 0.45 3 1.36 1.53 2 -0.24 0.53 2
1101 +  384 0.62 0.62 1 1.03 1.03 1 0.92 0.92 1 0.44 0.44 1
1147 +  245 1.36 1.36 1 0.27 0.27 1 - - - - - -
1156 +  295 1.25 1.29 3 0.06 0.11 3 1.28 1.40 3 -0.08 0.34 3
1253 -  055 1.16 1.62 9 0.42 0.95 8 1.59 1.78 3 0.43 1.11 2
1418 +  546 1.15 1.59 4 0.80 1.28 4 1.35 1.61 3 0.43 0.82 2
1424 +  240 0.76 0.95 3 0.45 1.04 3 1.03 1.05 3 0.64 1.03 3
1510 -  089 1.58 1.68 2 -0 .4 2 -0.18 2 2.01 2.01 1 0.66 0.66 1
1514 -  241 0.99 0.99 1 1.99 1.99 1 1.79 1.79 1 1.33 1.33 1
1641 +  399 1.70 2.07 10 -0 .7 5 -0.11 10 1.76 2.29 11 0.06 1.53 10
1717 +  178 1.83 1.83 1 - - - 1.62 1.62 1 - - -
1727 +  502 - - - - - - 3.45 3.45 1 - - -
1749 +  096 2.89 2.89 1 0.28 0.28 1 - - - - - -
1921 -  293 - - - - - - 2.57 2.77 3 - - -
2155 -  304 0.62 0.71 2 0.02 0.42 2 - - - - - -
2200 +  420 1.38 1.52 5 2.73 2.87 5 2.66 2.66 1 - - -
2223 -  052 1.71 1.78 3 0.28 0.50 3 1.66 1.43 3 1.96 2.00 3
2254 +  074 0.92 2.23 5 2.39 2.69 4 1.68 1.96 6 0.59 0.93 3
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Clearly, the only way the optical spectral indices can be explained in term s of Fermi 
acceleration is if  there are weak shocks or, alternatively, if the spectral curvature is 
associated w ith a cutoff, as all other possibilities fail to explain the full range of spectral 
indices. W eak shocks can explain any spectral index and indeed the model of Hughes et 
al. (1985), where a shock is responsible for the flaring behaviour at radio wavelengths, 
employs “weak” shocks, w ith a compression ratio  around three. It is interesting th a t 
later Hughes et al. (1990) discounted the possibility of particle acceleration occurring at 
their shocks because of the effect th a t it would have in altering the particle spectrum . 
However, arb itrarily  weak shocks can produce arbitrarily steep spectral indices, greater 
than the range th a t is actually observed. This problem could be circumvented because 
there is an obvious selection effect, in tha t objects with extremely steep spectral indices 
will not be observed. Furtherm ore, the fact th a t the radio spectral indices tend to be 
fairly sharply peaked around a — 0.2 (Valtaoja et al. 1991) suggests th a t weak shocks 
are not responsible for the steep spectral indices, but rather th a t there is some form of 
steepening of the spectrum  which could be due to a variety of possible mechanisms.
Although a cutoff or synchrotron losses can reproduce spectral curvature, it can­
not explain steep power-law spectra. For example the object 0219 -f 428 which was 
observed three times, with spectral indices between a  — 1.22 and 1.44 with spectral 
curvatures A a ^ - H  =  0-01 0.72. Spectral indices greater than  a  =  1.22 need cutoffs
to explain them  if the simplest models of Fermi acceleration are relevant and yet in this 
object the spectral curvature is not severe enough. In order to underscore this point a 
search was m ade for a correlation between the spectral index and the degree of spectral 
curvature, using the Spearman rank correlation statistic, but no significant correlations 
were obtained. This does not, of course, rule out Fermi acceleration; it simply shows 
th a t there is not a universal low frequency spectral index in blazars and th a t the chosen 
model for the acceleration mechanism should have a degree of flexibility over the value 
of the spectral index.
It is also feasible tha t the structure of the optical emission region is not homoge­
neous and th a t there are more complicated processes occurring. Inhomogeneous source 
models give rise to  steeper spectral indices (e.g. Konigl 1981), but testing these models
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is not possible here with only a lim ited frequency coverage. In conclusion, the spectral 
behaviour of blazars is inconsistent with the simplest acceleration models, although a 
cutoff can reproduce the spectral curvature often seen at optical wavelengths.
2 .3 .4  P o la r iz a t io n  p r o p e r t ie s
All the observations have at least two d a ta  points and these were investigated for 
unusual polarization behaviour, using the m ethod outlined in Section 2.3. The results 
are summarized in Table 2.5 and Fig. 2.5. As is clear from these, in the m ajority  of 
cases the value of the ratio  p (^b ) / p (^h ) is greater than  1.0 i.e. the trend in blazars 
is generally for the polarization to  increase towards the blue end of the spectrum. 
Indeed, only three objects have a median observed value of p (v b ) / p {^h ) which is less 
than one (3C345, 1921 — 293 and 2251 +  158) and in each case one could a ttribu te  this 
to contam ination by unpolarized optical flux.
This tendency for those objects w ith FD P to have polarizations increasing to the 
blue raises an interesting question, tha t of the existence or otherwise of a correlation 
between the degree of FD P and the level of polarization, in the sense th a t as p (v b ) 
increases so does p (^b ) / p (^h )- This is the “p(A)— p” effect of Bailey et al. 1983; Holmes 
et al. 1984a; Holmes 1985; Brindle et al. 1986. Holmes (1985) found a correlation at 
a level of > 99%; however, he also pointed out th a t his correlation may have been 
affected, at some unspecified level, by using his entire data  set which included m ultiple 
observations of certain interesting objects with high polarizations and large degrees of 
FDP. Following on from Holmes, Mead (1988) used only median or maximum values and 
showed th a t in fact no correlations were present. The same result was later found for 
the enlarged d a ta  set (BEA90). V altaoja et al. (1991) have since claimed to have found 
the correlation in a smaller d a ta  set, over a shorter frequency range, but they again 
used all the d a ta  available to  them  rather than  selecting single points for each object. 
It m ight also be noted th a t the correlation is present in the data  set of MEA90 when 
all the d a ta  are used. V altaoja et al. also claimed the existence of a correlation in the 
opposite sense i.e. p(vu) /p (v i)  decreasing with increasing p(vu)  at shorter wavelengths,












M aximum p(i'B) /p ( i 'H)
F ig u re  2.4: This shows histograms of the maximum values of p (^h ) / p (^b ) and p(vs)-
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at a much lower significance level. This simply serves to  strengthen the point tha t 
one cannot calculate correlations using da ta  points which may not be independent. 
In this chapter it has been argued th a t one should combine single values, be they 
m axim a or medians, with simultaneous values. Using this criterion for sorting the 
da ta  a correlation was sought by two methods. The first was a Kolmogorov-Smirnov 
test (e.g. Conover 1980) which tests for the difference between the distributions using 
the m aximum  difference between the two cumulative distributions. Fig. 2.5 shows 
the d istribution of all polarization values and all the observations which displayed 
significant FD P (the shaded parts) and the two distributions are different a t the 75% 
confidence level. The lower figure repeats the analysis but for FD0 and again the 
distributions are different, bu t a t the 50% level. The alternative is to use the Spearman 
rank correlation statistic  as before. Plots of the maximum value of p (v b ) / p (v h ) against 
the sim ultaneous value of p(vj)  and the values of p (v b ) Ip {v h ) which were observed 
simultaneously w ith the m aximum  value of p(i'i) are shown in Fig. 2 .6 . Neither yield 
correlations a t the 95% level. There may be a num ber of reasons why this correlation 
is not apparent. Firstly  it is possible th a t as the previous data  sets were obtained with 
more prim itive instrum ents, the observers missed cases of FD P at low polarization 
levels. Secondly the biasses introduced by observing some objects more than others 
could have affected the result. As the correlation is present if all the present da ta  are 
employed, it is suggested th a t this is the most likely reason. To conclude, there is no 
evidence for the p{A) — p  effect and caution should be exercised when selecting points 
to analyse for such a correlation.
2 .3 .5  V a r ia b i l i ty
Variability information can be extremely im portant because of its implications for mod­
els of the emission region and flaring events. There are several different timescale over 
which one can test for variability., D ata  were taken on successive nights during each 
observing run and, therefore, one can test for variability on inter-night timescales. In 
addition, there were four separate observing trips over a period of 18 months so tha t 
variability over a timescale of m onths could be investigated. There is also the question
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20 40
P o la riza tio n  (p(r\)/% )
P o la riza tio n  (p(i/,)/%)
F ig u re  2.5: This shows the distributions of the polarization values at I. In the top 
figure those observations showing FD P are shaded, in the bottom  figure those showing 
FD# are shaded. The critical significance level is 5%. Using a Kolmogorov-Smirnov 
test the unshaded and shaded distributions are not significantly different.
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S im u ltaneous P o la riza tio n  (p(nj)/% )
M aximum P o la riza tio n  (p(n[)/%)
F ig u re  2 .6 : This shows plots of the maximum values of p (ub) / p (^h ) versus p(vi).  
correlations are present at the level previously reported.
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of variability on even shorter timescales i.e. tens of m inutes corresponding to  variabil­
ity  of the source param eters on timescales shorter than the integration times. There 
is a single example of this with the MKI data, taken in August 1986 for 3C279 (see 
BEA90 for details), but apart from this case, no information about variability on such 
timescales was available. The y 2 s tatistic  was again used to test for variability between 
individual observations. In this case the critical level was taken to be 1%, lower than 
previously because of possible system atic errors in the photometry.
Inter-epoch variability in the flux densities was seen in the m ajority of objects, and 
ranged from 1253 — 055 and 1749+096 which varied by a factor of almost three to 0118 — 
272 and 0138 — 097 which remained constant between 1987 July and September. Night- 
to-night variations were also commonly seen, though exceptions were more common 
than above. One object, 2254 +  074, varied from 1.18mJy to 0.44mJy in one day at 
I, but this was atypical. Three objects (0109 +  224 in 1987 September, 1156 +  295 in 
1988 February and 1253 — 055 in 1986 August) varied by up to 33% whilst retaining 
a constant spectral index. No observations were seen which repeated the pa tte rn  of 
Gear et al. (1986), where spectral indices decreased with increasing flux. Three objects 
showed steepening spectral indices with increasing flux (0048 — 097 and 0109 +  224, 
both in 1986 August and 1253 — 055 in 1988 February).
As with the flux variability, inter-epoch variations in the degree of polarization 
were seen in the m ajority  of blazars, the only exception being 2254 +  074. In addition 
seven other objects failed to show any inter-night variations when repeat observations 
were performed: these were 0118 — 272, 0138 — 097, 1156 +  295, 1418 +  546, 1424 +  240, 
1641 +  399 and 2223 — 052. Changes in the polarization did not necessarily coincide 
with significant changes in the observed flux. The variations in the polarization data  
were not all of a similar form; for example 1253 — 055 showed a generally increasing 
degree of polarization with the onset of FD P (dp/du > 0) whereas 0109 +  224 showed 
(during 1986 August) FD P of both senses (dp/du  < 0 and dp/du  > 0).
Only one object (0235 +  164) was observed with a position angle constant over 
the inter-epoch timescale; only two high signal to noise observations of this object were 
made (in 1987 July and 1987 September). One of the more extreme cases was 1749 +  096
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where the position angle varied from 5° to 35° in one day in 1986 August. Only six 
objects failed to  show inter-night variations during any of the epochs. These were 
0118-272, 0138-097 , 0818-128,1156 +  295,1418 +  546 and 1424 +  240. Note th a t these 
objects also failed to  display any inter-night variations of the degree of polarization. 
However the other objects which similarly failed to show inter-night changes in the 
polarization degree did show inter-night changes in position angle. Indeed, position 
angle variations were marginally more common than those in the degree of polarization.
2.4 M o d e ls  o f  th e  em iss ion  region
In this section various mechanisms which may be responsible for FD P will be consid­
ered. The aim will be to  obtain a simple description of the behaviour of the observed 
emission as the implications th a t this holds for the structure of the emission region 
will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 4. The possibility of a cutoff being re­
sponsible for the observed steep spectra and spectral curvature was discussed briefly 
in the previous section, a high energy cutoff would also have a dram atic effect upon 
the polarization properties of a source, the result being strong FDP. This is simply 
because above a cutoff the polarization from an isotropic distribution rises to  100% in 
a uniform m agnetic field although there is no FD0. Polarization behaviour associated 
with spectral curvature induced by various loss mechanisms will be considered in de­
tail in C hapter 4. Anisotropic velocity distributions of electrons can produce strong 
FDP and FD# in the synchrotron spectra as Bjornsson (1985) showed. However, this 
explanation will not be explored in more detail because of the difficulty in determining 
realistic anisotropic distributions and because simpler pictures are sufficient to explain 
many of the observations.
Bjornsson & Blum enthal (1982) set out a formalism whereby the polarization 
properties of an inhomogeneous source can be evaluated. Their result was:
p ( u )  =  n ( u )  4 4 + 4  x  1 0 0 % - 
* ( « ' )  +  §
(2.5)
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F ig u re  2.7: This shows a histogram  of the fitted values of II.
where II(i/) is composed of integrals over the magnetic field geometry, and represents 
the degree of ordering of the magnetic field.
The Bjornsson & Blum enthal (1982) formalism (hereafter the «-param eterization) 
will be used as an initial param eterization of the radiation. In BEA90, this param eter­
ization was first developed to explain the emission from a single object (3C279) where 
there was only a single observation with FD0, which means, in effect, th a t a frequency 
independent form of Il(r') can be employed. In the present chapter, this param eteriza­
tion will be applied to all data. There are four param eters in this description, log10 S14, 
the flux at 1014Hz, a and b, the spectral index param eters using the parabolic form 
from equation 2.3 which are use to determine the value of ot(v). Finally II, the degree 
of magnetic field ordering is used to normalize the polarization to  the observed values. 
The «-param eterization was fitted to all observations which were significantly polarized 
and had five or more da ta  points. Observations which had FD# were included in the 
analysis, although the param eterization with a constant value of II was not strictly 
valid in this case. The observations of 3C345 were not included because an alternative 
explanation of the FD P seen in this object, th a t of dilution by unpolarized flux, has
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been put forward. The model was only fitted to the flux and polarization data , the 
position angle d a ta  were disregarded. The distribution of the fitted values of II are 
shown in Fig. 2.7. In to ta l, the model was fitted to 84 individual sets of data , yielding 
satisfactory fits in 58 cases. The fits are summarized in Table 2.6.
It is worthwhile considering the objects where the param eterization failed because 
in several instances they  shed light on the limit of applicability of the formalism. Six of 
the fits are not rejected at the 1% level, so it is probably acceptable to consider these 
to be broadly consistent with the «-param eterization. The observations of 0109 +  224 
and 1418 +  546 exhibited dram atic increases in polarization with frequency. Indeed, 
0109 +  224 had previously shown FD P both increasing and decreasing with frequency 
so it is possible th a t for this object a two component model or a model similar to  th a t 
of Section 4.3.2, m ay be more suitable. The observations of 0118 — 272 and 0818 — 128 
showed possible signs of containing unpolarized contam inating flux, as was discussed 
in Section 2'.3.2. Along similar lines, 1101 -f 384, 1514 — 241 and 2200 -fi 420 are BL- 
Lac objects situated  w ithin nearby giant elliptical galaxies and dilution by unpolarized 
starlight m ay well have invalidated an attem pt to fit data  using an approach developed 
to explain intrinsic FDP. In the cases of 1147 +  245 and 2155 — 304 the observations 
showed FD0 and this implies the assumption of a frequency independent form of II(z/) is 
inappropriate. The polarization behaviour of 2254 -f 074 was unusual, it was frequency 
independent between H and B and then rose steeply to the U band value. This m ay 
explain why the «-param eterization did not work well for this object, although it is hard 
to explain why the polarization behaved as it did. Finally, there are no readily apparent 
reasons why the param eterization should have failed with the datafrom  0048+097 (1986 
August 3) and 0754+  100 (1988 February).
Thus, it  has been shown th a t the a-param eterization is a valid first description of 
the radiation, since it adequately fits the data  in the m ajority of observations. However, 
the a-param eterization simply shows tha t the polarization behaviour is usually a con­
sequence of the spectral properties; it does not explain the spectral curvature, for which 
a particular model of the emission region must be used. In BEA90, the authors follow 
up the work on the a-param eterization with a specific model where the emission came
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from an unpolarized power-law of constant spectral index, combined with a second po­
larized component which had a cutoff at a frequency around 1015 Hz. The combination 
of these two components could explain the polarization and flux properties in a num ber 
of objects although in a substantial fraction it failed. The polarization around a cutoff 
in a uniform m agnetic field increases to 100% from the polarized component, bu t as 
this is diluted by the unpolarized component, the overall polarization decreases, as the 
flux from the polarized component drops off above the cutoff frequency. Hence, FD P 
with polarizations both  increasing and decreasing to the blue can be produced. The 
model cannot, however, explain FD(9 as only one component is polarized. In BEA90 it 
was envisaged th a t the polarized component was restricted at high energies by some 
unspecified loss process during the acceleration of electrons and could be associated 
with the emission from the downstream region of a shock while the steeper spectrum  
component was a ttribu ted  to an inhomogeneous je t component. A model similar to 
this has recently been proposed for radio observations (Qian et al. 1991) of a single 
object, 0917 +  624.
The two component model presented in BEA90 will not be repeated here for a 
number of reasons. It m ust be stressed th a t it is only a particular model which can 
explain certain features of the polarization behaviour; it cannot explain the lack of FD P 
with decreasing polarization, which it also predicts, nor can it explain FD0 without 
recourse to  the use of a polarized second component. W hen this restriction is lifted, 
its sta tus is reduced to th a t of the two component model of Holmes et al. 1984b, an 
empirical description of unusual features which does not give insight to the underlying 
physics and which m ust be finely tuned to work -  in other words it fails to  explain 
features th a t occur a t all levels of flux and predicts decreasing spectral indices. Finally, 
it cannot explain the results of intensive m onitoring campaigns which suggest multi- 
component descriptions of the radiation are more appropriate. The aim of this work 
is to try  to deduce some principles of the emission, rather than to explain a particular 
set; enough one-off models have already been proposed to explain observations.
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T a b le  2.5: Sum mary of the polarization
Object p { v i ) l %
Name Median Maximum
0048 -  097 14.55 (0.61) 21.17 (1.02)
0109 +  224 8.91 (0.85) 14.04 (0.90)
0118 -  272 16.49 (0.68) 17.82 (0.58)
0138 -  097 22.16 (1 .13). 24.80 (1.08)
0219 -  164 12.45 (0.42) 12.45 (0.42)
0219 +  428 11.46 (0.84) 15.46 (0.55)
0235 +  164 13.28 (0.90) 15.52 (1.59)
0300 + 4 7 0 9.44 (1.52) 9.44 (1.52)
0323 +  022 3.84 (1.02) 3.84 (1.02)
0338 -  214 10.76 (1.05) 11.07 (1.56)
0414 +  009 7.82 (2.25) 7.82 (2.25)
0422 +  004 16.67 (0.65) 20.79 (1.12)
0735 +  178 16.57 (0.65) 21.90 (0.98)
0754 +  100 11.16 (0.39) 12.39 (0.48)
0818 -  128 23.32 (1.33) 24.73 (1.66)
0851 +  202 18.06 (0.66) 18.36 (1.22)
1101 +  384 3.73 (0.13) 3.73 (0.13)
1147 +  245 2.71 (0.67) 2.71 (0.67)
1156 +  295 26.42 (2.87) 27.27 (2.08)
1253 -  055 31.30 (0.36) 41.58 (0.55)
1 4 1 8 + 5 4 6 4.62 (0.31) 15.37 (2.82)
1424 +  240 4.98 (0.66) 5.14 (0.55)
1510 -  089 11.13 (0.10) 11.49 (0.72)
1514 -  241 3.31 (0.21) 4.76 (0.30)
1641 + 3 9 9 14.39 (0.81) 16.09 (1.14)
1652 +  398 1.56 (0.16) 1.56 (0.16)
1717 +  178 16.11 (1.85) 17.82 (3.62)
1727 +  502 2.48 (0.49) 2.51 (0.82)
1749 +  096 8.89 (0.58) 16.53 (0.95)
1921 -  293 7.56 (1.23) 8.13 (1.65)
2155 -  304 3.10 (0.12) 10.29 (0.23)
2200 + 4 2 0 12.02 (0.50) 14.15 (0.37)
2223 -  052 11.64 (1.87) 11.90 (1.21)
2251 +  158 4.18 (0.96) 4.18 (0.96)
2254 +  074 9.65 (1.45) 12.06 (1.26)
Numbers in brackets are l a  errors.
p (vb ) / p ( ‘' i r ) No. of
M edian M axim um Obs.
1.24 (0.13) 1.64 (0.17) 10
1.09 (0.10) 1.20 (0.05) 7
1.17 (0.04) 1.29 (0.08) 7
1.09 (0.15) 1.42 (0.05) 8
0.93 (0.04) 0.93 (0.04) 1
1.08 (0.13) 1.29 (0.06) 10
1.52 (0.38) 2.02 (0.24) 2
0.69 (0.52) 0.69 (0.52) 1
1.00 (0.25) 1.08 (0.13) 2
0.63 (0.42) 0.63 (0.42) 1
1.08 (0.13) 1.11 (0.05) 2
1.07 (0.11) 1.15 (0.06) 4
1.10 (0.08) 1.27 (0.03) 4
1.29 (0.05) 1.29 (0.05) 1
1.07 (0.05) 1.19 (0.06) 3
1.45 (0.03) 1.45 (0.03) 1
2.82 (0.21) 2.82 (0.21) 1
0.91 (0.08) 0.99 (0.05) 3
1.08 (0.01) 1.29 (0.06) 9
1.51 (0.09) 2.93 (0.16) 7
0.91 (0.09) 0.95 (0.09) 3
0.37 (0.20) 0.38 (0.16) 2
1.53 (0.14) 1.66 (0.07) 2
0.50 (0.07) 0.77 (0.14) 9
2.85 (0.11) 2.85 0.11 1
0.93 (0.50) 1.35 (0.27) 2
1.21 (0.21) 1.39 (0.13) 4
0.41 (0.79) 0.41 (0.79) 1
1.14 (0.06) 1.99 (0.04) 6
1.21 (0.06) 1.88 (0.13) 13
1.12 (0.23) 1.57 (0.14) 4
0.47 (0.29) 0.47 (0.29) 1
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T a b le  2 .6 : Summary of the fits to the polarization behaviour using the «-param eter­
ization.
Name U.T. Date x2 p (x  ) n
0048 - 097 1986 Aug. 3 27.40 0.0006 0.20
0048 - 097 1986 Aug . 4 15.98 0.014 0.22
0048 - 097 1986 Aug . 6 12.63 0.125 0.23
0048 - 097 1987 Jul. 27 7.09 0.527 0.21
0048 - 097 1987 Jul. 29 5.44 0.860 0.28
0 0 4 8 - 097 1987 Jul. 30 4.33 0.931 0.17
0048 - 097 1987 Sep. 19 8.20 0.609 0.07
0109 +  224 1986 Aug. 7 45.77 2.6X10- 7 0.09
0109 +  224 1987 Jul. 27 4.26 0.833 0.18
0109 +  224 1987 Jul. 30 3.15 0.925 0.11
0109 +  224 1987 Sep. 19 0.94 0.998 0.05
0109 +  224 1987 Sep. 21 8.87 0.181 0.19
0118 - 272 1986 Aug . 5 7.80 0.453 0.22
0118 - 272 1987 Jul. 27 38.27 6.7X10- 6 0.19
0118 - 272 1987 Jul. 30 11.15 0.346 0.18
0118 - 272 1987 Sep. 21 9.18 0.164 0.21
0138 - 097 1987 Jul. 28 5.26 0.729 0.26
0138 - 097 1987 Jul. 30 5.23 0.732 0.27
0138 - 097 1987 Sep. 19 13.90 0.177 0.33
0138 - 097 1987 Sep. 20 13.93 0.030 0.32
0138 - 097 1987 Sep. 21 3.45 0.750 0.32
0219 - 164 1987 Jul. 28 4.35 0.976 0.17
0219 +  428 1987 Jul. 27 13.72 0.089 0.17
0219 +  428 1987 Jul. 30 6.64 0.575 0.17
0219 +  428 1987 Sep. 20 7.79 0.254 0.19
0235 + 164 1987 Jul. 28 11.11 0.519 0.15
0235 +  164 1987 Sep. 20 27.27 0.002 0.12
0414 +  009 1988 Feb. 15 45.56 1 .7 x l0 “ 6 0.07
0414 +  009 1988 Feb. 16 11.59 0.170 0.06
0422 +  004 1988 Feb. 16 3.24 0.918 0.26
0422 +  004 1988 Feb. 18 5.34 0.867 0.15
0735 +  178 1988 Feb. 15 8.76 0.363 0.21
0735 +  178 1988 Feb. 16 9.34 0.314 0.21
0735+  178 1988 Feb. 18 1.95 0.983 0.27
0754 +  100 1988 Feb. 15 65.80 2.8xlO ~ 10 0.15
0754 +  100 1988 Feb. 16 26.76 0.003xl0~3 0.15
0754+  100 1988 Feb. 17 8.81 0.358 0.14
0754 +  100 1988 Feb. 18 17.67 0.061 0.10
0818 - 128 1988 Feb. 15 18.74 0.044 0.28
0 8 1 8 - 128 1988 Feb. 16 25.80 0.004 0.28
0 8 1 8 - 128 1988 Feb. 17 13.90 0.084 0.26
0851 +  202 1988 Feb. 15 8.265 0.408 0.22
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T a b le  2.6: Summary of the fits to  the polarization behaviour using the «-param eter­
ization contd.
Name U.T. Date X2 P(x2) n
0851 +  202 1988 Feb. 16 14.06 0.080 0.21
0851 +  202 1988 Feb. 17 11.84 0.295 0.25
1101 +  384 1988 Feb. 15 67.8 8.2x lO“10 0.05
1147 +  245 1988 Feb. 18 43.32 4.4x 10~6 3.72
1156 +  295 1988 Feb. 15 6.06 0.641 0.31
1156 +  295 1988 Feb. 16 8.46 0.390 0.30
1156 +  295 +988 Feb. 17 13.39 0.099 0.32
1253 -  055 1986 Aug. 2 2.96 0.814 0.39
1253 -  055 1986 Aug. 4 11.67 0.308 0.48
1253 -  055 1986 Aug. 5 9.60 0.476 0.54
1253 -  055 1986 Aug. 6 12.04 0.282 0.55
1253 -  055 1987 Jul. 28 19.52 0.077 0.40
1253 -  055 1988 Feb. 16 10.72 0.218 0.26
1253 -  055 1988 Feb. 17 7.28 0.507 0.33
1253 -  055 1988 Feb. 18 9.27 0.320 0.38
1418 +  546 1987 Jul. 30 62.93 l.OxlO"9 0.07
1418 +  546 1988 Feb. 16 31.85 1.4x 10~3 0.04
1418 + 546 1988 Feb. 17 54.71 2.0X10- 7 0.06
1418 + 546 1988 Feb. 18 8.21 0.413 0.04
1424 + 240 1988 Feb. 16 19.64 0.012 0.06
1424 +  240 1988 Feb. 17 4.73 0.786 0.06
1424 +  240 1988 Feb. 18 3.96 0.861 0.06
1510 -  089 1988 Feb. 15 222.8 0.00 0.11
1510 -  089 1988 Feb. 16 306.2 0.00 0.12
1514 -  241 1987 Jul. 27 24.44 0.018 0.06
2155 -  304 1986 Aug. 1 30.96 2.6X10- 5 0.05
2155 -  304 1986 Aug. 7 2.22 0.973 0.03
2155 -  304 1987 Jill. 27 5.11 0.954 0.14
2200 +  420 1986 Aug. 3 57.43 1.48X10“ 9 0.16
2200 +  420 1987 Jul. 27 124.5 7 .69x l0~ 21 0.11
2200 +  420 1987 Jul. 28 91.85 2 .2 x l 0 ~ 14 0.14
2200 +  420 1987 Jul. 30 41.40 1.7X10- 6 0.16
2200 +  420 1987 Sep. 19 54.83 4.75X10“ 9 0.11
2223 -  052 1987 Jul. 27 8.90 0.351 0.15
2223 -  052 1987 Jul. 29 14.10 0.079 0.12
2254 +  074 1986 Aug. 3 30.04 2.1X10" 4 0.16
2254 + 074 1986 Aug. 4 75.67 3.5X10- 12 0.14
2254 + 074 1987 Jul. 28 28.87 3.3X10- 4 0.15
2254 + 074 1987 Jul. 30 16.94 0.031 0.15
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Explanations for the observations from a more theoretical viewpoint will be the 
subject of Chapter 4. It will suffice for the present to conclude th a t the «-param eter­
ization works well in describing m any observations whilst recalling its lim itations. This 
simple result, although it does not in itself give detailed information about the detailed 
nature of the emission, does provide strong constraints on any physical model which 
aims to  explain the emission.
2.5 C onclusions
This Chapter has analysed the results of a programme of multi-frequency polarim etric 
observations of blazars. A to ta l of 157 observations of 44 blazars were obtained during 
four separate observing runs in 1986 August, 1987 July, 1987 September and 1988 
February. The d a ta  consist of simultaneous observations using up to 8 different filters 
at infrared and optical frequencies. The conclusions tha t have been reached m ay be 
summarized as follows:
• In m any cases the spectrum  could be represented as a power law over the full 
range of observed frequencies, but significant spectral curvature was common. 
The behaviour of the polarized flux density was similar to tha t of the to ta l flux 
density whose properties could be assumed to be representative of the synchrotron 
component. The spectral indices were too steep to be consistent with particle 
acceleration at relativistic shocks unless the observations were made in the region 
of a high-frequency cut-off. Inhomogeneous source models can also explain the 
observed behaviour.
• Frequency dependence of the degree of polarization was seen in many cases, gen­
erally w ith dp/dv  > 0. The counter examples were often associated with the 
“blue bum ps” discussed in Section 2.3.2. Frequency dependence of the polariza­
tion position angle was a less common feature of blazar behaviour. No evidence 
was found to support claims th a t frequency dependence is associated with high 
levels of polarization.
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s Variability was a common feature of the observations. No simple characteristics 
have yet been found to describe all the variations.
* Most of the observed frequency dependence of polarization in blazars is linked to 
the intrinsic curvature in the blazar flux spectrum. This suggests an inhomoge- 
neous model for the emission region is required.
The later chapters in this thesis will concentrate upon the theoretical explanations 
for the characteristic observational properties of blazars, the determ ination of which 
was the subject of this chapter. Further observational work must provide a rigorous test 
of the models. The fits would be better constrained if flux information were available 
from higher and lower frequencies than those observed. This would make the empirical 
determ ination of the spectral index more secure a t Iv, H & J and B & U. This, in 
turn, would more severely test the observed polarization behaviour at these frequencies. 
Polarization inform ation at lower frequencies where the spectral curvature would be 
less, and, hence, the polarization lower, and closer to  a value which can constrain the 
degree of m agnetic field ordering, would be particularly im portant.
C hapter  3
O b l i q u e  R e l a t i v i s t i c  M a g n e t o h y d r o d y n a m i c  
S h o c k s
3.1 In tro d u ctio n
The theory of first order Fermi acceleration (Bell 1978a; Drury 1983; Section 1.3.3), 
whereby electrons are accelerated to large energies through scattering off m agnetic ir­
regularities on either side of a collisionless shock front predicts a power-law spectral 
index for the accelerated electrons which is a decreasing function of the compression 
ratio a t the shock. In the non-relativistic lim it the spectral index is independent of 
shock obliquity for low obliquity (Bell 1978a; Drury 1983; Ostrowski 1988). The rel­
ativistic case was solved by Kirk & Heavens (1989; hereafter KH). In order to  make 
the problem tractable they neglected the possibility of cross-field wandering of the elec­
trons, assuming all particles are tied to  the magnetic field lines so that the particles 
were only scattered in pitch angle. Furtherm ore, a particle’s magnetic moment was 
assumed to be conserved during an encounter with the shock. Their result was that 
the spectrum  hardens with increasing shock obliquity. All the work was carried out 
for “sublum inal” shocks where the shock front intersects the magnetic field lines at a 
speed less than  the speed of light. In such a case it is always possible to  transform  
to a frame where the m aterial moves along the magnetic lines (de Hoffman & Teller 
1950; hereafter deHT). This chapter investigates the consequence of incorporating a 
dynamically im portan t magnetic field into the problem which will reduce the compres­
sion ratio. The spectral indices of the electrons accelerated at such shocks will then be 
calculated. A similar approach to KH will be used here with dynamically im portant 
magnetic fields i.e. transform  to the deHT frame, solve the jum p conditions and then
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evaluate the spectral index. However, in this chapter, the semi-analytic m ethod of KH 
will be tested by employing a M onte Carlo technique to obtain particle distributions. 
This study is lim ited to  the test particle case where the pressure of the accelerated 
particles is very much less than  the pressures which determine the compression ratio  of 
the shock.
Previous studies of oblique relativistic MHD shocks (Webb et al. 1987; Appl & 
Camenzind 1988) have worked in the shock frame where the fluid moves parallel to 
the shock norm al and where there exists an electric field (u  A B /  0) which m ust 
be included in the expressions for the jum p conditions. This leads to seventh order 
polynomials to  be solved. The m ethod given here, by transforming to the deHT frame 
is considerably simpler, but is only applicable to subluminal shocks. This is not a serious 
restriction because the problem is only of interest when particles can be accelerated, 
which they cannot be a t a superluminal shock. However the present work allows for 
the in troduction of various downstream  conditions. As one is concerned prim arily w ith 
collisionless shocks the assum ption of full local thermodynamic equilibrium downstream 
of the shock is not necessarily valid; in addition to this possibility it m ay be th a t full 
pressure is provided purely by the ions, the electrons or indeed electron/positron pairs 
in the case where this is the composition of the fluid.
The layout of the rem ainder of this chapter is as follows. In Section 3.2 the equa­
tion of sta te  is derived. In Section 3.3 the jum p conditions are w ritten down and a 
m ethod for their solution described. Section 3.4 discusses the results in terms of the 
compression ratio  and in Section 3.5 the spectral index of the accelerated electrons are 
obtained. Section 3.6 discusses results and applies them to the emission from extra- 
galactic hotspots. The following two simplifications have been made: the Boltzmann 
constant k s  = 1 and the speed of light c =  1. Otherwise, SI units are used throughout.
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3.2 E q u ation  o f  s ta te
The jum p conditions which will be derived in Section 3.3 m ust be accompanied by 
an equation of sta te  to  describe the gas. Here the assumption will be th a t the fluid 
behaves according to  the Synge equation of state (Synge 1957) i.e. th a t of a classical 
ideal gas composed of fully ionized hydrogen and electrons plus any electron/positron 
pairs produced downstream  of the shock front. Summing over the different species 
(subscript i) the pressure, energy density (including rest mass) and mass density in 
terms of the num ber density n,-, the particle rest mass m,- and tem perature T,- can be 
expressed as:
P  =  £  n,T, (3.1)
i
e =  Y m i m R i m i / T j )  (3-2)
i
p = J 2  m in i ( 3 -3 )
i
These quantities are defined in the respective fluid rest frames. In SI units m /T  is 
equivalent to me2/ k g T .  R ( z ) is defined in terms of the modified Bessel functions of 
order n, K n(z)\
* * > = § + <3-4> 
The enthalpy is then defined as:
w =  e +  P  (3-3)
and setting the specific enthalpy w = w /p  etc,
w =  e +  p .
(3.6)
=  ( E ,  m m . R  ( f - )  +  n.T.)  /  (£,■ m ,n ,) .
Now set ne — ri{ = n assuming overall electrical neutrality. It is not possible to  sta te  
the exact conditions downstream  of the shock because details of the process by which
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individual species are therm alized are uncertain. However, three particular cases will 
be described.
Case 1. The fluid is in local therm odynam ic equilibrium, where Te =  T) =  T.  The 
tem perature and enthalpy can then be written:
+  m e)
T  = P (3‘7)
—  _  m e R  ( q p - )  +  m P R  / g  g X
m e + m p
For low tem peratures the expressions for w reduce to the asymptotic expansions of 
R(z) ,  z  —> oo, R(z )  —► 1 +  3 /2 2 and one obtains the non-relativistic equation of state:
3-Pi /  xe,- -> n,m,- +  —  (3.9)
For high tem peratures z  —> 0 and R{z)  —> 1 +  3/ z  and e,- —> 3P,, the ultra-relativistic 
equation of state.
Case 2 . Ion pressure only. This case also essentially describes a shock through an 
electron-positron plasm a apart from corrections of order TOe/m p and a rescaling of the 
tem perature. In this case,
T  = ( m p + m e)P  (3.10)
   m e +  rripR (~j^) +  T
m e +  m p 
Case 3. Electron pressure only.
(3.11)
T = ( m p + rne)P  (3.12)
+ m eR ( ^ )  + T  (313)_  rnp 
w  =
m e +  m
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3.3 T h e  ju m p  con d itions
At first consider the situation as seen from the rest frame of the upstream  fluid. W ithout 
loss of generality assume th a t the shock front lies in the yz  plane and the magnetic field 
in the xy  plane. In order to  derive a simple set of jum p conditions a transform ation is 
made from this upstream  fluid frame to a frame of reference where the magnetic field lies 
along the streamlines. Assuming infinite conductivity the electric field then vanishes 
everywhere, as u A B = 0. The transform ation involves a boost along the m agnetic 
field direction of speed p  =  f3s/  cos 0; note th a t ¡3 will refer to a speed throughout and 
c — 1 . p a is the speed of the shock with respect to the upstream  plasm a and 0 is 
the angle between the field and direction of the shock velocity. The two-dimensional 





7 ¡3a ta.n 6 
0
7 /3S 7 (3s tan  6
1 +  b y - 1) / 3? (7- 1 )0? ta n f l
1 +  f)'2 02
(7—1 )/3j ta n  0
P2
(3.14)
(see Jackson 1975, p541). 7  =  (1 — /32)-1 / 2. Such a transform ation can only be made 
if (3S < cos 0, the condition for a subluminal shock. This changes the reference frame 
into the deHT frame. Here the direction and m agnitude of the magnetic field remains 
unchanged and the shock front is stationary but no longer lies in the yz  plane. The 
rotation of the shock face can be obtained by transforming the position of shock face in 
the upstream  frame using the above Lorentz transform . The shock is ro ta ted  through 
an angle a , given by:
ta n a
7/?2 tan 4 0 +  (3g ta n 2 0 — (1 — /?2)(1  +  7  tan 2 0) 
(7  — 1 )/32 tan 3 0 — (7  -  1)(1  — /?2) tan  0
(3.15)
The fluid velocities in the deHT frame are then:
Pix =  Ps cos a  sec 0 (3.16)
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F ig u re  3.1: Fig 3.1a shows the upstream  reference frame. Fig 3.1b shows the deHT 
frame.
Ply = Pa sill Oi Sec 9
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(3.17)
Next, the jum p conditions are obtained from the conservation equations (Licnerowicz 
1967):
(pu1*) = 0 
V ll( B fiu1'  -  ut,B v ) = 0 




where Greek indices run from 0-3 and T MU is the stress-energy tensor including elec­
trom agnetic term s, given by:
T»u =  (e +  P ) u ^ u v +  P c f v +  —  (F» x -  I g v v F XaFXa) (3.21)
e is the energy density (including rest mass energy), P  is the plasm a pressure, g** is
the m etric tensor, uu is the four-velocity and F)W is the covariant electromagnetic field 
tensor:
Fx fit/ —
0 - B z By - E x
B z 0 —B x - B y
- B y B x 0 ~ E Z
E x By E z 0
(3.22)
Note tha t the components of the electric field E{ can be set to zero because u A B =  0 . 
The jum p equations were w ritten down by deHT. Conservation of mass gives
PlPlxll = P2#2x72 (3.23)
where 7 ,- — (1 -  Pf) l / 2. From the stress-energy tensor conservation of momentum  
parallel and perpendicular to the shock normal and conservation of energy give:
Wi/?ix72 =  w2/?2x72 (3.24)
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w i P l x l 2 + Pi + J~  = ™2plxl 2 +  P2 +  ^  (3.25)
2/zo 2/z0
Wl + P lxP ly l2 ~ =  W 2 + f c x f c y l 2 ~  (3.26)
Mo Mo
In the deHT frame the fluid flows along the magnetic field on both sides of the shock. 
Hence:
P l x  _  P l x  
Ply Ply
P2x   p2x
B 2 y @2y
Finally, from V • B = 0:
(3.27)
(3.28)
B lx = B 2x =  B x (3.29)
Then substitu te  equations (3.27-3.29) into (3.24-3.26) and divide throughout by equa­
tion (3.23), setting =  P x /p ,  uq =  uq / p  etc. Defining the following constants:
A  =  uqqq (3.30)
W
c  = — V -  (3-31)MohPix
One obtains an expression for (l2tJ:
The following equations are the result:
A l 3 l x + + w t = A h - + I S + f  Gfc) ( i f e v f )  (3-33)
A  — u q ( l -  p 2x -  P2y) - l/2 (3.34)
Thus there are two simple simultaneous equations which express the results so far 
and which have to be solved to  obtain the two unknowns (P2x, P2), given the upstream
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conditions. /?2y is estim ated from (3.34), using (3.32) and uq is a function of P2 which 
depends on the therm odynam ic sta te  of the downstream gas via equations (3.7, 3.8), 
(3.10, 3.11) or (3.12, 3.13) for the three cases considered. In practice these were solved 
numerically. The starting  point was to take the shock speed, angle 9, between the 
m agnetic field and shock normal, (relativistic) Alfvenic Mach num ber, the pressure 
and the composition as seen from the upstream  frame, Fig 3.1a. These were then 
transform ed to the deHT frame using the two dimensional Lorentz transform ation, 
allowing for the ro tation  of the shock front th a t results from this transform ation. Then 
from Pi we can obtain w j  using equations(3.7-3.13). Through equations (3.33 & 3.34), 
using the equation for wi(Pi)  these can be solved for P2 and hence fi2x. These are then 
transform ed back into the upstream  reference frame using the two dimensional Lorentz 
velocity transform , again taking account of the ro tation of the shock front. Finally, 
these were transform ed back to  the shock frame and the compression ratio, pressure, 
and tem perature obtained. The results are outlined below.
3.4 Solu tions to  th e  ju m p  conditions
Throughout the following discussion attention is restricted to the fast magnetosonic 
solutions to the above equations. The results of solving the jum p conditions in the 
purely hydrodyna.mical lim it (see Kirk 1987) are shown in Fig 3.2, which plots the 
downstream fluid speed, the shock compression ratio and tem perature as a function of 
the shock speed. The pre-shock pressure has been set to zero in order to obtain the 
strongest possible shock. The three cases illustrated correspond to full local therm o­
dynamic equilibrium (solid line), ion pressure only (dashed line) and electron pressure 
only, where the ions are still present and contribute to the mass density (dot-dashed 
line). As is clear from Fig. 3.2, in both the low and high velocity lim its, where the 
equations of sta te  are fully non-relativistic and ultra-relativistic respectively, there is 
little difference between the compression ratios as each case is described by essentially 
the same equation of sta te  with adiabatic index equal to 5/3 or 4 /3  in the respective 
limits. The difference between the three cases considered is most apparent at interm edi­
ate velocities. This is because electrons, with less mass, are thermalized to  relativistic
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velocities a t much lower tem peratures than  ions which are only relativistic for high 
shock velocities, as (5a —> 1.0. Hence, there can exist states with non-relativistic shock 
velocities, w ith relativistic electrons (an adiabatic index of 13/9, and a compression 
ratio, 5.5).
The rem ainder of this chapter will be concerned primarily with the Fermi shock 
acceleration mechanism. Therefore it is useful to define the following param eters, of 
use in calculating particle pitch angles. Firstly, the compression ratio as seen in the 
deHT frame,
" =  (3'35>
and secondly, the ratio  of the m agnitudes of the upstream  and downstream m agnetic 
fields,
¿,= ^ 1 =  A .  (3.36)
B 2 r(i2
Note, however, th a t it is no longer possible to write down a simple expression for b, as 
in equation (4) of KH; this is because the component of fluid velocity perpendicular to 
the shock norm al, (3y, is no longer continuous at the shock.
In Figs 3.3-3.5 the effects of increasing the magnetic pressure are displayed for a 
series of differing angles between the magnetic field direction and the shock normal (as 
seen from the upstream  frame). The figures have different assumed therm odynam ic 
states downstream , as outlined in Section 3.2. The quantities plotted are the compres­
sion ratio , r, against shock speed, the downstream fluid tem perature, T2 in degrees 
Kelvin as a function of shock speed, and finally, b as a function of shock speed for 
several cases, as labelled. Note th a t the curves do not extend to  /3 =  1 as the shock 
becomes superluminal when (3S > cos 9. All these figures have Alfven Mach num ber, 
M a = /3s/ (H 2/Pho ) 1/2 =  v/5.
As the magnetic field and 9 become larger, the shock becomes weaker in the sense 
that the compression ratio  decreases (Kundt & Krotschek 1980), although it is apparent 
that the tem perature is not greatly affected by these changes. As the field becomes
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Figure 3.2: This shows the solutions to the jum p conditions at a relativistic strong 
shock in the hydrodynam ic lim it. The three cases of interest are with the downstream 
fluid in local therm odynam ic equilibrium (solid line), ion pressure dom inating (dashed 
line) and electron/positrons dom inating (dot-dashed line).
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Figure 3.3: This shows the solutions to  the jum p conditions as a function of shock 
speed with a dynamically im portant magnetic field. The downstream fluid is in equi­
librium between electrons and ions. The five curves plotted correspond to different 
values of tan  8, as tan  6 increases so the compression ratio decreases. Also shown are 
the downstream  tem peratures and b param eter.
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Figure 3.4: This shows the solutions to the jum p conditions as a function of shock 
speed with a dynamically im portan t magnetic field. The downstream pressure is pro­
vided entirely by ions. The compression ratio, downstream tem peratures and b param ­
eter are p lotted and the five curves plotted correspond to different values of tan# .
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F ig u re  3.5: This shows the solutions to the jum p conditions as a function of shock 
speed with a dynamically im portan t m agnetic field. The downstream pressure is pro­
vided entirely by electrons. The compression ratio, downstream tem peratures and b 
param eter are plotted  and the five curves plotted correspond to different values of tan  6.
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more oblique at a  given speed the compression ratio  decreases; however the component 
of the field perpendicular to the shock normal increases and hence the field is boosted 
by an increased factor. The param eter b thus decreases w ith increasing shock obliquity.
3.5 P a rtic le  acceleration
The jum p conditions a t a relativistic oblique shock have been solved for a variety of 
possible downstream  conditions and it has been shown th a t increasing the magnetic 
pressure can significantly reduce the compression ratio  at the shock. This is of m an­
ifest relevance to  the process of Fermi acceleration of particles a t a shock front where 
the spectral index of the accelerated particles is a strong function of the compression 
ratio. The process of acceleration of electrons at a shock front is considered next. In 
calculating spectral indices it will be assumed th a t the supratherm al component has 
no significant back reaction upon the shock. The effect of the non-thermal component 
upon the shock structure has been discussed by e.g. Blandford 1980; Heavens 1983; 
Achterberg et al. 1984; Heavens 1984; Drury 1989 in the lim it of negligible magnetic 
pressure and a non-relativistic shock front. Two methods are presented in the following 
subsections so th a t the semi-analytic calculations of KH can be tested by a numerical 
simulation of the scattering process. Clearly, as the compression ratio  is a function of 
shock speed and m agnetic pressure, one would expect a range of spectral indices.
3 .5 .1  Q j  M e t h o d
The theory of particle acceleration at a relativistic oblique shock front was developed 
by KH, again in the case where the magnetic pressure was negligible. This chapter 
uses the technique of KH, and the reader is referred to th a t paper for details. Their 
method was similar to tha t of Ivirk & Schneider (1987a) in tha t the problem is solved 
by expanding the distribution function in terms of the eigenfunctions of the scattering 
operator. There are however additional points to be taken into account for the oblique 
case. Firstly  the possibility of the electrons making m ultiple shock crossings a t the
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shock front has to  be allowed for. This “shock drift” mechanism was noted by Jokipii 
(1982). Secondly it is not always the case th a t a particle incident from the upstream  
side of the shock front will cross though to  the downstream region. By employing 
conservation of m agnetic moment KH showed th a t the downstream pitch angle fi3 of a 
particle is related to its upstream  value by:
1 - H 2s = b ( l - J l 2s ) (3.37)
Thus there is a critical pitch angle cosine:
/¿o =  y / l - b  i (3.38)
Particles incident w ith |/rs | < po cannot penetrate downstream, and are reflected by
the shock front. Particles with |/rs | >  p 0 are transm itted  to the downstream side. The 
m ethod assumed th a t electrons do not drift across magnetic field lines. The spectrum  
is determined by the shock speed, compression ratio  and obliquity. The distribution 
is obtained by solving the relativistic transport equation at the shock front; in an 
electrom agnetic field the scattering is governed by:
L i p b~  +  - H  (3-39)
a  a4 ‘ m  d p 1
(e.g. Riffert 1986), where F0 is the distribution function, J-% is the electromagnetic field 
tensor, p  is the momentum  , C is the collision term , Latin indices run 1 — 3. Reference 
frames are mixed so tha t spatial coordinates are measured in the deHT shock frame, 
but m om entum  is measured in the fluid frames, is then the Lorentz transform ation 
from the fluid frame to  the de Hoffman-Teller frame. Terms measured in the fluid 
frame are m arked with a circumflex. If one assumes tha t the distribution function is 
independent of the gyrophase, 4>, and defines a phase-averaged distribution function / ,  
then the transport equation reduces to:
7 cos0(» + » r i f f  =  J * l ( l  -  (3.40)
(KH) where an isotropic pitch angle scattering operator has been employed as the 
simplest case. The particle speed, v is taken to be unity. The distribution function
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f{p)  is a power-law in m om entum  f (p )  oc p~a and the spectral index s is calculated by 
the m ethod. The energy spectral index, s — 2 is shown in Figs 3.8-3.10 for the three 
therm odynam ic cases under consideration, for a range of values of M j 2. Also shown 
are the synchrotron spectral indices, a = (s — 3)/2 . For values M a > 10, the effect of 
the m agnetic field strength  is negligible.
3 .5 .2  M o n t e  C a r lo  M e t h o d
Rather than  relying upon the semi-analytic treatm ent of the problem the solutions were 
tested additionally using a numerical approach, following the propagation of individual 
particles on either side of the shock front by a M onte Carlo method. This will allow 
confirmation of the results of KH in the limit of a low magnetic field. The present 
approach however makes the same physical assumptions as KH, in particular th a t the 
magnetic m om ent is conserved upon crossing the shock, and so is not truly independent. 
Note however th a t the assum ption of magnetic moment conservation has been shown 
to be a valid approxim ation by Ostrowski (1991) in the case of diffusion in pitch angle 
only.
The m ethod chosen here is similar to th a t of Kirk & Schneider (1987b). F irst a 
particle is injected a t one side of the shock front, the upstream  region was chosen in 
order to  ensure th a t each particle crosses the shock front at least once, thus benefit ting 
the efficiency of the m ethod. The particle is injected with an initial m om entum  p0 
and random  pitch angle po- The particle is then followed as it scatters off magnetic 
irregularities. The equation which governs its motion is:
7 cos9(„ +  , r t | i  =  i ) „ | : ( l - / ) | 7  (3.41)
note th a t to obtain such an equation it has been necessary to assume the electron 
distribution function is independent of the gyrophase of the electrons and also th a t 
the interactions can be described via an isotropic pitch angle scattering operator; in 
order to examine this assum ption one would have to follow the orbits. The use of 
this form, rather than  the large angle scattering operator usually employed in the non-
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relativistic lim it is necessary to describe the expected scattering by small scale magnetic 
irregularities. This gives rise to  the expected anisotropy in the distribution function in 
the relativistic case.
The m ethod simulates particle acceleration by following individual particles as 
they cross and re-cross the shock front. Each particle is injected into the fluid and 
as it moves through the fluid it undergoes scattering in pitch angle until it is either 
returned to  the shock front or lost; the la tte r  can only occur if the particle is in the 
downstream region. To try  to trea t the problem fully one would have to follow the 
very large num ber of small pitch angle deflections th a t a particle undergoes each time 
it crosses the shock front. Instead the lead of Kirk & Schneider (1987b) is followed and 
it is noted th a t in a tim e A t  the particle will travel a distance A s  = vA t ,  A t  being 
measured in the fluid frame; this leads to a change in position in the shock frame,
A x  =  7  (u +  /.i )A t  (3.42)
and thus one can write the transport equation as
— (3. 43)
D ^ d A t  dn y M ’ dii K 1
The propagation is followed by making a rotation, where the pitch angle, n'0 is zero the 
azim uthal angle <j>, is introduced, whence equation (3.41) becomes:






The probability distribution of the pitch angle after the scattering event is then given 
by the Green’s function,
i V . i '  | ^  =  0 , ^  =  0 ) =  _ ^ K - e x p
— (n'2 +  qi>/2) cos 4>
AnAtDf.fj
(3.45)
and the new ¡j' and 4>' are random  values taken from this probability distribution. This 
is then transform ed back to  the shock frame to find the new ¡i,
/¿ =  ( l - / i ' 2) 1/ 2/iOcos0 / +  /i/( l  ~ H o )  1/2 (3.46)
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Finally, note th a t one m ust set a downstream boundary (it is clear th a t all particles 
in the upstream  region m ust return  to  the shock front). From KH we note th a t the 
spatial part of the d istribution is separable and decays as exp(—Xix/-y cos 0), so th a t at 
large x  the distribution function decays to its isotropic value and there is liUk chance 
of a particle returning to  the shock, rather it is more likely to be advected away. The 
position of the downstream  boundary is chosen to  be (Ao =  0 )
d = I T T  (3 '47)
From KH Ai =  Qu'y. Thus, the m ethod adopted is as follows. A particle is injected with 
momentum  po and pitch angle f.i0 . After a tim e A t  it will have travelled a distance A x ,  
given by equation (3.42). A t this point it is scattered to a new //, chosen as described. 
This procedure is repeated for the next A t  and continued until either:
1. The particle crosses the downstream boundary at which point it is regarded as 
having no chance of returning to cross the shock front and is ‘lost’. It takes no 
further part in the simulation.
2. Or it returns to  the shock front after a finite number of scattering events. Upon 
reaching the shock it is added to the distribution function at its present momen­
tum  and pitch angle (in the shock frame). W hat happens next depends upon the 
value of the pitch angle. It is assumed that as a particle crosses the shock front its 
m agnetic moment is conserved. Thus all particles incident from the downstream 
region pass into the upstream  region with a new pitch angle -  measured now in 
the upstream  frame. On the other hand, in crossing from the upstream  region, a 
particle m ay be reflected by the shock and returned to the upstream  region. In 
this case the sim ulation continues as before with a reflected pitch angle.
An im portant point to  note is use of the technique of particle splitting when a 
particle returns to  the shock (Kirk & Schneider 1987b). In order to achieve a high 
signal-to-noise ratio  in the distribution function over a large enough range of momen­
tum  it is apparent th a t an im practically large number of particles, each with a finite 
escape probability, would have to be injected into the simulation at m omentum po. To
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circumvent this problem any particle which reaches the shock is split. This creates 
a num ber of daughter particles, N o ,  with the paren t’s m omentum and pitch angle. 
This process allows one to achieve enough high energy particles to achieve the desired 
accuracy in  the simulations. Each of the daughter particles is assigned a weighting of 
and is then followed throughout the simulation until it is subsequently lost. In 
order to retain  roughly constant numbers of particles throughout the simulation the 
num ber of daughters is chosen to  be an integer from a Poissonian distribution with 
mean N d  = p esc/ (  1 — Pesc)  (Pesc is the escape probability, ~  4u2 in the parallel non- 
relativistic lim it). The value of N d  does not affect the spectral index if the particles 
are weighted appropriately, but it does affect the efficiency of the stipulation. The 
weight associated with each particle as it crosses the shock is w. The increment to the 
distribution function at p  and p  is w /  \ p s |. This is because the weight w refers to the 
flux of particles (i.e. w particles have crossed the shock front), whereas the purpose of 
the sim ulation is to obtain the distribution function, f ( p , p ) .
3 .5 .3  P a r t ic le  d i s t r ib u t io n s
The M onte Carlo m ethod described above returns the distribution function in a series 
of pitch angle and m om entum  bins, and this can then be plotted as a function of either. 
Fig. 3.6 shows the standard  non-relativistic result, obtained with /3lx =  0.2, /?2x =  0.05, 
Piy = 0 .0 . Fig. 3.7 shows the distribution obtained for a shock with (}\x =  0.4, r  =  4, 
and 9 =  45°. The spectral index is s — 3.17, in good agreement with the result of KH. 
However, as can be seen from the figures, the distributions are noisy as a consequence 
of employing a M onte Carlo m ethod; a large amount of computer tim e is required to 
reduce the noise to a satisfactory level. From these distributions the spectral indices of 
the electron distributions are obtained by simply fitting the weighted least squares best 
straight line to the plot of log10( / p 2) against log10p. The question of weighting the 
points correctly was one of some im portance because of the large amount of computer 
time necessary to generate reliable spectra if the error weighting procedure was not 
optimized. It is not obvious what the correct weighting m ethod should be; one cannot 
simply assume the errors should all be weighted equally because it is clear the low
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A nisotropy in shock  fram e
A
F ig u re  3.6: This shows the distribution function at an parallel shock with speed 
u3h =  0.2, compression ratio  4. The spectral index is a  =  0.5.
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A nisotropy in shock  fram e
Figure 3.7: Tliis shows the distribution function at an oblique shock with speed : 
u al> =  0.4, compression ratio  4 and a magnetic field at 45° to the shock normal. The 
spectral index is a  =  0.057.
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m omentum  bins, w ith a higher num ber of particles are more accurate than  the higher 
valued bins. The assum ption th a t the errors in f (p )  decrease roughly as /(/->)_1//2 is 
not valid because of the splitting of particles which tends to  have the opposite effect 
i.e. to  increase the num ber of shock crossing events at high p  and consequently increase 
the signal-to-noise ratio  a t high p  (which is after all the purpose for which it was 
introduced). If the technique worked perfectly then one would have a situation where 
the errors were indeed equal in each bin, but it did not, the simulations all ended when 
the particles were exhausted (in practice this was partially  caused by a fixed minimum 
weighting below which particles were “lost” ). In the end it was decided to weight the 
bins by the num ber of shock crossing events occurring within each bin; it is hard to  see 
how to better this m ethod although it should be recognized tha t each entry is not of 
equal value, ra ther being weighted by the num ber of splittings it has experienced and 
the pitch angle cosine. The simulations were term inated after obtaining the desired 
accuracy in the spectral index. This m ethod was used to obtain Figures 3.8-3.10 where 
spectral indices are p lotted as a function of f3ix , the parallel shock speed for a series 
of differing m agnetic field strengths. Having shown that the m ethod of KH agrees well 
with a num ber of numerical results, the lines on Figs 3.8-3.10 were obtained using their 
method. The points superimposed upon these plots correspond to  specific numerical 
calculations with identical physical conditions. The error on the best straight line is 
plotted as an error bar. The upper lim it to  the shock speed of ¡3\x — 1 /^ /2  is a result 
of a fixed fis , above which the shock becomes superluminal, and the m ethod we have 
described is unsuitable to provide solutions to the jum p conditions and consequently 
the M onte Carlo m ethod cannot accelerate particles in this regime. Although it is 
outside the scope of this work, it is not w ithout interest; Jokipii (1982) has shown 
that superluminal shocks can accelerate particles and Begelman & Kirk (1990) have 
shown th a t, even assuming the particles do not drift across field lines and thus cannot 
return to the shock after having travelled further than one gyroradius away from it, the 
adiabatic energy gain from the shock crossings may be up to  a factor of 4q per particle.
The results of these simulations show th a t for values of the Alfvenic Mach num ber 
of M^ 2 ~  0.05 or larger the compression ratio of the shock may be significantly altered. 
This weakening of the shock strength can lead in turn  to steeper spectral indices. Thus
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by employing realistic jum p conditions synchrotron spectral indices as high as a  ~  2.0 
can be obtained and the problem of unphysical spectral indices obtained by KH can 
be circumvented. The flat spectral indices in KH were caused by the fact th a t a t a 
highly oblique shock most of the particles incident upon the shock from upstream  are 
reflected and hence particles tend to be trapped  upstream . This also happens w ith a 
larger magnetic field, only here the energy gain is reduced by the reduced compression 
ratio  which acts to  steepen the spectral index. As high spectral indices are associated 
with the higher m agnetic fields, the synchrotron emissivities are also high (ex B 2) and 
one m ight expect regions with these magnetic fields to dominate, particularly a t lower 
frequencies. On the other hand synchrotron lifetimes also are proportional to B 2 so 
tha t the source evolves more rapidly.
It is notable th a t at low shock speeds there is a greater range of spectral indices 
than at higher speeds. This is possibly a result of particles being reflected more often at 
higher shock’speeds. A t the highest speeds the compression ratio  at the shock decreases 
as the equation of sta te  becomes fully relativistic and as a consequence of this there is 
a slight increase in the spectral index observed. The nature of the scattering centres 
should also be discussed. In general it is assumed that electrons scatter in pitch angle 
by collision w ith resonant Alfven waves moving much more slowly than the electrons 
upstream  of the shock, and turbulence downstream. Despite increasing the Alfven 
wave speed in these simulations, it is assumed that it will still be much less than  the 
u ltrarelativistic speeds a t which the electrons are moving and thus the Alfven waves 
are retained as scattering centres.
3.6 D iscuss ion
The results m ay be applied to  those environments where synchrotron emission, the 
astrophysical signature of high energy electrons in a magnetic field has been observed. 
The most likely applications are to  the hotspots of extragalactic radio sources. The 
best studied example is th a t of 3C273. F latters & Conway (1985) describe the radio 
structure of the jet and hotspot and suggest an oblique shock in the hotspot because
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F ig u re  3.8: Tliis shows a comparison between the analytically derived spectral indices 
and the numerical results for a shock with a magnetic field at an angle 6 =  45° and the 
downstream fluid in local therm odynam ic equilibrium. The different lines correspond 
to different values of M ^ 2 as labelled.
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Figure 3.9: This shows a comparison between the analytically derived spectral indices 
and the numerical results for a shock with a magnetic field a t an angle 0 = 45° and the 
downstream fiuid pressure provided entirely by ions.
























F ig u re  3.10: This shows a comparison between the analytically derived spectral in­
dices and the numerical results for a shock with a magnetic field at an angle 9 =  45° 
and the downstream  pressure provided by electrons.
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the dom inant m agnetic field lies transverse to  the jet. This is a result which is repeated 
at optical wavelengths (Scarrott & Rolph 1989). Meisenheimer et at. (1989) recently 
published observations of spectral indices for a num ber of sources. They showed th a t 
in those cases where there is an optical counterpart to the radio source, spectral indices 
are around a  ~  0.5 in agreement w ith the classical result of Bell (1978a). Furtherm ore, 
they used the observed frequencies at which the synchrotron break and cutoff appeared 
and a simple Fermi acceleration model to derive shock speeds between ¡3 ~  0.15 and 
/3 ~  0.5. However, this suggests an inconsistency because as both this work and tha t 
of KH have shown, a t these shock speeds a simple oblique shock with a dynamically 
unim portant field and a compression ratio  of around 4 (as Meisenheimer et al. derived) 
would produce a spectrum  of exceptional hardness. However, they had to make certain 
assumptions about the shock in order to derive a value for the field so th a t their 
results are not exact. A lthough it is not possible to  argue for particular values of the 
Alfvenic Macli num ber for the shocks, it is likely th a t dynamically unim portant fields 
would produce unrealistically hard spectra. To circumvent this, it is siiggested th a t the 
magnetic field may be im portan t in reducing the shock compression ratio to a value 
where the spectral index is more representative of tha t which is actually observed; it 
is a more a ttractive line to  take than tha t which starts with conventional weak shocks 
where there is some upstream  pressure because such shocks can produce any spectral 
index, including any value greater than those observed.
It is also possible th a t these results are applicable to blazars. Again one has 
oblique shocks and steep spectral indices, so th a t by the same logic, dynamically im­
portan t fields could be responsible for spectral steepening. The problem with this is 
the supposition th a t the shocks are relativistic, in which case they would be superlu­
minal for quite low angles of the field to the shock normal. It is quite possible th a t the 
more realistic modelling of the Fermi process which is carried out in Chapter 5 is more 
relevant to both blazars and hotspots.
This chapter has presented solutions to the jum p conditions at a subluminal 
oblique relativistic m agnetohydrodynam ic shock employing a Synge equation of state  
using a simple m ethod involving a single two-dimensional Lorentz transform ation to  a
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reference frame where the fluid moves parallel to  the magnetic field on either side of 
the shock front. This can provide solutions while the speed of intersection of the shock 
and magnetic field is less than  the speed of light. This is not a restriction because we 
are interested in the process of the first order Fermi acceleration of electrons, which can 
only occur under these conditions. This aspect of oblique shocks was investigated using 
a M onte Carlo m ethod for comparison with earlier analytic work in the weak field lim it; 
the agreement between the two was good. Increasing the magnetic field reduces the 
compression ratio  a t the shock. This reduces the energy gain experienced by a particle 
upon completing a. cycle of crossing and recrossing the shock. This acts to  steepen 
the spectral index. This may be able to explain why objects where the magnetic field 
is expected to  be perpendicular to the shock front have synchrotron spectral indices 
considerably steeper than  those expected in the weak field limit.
C hapter  4 
S h o c k  m o d e l s  o f  b l a z a r s
4.1 In tro d u ctio n
Shocks are a ttrac tive  elements in any model which purports to explain the blazar 
phenomenon because they can explain many of the features of variability in blazars 
and also, under certain conditions, they provide a ready m ade explanation of the non- 
therm al spectrum  of the electron distribution. However, to date the properties of 
shock models have not been applied to the optical data; this is the aim of the present 
chapter. In this chapter only the properties of BL-Lacs will be considered i.e. there 
is no suspicion th a t the optical light has been diluted by unpolarized emission of a 
non-synchrotron origin. Before making a detailed calculation it is worth restating the 
high frequency properties of the emission, as stated  in Chapter 2 . These are:
• Although in many cases the spectrum  was a power-law of constant slope, there 
were a significant num ber of observations where the spectrum  steepened with 
increasing frequency. The fact tha t generally spectral indices in the optical are 
greater than  in the radio (where a  ~  0.2, V altaoja et al. 1988) suggests losses 
m ay have modified the spectrum. Synchrotron or inverse Compton losses can 
steepen the spectral index by 0.5 if there is a continuous injection of electrons. 
The gradually increasing spectra of blazars (Landau et al. 1986) from the radio 
to  the optical strongly supports the form of steepening produced by losses.
• W ith only a couple of exceptions, in the case of the BL-Lacs the polarization 
always increased towards the blue end of the spectrum. The level of polarization 
was indicative of a partially  ordered magnetic field when averaged over the entire 
emission region -  although it is possible th a t it could be almost uniform in regions
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of smaller extent than  the optical em itting volume. Frequency dependence of 
position angle was less common than  frequency dependence of polarization. Most 
of the frequency dependence of polarization was associated with the intrinsic 
curvature of the flux via the simple param eterization of Bjornsson & Blumenthal 
(1982) i.e. as the spectral index increased so did the polarization according to  the 
relationship:
pol(,z) =  n +  ̂ X 100% (4.1)
a(is) + 5/3
where a ( v)  is the spectral index and II is a constant representing the degree of 
ordering in the m agnetic field.
These are the principal characteristics of BL-Lacs deduced from a large num ber of 
observations and any model m ust be able to explain these in order to be taken seriously; 
it is upon this premise th a t the work in this chapter will be based. This approach is 
different from others, where individual events from a single object are understood and 
then applied to other objects. By concentrating on a few properties which are true for 
a large num ber of objects it is to be hoped tha t some general conclusions about the 
sources can be drawn. Having achieved th a t, a good model should also allow for the 
more occasional extreme events such as those seen by Holmes et al. (1984b) or Moore 
et al. (1982).
There are two main motivations for a study of this kind. The first is simply an 
attem pt to plug a gap in the knowledge of the properties of a simple synchrotron source. 
Kardaschev (1962) presented results for the evolution of a synchrotron source, as the 
electrons lost or gained energy to various mechanisms, such as synchrotron emission, 
adiabatic expansion or the inverse Compton effect. Implicit in this work however, was 
the assum ption th a t as the electrons lose energy they m aintain their initial pitch angle 
with respect to  th a t magnetic field element. As effects such as synchrotron losses are 
pitch angle dependent this naturally  leads to  anisotropies in the distribution. The only 
specific source fields considered were isotropic and as there was no preferred direction 
to the field, there was no overall polarization. An initial aim is to  investigate the effect
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on the polarization of any anisotropies which might develop in a more realistic field 
geometry.
The second m otivation arises from observational studies and the necessity to adapt 
present ideas to observations of blazars which may be possible in the future. The 
dom inant model of blazar emission is a shock in a jet. Groups such as those in Michigan 
(see Aller et al. (1985) and references therein) a t centimetre wavelengths or Preston 
(see Brown et al. 1989a) at submillimetre and infrared wavelengths have used their 
data  to model the variability convincingly using a shock in a jet. A random ly-oriented 
field compressed by a weak shock front was employed in the model of Hughes et al. 
(1985), together with a driving piston and the integrated flux from a quiescent je t. They 
had d a ta  for BL-Lac over a period of four years (from 1981 to 1985) taken at three 
frequencies (4, 8 & 14.5 Ghz) with full polarization information and they obtained 
good fits to their da ta  over this period. However the emission at radio frequencies 
arises from electrons not affected significantly by losses which accordingly were not 
included in their analysis. Of more relevance to their work were optical depth effects; 
throughout this chapter it will be assumed th a t the source is optically thin as the 
work is prim arily concerned with high frequency emission for which this should be a 
reasonable assumption.
The effect on the electron distribution of inverse Compton scattering, synchrotron 
radiation and adiabatic expansion were included in the analysis of M arscher & Gear 
(1985) who modelled the da ta  for a dram atic flare in the millimetre emission of 3C273. 
3C273 is not strictly  speaking a blazar, as the optical emission is not dom inated by syn­
chrotron emission but the model was later applied to  several blazars (Gear et al. 1986) 
with favourable results. However, polarization data  for the millimetre wavelengths was 
not available a t the time and consequently the only field tha t was specified was “nearly 
random ” upstream  and compressed by the shock.
The properties of synchrotron emission from partially  ordered magnetic fields were 
discussed by Bjornsson & Blum enthal (1982) who, with some restrictions, evaluated the 
flux and polarization expected from a number of possible magnetic field and electron 
pitch angle distributions. However the Bjornsson & Blumenthal (1982) param eteriza­
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tion of the radiation does not give any insight in to  the origin of the electron spectrum  
in blazars; it is simply a technique for calculating polarization features given certain 
field and electron distributions.
Finally, the connection between the optical and radio em itting regions has not 
yet been established conclusively, although there are several pieces of evidence which 
favour their being related. Events such as tha t reported by Kikuchi et al. (1988) for 
OJ287 of a position angle ro tation, simultaneous at both radio and optical wavelengths, 
are highly suggestive. Position angle rotations such as this may be a result either of 
an actual ro ta tion  of the magnetic field within the source, or of aberration effects, 
where the speed of the jet itself changes (Blandford & Konigl 1979). However the mere 
fact th a t they occur suggests th a t the optical light is originating in the same region 
in space as the radio emission. Support comes from the work of Landau et al. (1986) 
who found the radio to optical spectra to change smoothly. If the emission in the two 
wavebands arose in separate regions and varied independently then the spectra would 
not be so smooth. The fact tha t Landau et al. fitted their spectra with parabolae is not 
in conflict w ith sharp breaks in the underlying energy distribution because of the broad 
nature of the synchrotron Green functions; any sharp breaks tend to  be washed out, 
giving a sm oother flux distribution. Finally there is the work of Impey (1987) who has 
shown that the distribution of the difference between VLBI structure axis and preferred 
optical position angle tends to be peaked around 90°, again suggestive of underlying 
source structure. This assum ption is implicit in this work, the model is known to be 
successful in the radio, the question is, how relevant is it to  the optical.
The layout is as follows: Section 4.2 describes the construction of a model for 
the optical radiation, in Section 4.3 the results for a source decaying, and having a 
constant injection are presented and discussed under the assum ption th a t the individual 
electrons m aintain a constant pitch angle. Section 4.4 examines the opposite limit 
where the electrons m aintain isotropy. Section 4.5 describes an alternative model, one 
which includes a num ber of random ly oriented subcomponents. Section 4.6 presents 
the conclusions and discusses how to improve the model.
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F ig u re  4.1: The shock face lies in the xy  plane, the m agnetic field components lying 
in this plane are enhanced by a factor r at the shock. The observer [electron velocity] 
lies at an angle e to the x  axis, the field distribution is axisymmetric around the 2 axis.
4.2 T h e  M o d el
In this section a calculation of the emission from an ensemble of electrons em itting syn­
chrotron radiation in a compressed random  magnetic field downstream of a  shock front 
will be made. The assumed source geometry is shown in Fig. 4.1. This is essentially 
identical to th a t of Hughes et al. (1985). The shock front lies in the xy  plane, th a t is 
the z axis is parallel to the shock normal. The velocity compression ratio  at the shock 
front, is given by r. Thus by conservation of magnetic flux density the magnetic
field, assumed isotropic upstream , is compressed at the shock front. Note th a t this has 
assumed th a t the m agnetic field is dynamically unim portant in determining the jum p 
conditions a t the shock front i.e. v \  «  v \  downstream. This will enable a simple 
treatm ent of the magnetic field so th a t the geometry is dependent only upon the shock 
compression ratio  and is independent of the magnetic field m agnitude.
It is necessary to evaluate I?sine  for the source geometry shown by Fig. 4.1 i.e. 
to find the projected magnetic field distribution. B  is the isotropic m agnetic field 
strength upstream  of the shock and e is the angle between the line of sight and an
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element of the field downstream. This work makes use of the fact th a t the emission 
from a single electron is concentrated within a narrow cone of half angle 7 “ 1. This is 
because the dipole radiation from an accelerated charge is beamed into a narrow angle 
when seen from a stationary frame in which the electron is moving relativistically (e.g. 
Rybicki & Lightm an 1979). This considerably simplifies any calculations, one is not 
observing synchrotron emission from electrons with a distribution of velocity directions, 
only those electrons which are moving directly towards the observer. The angle e, the 
pitch angle between the observed electron’s velocity and the element of magnetic field 
is equal to the angle between the line of sight and the m agnetic field. I? sine is the 
projection of the magnetic field onto the plane of the sky. W ithout loss of generality, 
due to axial symmetry, the electron’s velocity vector lies in the x z  plane and makes an 
angle e to the x  axis. A second Cartesian coordinate system x'y'z '  as shown in Fig.
4.1 is defined so th a t the electron’s velocity lies along the x'  axis and the y' axis lies 
parallel to the y axis. An element of the magnetic field of m agnitude B  a t an angle 
9, <j> before being compressed has the following components after compression:
B x — B r  sin 9 cos (f>
By — B r  sin 9 sin 4> (4-2)
B z =  B  cos 9
in the x y z  system. In the x 'y'z '  system these can be ro tated  to give:
B xi — B(r  sin 9 cos (f> cos e +  cos 9 sin e)
B y, — B r  sin 9 sin <p (4-3)
B,i  =  f?(cos 9 cos e — r sin 9 cos (f> sin e)
and thus one can evaluate B 2 sin2 e, the component perpendicular to  the x'  axis:
B 2 sin2 e =  B 2, +  B\,
— B 2{r2 sin2 9 sin2 (j>+ r2 sin2 9 cos2 (f> sin2 e (4.4)
+  cos2 9 cos2 e -  2 r  sin 9 cos 6 cos (j> sin e cos e)
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The position angle of a field element is also required. This is given by:
tan% =
B zi cos 9 cos e — r sin 9 cos <f> sin e
(4.5)
By,/ r sin 9 sin <f>
where x  is m easured from the y' projected axis. Having evaluated the magnetic field
be evaluated in following sections under various conditions. It is assumed that the 
electron distribution depends upon only three param eters: the electron energy, E ,  the 
time t, and e, the pitch angle -  the angle between the velocity vector and the element 
of magnetic field. Standard synchrotron theory (e.g.' Pacholczyk, 1970) then gives the 
expressions for the Stokes param eters for an element of magnetic field. These are stated 
in Appendix A. To evaluate the to ta l emission it is necessary to integrate over the full 
field distribution. Thus the following expressions for the radiation are obtained:
where L is the line of sight depth of the source, x  is the position angle, uc is a critical
clirotron Green’s function given in Appendix A. From the expressions for the individual 
Stokes param eters, the observational characteristics of the synchrotron radiation can 
be obtained. The flux spectral index is given by:
which is obtained by numerically differentiating log101(v, t). The degree of linear po­
larization is given by:
geometry in which the electrons em it, it is possible to  write down expressions for the 
Stokes param eters of the emission from this region. Specific electron distributions will
I ( t ,  u) 
Q(t ,v )  
U{t, v) 
V ( t ,u )
L B  JE Jg J(i>sh\£F(~)N(E,£, t)d<f>s'm9d9dE 
L B  f E f 0 /¿sin  cos 2xN(E,e, t)d<p  sin 9d9dE
L B  f E f e sin cG (^-) sin 2xN(E,e,t)d(f> sin 9d9dE 
0
(4.6)
frequency (=  (3ir'y^eB s in e ) /m e) and sine is given by equation 4.4. F  and G are syn-
(4.7)
k m ) -  x ioo% (4.8)
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Finally, the position angle is obtained from:
ta n 2^ = S ( 0 ) (4 -9)
which is degenerate for (  — 0, tt/2 . In order to differentiate between these the sign of 
Q(u, t )  is taken in to  account; Q(v , t )  is positive a t £ =  0 and negative at £ =  7t / 2 .
The Stokes param eters calculated are the expressions for the em itting frame, in 
this case the frame downstream  of the shock front. This may be in relativistic motion 
relative to an observer. The downstream region is assumed to be moving at a velocity 
ß,  a t an angle r\' in the observers frame corresponding to an angle t] =  (90 — e) in the 
em itting frame. The Doppler boost is given by
6 = r(l-/3 co s if) (4 -10)
where T is the Lorentz factor of the source. The Stokes param eters transform  as:
P ( t ,u )  = I( t ,  v)62+a
Q'( t , v )  = Q(t, v)62+a
(4.11)
U'( t ,v )  =  U(t ,u)62+a
V '{ t , v )  = 0
The value 2 in the exponent is appropriate for a stream  of knots with finite lifetimes 
and a  is the spectral index taken from equation 4.7. The requirem ent tha t the source 
be in relativistic m otion will introduce an extra param eter into the model. In order 
to m aintain clarity all results are presented for sources with identical velocities with 
T = 2 .0 . rf will be determined by the chosen value a t rj.
In the previous section, Bjornsson & Blum enthal’s (1982) work on the properties 
of inhomogeneous synchrotron sources was mentioned. In their paper they evaluated 
the following integrals for the Stokes param eters (see also Korchakov & Syrovatskii
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Q { t , v ) = J-reJx Ibb2H(b,X,'re)cos2xG(£)dbdxd-ye
U(t ,v )  = f 7c Jx f b b2H(b,X,le)  cos2xG(-^)dbdxd')e 
V ( t , v )  = 0
here b is the projected magnetic field (=  B  sine), x  is the position angle of an element 
of the field on the sky and qe is the electron Lorentz factor. The function H ( b ,x ,  7 e) 
is defined as “the trivariate probability density of finding an electron with Lorentz 
factor 7 e radiating in a m agnetic field specified by b and y ” . The equations can be 
w ritten in this form after a transform ation between the frames; the integrals over x  
and b are equivalent to the integrals over 8 and cf> and the integral over qe is equivalent 
to the integral over E.  They use the function H ( b , x , le)  to describe the entire source 
structure, considering several arb itrary  param eterizations where H ( b ,x ,  7 e) is separable 
in each of the variables. They show th a t the polarization can be w ritten as:
pol(iz) =  [q2(zz) +  u2(:,)]1/2 a ” -̂ ++5^3 X 100% (4.13)
where q and u axe sta ted  integrals over the magnetic field geometry and which are 
frequency independent in the case where the electron distribution is independent of 
position within the source. W hile a param eterization such as this provides an analytic 
description of the radiation, it is not based upon any particular physical model. The 
present approach is to calculate the emission from a particular model.
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4 .3 .1  N o  s c a t t e r in g ,  n o  in je c t io n
In a sense this is the least relevant case for understanding blazars. In practice there is 
likely to  be some level of injection of electrons into the source, particularly for flares; 
this will be neglected. Secondly, it will be assumed th a t the electrons have a pitch
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angle which is constant in tim e for their particular element of field and this precludes 
the possibility of Fermi acceleration operating. Finally the possibility of a relativistic 
shock will be ignored. A Lorentz transform ation of an isotropic electron distribution 
results in anisotropies. All these assumptions may be incorrect and attem pts will be 
made to  drop them  in later sections. However the present case does illustrate several 
of the properties of synchrotron emission downstream of a shock.
Only synchrotron losses will be considered in detail. This makes the calculations 
simple but again it may be unrealistic; it is likely th a t other loss mechanisms play a 
role in the variability. A diabatic losses are im portant in the later stages of radio flares 
(M arscher & Gear 1985) but as —d E / d t  oc E  it is more likely th a t it will be either 
synchrotron or inverse Compton losses (for which - d E / d t  oc E 2) which will dominate 
at high energies. Inverse Compton losses act isotropically i.e. they are independent of 
pitch angle. Hence later sections where electron isotropy is m aintained by scattering 
are relevant if this loss mechanism is operating.
If the initial energy of an electron is E q at time t =  0 , then in a tim e t the energy 
will reduce to:
E ~  = at  (4 -14)
where:
,  =  ^ i U 1 I „ . ¥ s i A  (4.15)
67re0c5m^
The solution to the kinetic equation is (Kardaschev, 1962):
N ( E ,  e , t) = kE->(  1 -  o t E y - 2Q ( 1+E ‘tEc ~ E )  (4 -16)
where N ( E , e ,  0) =  k E - 'y is the initial distribution. In the integrations the distribution 
has been assumed to have both a.11 upper cutoff at E c and a lower cutoff. Both are 
assumed to be initially sharp i.e. N ( E , e , t ) =  0 above or below the cutoff energies. 
Finally note the presence of the step function 0  in the electron distribution. Electrons 
at the cutoff energies will experience a loss of energy as all the electrons do, governed
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by equation 4.14. Care m ust therefore be taken when integrating over the energy 
distribution not to  extend the integration to the constant initial cutoffs but rather only 
to the correctly evolved cutoff energy. This point is im portan t when deriving the form 
of the distribution when a constant injection of electrons is included, later on. However 
as this chapter is concerned principally with the high energy effects, the low energy 
cutoff will be ignored. This does not cause any extra electrons to  be included in the 
integration which are not actually present, and furtherm ore the low energy cutoff is set 
to a value corresponding to a frequency lower than tha t shown on the plots, which are 
not therefore invalidated.
Fig. 4.2 illustrates several features of the electron distribution which have been 
discussed. Fig. 4.2a shows the basic form of equation 4.16, an evolving cutoff with 
constant energy spectral index 7  =  2.0, Fig. 4.2b shows what happens for different 
values of the spectral index. It is notable tha t whenever the spectral index is harder 
than 7  =  2.0 a hum p appears in the distribution. This appears as Kardaschev (1962) 
pointed out because there are more electrons losing energy into an energy band A E  
than  from A E.  Fig. 4.2c shows how the value of R s in e  changes w ith 0 (the angle 
between the field element and the shock normal) for a series of different viewing angles. 
Clearly it will increase as the field becomes more tangential to  the shock and hence 
more compressed. Fig. 4.2d shows how the cutoff energy changes, again with 9, for 
these last two plots cj) has been assumed constant and set to 7 r / 2 .
The m ultiple integrals stated  in the previous section were carried out for a series 
of shock compression ratios (r), spectral indices (7 ) and viewing angles (e) for an 
electron distribution with both an upper and lower cutoff for a range of 5 decades 
of frequency from the radio to  the optical/U V . The integrals were evaluated using the 
NAG routines D01BBF/D01FBF which utilise normal Gaussian weights using a Gauss- 
Legendre m ethod. This does not give an estim ate of the error in the calculation but in 
practice the integrands were divided until further subdivisions yielded similar answers. 
The am ount of CPU time required for the integrations was considerable so th a t only a 
series of the most notable limits was taken. The technique for evaluating the integrand 
was as follows. For a given run fixed values of r and e were taken together with the
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N (E ,a ,t)  vs. E N (E ,a ,t)  vs. E
13 vs. s in (0 )  Ebr vs. s in (0)
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Figure 4.2: Fig4.2a shows the electron distribution for sine =  0.0  (solid line), 0.2 
(dashed line), 0.4 (dot-dashed line) and 0.6  (dotted line). Fig4.2b shows the distribution 
for a series of different spectral indices (7  =  1 .0 ,1 .5 ,2 .0 ,2.5). Fig 4.2c and Fig4.2d 
show B 2 sin2 e and the break energy as a function of sin (9 for different viewing angles, 
T] = 0.0,0.25,0.50,0.75.
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values of 9 and <f> for the element of field. From this 13sine and N ( E , e , t ) can be 
obtained from equations 4.4 and 4.16 respectively. Similarly uc, the critical frequency 
for a given value of E  and B s in e  can be obtained. At the fixed observing frequency 
v,  a value for F ( v / v c) or G(u/uc) could be obtained by linear interpolation w ithin a 
look-up table of values. Finally, the position angle of the element was referred to the 
z' axis and setting ta n x  =  B zt/ B y, one obtains: cos 2% =  ( B 2, — B 2, ) / ( B 2, +  B 2, ).
The results of a sample run with an electron spectral index of 7  =  2.0  and a 
compression ratio  of 4.0, corresponding to the non-relativistic shock limit are shown in 
Fig. 4.3. The three curves shown correspond to three equally spaced times. The time 
intervals (in the em itting frame) are St =  3hours between the individual spectra. The 
flux decays w ith time. The flux spectral index is shown in Fig. 4.3b. This is calculated 
numerically using equation 4.7. This confirms the results of Kardaschev (1962) where 
the spectrum  steepens from a  — (7  — l ) /2  to a — (27  +  l ) /3  at the break frequency 
vb which moves to a lower frequency as time progresses. The spectrum  steepens again 
at the sharp upper cutoff to take an exponential form. The break is not sharp but 
is smoothed out over several decades of frequency by the finite width of the function 
F(x) .  The polarization properties are of more interest, the most striking feature is the 
dip in polarization accompanied by a subsequent rise at higher frequencies. A t the zero 
polarization point there is a swing in position angle by 90°. An explanation for this 
behaviour is as follows. Behind a shock front with a m oderate or large compression 
ratio the magnetic field will be dominated by the component which lies along the shock 
front. The electrons tied to magnetic lines lying along the shock front will dominate 
the emission at early times as this contributes most to the polarized flux. The result 
will be a position angle parallel to the shock normal. However, these electrons will 
quickly lose energy. At later times, after the initially dom inant flux has died off, it 
is the electrons tied to weaker field lines along the shock normal which will dominate 
the emission at a much lower level and this will have a position angle at 90° to  the 
initial position angle i.e. along the shock face; hence the position angle rotation. The 
zero polarization occurs at a frequency where the polarized fluxes from the two parts 
cancel out. Note tha t due to  the symmetry of the problem, there are only two possible 
position angles.
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Flux vs. v Linear P o la riza tio n  vs. v
S p ec tra l Index vs. v Position  Angle vs. v
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Figure 4.3: This shows the expected emission from a decaying initial power-law dis­
tribution. Fig 4.3a and b show the flux and polarization as a function of frequency. 
Note the dram atic drop in polarization as the spectrum  breaks. Fig 4.3c shows the 
spectral index, derived as in equation 4.5. Fig 4.3d shows the cosine of the position 
angle, illustrating the flip in position angle at the frequency where the polarization 
reaches zero.
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A sum m ary of the general properties of decaying synchrotron sources is shown 
in Figs 4.4-4.7. These illustrate the change in the intensity and polarization of the 
emission as e and t vary for a series of differing spectral indices and compression ratios. 
Each are shown at two frequencies, v  =  1012-5Hz, where losses have not affected the 
spectrum  and v  =  1015Hz where the spectrum  has steepened due to losses. The low 
frequency results are equivalent to those given in Hughes et al. (1985). They will not be 
discussed in full here, but are used to verify the method. Fig. 4.4 shows the intensity and 
polarization plotted against time for differing spectral indices (7  =  2 ,3 ,4 )  a t a constant 
e = 30°. The flux increases with spectral index, at low frequencies staying constant with 
time, a t high frequencies evolving. The initial polarizations are (7 +  l ) / ( 7  +  5/3) 
(this is not exact because there is some degree of disorder in the field distribution). 
Note th a t distributions with higher spectral indices appear to decay in polarization 
more rapidly than lower spectral indices. Also because e =  30° the polarization does 
not rise again after dropping to zero as the difference between the break energy at 
different values of sin# is less m arked than  for e =  0. Fig. 4.5 shows the variation in 
properties with tim e for differing angles to  the shock face at a constant compression 
ratio  (r  =  4) and spectral index (7  =  2.0). These are fairly self-explanatory; at low 
frequency with no evolution, the flux increases and the polarization decreases with 
increasing e, due to  the dom inant emission from larger and more disordered m agnetic 
field lines along the shock face. W hen the source has evolved, a t high frequency the 
polarization drops and then rises at a different position angle for e =  0 as discussed 
earlier. A t larger viewing angles the polarization does not rise at later times. Fig. 4.6 
shows the change w ith e for 7  =  2.0 and increasing compression ratios (r =  4 ,5 ,6 ) 
at a tim e t  — 50. At low frequencies the flux increases with compression ratio  due 
to the increased emission at increased magnetic field values. The polarization drops 
as e increases as the emission becomes dominated by radiation from more disordered 
fields. A t high frequencies the flux decreases as the compression ratio  increases, due to 
the fact th a t at higher compression ratios the flux evolves more rapidly and hence at 
later times there are fewer high energy electrons left and therefore less emission. The 
polarization is low due to the evolution at high frequencies and does not rise at larger 
values of e. Fig. 4.7 plots the change in intensity and polarization with e for differing 
spectral indices (7  =  2 ,3 ,4 ) at t =  50 and r =  4. The flux increases with increasing 7
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4 .3 .2  A p p l ic a t io n s
The results obtained so far for a decaying source may not be entirely realistic, but it 
would be unwise to proceed further without reference to a particular set of da ta  obtained 
by Holmes et al. (1984b). In 1983 January  they observed the BL-Lac object 0851 + 
202 (OJ287) a t near-infrared to optical frequencies (K -U  wavebands) and recorded a 
low but varying degree of polarization. The spectral index increased w ith frequency. 
The polarization decreased w ith frequency in the near-infrared at a low level and had 
a position angle of 100° on the sky. Observations a t higher frequencies showed a 
dram atic shift in the position angle to around 20° and the degree of polarization, after 
having dropped to a minimum of 0.4% in the R waveband, increased to 2.5% at U. 
The da ta  on other nights showed constant position angles and larger polarizations. 
Holmes et al. in terpreted this behaviour as the result of two polarized components at 
differing position angles each having different, curved spectra. At the frequency where 
the polarized fluxes are equal they cancel out to produce zero overall polarization, 
accompanied by a position angle swing. This is qualitatively similar to the properties 
of a decaying synchrotron source, described above and is probably the most dram atic 
single observation of a position angle ro tation with frequency. Consequently an attem pt 
was made to fit the model to  these data. The param eters used to fit the data  were: (low 
frequency) electron energy spectral index, shock compression ratio, time of observation 
(or age of the source), e the line of sight to the shock normal, the low frequency position 
angle and the flux at 1014 Hz, a convenient frequency for normalization of the optical 
flux. The computer tim e necessary to  achieve an accurate and complete search of 
param eter space was considerable and the lim ited search which was possible did not 
find a satisfactory fit. However, this is only the most obvious example and it is possible 
that a fit could be obtained for other data. In this case it would be most likely th a t the 
break frequency occurs a t lower frequencies. Then the observed increase in polarization 
with frequency would always be the consequence of an evolved source. However the 
position angle alignment would then indicate tha t the field lies along the je t, contrary
and the polarization decreases with e.
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Figure 4.4: This shows the behaviour of a decaying synchrotron source for increasing 
time. Figs 4.4a & b show the flux and polarization at a low frequency where losses 
have not yet affected the distribution. Figs 4.4c & d are the same plots at a higher 
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Figure 4.5: This shows the behaviour of a decaying synchrotron source for increasing 
time. Figs 4.5a & b show the flux and polarization at a low frequency where losses 
have not yet affected the distribution. Figs 4.5c & d are the same plots at a higher 
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F ig u re  4.6: This shows the behaviour of a decaying synchrotron source for increasing 
time. Figs 4.6a & b show the flux and polarization at a low frequency where losses 
have not yet affected the distribution. Figs 4.6c & d are the same plots a t a higher 
frequency. The lines refer to  differing compression ratios; r — 2 (,3 ,4 ) for the filled 
(dashed, dot-dashed) line.
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F ig u re  4.7: This shows the behaviour of a decaying synchrotron source for increasing 
time. Figs 4.7a & b show the flux and polarization at a low frequency where losses 
have not yet affected the distribution. Figs 4.7c & d are the same plots at a higher 
frequency. The lines refer to differing spectral indices; 7  =  2(, 3,4) for the filled (dashed, 
dot-dashed) fine.
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to what is observed. Thus the predictions of the calculation are inconsistent with the 
observations.
It is not yet known how exactly the polarization behaves around the break fre­
quency, as a t present there are no observations between 2cm and the K waveband 
(2.18¡.im) in the near-infrared. Clearly the above dem onstrates th a t such observations 
are highly desirable. If the model is justified by future measurements then there are a 
num ber of properties of the emission region which could be deduced in a straightforward 
manner. By fitting the model to data, param eters such as shock speed, compression 
ratio  and orientation can be determined. The absolute value of the scattering timescale 
could also be found as a function of the loss timescale at the frequency of observation; 
after the loss tim e exceeds the scattering timescale the model breaks down.
4 .3 .3  T h e  case  o f  a r e la t iv i s t i c  sh o c k
Several blazars display apparent superluminal m otion (e.g. Impey 1987). If an asso­
ciation is m ade between these superluminally moving (milli-arcsec) features and the 
synchrotron em itting region downstream of the shock, then one is lead to the con­
clusion tha t the shock is moving at relativistic velocities. If this is the case then the 
previous assum ption of an isotropic distribution in the upstream  rest frame will, if there 
is no scattering of the electrons as they cross the shock front, lead to  a significantly 
anisotropic distribution downstream. In this part an estim ation of the initial degree of 
anisotropy introduced by a relativistic transform ation and the effect this has upon the 
results is presented.
By Liouville’s theorem the phase space distribution function of the electrons, 
/(p ,/r ) , is Lorentz invariant. The relative velocity of the downstream region (subscript 
2 ) to the upstream  region ( 1), is given by:
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Then, as seen from the downstream  frame the initial distribution has the form:
N ( E , f i d)dEdnd = k E ~ 7 (r(l -  A /h i) ) - 7 - 2  © (  w  E \  r  -  e )  d E d ^ d (4.18)
T(1 -  firHj)
The step function was introduced this tim e to account for the fact th a t the cutoff energy 
which was constant in the upstream  frame is transform ed to a value which is a function 
of /j,d. Having been injected into the emission region with this distribution, the source 
decays and takes the form:
N(E,e ,H d ,t )dEdnd =  kE~^ (T(l -  A /hi))-7 - 1 (1 -  otE)~~l~ i
( v \  (4 ' 19)
' x ® Vr(i-/3rnH+<ri£c _  E ) dEd(j.d
The form of this distribution function is such tha t the electrons are effectively beamed 
forwards into the downstream  region. This produces an anisotropic distribution in 
the downstream  fluid which can be integrated to yield a series of spectra, an example 
of which is shown by Fig. 4.8. This was obtained for a hydrodynamic strong shock 
with A  =  0.96, A  =  0.347, corresponding to a fully relativistic equation of state  
with adiabatic index T =  4 /3 . These are the appropriate speeds for a shock where 
the downstream  pressure is provided by electrons and ions in local therm odynam ic 
equilibrium (see chapter 3 for details). The viewing angle is perpendicular to the shock 
in the emission frame. Inspection reveals the spectra are quite dissimilar to those 
previously obtained. The polarization has a lower level than before, around 30%. As 
time passes the spectrum  evolves, although there is no evidence for a break to the 
spectral index. The low frequency polarization remains low but at high frequencies 
the polarization increases dram atically to a maximum value of >  80%. This feature 
moves to lower frequencies as tim e progresses. The position angle of the radiation lies 
along the shock face indicating th a t in this case the dominant emission originates from 
electrons moving along field lines parallel to the shock normal. An explanation for this 
behaviour can be obtained by reference to the form of the electron distribution function. 
Most of the electrons a t any given energy lie within a narrow cone concentrated in the 
forward direction i.e. along the shock normal, and at energies where the initial cutoff 
is im portan t the actual value of the cutoff is higher for those electrons lying along 
the shock normal. It is apparent th a t although the greater num ber of electrons lie in
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the weaker m agnetic field along the shock normal the electrons tied to  field elements 
perpendicular to  the shock normal which radiate in the stronger magnetic field also 
contribute a  significant am ount of flux. The result is a low polarization. At later times, 
when the electrons along the stronger field lines have decayed, the radiation comes 
predom inantly from the electrons in the weak magnetic field and the overall level of 
polarization rises. The position angle remains aligned with the shock face.
Comparisons with the observations are favourable in this case as the polarization 
increases w ith frequency and clearly this behaviour could be utilized in the form of 
a diagnostic of the shock velocity. However, it is not the case tha t the model gives 
complete agreement with the observations. The prim ary objection is based upon the 
position angles which are observed. It has been mentioned before th a t several authors 
have found th a t position angles tend to indicate dominant magnetic fields perpendicular 
to the VLBI structure i.e. along the shock face. This contrasts with th a t found above. 
Also, as will be apparent from the next subsection, injection would cause the level of 
polarization to decrease. The conclusion m ust be that although this cannot be firmly 
rejected it does run into severe difHcidties with certain aspects of the observations.
4 .3 .4  I n je c t io n  o f  e le c tr o n s
Now consider the case where fresh electrons are injected at a constant rate  in to  the 
emission region downstream of the shock front. Assume that these electrons have an 
isotropic power-law distribution between the two cutoff energies and an energy spectral 
index 7 . This is clearly more relevant than  the previous case if the aim is to provide 
a description of variability. The injection allows the flux to increase steadily at low 
frequencies although at high frequencies the injection will be balanced by the losses. 
The form of the distribution can be found by integrating equation 4.16 using the variable 
t as a dummy variable t'  between 0 & t. It yields
N ( E , e ,  t )dE  =  3f ^ { [ l - ( l - ^ ) 1- ] 0 ( l + f f e - - E)
+ i1 '  ( f  r ' l  0 (£  -  w  § t e ) e (E '
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F ig u re  4.8: This shows the expected emission from a initially power-law distribution 
of electrons. These are then advected into the downstream region w ithout experiencing 
any scattering. Fig 4.8a and b show the flux and polarization as a function of frequency. 
Note the rise in polarization. Fig 4.8c shows the spectral index, and Fig 4.8d shows 
the cosine of the position angle, which remains fixed and along the shock face.
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Care m ust be taken when evaluating this integral as the effect of the finite energy cutoff 
m ust be included, as m entioned in Section 4.3.1. At low energies the initial cutoff will 
not have evolved in to  the energy range and equation 4.16 can be integrated directly. 
At higher energies where the cutoff has had time to  evolve before the tim e t' = t one 
m ust truncate the integration after a time, tc;
hence one obtains equation 4.20. As a check, the high and low energy terms m atch at 
the evolved cutoff energy. As noted by Kardaschev (1962) at low energies the num ber 
increases linearly w ith time. A t high energies it reduces to  a tim e independent form, 
with injection balanced by losses to  lower energies.
The results of a sample integration using this electron distribution are presented 
in Fig. 4.9 where 7  =  2. The three curves again correspond to three equally spaced 
times. The low frequency flux increases linearly with time, then breaks and the spectral 
index increases by 0.5 until a t the highest frequencies it is independent of time. The 
low frequency polarization is the same as in the decaying case, as one would expect. 
At high frequencies the polarization drops, but not to zero as before; this is due to  the 
fact th a t fresh electrons are always being injected onto field lines along the shock face 
which dom inate the emission. Hence the polarization level stays relatively high while 
the position angle remains fixed.
4 .3 .5  S w it c h in g  o ff  t h e  in je c t io n
A final case shall now be considered, th a t is, the form of the spectrum if the initial 
burst of injected electrons is not instantaneous, but takes place on a longer timescale, 
comparable to  the synchrotron loss timescale. Alternatively, this m ay be considered 
to be what happens after the injection is term inated after a prolonged burst. The 
behaviour of the source is then identical to  th a t obtained in the previous subsection 
during the constant injection period, taking into account the energy losses. If the 
injection is then abruptly  term inated at a time to, one can then use exactly the same
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F ig u re  4.9: This shows the expected emission from a initially power-law distribution 
with continuous injection of electrons. Fig 4.9a and b show the flux and polarization as 
a function of frequency. Note the drop in polarization as the spectrum  breaks. Fig 4.9c 
shows the spectral index, derived as in equation 4.5. Fig 4.9d shows the cosine of the 
position angle, which remains fixed.
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procedure as used for the decaying source to obtain the form of the distribution at a 
later tim e t. Setting A t  — t — to:
N ( E , e , t ) d E  = ^ = ^ - ( 1  -  a E A t y - '
( l  gjpfi. .V  1 o f  ¡A e )
V l-o-A  t.E )  w \ l + a t E c ^ J
1
(4.22)
A sample spectrum  is shown in Fig. 4.10. The initial (solid) line is set to the tim e i0, 
after which the source decays as normal.
4 .3 .6  D is c u s s io n
The results showing the appearance of a simple synchrotron source situated behind a 
strong hydrodynam ic shock have been presented. These correspond to the simplest 
extrapolation of the model of Hughes et al. (1985) to optical wavelengths. In all cases 
the agreement between the model and the observational da ta  has been poor. A t fre­
quencies around the break the polarization starts  to  decrease with frequency; even if 
one is always observing well aged sources to allow increasing polarizations, the polar­
ization position angles then tend to align perpendicular to the shock normal, contrary 
to observations. The only case where the polarization increases with frequency is if 
there is a relativistic shock so th a t the distribution is initially anisotropic, although 
position angles again argue against this being the case.
4.4 S ca tter in g  lim it
4 .4 .1  I n t r o d u c t io n
It is apparent th a t restricting the motion of an electron to a single pitch angle produces 
unsatisfactory results, there is therefore a need to calculate the results in the case where 
the electrons are allowed to change pitch angle. It is envisaged th a t this is effected by 
the scattering by the inhomogeneity of the magnetic field.
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F ig u re  4.10: This shows the expected evolution of the source when the injection is 
term inated after the final plot in the previous section. Fig 4.10a and b show the flux and 
polarization as a function of frequency. Note the drop in polarization as the spectrum 
breaks. Fig 4.10c shows the spectral index, derived as in equation 4.5. Fig 4.10d shows 
the cosine of the position angle, which flips. Overall the emission reverts to  th a t seen 
for a decaying source.
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One advantageous by-product of allowing the electrons to scatter is th a t the Fermi 
mechanism can operate. In the previous section there was no way th a t an electron, with 
constant pitch angle, having once crossed the shock front could ever recross it. If, on 
the other hand the electrons can change pitch angle in the vicinity of a shock then 
Fermi acceleration may take place. This can in itself produce the initial power law 
distribution of energies, thus effectively removing the difficulty of the origin of the 
non-therm al spectrum  from the problem.
If the electrons are being accelerated at a shock then the assum ption of a simple 
distribution with a sharp cutoff may be unrealistic. Taking synchrotron losses into ac­
count during the acceleration process in the steady sta te  lim it Heavens & Meisenheimer 
(1987) found th a t the spectrum  around a cutoff is more curved as the acceleration to 
the highest energies is lim ited by the losses although the exact form depends upon 
the diffusion operator. Meisenheimer et al. (1989) applied this to  differentiate between 
models of the conditions in radio hotspots and found this shock acceleration model gave 
good agreement with the observations. However, this possible feature is ignored. In 
order to obtain an isotropic electron distribution decaying in energy it is envisaged that 
the synchrotron loss tim e is much greater than  the acceleration time. Thus what lim its 
the distribution is not the synchrotron losses but rather the am ount of tim e the elec­
trons are accelerated for before they are advected away from the shock and uniformly 
lose energy. Furtherm ore, there is no clear alternative to employing sharp cutoffs. The 
work of Heavens & Meisenheimer (1987) was under the assum ption of a uniform mag­
netic held, lying along the shock normal, behind a non-relativistic shock. There is not 
yet a model which predicts distributions around the cutoff at shocks with randomly 
varying magnetic fields, although Achterberg (1988) has published simulations of the 
effects of a perturbed magnetic field upon the acceleration process. As there is no 
viable alternative, it is probably wise to  use the simplest, an initially isotropic power 
law form with sharp cutoffs. The exact form of the cutoff is not reflected sensitively in 
the polarization properties, discussed below.
The possibility of a relativistic shock velocity being responsible for an initial 
anisotropy in the distribution which affects the form of the spectrum , as discussed
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in Section 4.3.3 is not relevant here. This is because the electrons are continually re- 
isotropized in the downstream region. The speed of the shock is of less im portance in 
the present case.
The next step will be to  evaluate the form of the distribution with losses and a 
variable pitch angle. Simply assuming th a t the coherence length of the magnetic held 
divided by c is very much less than  the loss timescale then each electron loses energy 
to all the held elements equally. In this case the equation for the loss of energy can be 
written:
clE , ~ ,
w  = ~a E  ' (4'23)
where o'  is the integral of a  -  the constant for a single element of the held -  over the 
entire distribution. One obtains o'  =  ( 2./3;(iTT2 +2_)bB2. Having obtained this the 
appropriate electron distributions can be found by substituting o'  for a  in equations 
4.16, 4.20 and 4.22. It is the results from these distributions tha t will now be considered 
in turn.
4 .4 .2  D e c a y in g  so u r c e
Again, although this is not the most relevant case because of the neglect of injection 
of any fresh electrons, it does serve to illustrate the processes which occur when the 
electrons are allowed to scatter. The results of a sample integration are shown in 
Fig. 4.11 and are relatively straightforward to explain. The chosen values are 7  =  2, 
r =  4, corresponding to a non-relativistic strong shock and e =  0, looking along the 
shock face. The three curves correspond to three equally spaced times, commencing at 
time t = 0. The flux decays with time from the initial power-law, however no break to 
the spectral index appears. As the electron distribution is isotropic and has a cutoff 
at the same energy, independent of e, there is no break. The position angle remains 
constant as the emission is always dom inated by the component perpendicular to the 
shock norm al, as the distribution remains isotropic.
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F ig u re  4.11: This shows the expected emission from a initially power-law distribution 
with continual scattering of electrons. Fig 4.11a and b show the flux and polarization as 
a function of frequency. Note the gradual rise in polarization as the spectrum  breaks. 
Fig 4.11c shows the spectral index, derived as in equation 4.5. Fig 4 .l i d  shows the 
expected polarization, in agreement with the model value.
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Finally, note th a t the electron distribution has now been defined to  be isotropic 
and hence independent of position. The is precisely the condition required for the 
polarization to  reduce to the form of equation 4.1 (Bjornsson & Blum enthal 1982). 
Accordingly, in addition to plotting the spectral index in Fig 4.11, the polarization as 
predicted by this param eterization has been plotted. The spectral index, derived from 
the differentiated log10 Fv — log10 v  graph was calculated and hence the polarization 
was found from equation 4.1, deducing a value of II obtained by normalizing the ex­
pected value to the low-frequency model value. Qualitatively there is good agreement, 
confirming the model polarizations by comparison with an analytic result.
4 .4 .3  I n je c t io n
This case is of most relevance to the early stages of flares. The distribution of electrons 
is given by equation 4.20 with o'  again substituted for o. Model plots for the flux, 
polarization, spectral index and expected polarization are shown in Fig 4.12. The 
position angle remains aligned with the shock normal throughout and is not plotted. At 
low frequencies the flux increases linearly with time, there is a break of 0.5 in a(i/) and a.t 
the highest frequencies the flux becomes tim e independent. The polarization is constant 
at both low and high frequencies where the spectral index is unchanging while around 
the break frequency there is a gradual increase in polarization with frequency. It m ight 
be noted th a t at a given frequency as the flare progresses the flux and polarization both 
increase while the degree of frequency dependence of polarization at a given frequency 
increases and then decreases as the break frequency evolves.
4 .4 .4  S w it c h in g  o ff  t h e  in je c t io n
This case is im portan t once a period of injection has ceased. The distribution is given by 
equation 4.22 with o'  substituted for o. The plots of flux, polarization, spectral index 
and predicted polarization are presented in Fig 4.13. Once more a cutoff develops at 
high frequencies, moving to lower frequencies with time.
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F ig u re  4.12: This shows the expected emission from a initially power-law distribution 
with continuous injection of electrons. Fig 4.12a and b show the flux and polarization as 
a function of frequency. Note the gradual rise in polarization as the spectrum  breaks. 
Fig 4.12c shows the spectral index, derived as in equation 4.5. Fig 4.12d shows the 
expected polarization, in agreement with the model value.
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F ig u re  4.13: This shows the expected emission from the previous source after the 
injection of electrons has been term inated. Fig 4.13a and b show the flux and polariza­
tion as a function of frequency. Note the gradual rise in polarization as the spectrum  
breaks. Fig 4.13c shows the spectral index, derived as in equation 4.5. Fig 4.13d shows 
the expected polarization, in agreement with the model value.
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The spectra of synchrotron sources in three cases of interest to  flaring BL-Lac objects 
have been calculated in the lim it where the electrons are scattered by irregularities in 
the m agnetic field structure, the assum ption being th a t the pitch angle of an electron 
changes on a much smaller timescale than it takes the electron to lose energy via the 
synchrotron mechanism and th a t an average energy loss ra te  can be defined. This 
m aintains isotropy of the electron distribution in the fluid frame, and hence the pa­
ram eterization of Bjornsson & Blum enthal (1982) is valid. Plots of the polarization 
predicted by this param eterization were also presented, which are, in good agreement 
with the calculated values. These plots are closer to th a t which is actually observed 
at single epochs, the polarization generally increases w ith frequency. As the Bjornsson 
& Blum enthal (1982) param eterization is known to be successful in a large num ber of 
cases at optical frequencies the conclusion to  be drawn is th a t the shock model can 
reproduce the high frequency observations when scattering is included. If the shock 
model is correct and one has electrons scattering in the vicinity of a shock front then 
Fermi acceleration of electrons will take place, producing a non-thermal distribution of 
energies. Thus this result provides circum stantial evidence tha t the Fermi mechanism 
is operating in BL-La.cs. The Fermi mechanism also makes specific predictions of the 
actual value of the spectral index although spectral indices have not been found for 
disordered m agnetic fields. This problem is the subject of the next Chapter.
The inverse Compton effect may well be im portan t in governing the form of the 
distribution. In the model of M arscher & Gear (1985) it  was this mechanism which 
was responsible for all the early evolution of the source. Inverse Compton losses arise 
when a synchrotron photon collides with an electron; clearly the stronger the field and 
the more compact the source, the stronger this effect will be. A simple treatm ent of 
the effect (e.g. Rybicki & Lightm an 1979) shows th a t if the radiation field is isotropic 
and unpolarized then the loss mechanism will be independent of thé direction of the 
electron velocity. Therefore, in their simplest form inverse Compton losses produce the 
same effects as synchrotron losses with scattering. Note th a t in the present case the 
source is assumed to be stationary  on the timescales over which the calculations are
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made, expansion of the source changes the relative strengths of the two effects and is 
discussed in Appendix A.
It has been shown th a t a t a qualitative level the shock model can reproduce certain 
features of the high frequency emission when scattering is included, most notably the 
high levels of polarization and the preferred position angles. However, it is not successful 
when the details of the data  are examined which suggests th a t, as it stands, this model 
is inapplicable to the optical data. Primarily, this is because the variability between 
individual nights does not follow any simple patterns (see Chapter 2), although this 
discrepancy between the model and the data  can perhaps be put down to the rather 
artificial assumptions of the steady injection of electrons w ith sharp cutoffs.
The increase in spectral index caused by a break due to losses is A a  ~  0.5 if 
the electrons are continually injected. If the electrons are allowed to  scatter then the 
polarization, is well described by equation 4.1. Denoting the polarizations above and 
below the break frequency by P h [l \ and the low frequency spectral index by a  then the 
ratio of the high frequency polarization to tha t at low frequencies is given by:
PH_ (9 +  6a)(5 +  3a)
pL 3(13 + 6a ) ( l  +  a)  K ' ’
which is p lotted in Fig 4.14. This ratio  is quite small for reasonable values of the 
spectral index, for a  = 0.5 it is 13/12. This may be contrasted with those ratios 
actually observed over the range of the U to H wavebands which are shown in Fig 2.4, 
some of which are as high as 3. Therefore it is not possible tha t the frequency dependent 
polarization and spectral curvature observed at optical wavelengths originates w ith a 
spectral break. Of course it is quite possible th a t the observational features arise 
because of the high frequency cutoff instead. This work on breaks is more relevant to 
longer wavelength work than the near infrared and optical data.
There are also considerable problems with position angles. In the calculations 
the only case where frequency dependent position angles were found was rejected on 
the basis of the unlikely polarization behaviour accompanying it. In the most likely 
case, where scattering was included, the position angle was both constant and frequency
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F ig u re  4 .14: This shows the ratio  of the high to  low frequency polarizations a t a 
synchrotron break when injection is included.
independent. Position angle variations are often explained in term s of acceleration of the 
emission region (e.g. Blandford & Konigl 1979; Bjornsson 1982). This does not alleviate 
the problem of frequency dependent position angles, which were actually detected in 
around 25% of the observations presented in Chapter 2 . There are two main opinions 
on the origin of the phenomenon. F irstly Bjornsson (1985) a ttribu ted  it to  anisotropic 
pitch angle distributions, the work of Section 4.3 is of course a particular example of the 
anisotropies which can develop in a more realistic model. Secondly, it m ay be caused 
by m ultiple components i.e. there are two or more synchrotron sources with different 
spectral indices and position angles, as the frequency changes so the relative strengths 
change and the position angle ro tates (e.g. Holmes et al. 1984b). Furtherm ore, models 
with a larger num ber of components have been suggested by Moore et al. (1982,1987) 
and Brindle et al. (1986) to account for the apparently stochastic variations in position 
angle. The difficulty w ith interpreting all observations in this light is th a t if one wishes 
to explain large flares as simply the superposition of a large num ber of components the 
polarization becomes vanishingly small, which is not the case. The next section will 
examine whether a modified version of this simple m ulticom ponent model can explain
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the more detailed features of the optical observations and discuss how it could be placed 
w ithin the framework of the shock model so far developed.
4.5 A  m u lt i-co m p o n en t m od e l o f  blazar em ission
4 .5 .1  I n t r o d u c t io n
The week of intensive m onitoring of BL-Lac itself which was carried out by Moore et al. 
(1982) showed th a t the variations in optical polarized flux appear to describe a random  
walk in (Q,U) space. This they in terpreted as being due to  random ly orientated sub­
components being switched on at a ra te  of approxim ately 10 per day, each decaying 
over a period of about five days. In a following programme, again monitoring the 
single object, BL-Lac in the optical, Brindle et al. (1986) obtained different results 
when the flux was at a much lower level. In their case they found behaviour which was 
consistent with a random  walk in (Q,U) space superimposed upon a single underlying, 
tim e-invariant polarized component. This, they speculated, was possibly due to a fixed 
jet component. In addition to BL-Lac, a model involving two or more components has 
been able to  account for many other examples of extreme behaviour, see for example 
Holmes et al. (1984b) and Meisenheimer (1991). It is not possible to compare the 
polarization behaviour of each object in the large sample in Chapter 2 with a random  
walk as many observations were not repeated and of those th a t were, many were at 
irregular intervals so tha t proper tim e coverage is not available. W hilst it would be 
im practical to a ttem pt fitting all the individual simultaneous spectra with a multi- 
component model involving an unnecessarily large num ber of free param eters it is 
interesting to  examine a wider question; by simulating a series of optical spectra one can 
compare the general properties of the sample with those of the data  obtained during the 
observing programme. The approach will be to  generate a series a randomly oriented 
synchrotron em itters of differing strengths and then to  calculate the combined Stokes 
param eters to yield a num ber of sim ulated observations which will then be compared 
with observations.
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4 .5 .2  T h e  s im u la t io n s
The model th a t will be considered is similar to  th a t of Moore et al. It will be more 
realistic to  include a high energy cutoff to each component; this is because any acceler­
ation mechanism can only accelerate electrons to  a finite energy, even in the absence of 
radiation losses. Also, the effect of radiation losses have been included in the analysis. 
The problem, m entioned previously of the inverse correlation between the num ber of 
components and the overall polarization has been circumvented by employing the shock 
front to  compress the field, altering i t ’s orientation and hence providing a preferred field 
alignment. The result is to  allow a large num ber of components w ithout reducing the 
polarization. As in Moore et al. each cell has been assumed to have a perfectly aligned 
magnetic field; although this m ay be a rather artificial assum ption it will not greatly 
affect the results and does considerably ease the problem of com putation. Further, it is 
assumed th a t the entire source of the emission is unresolved and tha t the radiation tha t 
is observed is purely the sum m ation of the radiation from these independent regions.
In the simulations, the m agnetic fields for each component were chosen to be 
random ly oriented in space upstream  and with a Gaussian distribution of strengths. 
A lthough previously the upstream  field was considered to have a constant strength, it 
m ight be more general to allow it to vary in this m anner between components. The 
num ber density of electrons was then fixed at a random value taken from a Gaussian 
distribution as was the upper energy cutoff, again to  make the problem as general as 
possible. The electrons were allowed to radiate and lose energy, giving distributions for 
the ¿th component of:
N ( E , e , t )  =  k E - m  -  S A t i E V - > e  +  J k —  -  (4.25)
e.g. Kardaschev (1962), where k{ is a constant, o' =  62(47r / 9 )(5 r 2 +  1), e being the 
angle between the line of sight and the magnetic field. The step function is included to 
take account of the fact tha t electrons a t the cutoff energy will decay in energy with 
time. The subscript i denotes the ¿th synchrotron component. It is further assumed 
that the electrons are allowed to  scatter, thus m aintaining the original isotropy of the
distribution. The expressions for the Stokes param eters are then given by:
I ( e , t , v ) =  L B s ’m e f g  F ( x ) N ( E , e , t ) d E
Q ( e , t , v )  — ]T - L B  sine JE G(x) co s2xN  ( E , e , t ) d E
(4.26)
U{e , t , v )  =  L B  s'me f E G(x ) s m 2 x N ( E , e , t ) d E
V (e ,i, v) — 0
e.g. Pacholczyk (1970). Thus one can obtain the evolving spectrum  of a single cell. A 
mean m agnetic field strength of 10-4  Gauss was chosen, so th a t one obtains an 
approxim ate synchrotron lifetime of TXj 2 ~  5 days at a frequency of v ~  1014Hz. Having 
obtained this the angle between the field and the line of sight could be found and one
can evaluate the emission from each cell. The next stage is to construct the overall
signature from a series of such cells. The rate  of injection was fixed to  give a mean of 
10 new subcomponents each day. Having obtained the multifrequency spectrum  it is 
straightforw ard to add a nominal l a  error bar of 5% to the flux, the purpose of which 
was purely to cast the output from the simulations in a similar form to the observational 
data. A sample spectrum  is shown to  illustrate the simulated spectra in Fig. 4.15.
Having obtained a series of 50 such spectra, comparable to the num ber obtained 
during the observing, it was then possible to test for correlations between various 
observational features e.g. spectral index, spectral curvature, polarization etc. for com­
parison with the actual data.
4 .5 .3  D is c u s s io n
After running the simulations it was found tha t many of the results summarized in 
Chapter 2 could be reproduced by the simulations with a few notable exceptions. In the 
first instance it was found th a t the simulations produced a tight correlation between the 
degree of spectral curvature and the spectral index. It is straightforward to  explain this; 
all the components in the simulations had identical low frequency spectral indices (7 =  2 
was chosen) and as the basic form of the flux was the same i.e. increasing curvature with 
spectral index, a correlation emerged. Relaxing this constraint on the model by allowing
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F ig u re  4 .15: This shows an example of a simulated blazar spectrum. The nominal 
error bars are set at 5% of the flux.
some degree of spectral index variation removed the effect, which is more in line with 
the observations. A second correlation found was between the frequency dependence of 
polarization (FD P) and the polarization in the sense th a t as the polarization increased 
so did the degree of FDP. Again it is straightforward to a ttribu te  this behaviour to 
a feature of the simulations, in this case by increasing the num ber of components the 
expected polarization will decrease. Thus by reducing the num ber of subcomponents, 
each of which displays FDP, one would expect the polarization to increase and as fewer 
components dom inate the degree of FD P to increase. Previous authors (Holmes et al. 
1984a; Brindle et al. 1986) found such a correlation, but it was not evident w ithin the 
new data, for which a more careful analysis was employed. Nevertheless it is possible 
to circumvent this problem in a num ber of ways. For example, by using a less well 
ordered variable magnetic field in each of the cells it would be possible to produce lower 
polarizations with a smaller num ber of sub-components, yet these components could 
still effect appreciable FDP. It would not be feasible to include arbritrary  m agnetic field 
distributions without a gross increase in the amount of computing time as it would then 
require integrations over the chosen field geometry.
W ith the exception of these two points, both of which can be overcome by minor, 
more realistic modifications, it is apparent th a t the predictions of a simulated sample 
can reproduce many of the global properties of the observations. W hile this cannot 
be regarded as conclusive support of a model involving many components, the general 
result does indicate tha t as a class, blazars often behave in a m anner similar to what 
one would expect from this model.
There are problems when this model is applied to  all observational results, although 
these problems are fewer than  in Section 4.4. Hagen-Torn et al. (1979) undertook a 
monitoring program  and obtained data  at all levels of brightness. In their published 
conclusions for the objects BL-Lac and OJ287 they showed that the degree of variability 
generally increased with source brightness; this manifested itself by a preferred position 
angle when the objects were in a faint state. This is similar to  the result obtained by 
Brindle et al. (1986), who a ttribu ted  the preferred position angle to  a jet component. 
Unless this is the case, this is contrary to what would be expected in a multicomponent
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model where the greatest changes in the emission are expected at the lowest flux levels 
where the relative contribution of each component is greater.
It could be argued th a t the inclusion of a shock front to compress the m agnetic field 
is unnecessary. By removing the shock (setting r = 1) all the correlations mentioned 
can still be produced. In a sense then the extra two param eters introduced because 
of the shock (r,e ) are superfluous. The shock however was included to allow preferred 
position angles and to place the m ulticomponent model in the context of the shock 
model which is successful at longer wavelengths.
A further point is th a t the model consists of a combination of pure synchrotron 
sources, whereas in reality the blazar class contains objects where contam ination by 
unpolarized light cannot be neglected. It is possible th a t these objects could have 
affected the correlations to  such a m arked extent as to mask other properties only 
apparent in the BL-Lacs. In Chapter 2 it was noted tha t contam ination could be 
indicated by dp/dv  < 0 or d a /d v  < 0 and a list of objects where this was the case 
was compiled. Removing these objects had no effect upon the conclusions drawn from 
the correlation analysis, so one is lead to accept the fact th a t the behaviour is indeed 
characteristic of BL-Lacs. To summarize, the observations expected from a series of 
random  synchrotron em itters were simulated and found to be broadly in agreement 
with th a t which is actually observed in blazars.
4.6 C onclusions
This Chapter has investigated several aspects of synchrotron emission arising from 
electrons in the m agnetic field downstream of a shock front. There are good reasons to 
suppose th a t this is a valid starting  point for any model of BL-Lacs. The aim was to 
investigate whether such a model which explains well the radio properties can be applied 
directly to higher frequencies where losses complicate the source structure. Overall an 
a ttem pt has been made to  bring together the understanding of the emission from BL- 
Lacs in two wavebands. The work was necessarily rather speculative because of the
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current lack of polarization da ta  at intervening wavelengths. Several new points have 
been made, notably th a t by including polarization calculations the power of models is 
greatly increased. The conclusions th a t can be drawn strengthen the case th a t can be 
made for in-situ acceleration of electrons.
The approach tha t was adopted was to try  to explain the features tha t occur most 
frequently in BL-Lacs, for example spectral curvature, the high levels of polarization 
and the fact th a t when frequency dependence of polarization is observed, the polariza­
tion increases towards the blue in the m ajority  of cases. It was shown th a t extrapolating 
the shock model of Hughes et al. (1985) to energies where losses play a significant role 
produces polarizations which are unlike those seen. In fact, above the break frequency 
in a field where one might expect some polarization, the polarization decreases to  low 
values because of anisotropies tha t develop in the distribution of electrons. If instead 
the distribution m aintains isotropy then spectral curvature is accompanied by an in­
crease in polarization. The results in this case are more in accordance with observations 
of BL-Lacs. If the electrons are being scattered by some mechanism in the vicinity of 
a shock over a timescale much less than the loss timescale then the first order Fermi 
mechanism will operate and the problem of the production of the non-thermal energy 
distribution is overcome. It is not likely tha t the optical properties are governed purely 
by a break because both the spectral curvature and the degree of frequency dependence 
of polarization observed are in excess of those allowed by a model break. Instead it 
is more likely th a t, in the optical, spectral curvature is the result of a cutoff to the 
electron distribution.
Having obtained broad agreement between the model and the most general obser­
vational features the problem of detailed observational features were considered. There 
have been m any attem pts made in the literature to explain particular observations and 
rather than trying to develop any new model, an attem pt was made to place an ex­
isting model w ithin the context of the shock model. It was shown th a t apart from a 
correlation between polarization and frequency dependence all the optical properties of 
BL-Lacs could be reproduced by simulating a large data  set.
The prospects for future multifrequency optical observations, of the type described
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in Chapter 2 should be mentioned. One could crudely describe the multicomponent 
model as weather in the sense th a t making ever more observations will not reveal any 
more of the physics, all one is observing is a num ber of random  synchrotron em itters 
switching on and off a t random . However, it is not certain th a t this picture is valid for 
more than  two or three objects. The place for future optical observations can only be as 
part of a large collaboration involving simultaneous observations at longer wavelengths 
in order to  determine how the wavebands are related.
An outstanding observational restriction is the present lack of polarization da ta  for 
BL-Lacs between the near infrared K waveband and 14.5 GHz. The spectra obtained 
by Landau et al. (1986) are consistent with a break in this frequency range. Thus there 
are no da ta  available in the frequency range which is of most interest. This however 
was one of the prime motivations for this work as an instrum ent which is capable of the 
observations is soon to  become available. This is the UKT14 polarim eter on the James 
Clerk Maxwell Telescope in Hawaii. This instrum ent was built by M urray & F lett at 
Aberdeen University and in principle is extremely simple as it consists of a quarter 
waveplate which is ro ta ted  in front of the UKT14 detector at the focus of the telescope 
and which can operate at two frequencies (800pm and 1100pm). The instrum ent has 
undergone tests at the telescope in July 1990 and has detected levels of polarization in 
two of the brighter extragalactic radio sources (3C273 & 3C446). It should therefore 
soon be possible to  detect the presence or absence of polarization in BL-Lacs which 
although generally fainter do have much higher levels of polarization.
C hap ter 5
F e r m i  A c c e le r a t io n  I n  D i s o r d e r e d  M a g n e t i c  
F ie ld s
S U M M A R Y : Previous chapters have shown the need for disordered m agnetic fields 
and shocks in the emission regions of blazars. This chapter addresses the processes 
which occur as the electrons in teract with the shock and tackles the problem of Fermi 
acceleration at relativistic shock fronts in disordered magnetic fields. A m ethod for 
constructing a suitable magnetic field is given. The process is simulated by following 
particle trajectories exactly. The spectral indices of the resulting electron distributions 
are presented and discussed. It is shown that power-law distributions with synchrotron 
spectral indices a  ~  0.5 ±  0.1 are produced. This provides a good description of the 
region close to shocks in blazars.
5.1 In trod u ction
The question of the origin of the non-thermal electron distribution which gives rise 
to the characteristic emission patterns of blazars and other radio sources is one of 
fundam ental im portance to obtaining a clear understanding of these objects. The Fermi 
mechanism which produces such spectra m ust be a strong candidate for several reasons. 
The fact th a t the spectral indices produced are in rough agreement w ith those observed 
in itself supports the case. Also, one expects the shocks which would be the sites of 
Fermi acceleration to  arise naturally. Finally, as was shown in Chapter 4, shocks can 
explain the observed polarization behaviour only if the electrons are allowed to  scatter 
in the vicinity of the shock and this in itself provides further evidence. Having stated  
all this, the first order mechanism in its simplest form is severely lacking in several
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im portan t respects.
The original theory was developed with the assumptions of a non-relativistic par­
allel shock. Later extensions to  this work have examined the process when the more 
realistic conditions of relativistic fluid motion (Kirk & Schneider 1987a), oblique m ag­
netic fields (Kirk & Heavens 1989; this work) or the back-reaction of the accelerated 
particles on the flow (Drury & Volk 1981) are added. The details of the predictions 
th a t these la tte r  works make are in disagreement with the observations in th a t, for 
configurations where acceleration is possible, they produce spectral indices which are 
flatter than generally seen. In addition to this problem, it m ight be expected th a t 
in many cases the shock will be moving superluminally with respect to the magnetic 
field i.e. the point a t which the m agnetic field intersects the shock front moves faster 
than  the speed of light. A superluminal shock front cannot repeatedly accelerate elec­
trons unless the electrons diffuse across the field (Jokipii 1982); this is a more serious 
drawback for the Fermi mechanism.
A further drawback to the theory of the Fermi process is tha t almost all treatm ents 
deal w ith the diffusive limit where the perturbations to  the magnetic field which act 
to scatter the particles are small i.e. 5 B / B  <C 1. At some level this is in conflict 
with the observations because the polarizations seen are lower than one m ight expect 
for uniform fields. Elem entary synchrotron theory shows tha t one expects radiation 
which is approxim ately 70% polarized in a uniform magnetic field which compares 
with the maximum observed value of 46.9% (MEA90). The obvious conclusion, th a t 
there is some degree of field disordering, was investigated in the previous chapter. 
In particular it was shown th a t a fully disordered pre-shock magnetic field, with an 
isotropic distribution of directions, can reproduce polarizations of the correct m agnitude 
and showing the observed behaviour. One motivation for the work in this chapter is 
to a ttem pt to apply these constraints from observations to the theory of the Fermi 
mechanism to examine whether these more realistic source conditions remain conducive 
to acceleration.
In Chapter 4 it was assumed implicitly tha t the particle acceleration mechanism 
produced simple isotropic power-law distributions, there being no viable model of par-
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t id e  acceleration in such m agnetic field distributions. This Chapter simulates the ac­
celeration process in a different m agnetic field structure to  find the exact distribution 
functions. This is not a restriction on the previous work, as the distributions tend to 
become isotropic quite close to  the shock front as the electrons are scattered and the 
aim was to find the effect of losses upon the polarization. Synchrotron losses will not 
be included in the present analysis, the aim will simply be to sim ulate the acceleration.
The layout of the rem ainder of this chapter is as follows: Section 5.2 describes 
the construction of the magnetic field in which the acceleration is to be simulated and 
the m ethod by which the shock passes through the fluid. The equations of m otion are 
described together with the tests which were used to check the computer code and the 
resulting particle trajectories. The results, represented by the final electron distribu­
tions are the subject of Section 5.3 and in Section 5.4 the conclusions are presented.
The work for this chapter is not quite complete owing to  the large am ount of 
computer tim e which was required in order to obtain meaningful conclusions. A great 
deal of effort was invested in constructing a realistic model which works correctly. It 
will be necessary therefore to include details of the computing techniques used and the 
m ethods used to check the program . The results which will be presented in Section
5.4 will be lim ited to a few specific restricted cases although there will of course be 
suggestions for more wide-ranging continuing work in future.
5.2 T h e  M od el
5 .2 .1  A s s u m p t io n s
The problem to be considered, tha t of acceleration in a disordered magnetic field, will 
not be tackled analytically because it m ight be difficult. Furtherm ore, for shock speeds 
close to  the speed of light the trajectory  of a particle is critically dependent upon the 
exact field structure it moves through rather than any space-averaged properties of the 
field. There are several stages in constructing a model of acceleration. The track taken
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was to  sim ulate particle trajectories and hence construct particle distribution functions. 
The first step, which will be the subject of the following section, was to construct a 
m agnetic field. It was assumed th a t this had an isotropic distribution upsteam  of the 
shock front. A t the shock this field was compressed perpendicular to the shock normal; 
a new magnetic field structure was not generated. It was assumed that the magnetic 
field did not affect the shock structure. The jum p conditions a t hydrodynam ical shocks 
were solved in Chapter 3. The compression of the field gives rise to the polarizations 
which are observed.
The work employed a box with periodic boundary conditions containing a grid 
of points a t which the field was determined precisely; it could not be constructed at 
an infinite num ber of points because of the lim itation of finite computer memory; the 
technique was to  build a three dimensional box containing the magnetic field. The 
size of the box was lim ited, by the computer, to a cubic grid of side 64 making a 
to tal of 262144 grid points. The construction of the field was not trivial, one cannot 
simply generate a random  vector at each grid point within the box because one is 
constrained by the requirem ent th a t V .B  =  0 be satisfied. However, once the field 
was constructed, the next stage was to simulate the particle acceleration process by 
following trajectories. In the individual fluid frames on either side of the shock front 
an electron moves in response to the acceleration on the magnetic field. The particle 
trajectories are extremely complex and the electrons cross and recross the shock, being 
accelerated. As a particle crosses the shock the distribution function is built up in an 
analogous way to the construction of distributions in the M onte Carlo simulations of 
particle acceleration in Chapter 3. It is a significant achievement to explicitly model 
the whole process of Fermi acceleration.
The model which is described here took the form of a piece of FORTRAN code. 
This was implem ented on a  VAX3800, from which all the results presented here were 
taken. The code was adapted, by Glenn Haworth, to run in a parallel version on 
a MEIKO computing surface. This version was tested but was not used to produce 
the results here owing to the memory lim itations of each transputer, a larger box of 
magnetic field could be built on the VAX.
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There are various forms th a t the magnetic field structure could assume, however the one 
th a t was chosen was one th a t had a random  distribution of directions upstream  and a 
normal distribution of strengths. As m entioned previously, the constraint th a t V .B  =  0 
over the box m eant th a t setting up the field structure within the box was not a simple 
operation. There was however a m ethod of solving the problem by generating the vector 
potential, A (x ), over the grid and then, by evaluating B (x ) using B (x ) =  V A A (x ), 
one autom atically satisfied V .B (x ) =  0 ; thus the problem reduced to tha t of generating 
A-(x). Next the form of A (x ) had to  be decided. The aim of the work was to  achieve 
a realistic picture of the Fermi process occurring over the widest possible range of 
particle m omentum . Electrons tend to be most efficiently scattered by disturbances 
in the m agnetic field which have wavelengths comparable to their gyroradii (see e.g. 
Blandford & Eicliler 1987). The gyroradius of a particle is proportional to the particle 
m omentum  (and inversely proportional to the magnetic field) so th a t one would clearly 
wish to create a. magnetic field structure containing a range of wavelengths and strengths 
which yield appropriate gyroradii. However, just as it was not possible to generate the 
magnetic field a t an infinite number of grid points, neither was it possible to generate a 
magnetic field which had a very large num ber of wavelength components. The largest 
wavelength which the disturbances could have was equal to  the size of the box, i.e. 
64 (the grid size was be employed as a unit of length). The smallest wavelength to 
be used was more debatable; however throughout this work wavelengths less than 4 
grid points were not used, the point to make is tha t the field is interpolated linearly 
between the grid points and one wished to  obtain an accurate value of the magnetic 
field. Using shorter wavelengths would have lead to variations on a smaller scale so 
tha t the field could not be accurately determined. Thus there was a vector field with a 
range of wavelengths between 4 and 64 grid points. It was assumed th a t the wavelengths 
of the disturbances had a power-law form; if the spectral index of the magnetic field 
disturbances is defined as n  then A(k) was obtained using the form:
5 .2 .2  C o n s tr u c t io n  o f  th e  m a g n e t ic  fie ld
A(k) =  |k | - ne ^ (k) (5.1)
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F ig u re  5.1: This figure illustrates the principle of the acceleration m ethod. The 
particle moves around within the box, or adjacent boxes, as the shock passes through 
the fluid.
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The term  ip(k) represents the phase of the waves, chosen random ly between 0 and 2r 
for each value of the wavenumber k. k  is a unit vector in the direction of k. This 
ensured the random  direction of the field. Thus the technique was to  generate an array 
of A (k ) values w ithin a box in k  space and then carry out a Fast Fourier transform  
(FFT ) to  generate the form of A (x ). This was done using the multi-dimensional NAG 
library routine C 06F JF .  R ather than  solving for each dimension simultaneously, the 
m ethod used was to calculate each component in sequence, A x then A y and then A z 
and construct the contribution to the B (x ) array after each run before resetting the 
array (this was the most memory efficient m ethod of solving the problem). An array 
containing the projected components of A (k ) values was filled up for each point in k 
space using equation (5.1). Finally, note th a t a real magnetic field was required i.e. all 
the complex values of A (x ) were zero. To ensure this the A (k ) were forced to satisfy:
A ( - k )  =  A*(k) (5.2)
The NAG routine was then required to evaluate:
L —l
A (x) =  A (k )e lk'x (5.3)
j= -L
There is an im portan t rem ark to make at this point. The NAG routine in practice only 
evaluates the sum m ation between j  = 0 —> 2L — 1 whereas the summ ation required 
was tha t given by equation (5.3). The problem is to  translate the three dimensional 
FFT  from a grid on the positive x  octant to one centred on the origin and is treated  
by Nussbaumer (1981). The problem is solved by simply m ultiplying each element in 
the A (x ) array by
(_ 1y +m+n
and the k vectors are measured from a grid point in the centre of the box. Having 
thus created an array of A' values and carried out the F FT , using this last equation 
to correct the values, an array of values for A ‘ ( x )  was obtained w ithin the box. The 
next stage was to  obtain the contribution to  the magnetic field strength by evaluating 
the curl of the A  terms. There are three components of B , each of which had to  be
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evaluated at 643 points. The m ethod used in practice was a linear difference m ethod, 
using the change in A  between the appropriate points. The relevant equations are:
Ay — Ay Az — Az
T)X    l m n - \ - 1 I m n  — 1    l m - f l n  I m  — l n
I m n  ~  2A z  2 A y
Az — Az Ax — Ax ,
T ) V  _  l +  l m n  ! - l m n  ^ I m n  +  l  ^ I m n - 1 (  ̂  ^
I m n  ~  2 A x  ~  2 A z  '  '
Ax — Ax Ay —Ay
JD Z  _  ^ I m + l n  I m  — l n  _  ^ l  +  l m n  ^ l - l r
I m n  2A  y  2A x
l m n
where A x , A y , A z  is the grid spacing (=  1). The problem was easily solved except at 
the edges of the box where use was made of the periodic structure of the held to obtain 
values from the other end of the box e.g. the (9,0,10) component of B z was made up 
from the difference between the' (9,1,10) and (9,63,10) elements in the A x array and the 
corresponding difference in the A z array. This procedure was employed for all points 
in the A x array. Having done this the array was emptied and used to calculate all the 
components of A y and finally the same procedure was followed for A z . This gave the 
three components of B (x ) at all grid points within the box. To illustrate the m agnetic 
held structures which were generated a sample of the m agnetic held components in a 
single plane cut through the box is shown in Fig 5.2. For the purposes of clarity, the 
box used in this example has a side of only 32 and only a quarter of the held elements 
within this plane are actually plotted. Each realization of the m agnetic held took a 
large am ount of memory to store so th a t instead of storing very large arrays, each time 
a run was made a new m agnetic held was generated. Finally, note th a t as m entioned 
previously, the magnetic held had to be real with all complex values of B (x ) equal to 
zero, consequently a check was added to the code to ensure th a t this was always so.
An additional question is tha t of the spectral index of the disturbances. For 
the present, a Kolmogorov spectrum  will be assumed. The energy in an interval of 
wavenumber, dk  is then I ( k )dk  oc k~5^3dk. For a magnetic held one has:
I ( k )dk  oc ] B ( k f k 2dk  (5.6)
but one also has:
B(r)  c x J 2 B (k )e~ik'T =  E ( - ?:k A A )e_’k'r (5.7)
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F ig u re  5.2: This figure shows a slice through the fluid showing the magnetic field 
structure in the xy  plane. The box in this illustrative case was 32 grid points per side. 
Only a quarter of the points within the plane are plotted.
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so th a t I ( k ) d k  oc k 4A(k)dk.  For a Kolmogorov spectrum  one thus has n  =  2.833 which 
is the value used in Fig. 5.2. Note th a t, as Alfven (1981) stated  the disturbances are 
not strictly  turbulence in the sense th a t what one usually means by turbulence is a 
process involving collisions between particles whereas in a collisionless plasm a like this 
the disturbances are caused by a series of plasm a waves.
The magnetic fields which were calculated should have approxim ately Gaussian 
distributions for each component. This is essentially due to the central lim it theorem; 
as a large num ber of waves of differing wavenumbers with random  phases are added 
together in a box, one obtains a normal distribution of strengths. The distribution of 
B x for the previously calculated magnetic field is shown in Fig. 5.3 and it is indeed 
approxim ately Gaussian. The best fit Gaussian is also plotted, as a solid line. In the 
lower plot, the distribution of field strengths |2?| is shown.
Finally, the m agnitude of the magnetic field had to be scaled so th a t the pa rti­
cles resonated with the magnetic field disturbances. The gyroradius of a particle of 
momentum p  moving at a pitch angle 6 is:
p  sin 6 .
(5-8)
Units were chosen such tha t the charge ze was unity. As a particle was accelerated the 
gyroradius increased. The acceleration was efficient over the widest possible range if 
the m inimum gyroradius corresponded approximately to the minimum wavelength of 
the disturbances i.e. 4 grid points. Therefore, in the simulations, once the magnetic 
field was generated at each point, the mean value was calculated and then each value 
was scaled by a fixed value so tha t disturbances with a wavelength of 4 resonated 
with m om enta around the injection value and those with a wavelength 16 times larger 
resonated with m om enta roughly 16 times the injection value.
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F ig u re  5.3: This figure shows the distribution of magnetic field strengths for a box of, 
side 32. The top figure shows the distribution of a single component and has a Gaussian 
form. The lower figure shows the distribution over to ta l strengths.
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F ig u re  5.4: Given the particle’s position within a gridpoint at (x , y , z ), the m agnetic 
field is calculated using three dimensional linear interpolation.
5 .2 .3  D e te r m in in g  t h e  m a g n e t ic  f ie ld
The next stage of the problem was one of the practicalities of the acceleration pro­
cess. W hen eventually the point was reached where the particles were accelerated, the 
m ethod used was to obtain exact particle trajectories. The m otion of the electrons 
was governed by the magnetic field. Hence there was a clear need for constructing a 
technique for evaluating the m agnetic field which a particle experienced given its posi­
tion. It was realistic to allow the field to vary gradually w ithin the grid. One possible 
method is to obtain the exact position of the particle and interpolate linearly to obtain 
an approxim ation to  the field. Again, this was only an approxim ation to  the field but as 
the field doesn’t vary too wildly between grid points, it is probably a reasonable guess 
at what the field actually is. The principle of three dimensional linear interpolation 
is illustrated by Fig. 5.4. Note th a t throughout this chapter all distances and times 
are m easured in the shock frame, the same as in Chapter 3, as this makes identifying 
which side of the shock a particle is located trivial. In order to find the field a particle 
experiences it is necessary to transform  the position of the particle in to  the fluid frame.
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This is carried out using:
Xi = 7 ¡(xs -  Uita) (5.9)
where 7 ,• =  (1 — u? ) -1 / 2 is the Lorentz factor corresponding to  the flow speed and 
x a[t3\ is the position [time] in the shock frame. Note th a t in the shock frame both 
fluids are flowing in the same direction so the equation is in the same form in each 
case. However, as was noted before, it was assumed th a t, at the shock front, the 
component of the magnetic field perpendicular to the shock normal was enhanced by a 
factor of the shock compression ratio. For particles in the downstream field there was 
therefore a need to  find their position within the (compressed) box and then make an 
appropriate correction to  the perpendicular components of the field. If the field is to 
be linearly interpolated and if the particle has coordinates (x, y , z ) then one can define 
three weights:
w t = X2 —%l
WU =  J tS L  (5.10)1/3 —yi v
wv = Z~Z1 25-21
where the subscripts refer to the vertices of the grid as labelled on Fig. 5.4. Then if 
the known value of the ith  component of the field at the j t h  vertex was given by B),  
one could approxim ate the field by:
B ' (x ,  y , z )  = (1 — wt)  (1 — wu)  (1 — wv) B\  +  wt  (1 — wu)  (1 — wv) B j,
+  (1 — wt) wu  (1 — wv) B \  +  wt wu  (1 — wv)  -B3 ^
+(1 — wt)  (1 — wu) wv B'5 +  wt  (1 — wu) wv B ‘6 
+ (1 — wt) wu wv B'8 +  wt wu wv B'7
and this procedure was carried out for each of the three components. Each particle was 
flagged according to which side of the shock it lay. H it lay upstream  then its position 
within the box was found, the weights calculated and the approxim ate field determined. 
If it was downstream, its position within the box was found and account was be taken 
of the reduced grid spacing owing to  the compression; this gives the weights. The 
field was then calculated using equation (5.11) but the perpendicular components were
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5 .2 .4  P a r t ic le  t r a j e c to r ie s
The next stage was to accelerate the particles by following the particle trajectories; this 
was carried out in either fluid frame where the fact th a t u  A B =  0 and the assum ption 
of infinite conductivity means th a t the electric field was zero. The equations of m otion 
of the electrons are then:
p ( i ) = ^ A B ( x , t )  ’ '-(5.12)me v '
x ( t)  =  (5.13)
m  s '
where m  — 7em.e is the electron mass, being the electron Lorentz and m e the rest 
mass and B (x ,i )  is the m agnetic field, t and x in these equations are measured in the 
local fluid frames which were obtained from the values in the shock frame through the 
appropriate transform ations. The aim of this experiment was to solve these equations 
to find values of p (t) and x(f) for all times to yield the points where the electrons cross 
the shock front in order to construct the particle distributions. The m ethod th a t was 
actually used to integrate these differential equations was a fourth order Runge K u tta  
m ethod, w ith adaptive stepsize control. It was im portant to find the fastest available 
routine for this. Several different numerical methods for carrying out these integrations 
were tested to determine the most efficient technique. The two relevant routines were 
D 0 2 B A F  from the NAG library and ODEINT from Numerical Recipes (Press et al. 
1989). The la tte r  was used for the integrations at the shock front where the ability to 
handle a variable integration range was required and for all the work on the MEIKO 
machine where NAG was unavailable but otherwise the NAG routine was used for all 
the integrations as it proved to be considerably faster. Needless to  say, the two routines 
were tested to ensure they gave identical trajectories.
The aim was to integrate equations (5.12) and (5.13) between t  and t+S t  given p ( t)  
and x ( t)  where St is a fixed tim estep. Each particle was allowed to  set off from the shock,
boosted by a factor of the compression ratio.
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moving upstream , a t time t =  0. After integration the new position and momentum  
were obtained and this process was repeated giving the particle tra jectory  until the 
particle crossed the shock. In practice the tim e of a shock crossing was not an integer 
m ultiple of the tim estep, so having determined th a t a crossing event was occurring, 
the shock crossing was achieved by moving back a step and then integrating using the 
alternative routine, ODEINT, which has a variable endpoint. Thus the exact value of 
m om entum  and time at the crossing could be determined. The particle distribution as 
a function of m om entum  and pitch could then be constructed by adding in 1/  cos# to 
the appropriate bin. This factor of 1 / cos 9 was used in Chapter 3 for the same reason
i.e. the computer program  measured the flux of particles crossing the plane shock 
front, yet the aim was to find the particle distribution function. The integration of the 
particles motion was then continued. A stopping point was fixed in the downstream 
fluid and when a particle passed this point it was regarded as lost and the next particle 
was followed. The ability to plot exact particle trajectories was used in checking the 
program , a couple of examples are shown in Fig. 5.5.
Now consider the downstream boundary, the point a t which particles were lost 
from the simulations. It was im portant to get this approxim ately correct as under­
estim ating this quantity  means tha t particles would be lost which could still return  
to the shock, and this would affect the distribution functions. This may in fact be 
energy dependent as higher m om enta particles require higher wavelength disturbances 
to scatter and hence may travel further before being returned to  the shock. On the 
other hand, overestimating the boundary could mean th a t a great deal of computing 
power was wasted in calculating particle trajectories which were being advected away 
from the shock with little  chance of returning. To test for the ideal position of the 
boundary, a series of runs were carried out with identical starting  conditions (Ui = 0.4 
and compression ratio  r = 4, and a spectral index for the fluctuations of n = 2.833) 
apart from the value of the boundary, xj .  Each run started  w ith 100 particles and the 
to tal num ber of shock crossing events was recorded. The results are summarized: in 
Fig. 5.6 where the num ber of crossing events is shown plotted against 1 /x j .  The line 
plotted is the best fit straight line through the points. There appears to  be no absolute 
value of Xd which is best, as the boundary is moved downstream so more crossings are
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P a rt ic le  Tra jectories :  xz  plane
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X
F ig u re  5.5: This shows the trajectories of two particles with different starting  positions 
along the shock front. The paths follow the magnetic field and cross the shock front 
(at x — 0 ) several times. In this case the assumed shock speed was 0.4c and the 
compression ratio  was 4.
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F ig u re  5.6:' This figure shows the change in the number of shock crossing events as 
the downstream  boundary (x j) is moved away from the shock.
recorded. It has to be accepted therefore th a t some crossing events are going to  be 
missed and th a t this effect will increase as time goes on and the m omentum gets larger. 
There will unavoidably be some error introduced into the spectral index although this 
could be treated  by using a roulette technique described below.
It is perhaps worth pointing out th a t the technique of particle splitting which was 
used to great effect in Chapter 3 could not be employed in the present work where 
individual motions were followed exactly; if a particle was split split in to  two halves, 
both would subsequently follow the same paths, making the exercise pointless. This 
means th a t all the advantages of particle splitting (i.e. m aintaining a high signal-to- 
noise at high m om enta without injecting an excessively large num ber of particles) were 
lost.
Although splitting could not be used to reduce the noise on the distribution func­
tions, by combining particles it was possible to probe further into the downstream 
fluid. The technique used was th a t of playing Roulette with individual particles. A
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particle was followed until it reached the pre-determined downstream boundary. It 
was then discarded or not on the basis of a random num ber. It if was not discarded 
its weight was increased by the inverse of its probability of being selected, the down­
stream  boundary was extended by a fixed length (in practice the length of the original 
boundary) and it was followed as before. The aim of this was simply to obtain extra 
shock crossing events from particles which would have been lost otherwise particularly 
a t higher m om enta where otherwise the gyroradius would be too large for the particle 
to be scattered before reaching the boundary. It was, of course, a noisy technique as 
a very few particles, w ith unnaturally  large weights, were added in to the distribution 
function. However, it did detect shock crossings which would otherwise be missed. It 
was not used in any of the plots which are presented in this chapter for consistency 
between the various shock speeds. As the code was improved to  run faster it was found 
th a t the downstream  boundary could be extended to an acceptable length w ithout in­
creasing the computing tim e excessively. Thus using the roulette technique would not 
have increased significantly the num ber of crossings recorded.
5 .2 .5  T i m e  r e v er sa l
It is amusing to  note th a t this technique for accelerating particles was completely 
reversible in tim e, although this is of course an unphysical situation with the entropy 
decreasing at the shock front. In this case the fluid flow upstream  of the shock was 
moving slower than  the downstream fluid in the shock frame. The technique used 
was to follow a particle orbit w ith time increasing, term inating the trajectory  after 
several shock crossing events. The final position, time and momentum  components of 
the particle were then recorded and entered back into the program as starting  points. 
Time was then allowed to decrease back to zero when the trajectories were printed 
out and compared. They are shown in Fig. 5.7. Clearly they agree fairly well, similar 
features in the m otion can be observed in both cases although they do diverge slightly; 
this was presum ably due to  liigh-order errors when the orbits were computed. This 
work was carried out purely as part of testing the code, apart from th a t it  has no 
significance.
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F ig u re  5.7: In the top figure a particle starts  from the shock front and is accelerated. 
Its final position is recorded and used as the starting  point in the lower figure, where 
time is run backwards.
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Before the results of the simulations are presented in the following section, there are a 
few further points th a t the reader should be aware of. The first is regarding the way the 
spectra were constructed; th a t is they should only be regarded as tim e averaged spectra. 
W hen an electron crossed the shock front it made a contribution to the distribution 
function. It m ay have crossed the shock again, but at a later tim e when it made a 
further contribution to the distribution; the consequence of this is th a t the spectra 
presented are from shock crossings a t many different times. Neither is it possible to 
regard the distributions as snapshots, assuming shock crossings to have been due to ' 
particles which originated at different times simply because the electron motion was 
being followed through a particular magnetic field.
The second point to  note is th a t since the particle splitting technique could not 
be used, a very large num ber of particles were accelerated in order to  obtain realistic 
spectra and this required a lot of computer time. It would have been both im practical 
and unsociable to carry out these integrations on a single occasion so a m ethod was 
devised to accelerate a few hundred particles, write out the results and have them  read 
in before starting  on the next run. Between runs the magnetic field realization was 
changed (by using a  non-repeatable random number generator). The purpose of this 
was to  ensure th a t the resulting spectra were not particular to a specific field realization, 
but ra ther they were an attem pt to obtain an average for a variety of field structures.
Finally, the simulations th a t were carried out were Monte Carlo simulations only to 
the extent th a t the field configurations were random. In the present work the electron 
trajectories were exact although they may not have been exhaustive because only a 
restricted num ber of particles were accelerated. The particles were not even located at 
random  positions and with random  motions as they all started  off moving upstream  
along the shock normal and were placed down on a grid to try  and simulate an even 
injection pa tte rn  ra ther than  allowing any chance bottling up of the electrons to  take 
place.
5 .2 .6  D is c u s s io n
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5.3 R esu lts
Having outlined the construction of the model in the previous section, this section will 
be concerned with the results th a t were obtained. These are expressed as spectra, 
examples of which are shown in Figs 5.8-5.11. Unless otherwise stated the conditions 
which were assumed for the shock compression ratio  were at all times those expected 
for a purely hydrodynam ical shock where the downstream fluid reaches full local ther­
m odynamic equilibrium, although as mentioned in Chapter 3 this is only one of several 
possible downstream  states which are feasible and which give different compression 
ratios. In all cases a Kolmogorov spectrum  for the magnetic held was assumed.
The spectra shown clearly illustrate  the fact tha t using a monoenergetic injection 
spectrum , a shock and disordered magnetic field are the site of Fermi acceleration and 
over a restricted range of m omentum  a power-law distribution is the result. In Fig. 5.8 
there is a recognisable power-law over two decades of m omentum before the spectra 
begin to steepen with an apparent cutoff. The origin of this cutoff will be the subject 
of a later subsection. For the faster shocks in Fig. 5.10 and 5.11, the power-law is less 
certain although more particles were injected initially. For the faster shock each particle 
m ade fewer crossings of the shock front before being lost (on average approxim ately 
1.5, as opposed to around 5 per particle for the slower shock).
An additional feature which is present in all the spectra is the spike in the angular 
distribution of the particles. This is measured relative to the shock normal, there being 
no preferred magnetic field direction to measure pitch angles relative to. There are 
several possible origins of this spike, the most likely being tha t the weight given to 
any particle which crosses the shock at a direction to  place it in this bin will be very 
large producing a large value in this bin. Another feature is the increasing degree of 
anisotropy as the shock gets faster, which can be seen by comparing the two spectra 
reproduced here. The distribution is more heavily weighted towards particles crossing 
from the upstream  to the downstream region for the faster shock. This is due to 
particles which tend to cross the shock only once before being immediately lost from 
the shock region. In this sense the distribution function represents all particles and not
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F ig u re  5.8: This figure shows the spectra obtained for shocks moving at 0.1, 0.2, 0.3
and 0.4.
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A niso tropy  in shock  fram e
F ig u re  5.9: -This figure shows an example of the spectra which could be obtained using 
the m ethod described in this chapter. The top figure shows the m omentum distribution 
and the bottom  figiire shows the angular distribution. The shock speed was u\ =  0.3 
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F ig u re  5.10: This figure shows the spectra obtained for shocks moving at 0.6, 0.7, 0.8
and 0.9.
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P/Po
A niso tropy  in  shock  fram e
F ig u re  5.11: This figure shows an example of the spectra which could be obtained 
using the m ethod described in this chapter. The top figure shows the momentum 
distribution and the bottom  figure shows the angular distribution. The shock speed 
was ui =  0.98 and the compression ratio  was r =  3.58.
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simply those th a t have been accelerated by repeated shock crossings. However this is 
a true picture of w hat occurs in practice, electrons being injected in to  the upstream  
region will always cross once more from upstream  to  downstream than  wee versa. It 
simply expresses the fact th a t the acceleration process is less efficient at high shock 
speeds in the sense of the ability to  return  particles to  the shock, although the energy 
gain on completing a cycle is correspondingly larger.
5 .3 .1  D e t e r m i n in g  s p e c tr a l  in d ic e s
The spectral indices of the particle distribution have to be found. As with the spectral 
indices of the distributions in Chapter 3, this is not a simple m atter. Particles are not 
split so the errors increase a t high m omenta. Although, each bin contains contributions 
with different weights it was decided to weight each bin by the num ber of particles. The 
slope could then be estim ated using a least squares technique (see e.g. Barford 1967). 
From this the synchrotron spectral index could be obtained. However, it is clear tha t 
not all points in the spectra should be used in deriving the spectral index, a t m om enta 
just above the injection point there were spikes in some distributions; therefore the first 
three bins were ignored. At high m om enta, the spectra steepen to a cutoff. W hatever 
the reason for this it will bias the spectral index. In practice each point was tested as 
the endpoint, the point giving the lowest error estim ate was chosen as the best guess.
5 .3 .2  P a r t ic le  d if fu s ion
In this subsection the evidence tha t the process occurring is similar to diffusive accel­
eration will be presented. By monitoring the progress of a number of particles their 
diffusion in direction could be followed. The standard definition of pitch angle is with 
respect to a particular m agnetic field direction. As there is no fixed magnetic field 
direction the pitch is defined with respect to  the shock normal. To test this a run was 
carried out with 100 particles all injected directly upstream . After each integration 
the particles pitch angle was recorded together with details of the time in the shock 
frame. This was continued until the particle moved into the downstream region when
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it was lost from the simulation. The details of the overall pitch angle distributions 
were then calculated to give the mean pitch angle as a function of tim e (/¿(f)). This is 
plo tted  in Fig. 5.12 and shows the mean pitch angle moving away from the upstream  
direction. It is also instructive to  examine the spread in this distribution with tim e, 
the standard  deviation from the mean was also calculated and is shown as an error bar 
on Fig. 5.12. The spread in pitch angles increases with time, as one would expect for 
simple pitch angle diffusion. W hen particles are lost they have large pitch angles and 
the distribution of the remaining pitch angles should get narrower, and this is also seen.
5 .3 .3  T h e  o r ig in  o f  t h e  h ig h  e n e r g y  c u to f f
In the previous subsections, spectra for the accelerated electrons were presented. These 
quite clearly have a power-law form at m om enta in the first two decades above the 
injection energy. A t higher momentum  progressively fewer particles should reach a 
given m om entum  in line with the appropriate spectral index. This is not the case, the 
spectra all steepen significantly. It is not evident from the data  whether the high energy 
spectra are all steep power-laws or whether there is a quasi-exponential cutoff. The 
origin of this steepening should be discussed although there is a fairly straightforward 
explanation. Recall th a t the magnetic field amplitude was “tuned” to  give a mean 
value which resulted in electron gyroradii comparable with the wavelength of the field 
perturbations so th a t the electrons would tend to resonate with the m agnetic field and 
optimize the acceleration process. If this is the case at around the injection energy, 
then it follows th a t as the particles are accelerated gaining m omentum and increasing 
the gyroradius the wavelengths they interact with increases. The maximum possible 
wavelength of any disturbance is 64, the size of the box, and once the gyroradius has 
exceeded this they will be scattered to a much lesser extent and will tend to escape 
the shock vicinity. Allowing for some scatter about this because the gyroradius is 
determined by the local value of magnetic field and pitch angle rather than  mean 
values, one can understand tha t the acceleration process will only be efficient over a 
couple of decades in momentum . The momentum value where the gyroradius in the 
mean m agnetic field and pitch angle 90° exceeds the box size is m arked on the spectra
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tim e
tim e
Figure 5.12: This figure shows the change in mean pitch angle with tim e for 100 
particles injected directly upstream , the standard deviation being plotted as an error 
bar. The lower figure shows the to tal num ber of particles which remain upstream  of 
the shock.
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as a tick mark.
In this subsection a brief description of the form of the emission expected from the 
electrons as they are accelerated will be given. P art of the motivation for this was the 
work of Ostrowski (1991) who sim ulated particle motions with an oblique magnetic field 
and showed th a t the num ber density of electrons tends to be higher in the upstream  
fluid, although this is perhaps the natu ral conclusion to be drawn from the fact tha t 
most particles are reflected at a highly oblique shock front (Kirk & Heavens 1989). 
To plot the distribution of electrons the motions of 100 particles were followed and 
after each integration the particles were binned in position. The synchrotron emission 
from the particles was also evaluated in a rather simple manner, the energy em itted 
in this form being oc E 2B 2 sin2 e. The synchrotron emission does not correspond to 
what one would actually observe i.e. an unresolved spectrum from a selected num ber 
of electrons, but rather it is the to tal energy em itted. Care was required around the 
shock front where the actual tim e interval at the crossing point can vary, thus particles 
were weighted by the appropriate tim estep. The results are plotted in Fig. 5.13 where 
the num ber of particles and to ta l synchrotron power em itted are plotted as a function 
of position in the shock frame.
An interesting conclusion th a t could be drawn from the steepening of the sample 
spectra is th a t the observed spectral steepening at high frequencies could be explained 
in these terms rather than employing radiation losses as was the case in Chapters 2 and 
4 and as was first suggested by Blandford (1979) or any of the other mechanism which 
have been suggested to suppress the acceleration process. In this case the cutoff would 
be the result of gyroradii larger than  the largest perturbations in the magnetic field. 
This would not really give much more insight to the actual conditions within the source 
as this can only constrain a combination of the magnetic field scale and m agnitude. 
It is however an interesting possibility for the origin of the steep spectral indices. An 
example synchrotron spectrum  which could be obtained is shown in Fig. 5.14. It can
5 .3 .4  S y n c h r o tr o n  e m iss io n
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be seen th a t the energy spectrum  has been noticably smoothed and there exists a steep 
high frequency portion caused purely by the finite size of the box.
A summ ary of the results presented is shown in Fig. 5.15 and Table 5.1. A number 
of acceleration runs were carried out a t shock speeds ranging from 0.1c to  0.98c using 
shock compression ratios appropriate for shocks where full local therm odynam ic equi­
librium is reached downstream. A part from this all the simulations were identical. The 
spectra th a t resulted have synchrotron indices which are all approximately a  ~  0.5.
T a b le  5.1: Summary of the spectral index behaviour
Shock - Compression Number of Spectral
speed Ratio particles Index
0.1 3.988 1500 0.480
0.2 3.953 3500 0.502
0.3 3.956 17000 0.506
0.4 3.920 12500 0.504
0.5 3.870 17500 0.509
0.6 3.806 12000 0.505
0.7 3.708 38000 0.500
0.8 3.580 23000 0.608
0.9 3.388 54500 0.726
0.98 3.388 40500 0.726
5.4 C onclusions
In this chapter numerical simulations of particle acceleration in a disordered magnetic 
field have been presented for a range of shock speeds between the non-relativistic and 
highly relativistic regimes. Particles were injected into the fluid and by the simple task 
of repeatedly solving the equations of m otion for the particles, the acceleration process 
could be explicitly m onitored. The details of the acceleration m ethod were described 
in Section 5.2. Adding all the particles together gave a m omentum distribution. From 
these distributions, synchrotron spectral indices could be calculated as was discussed 
in Section 5.3. It was found th a t these tend to  be around a ~  0.5 which is close to  the 
classical non-relativistic results. If anything, there is a slight trend for steeper spectral 
indices as the shock gets faster although there is not convincing evidence of a power law
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Figure 5.13: The top figure shows the num ber of electrons as a function of position 
in the shock frame, the upstream  portion being to the left. The lower figure shows how 
the synchrotron emission changes with position; here there is a decrease in flux as one 
moves away from the shock although it will eventually level off.
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F ig u re  5.14: This figure shows the spectrum  of the radiation from a shock of speed 
U\ = 0 .3 . The electron distribution is assumed to be isotropic in the fluid frame and, for 
simplicity, the m agnetic field structure is assumed uniform in strength. The curvature 
in the spectrum  is the result of the cutoff to the electron distribution caused by gyroradii 
larger than the box.
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U j / c
P artic le s
U j /c
Figure 5.15: In the top figure are shown the spectral indices obtained for a range 
of shock speeds, where error bars are m arked for each point. The spectrum of the 
turbulence employed was n =  2.833. In the lower figure the number of particles which 
were used in each simulation is shown.
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P/Po
A nisotropy  in shock  fram e
Figure 5.16: This figure shows an example of the spectra which could be obtained 
using a Kraichnan spectral index. The top figure shows the m omentum distribution 
and the bottom  figure shows the angular distribution. The shock speed was u\ =  0.5 
and the compression ratio  was r  =  3.62. The spectral index is slightly steeper than  in 
the case where a Kolmogorov spectral index was assumed.
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at the fastest shocks. The principal reason for this is th a t nearly all the particles are 
lost after a single crossing. Those th a t do return  all receive a large boost in energy and 
hence the spectra have a more lum py nature. Acceleration at shocks through disordered 
fields give rise to  polarized emission as the post shock field is compressed. The degree 
of polarization was not calculated for these distributions but the work of Chapter 4 has 
shown th a t these should be quite high (perhaps up to 60%) looking perpendicular to 
the shock norm al dropping to  lower values as one looks face on.
There are m any possibilities for further work. So far the model has only been 
constructed and run on a few problems and there are still many unresolved questions. 
These are prim arily because of lack of time, it takes a considerable amount of time 
to obtain a reasonable spectrum  from which conclusions can be drawn. A further 
lim itation is provided by the am ount of core memory available on computer. A cube of 
side 64 is the largest th a t can be generated at present, more memory could extend this 
and hence particles could be accelerated to higher energies in the simulations before 
being lost. This would then make determining accurate spectral indices more precise. 
All the results presented here were for a Kolmogorov spectral index for the magnetic 
field disturbances, it would be interesting to see if changing this altered the resulting 
spectral index. A single example, in Fig. 5.16, is presented with a Kraichnan spectral 
index. It m ight also be interesting to calculate the polarization expected from these 
particle distributions for comparison with the polarizations which were calculated in 
the previous Chapter.
Finally, the relevance to  blazars should be mentioned. To date it has often been 
supposed th a t the high energy particles which emit in a disordered magnetic field 
in these objects could originate by being accelerated through the Fermi mechanism 
at a relativistic shock although it had not been shown th a t the Fermi mechanism 
could operate under such conditions. This work has shown th a t it can. Furthermore, 
the spectral indices are consistent with the observed spectral indices particularly if 
allowance is made for a possible steepening at high frequencies.
C hapter  6 
P a r t i c l e  A c c e l e r a t i o n  in  SS 433
6.1 In tro d u ctio n
Every so often a single object tem porarily diverts the attention of a large proportion of 
the astronomical community and remains in vogue for a short while before the m ajority  
return  to other interests. SS433 is one such object. At its peak in popularity, during 
1981, one paper was published on average every 3 days. An account of the discovery of 
the object is given in C lark’s book “The Quest for SS433” (1984). Thorough reviews of 
the sta te  of observational and theoretical knowledge are given by Margon (1984) and 
Zwitter et al. (1989). The first optical position of the “s ta r” was as an object in the 
catalogue of bright emission line sources by Stephenson & Sanduleak (1977). The first 
radio observations showed a compact source surrounded by an extended source, W50, 
believed to be a supernova rem nant. A t x-ray wavelengths Seward et al. (1976) noted 
a source, A1909+04 -  later identified with SS433 -  which appeared to  vary with time 
and suggested an unusual origin.
The exceptional nature of this object became apparent as optical spectra were 
published. There appeared to  be two sets of emission lines, one stationary and consist­
ing of H and He from the central source, and a further set whose wavelength appeared 
to be changing w ith time. These are H Balmer and Hel lines and occur in pairs, equally 
red and blue-shifted. The origin of this behaviour is the Doppler shifting of a pair of 
lines because of the precession of a pair of jets. Several authors contributed to  this 
conclusion (e.g. Fabian & Rees 1979; Milgrom 1979). The form of the Doppler shifting 
of the lines, expressed in terms of the red/blue shift was finally stated  by Abell &
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1 +  z  =  7 (±w sin 9 sin ip  cos(27v(p) ±  v cos 9 cos ip  -f 1) (6-1)
where z  is the redshift, 7  =  (1 — n2)-1 / 2, v — 0.2601 ±  0.0014 is the speed of the jet 
in units of the speed of light, 6 — 19.8° ±  0.18° is the opening angle of the cone of 
precession, ip =  78.82° ±  0.11° is the angle between the axis of symmetry of the cone 
and the line of sight, and (p =  (t — t0) / r )  is the phase (t0 =  JD2443505.6 ±  0.5, and the 
period, r  =  164 days). Notice tha t the redshift is degenerate in ip & 9, the opening angle 
and the angle of the je t to the line of sight. Neither is it apparent in which sense the 
jets are precessing. These uncertainties were finally fixed with the publication of radio 
maps of the jets showing the extended structure (Hjellming & Johnston 1981), although 
Begelman et al. (1980) had previously used the elliptical structure of the surrounding 
nebula to  determine th a t the jet lay on a cone of half angle 17°, rather than on one of 
half angle 78°. The radio d a ta  were'also used to determine the distance to SS433 as 
5.1 kpc, through comparisons of the observed proper motion of clouds of radio em itting 
m aterial with the known jet speeds of 0.26, from the kinematic model, assuming the 
radio em itting m aterial has the same speed as the optically em itting m aterial.
The kinem atic model is a simple device which yields an explanation for the obser­
vations of moving emissions lines within the spectrum; it does not explain the physical 
mechanisms for producing the radiation, nor the origin of the precession of the beams, 
nor does it give any information on the nature of the central source. Fairly early on 
it was concluded th a t the m otion of the beams was due to  precession of an accretion 
disk from an orbiting companion star, surrounding a massive compact central object 
(Abell & M argon 1979). A lternatives such as ro tation of the central source itself were 
dismissed as the energy carried by the je t is very much greater than th a t held by the 
ro tating compact star. Although the kinematic model is very successful in explaining 
the basic m otion of the lines, there are several deviations from the shifts th a t it pre­
dicts. F irstly there is a 6.28 day period oscillation superimposed upon the 164 day 
period with an am plitude ~  10% of the to ta l amplitude (Katz et al. 1982). This is a 
consequence of the precession of the disk. The orbital period of the binary companion
Margon (1979) as:
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Figure 6.1: The kinematic Model of Abell & Margon (1979).
is 13.5 days and this will apply a torque, producing a periodic m odulation of the signal 
at half the orbital period i.e. 6.28 days. Katz et al. also found a 5.8 day period within 
their da ta  at a lesser amplitude. Finally Katz & Piran (1982) found an apparently 
random “jit te r” which was independent of the phase of the observation. This implies 
tha t it is not a system atic variation of speed, but rather is a variation in the pointing 
of the jet. The amplitude of the variation of angle is of the order of the opening angle 
of each jet. It is seen simultaneously in both jets which implies th a t the beams are 
always in opposing directions w ithin the motion.
The presence of jets in SS433 can be inferred from optical data, and the kinematic 
model. The extent of this line em itting optical part of the jet is of the order of a light 
hour (~  1012m) which represents the typical timescales over which the radiation varies 
(Kopylov et al. 1986). Also changes in the line features are synchronous to within 
one day in the red-shifted and blue-sliifted spectra (Margon 1984) putting an upper 
lim it on the extent of this region. Furthermore, the line profiles can be exceedingly 
complex, which has been interpreted as being the result of a “clumpy” jet structure.
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Authors such as M urdin et al. (1980) have described in detail events where individual 
lines appear to grow and then fade, being overtaken by another line at the frequency 
corresponding to  the later velocity. Fabrika & Borisov (1987) followed the decay of a 
single component and deduced a length of 7 X 1012m over which a component survives 
before being lost in the observational noise. One of the most convincing manifestations 
of the jets are the radio maps made w ith the VLA and MERLIN arrays (see e.g. 
Hjellming & Johnston 1981; Spencer 1984), which show extended radio knots. These 
appear to  describe a corkscrew-like motion w ith time which agrees with the kinematic 
model. The agreement is startling , as the corkscrew m otion was predicted two years 
prior to these maps in a different waveband. The radio emission from the jets is non- 
therm al with a spectral index a  ~  0.65 and is probably synchrotron in origin, as the 
polarizations are high (~  10%: Hjellming & Johnston 1981). The source varies over a 
period of 1-5 days (Johnston et al. 1981, 1984) but does not show periodicity, as the 
radio emission is extended and comes from all phases of the cycle. There is no evidence 
for correlated optical/radio  variability (C iatti et al. 1981).
The main mechanism for accelerating the jets to their speed of 0.26c which is dis­
cussed in the literature is radiative acceleration, the prime one being the “line-locking” 
mechanism of Milgrom (1979) whereby m omentum from a continuum source is ab­
sorbed by the jet m aterial. This m ethod is only efficient up to m om enta corresponding 
to the Lyman a  lim it, which results in je t speeds ~  0.26. There are problems with this 
particular scheme, for example the je t m aterial has to be cooler than  104K.
The nature of the central object is not yet entirely clear. It is expected th a t there 
is a compact object, either a neutron star or a black hole, because of the presence of 
x-ray emission. The main m ethod used to choose between the possibilities is based on 
determining the central mass, M . Numerous authors have attem pted this problem and 
have obtained varying results because of the various assumptions about the accretion 
disk, th a t are employed in their models. A detailed critique of these is given by Zwitter . 
et al. (1989). The values the various authors find range from 1.4 M@ < M  < 84 M q.
The central point of SS433 is situated near to the centre of a radio em itting nebula, 
W50 (Ryle et al. 1978). This emission is plerionic and has been classified as a supernova
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rem nant (Clark & Caswell 1976). Begelman et al. (1980) pointed out the alignment 
between the sym m etry axis of the kinematic model and the m ajor axis of the elliptical 
source structure, which established the connection with SS433. Furtherm ore, the kinetic 
energy output from the central source could be large enough to influence the evolution 
of the structure of W50. Ivonigl (1983) has speculated tha t the strength of the energy 
output from the je t m ight in fact obviate the need for a supernova event to  produce 
the nebula.
M any authors have speculated on there being some form of relationship between 
SS433 and extragalactic jets; th a t SS433 is a prototype of larger scale outflows (David­
son &: McCray 1980). This hypothesis is appealing because of the information one could 
then obtain on the small scale details of jet production, acceleration and collimation. 
Indeed SS433 is the only such source which has adm itted unambiguous determ ination 
of such param eters as jet speed and distance. There are several examples where the 
superluminal sources show motion which imply the direction of ejection is variable (e.g. 
B iretta  et al. 1986). Rees (1982) has argued that the flow onto a compact object is 
governed by two param eters -  the ratio  of the luminosity to the Eddington luminosity, 
and the ratio  of the cooling tim e to the dynamical timescale -  and both these ratios are 
independent of the central mass; then one can simply scale down the flows. However, 
argum ents about the central source do not mean tha t the jets are similar. As Zwitter 
et al. (1989) have pointed out, there are several im portant differences. For example, 
the optical radiation from SS433 is dom inated by therm al emission, in extragalactic 
jets the emission is non-therm al in origin; the jets of SS433 are quite possibly ballistic, 
in extragalactic jets the opening angle can vary (and may well decrease) with distance 
from the central object. The synchrotron lifetime of the radiating electrons is much 
greater than the source lifetime in SS433, whereas in extragalactic sources the opposite 
applies. Thus, although the analogy between SS433 and the extragalactic sources is 
intriguing it is probably unwise to take it too far.
The synchrotron emission originates in a non-thermal distribution of electrons. 
From equipartition energy argum ents, Hjellming & Johnston (1981) find an electron 
density ~  102m -3  in the extended radio components and a B-field of 10~ 6 — 10_7T, in­
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dicating electron lifetimes of the order of 109 — 1011 secs. Clearly therefore synchrotron 
losses will not be im portan t in influencing the radio flux, expansion losses will be the 
dom inant loss mechanism and consequently these will be most relevant in modelling the 
distribution of the radio flux. W hen this is done it appears th a t simple two-dimensional 
expansion losses cause the flux to decay too rapidly. Spencer (1984) proposed two alter­
natives, either one-dimensional adiabatic expansion which requires an unusual source 
structure or, alternatively, a form of localized particle injection. Hjellming & John­
ston (1988) also modelled the brightness distribution in detail and found tha t allowing 
continuous slowed expansion caused the jets to extend further out than  is actually the 
case. The best fit came from a model with “slowed expansion” out to 1015m, followed 
by conical free expansion; this is clearly rather ad hoc. It is the aim of this chapter to 
try  to  explain this behaviour in terms of the injection of fresh energetic electrons, and 
then to  suggest several mechanisms which naturally account for the extent of the jets.
6.2 T h e  M o d e l
In this section a model of the radio jets in SS433 will be discussed. M aterial is ejected 
from the central object a t a speed of 0.26c. As the m aterial moves away it expands in the 
two dimensions perpendicular to its direction of motion. It is assumed th a t its thickness 
remains constant. The direction in which m aterials is ejected continuously changes 
direction as was discussed in Section 6.1 and when the m aterial from all elements is 
integrated it produces the characteristic helical pa ttern  which is observed. In order 
to m aintain the emission out to  the observed distance with the assumed expansion 
some form of particle acceleration m ust take place within the jet. In this model, the 
acceleration takes place at a shock which propagates into the jet m aterial driven by the 
density discontinuity. This is illustrated in Fig.6.2 where a portion of the je t is shown.
A preliminary result, the angle ¡3, that the front surface of the jet makes with 
respect to the direction of flow of the jet is necessary. This is obtained by considering 
the relative positions of two elements of the jet em itted a small time, A t, apart. It is
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F ig u re  6 .2 : This shows the flow of fluid around the shocks, the bow shock which 
propagates out and the jet shock which moves back into the jet. The two regions are 
separated by a contact discontinuity.
then straightforward to show that:
2nR  sin'll; .
tan  P =     (6 .2 )
where R  is the distance from the source and Vj = 0.26c is the jet velocity, shown in 
Fig 6.2. Hence the angle /3 increases as one moves away from the central source, and 
the front surface becomes progressively less oblique.
Next it is postulated tha t a shock is driven through the je t m aterial and this shock 
acts as a site for particle acceleration. In order to find the point where the process of 
particle acceleration ceases it is necessary to obtain expressions for the speed of the 
shock in to  the jet in terms of the density of the fluids. W hat follows is a simple analysis 
of the jum p conditions a t an oblique, non-relativistic hydrodynamic shock. This may 
oversimplify the problem, but it does a t least result in relatively simple conclusions. 
The jum p conditions are:
[pvx\ =  0 . 0 (6.3)
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[pvxvy\ = 0.0 (6.5)
[ w + w 2/ 2 1 = 0 . 0  (6 .6 )
vx is the fluid velocity parallel to the shock normal, vy is the velocity perpendicular 
to the norm al, P  is the pressure, p the density and w the enthalpy. Furtherm ore it is
assumed th a t the m aterial, both ahead of the bow shock and inside the jet is relatively
cold and has an adiabatic index F =  5 /4  throughout.
The next stage is to  solve the jum p conditions. Assuming a strong hydrodynam- 
ical shock then in the shock frame one has v \x =  4v2X, Pi — />2/4 , v \y = vzy and 
P2 =  3v\xp i, where the subscript 1[2] refers to  the upstream  [downstream] region and 
x[y] to components of velocity parallel [perpendicular] to the shock normal. From now 
on denote quantities measured in the external, ambient medium with a subscript e, 
and quantities m easured in the jet frame with a subscript j .  At the contact disconti­
nuity the pressure and parallel component of velocity is continuous while there m ay be 
an arb itrary  velocity jum p perpendicular to the contact discontinuity normal (see e.g. 
Courant & Friedrichs 1948). The problem is solved by relating these known velocities 
and noting th a t in the frame of the ambient medium the jet m aterial is moving at 
0.26c. From the frame of the ambient medium there is a bow shock (subscript b) prop­
agating at V4 =  (Vbx ,Vby) and a region downstream of this moving at V3 =  (3vbx/4 , 0) 
(n.b. the perpendicular velocity is continuous in the hydrodynamical lim it). A t the 
contact discontinuity m aterial on the jet side will be moving at V2 =  (3vbx/4 , vy), the 
perpendicular velocity being unknown for the reason given above. At the jet shock 
the pressure can be eliminated as it is assumed constant at the contact discontinuity. 
Employing the superscript j  to refer to quantities measured in the frame of the jet 
shock the jum p conditions a t the shock can be solved to give v j  =  (vbx (pe/P j) 1̂ 2, v{y) 
and V2 =  (0.25vbx(pe/P j)1/ 2, v2y)- ^ ne can now simply add the velocities to find tha t 
the velocity of the m aterial upstream  of the jet shock i.e. the je t m aterial has a velocity 
v  =  +  V2 - It is known th a t this is equal to  0.26. These are used to obtain Vbx
[P +  pu2] =  0.0 (6.4)
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and hence the speed of the je t shock through the jet:
<  = y- - -  \ (6.7)
3
and similarly the unknown velocity vy above. This quantity increases with distance 
out from the central source, as sin /? also varies according to equation 6.2. As the jet 
m aterial moves out the shock becomes less oblique. Another factor which will influence 
the shock velocity is the variation of density, either of the ambient or jet m aterial. 
Expansion of the je t, if it occurs, will cause pj to decrease and hence v\x will increase. 
In order to include density changes in the work, the quantity y/(pe/P j) will be replaced 
by r  =  R ay/(pe0/p j0).
This value for the shock speed will not be exactly correct for a num ber of reasons. 
The assum ption th a t the shock is strong may not be valid; this is most likely to be the 
case in the inner regions of the jet where there is x-ray emission from an accretion disk 
to heat the je t m aterial. It is in this region (<  1013m from the centre) tha t the Balmer 
and Hel emission lines originate, from the shocked ambient medium in the model of 
Begelman et al. (1980). Observations show that the m aterial is likely to be clumpy, thus 
the shock will not be steady. W hether or not this dum piness affects the problem to any 
m arked extent is uncertain as evidence for clumps in the outer regions of the source 
is lacking owing to the fact th a t the optical emission dies away after approximately 
1 light day (Fabrika & Borisov 1987). Secondly, even if the shock settles down to a 
steady sta te , the jet surface is not planar, but curved, as is the shock front. These 
factors affect the shock speed and structure but it is assumed that they result in minor 
corrections and th a t equation 6.7 is still valid, at least in the extended parts of the 
source, ~  1015m away from the central object.
Thus it has been shown th a t a shock can propagate through the je t, possibly acting 
as a site for Fermi acceleration. In the inner regions, where the shock is highly oblique, 
but not moving relativistically, the electrons will produce synchrotron radiation with a 
spectrum a  ~  0.5 (Bell 1978), although this will be subject to the provisos mentioned 
above; a weaker shock is less efficient in accelerating electrons and would therefore
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F ig u re  6.3: Schematic representation of the model for SS433. The bow shock prop­
agates into the interstellar medium. Fermi acceleration occurs at the inner shock, 
propagating back into the jet. /3 is the angle between the direction of m otion of the jet 
and the front surface of the jet.
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result in a steeper spectral index. This value for the spectral index is close to  tha t 
which is actually observed (a  ~  0.65 ±  0.1 Hjellming & Johnston 1981), which changes 
with time. This could be a consequence of inhomogeneities in the ambient medium, 
although it is usually in terpreted  as being independent optically thick flaring events 
(Seaquist et al. 1982). Secondly, it can also account for the decay in brightness of 
the je t w ithout it being necessary to appeal to unusual geometries. Fermi acceleration 
provides a m ethod of extending the range of the source because it effectively acts to 
inject fresh electrons continuously. Having provided a natural m ethod of extending the 
source radiation, the problem of cutting off the jets remains; this will be addressed in 
the following section.
Finally, note tha t it is only the jet shock which will act as the site of particle 
acceleration because the synchrotron radiation defines a corkscrew motion. If there 
were synchrotron em itting electrons in the ambient medium which had been accelerated 
by the bow shock this would not be observed because the synchrotron lifetimes are 
considerably greater than the 164 day period of the precessional motion. One can then 
conclude th a t in this model the fluid m ust flow around the jet downstream of the bow 
shock without having tim e to  be accelerated.
6.3 L im itations on th e  ex te n t  o f  th e  J e ts
In the previous section it was shown th a t the jets in SS433 could plausibly act as 
a site for first order Fermi acceleration of electrons and these could give rise to the 
observed radio emission. It has already been noted however th a t, at some point, it 
is necessary to incorporate some mechanism whereby the emission can drop off more 
rapidly than  would be predicted with acceleration included i.e. a m ethod of disrupting 
the acceleration process m ust also be found; this is the purpose of this present section 
where three possible alternatives will be considered separately.
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6 .3 .1  S u p e r lu m in a l S h o c k s
Superluminal shocks cannot accelerate electrons. In this model of SS433 the parallel 
shock speed increases with distance from the central source and therefore there will 
be a point where the velocity through the jet increases to  a value where the point 
of intersection of a field line and the shock front moves a t a speed greater than c if 
the m agnetic field parallel to  the m otion decreases as the jet expands. At this point 
the electrons located downstream of the shock will be unable to recross the shock and 
further particle acceleration will be suppressed. An estim ate of the distance at which 
the shock becomes superluminal ca,n be obtained by assuming tha t as the jet moves 
outwards it expands so tha t the magnetic field parallel to the direction of m otion drops 
off as I2~2, while the m agnetic field perpendicular to the motion, i.e. along the jet, 
drops off as l i -1  under the assum ption th a t the flux is frozen-in. Thus, far away from 
the centre it is the field along the jet which dominates. The angle between this direction 
and the shock velocity along the shock normal is ¡3 and then the point at which the 
shock becomes superluminal can be obtained by setting the shock speed equal to c cos /?. 
One obtains:
I t ,  =  ( 6 .8 )
S-jn 'sm ip
r can be a function of R.. For the case where the density of the ambient medium drops 
off as I2-2  with the jet expansion, r is constant and equation 6.8  is correct as it stands, 
but if it is constant w ith R , equation 6.8  reduces to  a quadratic. The points a t which 
this occurs are illustrated  in Fig 6.4 and Fig 6.5, together with the variation in the 
superluminal point as a function of the density ratio  for the two possibilities for the 
change of density w ith R  considered here.
6 .3 .2  S h o c k  p a s s in g  t h r o u g h  t h e  j e t
A second m ethod which may suppress the acceleration mechanism is if the shock passes 
through the je t entirely, a t which point there will be no more electrons to  accelerate. 
In trying to obtain an estim ate of the distance from the central source at which this
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occurs, it will be necessary to make a num ber of assumptions about the thickness of 
the jets. The first requirem ent is an estim ate of the opening angle of the jet. The 
j itte r  in the optical lines reported by Katz & Piran  (1982), has an r.m.s. amplitude 
which corresponds to  a variation in opening angle of ~  0.05 radians. Secondly, there 
is other optical da ta  from authors such as M urdin et al. (1980) th a t suggests new 
optically em itting clouds appear roughly once a day. Thus they will subtend an angle 
27r/164 ~  0.04 radians = a  a t the source and the num ber of clouds em itted over an 
entire period will be 2tt sin ip/a. Thus one estim ate of the jet thickness will be simply the 
distance a cloud travels during the period it dominates the emission L = vjta / 2x s'mtp. 
It is now assumed th a t these inferences from the optical da ta  can be applied directly 
to the radio jets. To obtain a distance at which the shock passes through the jet, 
one m ust satisfy the condition th a t L  =  v3lx (t')d t'. In the case where r is constant, 
one obtains R c =  3(1 +  r ) i / ( 4 r ) ,  otherwise the appropriate distance can be found 
numerically. The points at which this occurs are illustrated in Fig 6.4 and Fig 6.5 
together w ith the variation in the shock passage point as a function of the density ratio 
for the two possibilities for the change of density with R  considered here. This point 
generally occurs much nearer the central source than the point at which the shock 
becomes superluminal.
6 .3 .3  K e lv in —H e lm h o l tz  I n s t a b i l i t i e s
The fact th a t there is a contact discontinuity in the problem means tha t there is a 
possibility of Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities being im portant. These occur whenever 
there is a boundary between two fluids, moving with different transverse velocities. 
An introduction to the role they play in astrophysical jets is given by Begelman et al. 
(1984). The topic of Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities has received most attention from 
those attem pting to  understand extragalactic radio jets (e.g. Norman et al. 1983). In 
the linear regime (Blake 1972) the relative m otion of two fluids results in transverse 
waves in the je t m aterial. As the instability develops, the amplitudes of the waves 
grow until they become comparable with their wavelength and the nonlinear regime is 
reached. W hether or not the instability disrupts the jet is not clear. In order for the
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P]/Pe
F ig u re  6.4: Tliis shows the points where the three possible mechanisms discussed in 
the text come in to  operation. The density is assumed constant with distance from the 
source.
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P /P e
F ig u re  6.5: This shows the points where the three possible mechanisms discussed in 
the tex t come into operation. The density is assumed to decay with distance squared 
from the source.
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instability to  be allowed to grow perturbations m ust occur at a boundary where the 
relative transverse velocity is subsonic in the less dense fluid. In the model here the 
transverse velocity is initially supersonic until a point, R k h  where it becomes subsonic. 
This point can be estim ated as follows: the sound speed in the shocked ambient medium 
is cs = s/5vbx/4  and the relative transverse velocity is Vj cos [3 (the transverse velocity 
of the fluid is zero on the ambient side). Thus, equating vj cos/3 to  cs , one obtains:
3(1 +  r)vjT
R k u  -  —ttz----:— y  (6.9)^52ir sm ip
Again, the problem is straightforward for the alternative case where the density 
ratio , r , is a function of R. The points where the instability may occur are m arked on 
Figs 6.4 and 6.5. Although this is where the instability m ay first occur, Begelman et 
al. (1984) make the point th a t if there is a high density ratio , the waves will move with 
the denser fluid, in this case the jet. Thus the waves could travel with the je t even 
further out before growing large enough to affect particle acceleration.
6.4 D iscuss ion
It has been shown th a t a shock propagating through a jet could be the site of Fermi 
acceleration of electrons and the resulting spectrum  can explain the non-therm al radio 
emission from the object SS433. In the picture of the jets presented here there are 
at least three mechanisms which may act to suppress the particle acceleration. It has 
been shown th a t these can occur a t distances from the central source comparable in 
scale to those a t which the radio knots commence a more rapid expansion according 
to Hjellming & Johnston (1988). Firstly, there is the point where the shock becomes 
superluminal and electrons can no longer make repeated shock crossings. This occurs 
at large distances from the source, farther out than  the other two mechanisms consid­
ered here. An assumption was made in deriving this distance, tha t the magnetic field 
perpendicular to the m otion of the jet dominates at large distances from the source; the 
results are not heavily dependent upon this assumption because if the magnetic field 
were more isotropically distributed then the angle between the shock normal and the
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magnetic field would decrease in general and the superluminal point would be pushed 
still further out.
Secondly, the possibility th a t the shock passes completely through the je t was 
considered. A value for the je t opening angle, taken from optical data, was assumed 
for this section. If this upper lim it is reduced then so is the jet thickness and the point 
at which the shock passes through the jet moves towards the central source. In any 
case, this effect occurs closer to  the centre than  a superluminal shock. Exactly what 
happens when the shock passes through the jet is open to speculation. The acceleration 
mechanism will cease whilst the je t continues expanding so tha t the emission dies off 
rapidly, in 'com m on with Hjellming & Johnston (1988). However the non-luminous 
m aterial carrying kinetic energy will continue to move outwards and will eventually 
interact with the W50 nebula, as m entioned in the introduction, which is on a much 
larger scale ( ~ 2 x  1018m, Geldzahler et al. 1980).
Finally, the possibility of Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities being im portant in dis­
rupting the jet structure was mentioned. The problem was simplified by the assumption 
that the instability  does not grow for supersonic relative transverse velocities and the 
point where the transverse velocity becomes subsonic was derived as the point where 
the instability may s ta rt to grow. This point depends upon the density ratio in a dif­
ferent form to those mechanisms discussed previously, and as the je t density increases 
the distance at which this occurs lessens. The question of the ultim ate fate of the jet 
was left open as it will depend upon the behaviour of the instability in the non-linear 
regime.
It should be noted tha t the results are a function of the density ratio. Several 
estimates of the je t or ambient num ber densities have been made in the literature. In the 
external medium, estim ates of the density have been based upon different techniques. 
Spencer (1984) determined it to be <  104m~3, by balancing the ram  pressure with the 
internal presshre of the jet. On the other hand Faraday depolarization measurements 
within the rem nant as a whole suggest a higher density, 3 X 105m ~3 (Downes et al. 
1981) or Hjellming & Johnston (1981) find 3 X 106m -3  on the evidence of a 90° Faraday 
rotation measure between the lobes of SS433. Assuming the density in the external
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medium declines proportional to 12-2 , then this implies a density ~  104 times greater at 
1013m from the core. D eterm inations of the internal density at this distance are based 
upon optical observations and these depend upon whether one includes the effects of 
the denser clumps. Begelman et al. (1980) use an average density of 1014m -3 . This 
yields an estim ate of the jet-am bien t density ratio  of the order of 104.
From Fig. 6.5, one can see th a t a jet-am bient density ratio  > 103 is required in 
order to m aintain the particle acceleration out to the observed distance of approximately 
one wavelength of the oscillation, assuming an ambient density which decreases oc R ~2. 
To summarize then, it is possible th a t the brightness of the jet in SS433 is sustained 
by a shock acting as a site of rapid particle acceleration, which acts to  inject fresh 
electrons continuously and, after employing param eters derived from radio and optical 
observations, the observed brightness decrease is most probably due to the shock having 
passed completely through the jet.
C hapter  7 
S u m m a r y
7.1 C onclusions
The aim of this thesis was to present a study of what is known at present of the emission 
properties of blazars and to produce feasible methods for combining the theory with 
observations which are, or will shortly be possible. A series of observations of blazars 
were presented in Chapter 2. These were taken during 1988 and were combined with 
the data  taken during three previous observing runs in 1986 and 1987. All observations 
were made using the Hatfield polarimeters (Mk I & II), the Mk II version being capable 
of taking simultaneous photom etric and polarim etric measurements in five optical and 
a single infra-red wavebands; this is the best instrum ent currently available for such 
observations. The d a ta  displayed rapid variability of flux, polarization and position 
angle, high and frequency dependent polarizations. This is the largest single data  set 
yet constructed at these wavelengths and allows the properties of the sample as a whole 
to be deduced. The results showed that several correlations between observational 
properties which had previously been reported were in fact actually consequences of 
selection effects. In general the observations can be summarized by stating th a t no 
correlations were found. This, together with the characteristic timescales of variability, 
the range of spectral indices observed, and the degree of frequency dependence of 
polarization can act as useful constraints for blazar models.
Throughout the remainder of the thesis more theoretical work was presented. In 
Chapter 3 the process of Fermi acceleration was introduced. In many cases the magnetic 
field at the shock front is expected to be oblique to the shock normal. This can severely 
modify the compression ratio  a t the shock front if the jum p conditions are solved
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correctly, and this in tu rn  can affect the spectral index of the accelerated electrons 
(or positrons). In th a t chapter a m ethod was employed which allowed for considerable 
simplification in solving the jum p conditions i.e. the problem was transform ed to  the “de 
Hoffmann-Teller” frame where the fluid runs parallel to the magnetic field at all points. 
This m ethod has the advantage th a t it naturally  eliminates the electric field from the 
problem and the disadvantage th a t it cannot provide solutions in the case where the 
magnetic field lines intersect the shock front at a speed greater than the speed of light. 
The m ethod is justified however as one is interested in Fermi acceleration, a process 
which can only occur a t subluminal shock fronts. The jum p conditions were then solved 
using an equation of sta te  corresponding to a variety of downstream conditions. From 
the results of this the spectral indices of the accelerated electrons were calculated using 
two m ethods, the Q j  m ethod of Kirk & Heavens (1989) and a M onte Carlo method. 
There was good agreement between the two m ethods and this can be regarded as 
independent confirmation of Kirk & Heavens’ residt although it does not go so far as to 
question their initial assum ption of conservation of the magnetic moment of the electron 
as it crosses the shock front. The work assumed throughout that the electron spectrum 
is generated within the compact source despite the suggestion of some authors that 
superluminal shocks could also be im portan t in boosting the energy of a pre-existing 
power law electron distribution. Oblique shocks were seen to have the ability to produce 
a wide range of spectral indices according to value of the Alfvenic Mach number. This 
is in accordance with the observations particularly when losses to the spectrum  are 
taken into account. It is im portant tha t it can explain the range of spectral indices 
seen, although it does not necessarily imply a simple observational test because the 
relationship between the shock obliquity (position angle), electron num ber density, 
field strength (luminosity) and spectral index is not a simple one.
Chapter 4 presented a study of the high frequency polarization of synchrotron ra­
diation. A t optical frequencies the variability timescales suggest radiative lifetimes of 
the order of days for the em itting electrons so th a t radiative losses m ay well modify the 
naive assum ption of a simple power law distribution. The form of the polarization ex­
pected as a result of these losses was calculated numerically by integrating the expected 
radiation from an element over magnetic flux over a chosen field geometry. Two as­
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sumptions about the electrons were examined in tu rn , in the first case it was assumed 
th a t as the spectrum  evolves the distribution becomes anisotropic and it was found 
th a t this can cause cpxite large position angle rotations. Secondly the opposite extreme 
was taken i.e. th a t the electron changes pitch angle on a timescale much less than the 
radiative lifetime and the electron distribution remains isotropic as losses progressively 
alter the spectrum . This leads to frequency dependent polarization as in the first case 
but not to  any dependence of the position angle upon frequency. It may well be tha t 
a true  picture is some way interm ediate between the two limits but the aim was to 
illustrate  the extremes so this possibility was not explored further. Several predictions 
were made about the polarization around the break. However no observations have yet 
been made which can serve as useful constraints to the model although on occasions 
position angle swings which are qualitatively similar have been observed. This is quite 
promising for future observations a t submillimetre wavelengths and also suggests the 
model could progress further by allowing for the possibility of a less homogeneous field 
structure. An example of an oft cited ad hoc model for the optical emission -  the multi- 
component model of Moore et al. (1982) was discussed in this chapter. It was logically 
developed by including a form of a high frequency cutoff to the electron number density. 
Then it was shown th a t broadly speaking such a model could qualitatively reproduce 
the observations of a large sample of blazars such as had been presented.
Chapter 5 looked at the im portant problem of Fermi acceleration in an inhomoge- 
neous m agnetic field. This was constructed from vector potentials in a box consisting of 
64 grid points on each side. The large angle scattering of electrons in the magnetic field 
was followed by monitoring particle trajectories on either side of the shock front. De­
spite the lim itations of finite computing time spectra were produced with satisfactory 
signal to noise over two or more decades in momentum. A strong hydrodynamic shock 
front could produce a range of spectral indices for varying shock speeds. Overall it was 
found tha t without the general assum ption of a preferred magnetic field orientation the 
Fermi mechanism is an efficient m ethod for the production of non-therm al power law 
electron distributions. An obvious question is whether this could be combined with 
the work of Chapter 4 to obtain the expected modifications to the spectrum  as elec­
trons were accelerated. One could then obtain distributions with the correct degree of
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anisotropy. However this is not a realistic proposition at present owing to the rather 
lim ited dynamic range of the spectra.
Chapter 6 was concerned with the well known Galactic object SS433. This is an 
object which has been widely regarded as a key to  an understanding extragalactic jets. 
It shows a precessing jet which is visible at radio wavelengths out to  approximately 
1 .2A from the central source. An oblique shock of the type mentioned in chapter 3 
was suggested as providing the necessary site for acceleration in the jet. From this one 
can deduce various other properties of the jet such as where one would would expect 
the acceleration to cease due to various mechanisms which may be operative to  quash 
the particle reacceleration. It was found tha t by employing a p ~  r~ 2 density law 
and a jet opening angle obtained from observations, tha t a shock will have propagated 
though the width of the jet. This can then provide a natural explanation for the extent 
of the radio emission without recourse to “slowed expansion” as had previously been 
suggested.
7.2 Further W ork
As with any research, questions remain to be answered, assumptions challenged and 
observations completed. Despite the fact that this is the final in a succession of four 
theses to have been presented on the topic of blazars at Edinburgh in the past ten years 
there is still more work than ever to be done, both theoretically and observationally.
An example of the theoretical work to be completed is to explore the assumption 
tha t the distribution of electrons is independent of gyrophase in the work on the Fermi 
acceleration mechanism at an oblique shock in Chapter 3. As was discussed at the time 
this assum ption is known to be valid only for nearly parallel shocks, at more oblique 
orientations of the magnetic field it breaks down and at this point the M onte Carlo 
simulation m ethod presented in tha t chapter becomes incorrect as it no longer treats 
the shock crossing correctly. In th a t situation, one finds it necessary to follows the 
particle trajectories exactly -  the behaviour of the particle at the shock depends upon
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i t ’s gyrophase. A possible m ethod of tackling this problem was produced in Chapter 5, 
except in th a t case the field had no preferred direction. A solution is trivial, reducing 
the value of the m agnetic field a t each grid point in these simulations and adding a 
constant oblique component of the desired m agnitude allows one to investigate the 
problem directly. Using such a m ethod loses accuracy in the spectrum , following each 
particle in detail requires more computing time, and this means fewer particles take 
part in the sim ulation in practice.
In the lim it where the M onte Carlo technique is still valid it can be a very powerful 
tool. In the field of relativistic shocks there are many problems yet to be solved. An 
example is time dependent acceleration. By injecting the particles into the simulation 
at a random  tim e up to  some given maximum value, and generalizing the m ethod given 
in Chapter 3 by using the full, time-dependent transport equation, the problem can 
be solved for injection with a step function profile at a fixed initial momentum. The 
solution is shown in Fig 7.1a. This compares with the non-relativistic case of step 
function injection which can be solved analytically and which is shown in Fig 7.1b. 
Employing a little  more CPU time and binning the particles in time as they cross the 
shock front, one could solve the problem with a 5 function injection, and any given 
initial energy spectrum.
Regarding the work in Chapter 5, more computing power would be useful in ex­
tending the dynamic range of the simulations, presently little more than  two orders of 
m agnitude and also the size of the box, which acts to effectively limit the maximum 
momentum  gain during the process. This would put the conclusions, particularly those 
based on determ inations of spectral indices on a more secure basis. It would also be 
desirable to have a greater physical basis on which to make the assumptions employed 
in constructing the realizations of the magnetic field.
The basic first order Fermi mechanism has remained essentially unchanged since 
its elucidation 13 years ago. Though the spectral indices or the form of the distribution 
function obtained may change as each approach to the problem is developed, what one 
is endeavouring to do is to show th a t in each new, hopefully more realistic situation, 
the Fermi mechanism does indeed still operate and remains (or m ust be challenged as)
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P
F ig u re  7.1: Time dependent Fermi acceleration. The top figure show the results for a 
shock of speed ¡3 = 0.4, compression ratio 4, using the M onte Carlo m ethod outlined in 
Chapter 3, the bottom  figure shows the non-relativistic result for a shock speed (3 =  0.1 
with the assum ption th a t K i/u f is constant where k is the spatial diffusion coefficient 
(Drury 1983).
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the prim e candidate for providing an origin for the non-therm ai electrons or positrons 
responsible for the synchrotron emission. The work of Chapter 5 shows th a t this 
position remains unchallenged even though the magnetic field may have no preferred 
direction ahead of the shock.
Observationally the future could be equally promising. The work of Chapter 4 
showed th a t the high frequency polarization and in particular its variability properties 
could in principle tell one much about the emission region and the timescales over which 
the electrons are re-isotropized. In th a t chapter a single, rather speculative model was 
developed for the high frequency polarization of these sources. The conclusion seemed 
to be th a t one could not differentiate between the two possibilities put forward there 
without observation of the polarization at wavelengths longer than K, around the break 
frequency. These observations have not yet been made, but the “Aberdeen polarime- 
ter” , at present undergoing final tests on the JCM T could make such observations to 
determine the submillimetre polarization around the break. Detailed observations of a 
single flaring event could then yield invaluable information on the form and evolution of 
the electron distribution. These observations would be co-ordinated with simultaneous 
optical/infra-red measurements by prudent observers since this is where one would ex­
pect the evolution to  be fastest. One could also obtain information on the relationship 
between the radio and optical em itting regions quite apart from testing specific models 
such as th a t which was the subject of Chapter 4.
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A p p en d ix  A  
S y n c h r o t r o n  R a d i a t i o n .
A . l  B asic  D erivations
In this appendix a brief summ ary of the derivation of the equations of synchrotron 
emission and source evolution is given. There are several textbooks published which 
give detailed derivations of these equations (e.g. Rybicki & Lightman 1979; Pacholczyk
is caused by the Lorentz force experienced by a particle in a stationary magnetic field, 
B , the resulting emission is term ed synchrotron radiation. A prim ary objective is to 
determine the energy loss ra te  of an electron in a magnetic field. The situation is shown 
in Fig. A l. In the frame where the magnetic field is at rest and there is no electric 
field, E  =  0, the equations of motion reduce to:
which are the equations for helical m otion at a constant speed | v  |, the acceleration
is zero acceleration. The to ta l energy loss rate  of a relativistically charge moving of 
energy E  in an electromagnetic field is:
1970; 1977) all in cgs units. However, the work within this thesis is carried out in SI 
units, so th a t a statem ent of the relevant equations is desirable.
An accelerated electronically-charged particle will radiate; when this acceleration
(A .l)
-^■(7 em ec2) =  e(v .E ) =  0 (A.2)
being perpendicular to the velocity perpendicular to the field; along the field there
(A.3)
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F ig u re  A l :  Tliis shows the helical motion of an electron placed in a magnetic field.
where refer to the acceleration parallel [perpendicular] to the field. Upon substi­
tution:
2~ 4 (  eB v  s in e N 2e 1 ,clE_
clt 67re0c3 V m ele
(A.4)
where e is the pitch angle, equal to the angle between the instantaneous velocity vector 
and the m agnetic field. The next goal is to obtain the spectrum  of the radiation from 
a single electron. The energy per unit time and per unit solid angle can be obtained 





J  R E (t)e iwtdt (A.5)
where E(f) is the electric field at time t and distance R  from an electric charge. Now, 
from Panofsky & Phillips (1964, section 20 .1) this is given by:
m 47re0( l  — n .ß ) 3
(n -  ?i/3) ( l - / ? 2) | (nA(n -  nß)) Aß
R 2 R
(A.6 )
where n is a unit vector along the line of sight from the particle to the observer at the 
retarded time t' =  t — Similarly the velocity, f3 and the position R (i ')  are evaluated 
at the retarded time. The first term  in equation (A .6 ) is simply the generalization of 
Coulomb’s law to a moving charge, it is only the second, radiation term  which arises 
from the acceleration which will be considered further, the R ~ l form of the field allowing 
radiation energy to be lost by the electron. Substituting equation (A.6 ) into (A.5) and
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integrating by parts once, one obtains:
J  {n A (n A /?)} exp (t' -  -n '-r-̂ -<PW e2u>2
dSlduj 167r3eoc 
For high 7 e one can approxim ate the term  in the exponential by:
2 
dt' (A.7)
and the outer term:
( l  + 7e2ö2)t'+ 7e3a2
(A .8 )
n A (n A /?) =  —ex sin +  ejj cos  ̂ sin 6 (A.9)
where a is the radius of curvature of the electron path  (which differs from the gyroradius 
by a factor 1 /  sine), and 9 is the angle between the instantaneous velocity vector and the 
line of sight. Upon substituting this in to  equation (A.7), one obtains two terms for the 
emission parallel and perpendicular to the magnetic field. The following substitutions 
are then made:
and equations 10.4.26, 10.4.31 & 10.4.32 of Abra.mowicz & Stegun (1965) are then 
utilized to yield finally:
■rny , v  A(i + 7y ) V , ,
dSldu) 167r3e0c ^ 7 2c J  2/ 3
( d i ± | t ! A ! ) 2 K U n )  ( A .12)
dildbJ 167T3€oC y 7 2 C J I
where K{ are the modified Bessel functions of order i. Next, one integrates over solid 
angle dfi =  2tt sin ed9. This form can be used because the radiation lies in a narrow 
cone of half angle -y"1, and this effectively sweeps out a narrow cone of half angle £ and 
thickness y “ 1 on the sky, centred upon the magnetic field. The lim its of the integration 
can be extended to  infinity with little  error. These integrals are carried out by Westfold
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(1959) (note also the corrections of Singal 1986) to  yield: 
dW± _  3A/3 7 ee2 sin£
du> 327Tceio
(F(x)  -  G(x))  (A .13)
where x  =  u>/u>c =  2au>/3cj^ and where the functions F(x)  and G ( x ) are defined for 
use throughout the thesis as:
F( x )  =  x J  R 5/ 3( 0 dC (A .15)
G{x)  =  x K 2/3(x)  (A .16)
Modified Bessel functions of fractional order occur a t several points in this thesis, ei­
ther in the chapters on synchrotron radiation, or in relation to the equation of state  
of a relativistic gas in Chapter 3. In order to satisfactorily carry out the numerical 
integrations, the functions themselves were generated at a large num ber of points to a 
high accuracy. In order evaluate the functions at arbitrary  values the series supplied in 
Abramowicz & Stegun (1965) were employed. The modified Bessel functions K i / 3(z ) 
and I ( 2/ 3{z) were generated from the series for the Airy functions given by equations
10.4.3 of Abramowicz & Stegun and then 10.4.26 & 10.4.31. One then uses the recur­
rence relation 9.6.26, K 5/ 3(z) = K i / 3(z) +  (4/3z) I i  1/3(2 ), to  obtain K 5/3(z).  Then the 
necessary integral was carried out numerically to  obtain F(x) .  The form of the function 
is plotted in Fig. A2.
Thus one obtains finally expressions for the energy em itted by a single electron 
parallel to and perpendicular to the magnetic field. However, it is generally the case 
that one observes radiation from an ensemble of electrons with an electron distribution 
which is not simply monoenergetic, but which is a function of energy, pitch angle, time, 
and position, N ( E , e , t ,  R).  Under the assum ption th a t the source is both stationary 
and small, the emission coefficient becomes:
e± = y --—  /  /  B  sin e ( F ( x ) - G ( x ) ) N ( E , e , t ) d E < m  (A.17)
647T2TOece0 Jn Je
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3 J 3 e 3 
en =    -----
647T2m ec€o
F ig u re  A2: The functions F (x ) and G (x).
[  f  B s m e ( F ( x )  +  G( x ) ) N( E , e , t ) dEd i l  
Jn J e
(A .18)
By referring these to a fixed position angle projected on the sky x  from the magnetic 
field, one obtains the Stokes param eters:
I ( u , t ) =  3s{ 3eÖ [  [  B  sin e F ( x ) N ( E ,  e, t)dEdSl 
32'K¿m ece0 Jn Je




V(u, t )  = 0
í  í  B  sine cos2xG( x ) N( E, e , t ) dEd£ l
Jn Je






The circular polarization approximates to zero in the case where the electron 
distribution does not change over an angle 7 “ 1 i.e. when the electron velocity is ultra- 
relativistic, or when the distribution is nearly isotropic. In the simplest case one takes
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an isotropic power law distribution of electron energies N ( E )  ~  and obtains a 
power-law distribution of flux, I ( v )  ~  v ~a , where a = (7  -  l) /2 .0 . This radiation is 
linearly polarized:
(Q2 +  U2)1/ 2 7  +  1
P  = — -----y ~̂ —  x 100% =  y + T / 3 X 10° % (A.23)
A .2 Effect o f  losses
Quite often however a simple power-law is an incorrect description of the radiation, 
either because the field is not perfectly aligned, or the form of the distribution is more 
complicated than a simple power law. In this section the effect th a t losses can have 
will be considered. To illustrate  this, the most general case is considered, although this 
may be applied to any of the cases considered in Chapter 4 with more specific magnetic 
fields.
The following is a m ethod for obtaining the num ber density of electrons as a 
function of energy and time in a slab of width s ( t) and constant thickness which evolves 
as the electrons lose energy. It is taken from Kardaschev (1962), who considered losses 
and Hughes et al. (1985), who only considered adiabatic expansion, but who employed 
a more general source geometry in principle. There are three separate mechanisms 
which will be discussed.
• A diabatic expansion losses as a result of the transverse expansion of the slab; as it 
expands the volume increases, V  cx s2 (constant thickness) and the electrons lose 
energy. Assuming the plasm a can be described as a relativistic gas of adiabatic 
index F =  4 /3 , then the energy of an electron decreases as E  cc s ~2/ 3. Further 
assuming tha t in the general case the jet expands s <x t m . Thus:
dE  2 E d s  2m  E  , .—  = ---------- = -----------  (A.24)
dt 3s dt 3t
• Synchroton losses as a result of the radiation em itted by the non-thermal plasma. 
Equation A.4 gives the ra te  at which an electron loses energy; again, for the sake
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of generality consider a  magnetic field which decays with jet w idth as B  oc s~n oc 
t~x , x  =  m n. Thus:
dF,
—  = bB2 sin2 e E 2 oc &! B lt~ 2x sin2 e E 2 (A.25)
where b — is a constant.
• Inverse Compton losses which are caused by photons scattered by the radiating 
electrons. In the simplest treatm ent the energy boost given to the photon is 
proportional to -y2 but it is also proportional to Uph, the energy density of the 
incident photons. There are two possible origins of these photons, either the 
microwave background, or the synchrotron radiated photons from the slab. It is 
this second source th a t will be assumed to dominate. In what follows, assume 
that the spectrum  of incident radiation is th a t of a source which has suffered 
purely adiabatic losses. The energy density of synchrotron radiation is given by:
f E m a x  f  (1 TP \
U * r  —  N {E )d E c x r K B 2E l-al  (A.26)
J E m i n  \  d t  /  a y n c h
Overall then the equation for the loss of energy by a  single electron can be written:
~  = { -A !* “ 2* -  A 2t~ 7m/3- 2x}  E 2 (A.27)
In order to solve equation A.28 note that it is cast in the form of a Bernoulli equa­
tion, and tha t by the substitution u = E _1 it can be re-written as a linear ordinary 
differential equation.
^  | ^ U =  [ A , r 2x +  A2f_7m/3_2x] (A.28)
and then th a t this can be solved in the usual manner. The consequence is th a t an 
electron with energy Eo at time to has energy E( t )  given by:
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Before obtaining the energy distribution note th a t the to ta l num ber density decreases 
as IV ~  s2, and hence th a t the constant in the power law N ( E , t o ) =  N qE~~< decreases
as:
No oc r 2m/3(^+2) (A .31)
Then from this point one uses conservation of the to tal num ber of particles to obtain:
N ( E , e , t ) =  N qE~














cf Kardaschev (1962, equation 11).
A p p en d ix  B  
M u l t i f r e q u e n c y  d a t a
The UKIRT data, taken on 1988 February 15 - 18. These are tabulated by increasing 
Right Ascension. The figures in brackets are the l a  errors in the measured quantities. 
Following on from this table, Figs B l-11  provide plots of all the data, showing flux 
density, polarization and position angle in each waveband.
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Filter Flux density (m Jy) Polarization (%) Position angle (deg) 
0414+009 E(B-V) =  0.12
15th. Feb 1988
H 1.63 (0.15) 2.29 (2.07) 158.56 (24.65;
J 1.19 (0.04) 4.14 (1.92) 174.45 (10.58;
I 0.68 (0.02) 4.24 (1.64) 159.87 (9.55)
R 0.46 (0.01) 3.87 (0.66) 153.22 (4.61)
V 0.32 (0.01) 5.08 (1.43) 170.57 (7.70)
B 0.23 (0.01) 6.41 (0.79) 157.69 (3.60)
U 0.15 (0.01) 4.94 (1.08) 153.76 (6.11)
16th. Feb 1988
H 1.56 (0.12) 6.20 (2.01) 146.42 (1.38)
I 0.70 (0.03) 7.82 (2.25) 154.03 (8.43)
R 0.45 (0.02) 5.72 (1.08) 155.71 (5.44)
V 0.33 (0.01) 4.73 (1.89) 151.40 (9.96)
B 0.23 (0.01) 3.93 '(0 .97) 157.80 (7.44)
U 0.15 (0.01) 7.38 (1.44) 159.53 (6.16)




7.47 (0.28) 20.27 (0.64) 155.80 (1.04)
I 2.60 (0.10) 20.79 (1.12) 148.91 (1.38)
R 1.71 (0.06) 21.84 (0.65) 151.77 (0.81)
V 1.22 (0.05) 23.30 (1.07) 153.20 (1.50)
B 0.78 (0.04) 21.47 (0.75) 151.76 (0.91)




10.56 (1.07) 12.32 (0.73) 147.60 (1.09)
H 7.75 (1.15) 11.25 (0.87) 148.00 (1.38)
I 2.93 (0.19) 12.55 (0.67) 141.90 (1.51)
R 1.74 (0.07) 12.25 (0.34) 140.42 (0.69)
V 1.25 (0.08) 12.93 (0.69) 140.24 (1.34)
B 0.79 (0.06) 12.48 (0.48) 136.95 (0.96)
U 0.44 (0.03) 13.69 (0.83) 141.36 (1.44)
0735+178 E(B-V) =  0.03
15th. Feb 1988
H 7.96 (0.22) 16.24 (0.54) 131.37 (1.06)
I 2.40 (0.07) 15.48 (1.02) 125.56 (1.64)
R 1.84 (0.05) 17.17 (0.47) 130.41 (0.65)
V 1.33 (0.04) 18.05 (1.00) 127.83 (1.71)
B 0.96 (0.04) 16.80 (0.56) 130.68 (1.15)
U 0.62 (0.03) 17.57 (1.03) 136.73 (1.90)
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Polarization (%) Position angle (d<
15.23 (0.61) 130.73 (0.94)
17.66 (0.82) 132.51 (1.44)
17.90 (0.51) 129.97 (0.79)
17.19 (1.06) 130.60 (1.32)
17.49 (0.73) 130.98 (0.99)
17.94 (1.26) 132.36 (1.66)
20.50 (0.89) 127.25 (0.78)
21.90 (0.98) 126.70 (1.14)
21.15 (0.68) 126.60 (0.73)
22.50 (1.00) 128.80 (1.11)
22.50 (0.82) 124.00 (0.89)
21.80 (0.93) 125.90 (1.11)
E(B-V) =  0.12
1.53 (0.93) 105.58 (17.81)
2.98 (1.24) 172.76 (9.01)
0.77 (0.67) 7.56 (18.61)
0.49 (1.00) 152.87 (64.32)
0.22 (0.64) 73.87 (83.42)
1.28 (0.78) 107.22 (19.18)
4.43 (2.04) 171.13 (11.22)
0.53 (1.39) 46.94 (83.32)
1.53 (0.93) 91.61 (16.10)
2.89 (1.92) 9.21 (18.86)
0.77 (0.81) 15.05 (28.29)
0.96 (1.25) 56.86 (40.83)
E(B-V) =  0.00
8.58 (0.49) 40.50 (1.37)
10.56 (0.42) 41.31 (0.81)
11.22 (0.51) 43.20 (1.00)
12.33 (0.24) 44.15 (0.58)
12.22 (0.43) 46.12 (0.92)
13.39 (0.29) 46.39 (0.66)
14.39 (0.48) 48.43 (0.87)
10.34 (0.38) 34.40 (1.28)
10.96 (0.42) 35.20 (1.23)
12.39 (0.48) 30.20 (1.23)
12.59 (0.32) 34.74 (0.76)
13.22 (0.57) 35.45 (1.24)
13.10 (0.42) 35.69 (0.81)
13.25 (0.62) 38.54 (1.30)
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F ilter Flux density (m Jy) Polarization (%) Position angle (deg)
17th. Feb 1988
H 9.71 (0.36) 11.41 (0.51) 34.80 (1.67)
I 3.69 (0.24) 11.09 (0.59) 34.60 (1.95)
R 2.36 (0.12) 11.80 (0.39) 34.70 (1.23)
V 1.88 (0.10) 10.07 (0.58) 37.20 (2.27)
B 1.40 (0.07) 11.52 (0.54) 36.30 (1.27)
U 0.93 (0.06) 12.09 (0.77) 39.60 (2.27)
8th. Feb 1988
K 14.73 (1.22) 8.67 (0.69) 36.20 (1.41)
H 10.75 (1.59) 8.17 (0.67) 39.00 (1.25)
I 3.75 (0.12) 9.28 (0.67) 32.33 (2.06)
R 2.73 (0.14) 8.65 (0.32) 36.67 (0.93)
V 2.08 (0.13) 8.43 (0.62) 36.40 (1.34)
B 1.55 (0.12) 6.95 (0.40) 36.35 (1.49)
U 1.03 (0.08) 7.56 (0.63) 38.28 (2.36)
0818-128 OJ-131 E(B-V) =  0.09
15th. Feb 1988 
K 3.02 (0.14) 17.13 (1.60) 82.16 (2.81)
H 2.19 (0.10) 18.66 (1.72) 85.68 (2.15)
I 0.84 (0.03) 24.73 (1.66) 79.09 (1.92)
R 0.47 (0.02) 22.45 (0.72) 80.44 (1.01)
V 0.34 (0.01) 25.33 (1.81) 82.30 (1.85)
B 0.23 (0.01) 24.09 (0.86) 79.49 (1.04)
U 0.13 (0.01) 24.92 (1.66) 81.51 (1.99)
16th. Feb 1988 
K 3.16 (0.15) 15.48 (1.82) 79.61 (2.72)
J 1.32 (0.07) 21.87 (1.88) 83.54 (2.54)
I 0.68 (0.03) 21.92 (2.07) 88.24 (2.70)
R 0.38 (0.01) 22.22 (1.02) 81.56 (1.23)
V 0.28 (0.01) 25.68 (2.32) 81.85 (2.44)
B 0.19 (0.01) 26.75 (1.45) 80.49 (1.56)
U 0.11 (0.01) 27.67 (2.29) 81.59 (2.27)
17th. Feb 1988 
H 2.23 (0.10) 17.41 (1.62) 78.40 (2.33)
I 0.71 (0.03) 21.66 (2.43) 83.30 (3.20)
R 0.46 (0.02) 19.54 (1.21) 79.86 (1.85)
V 0.32 (0.01) 23.19 (2.78) 85.80 (3.03)
B 0.22 (0.01) 23.65 (1.55) 81.00 (1.83)
U 0.13 (0.01) 27.24 (2.37) 79.10 (2.41)
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Polarization (%) Position angle (deg) 
E(B-V) =  0.00
17.33 (0.59) 61.99 (0.96)
18.36 (1.22) 57.81 (1.91)
17.20 (0.59) 60.17 (0.99)
17.80 (1.13) 60.25 (1.53)
18.49 (0.65) 59.57 (0.88)
15.90 (1.06) 63.12 (2.07)
15.62 (0.64) 60.40 (1.12)
15.20 (1.02) 66.07 (1.90)
15.55 (0.63) 61.96 (1.22)
17.38 (0.99) 63.58 (1.53)
18.55 (0.72) 62.56 (1.16)
17.65 (1.02) 64.89 (1.54)
18.81 (0.50) 64.20 (0.77)
18.90 (0.58) 64.80 (0.88)
18.06 (0.66) 63.88 (1.08)
19.72 (0.33) 65.78 (0.48)
18.43 (0.74) 67.90 (1.17)
20.14 (0.44) 66.77 (0.65)
20.83 (0.76) 69.26 (0.99)
E(B-V) =  0.00
51.43 (51.89) 142.20 (16.30)
48.40 (13.40) 49.50 (10.30)
2.08 (3.92) 6.20 (56.00)
8.33 (5.13) 73.90 (14.90)
2.16 (2.90) 35.50 (47.30)
10.10 (5.38) 135.10 (10.20)
E(B-V) =  0.00
3.64 (0.30) 43.91 (2.17)
3.22 (0.14) 40.85 (1.19)
3.50 (0.20) 44.60 (1.09)
3.73 (0.13) 42.21 (0.90)
3.86 (0.08) 42.12 (0.55)
3.82 (0.11) 40.55 (0.82)
4.68 (0.10) 41.83 (0.58)
4.64 (0.13) 42.26 (0.83)
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F ilter Flux density (m Jy) Polarization (%) Position angle (deg
1147+245 E(B-V) =  0.00
18th. Feb 1988
H 8.62 (0.16) 1.52 (0.40)
J 6.04 (0.12) 1.82 (0.54) 177.50 (8.05)
I 3.33 (0.10) 2.71 (0.67) 168.71 (6.70)
R 2.52 (0.11) 2.50 (0.26) 162.87 (3.05)
V 1.91 (0.10) 2.99 (0.46) 160.49 (4.41)
B 1.52 (0.09) 4.29 (0.32) 150.46 (2.08)
U 1.02 (0.07) 4.34 (0.52) 153.51 (3.62)
1156+295 E(B-V) =  0.00
15th. Feb 1988
H 2.35 (0.13) 23104 (1.63) 168.83 (1.86)
I 0.97 (0.05) 24.07 (2.38) 162.06 (2.82)
R 0.77 (0.03) 24.37 (0.90) 164.87 (1.11)
V 0.62 (0.02) 24.76 (1.66) 166.81 (1.85)
B 0.53 (0.02) 22.83 (0.80) 164.20 (1.00)
U 0.35 (0.02) 24.25 (1.33) 163.78 (1.55)
16t.h. Feb 1988
H 2.49 (0.21) 24.15 (2.53) 164.95 (1.55)
I 1.01 (0.05) 26.42 (2.87) 168.59 (3.25)
R 0.77 (0.03) 23.85 (1.02) 164.46 (1.16)
V 0.63 (0.03) 19.35 (2.46) 161.88 (3.68)
B 0.54 (0.03) 21.88 (1.24) 164.78 (1.64)
U 0.35 (0.02) 25.06 (2.17) 168.22 (2.41)
17th. Feb 1988
H 2.37 (0.11) 28.06 (1.58) 166.80 (1.55)
I 0.88 (0.04) 27.27 (2.08) 161.20 (2.32)
R 0.71 (0.02) 24.99 (0.99) 164.90 (1.02)
V 0.57 (0.02) 22.54 (2.12) 162.20 (2.44)
B 0.48 (0.02) 23.08 (0.82) 164.60 (1.07)
U 0.31 (0.02) 24.87 (1.78) 168.10 (2.02)
1226+023 3C273 E(B-V) =  0.00
15th. Feb 1988
K 51.07 (0.95) 1.78 (0.08) 165.85 (1.28)
H 29.07 (0.55) 2.03 (0.11) 166.38 (2.16)
J 19.81 (0.57) 1.30 (0.71) 152.89 (15.92)
I 37.20 (1.46) 0.73 (0.10) 165.32 (4.53)
R 28.61 (0.80) 0.44 (0.07) 168.55 (4.49)
V 27.61 (1.09) 0.28 (0.09) 178.94 (9.06)
B 26.88 (1.25) 0.27 (0.06) 173.83 (7.29)
U 23.21 (1.32) 0.16 (0.09) 33.13 (14.48)
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Filter Flux density (m Jy) Polarization (%) Position angle (de
16th. Feb 1988
K 48.32 (1.79) 1.11 (0.09) 167.56 (2.07)
H 29.07 (0.55) 0.95 (0.08) 171.38 (2.05)
J 18.92 (0.38) 0.83 (0.11) 174.38 (6.91)
I 37.20 (1.15) 0.40 (0.09) 34.16 (7.99)
R 28.09 (0.98) 0.08 (0.07) 18.63 (18.47
V 27.87 (1.10) 0.30 (0.08) 69.80 (7.60)
B 27.63 (1.45) 0.27 (0.06) 65.47 (6.84)
U 24.30 (1.38) 0.31 (0.08) 50.76 (6.48)
17th. Feb 1988
K 98.20 (1.84) 2.06 (0.06) 151.50 (0.91)
H 56.42 (1.08) 2.46 (0.16) 153.80 (1.93)
J 38.10 (0.77) 1.99 (0.10) 148.10 (1.20)
I 36.19 (0.83) 0.78 (0.08) 150.63 (2.72)
R 29.41 (0.83) 0.63 (0.06) 137.80 (2.72)
V 28.13 (0.95) 0.31 (0.08) 134.55 (7.29)
B 27.13 (1.13) 0.29 (0.05) 113.04 (5.22)
U 24.30 (1.15) 0.18 (0.08) 111.42 (11.17
17tli. Feb 1988
K 51.54 (1.43) 1.93 (0.06) 146.30 (0.98)
H 30.16 (0.58) 2.07 (0.07) 144.20 (0.87)
J 20.37 (0.41) 1.73 (0.11) 137.50 (2.77)
I 43.11 (0.99) 0.48 (0.08) 120.38 (4.96)
R 31.09 (1.08) 0.56 (0.05) 119.60 (2.75)
V 30.84 (1.67) 0.32 (0.07) 96.70 (7.05)
B 30.86 (2.06) 0.25 (0.05) 83.45 (6.56)
U 27.14 (1.91) 0.37 (0.08) 107.52 (5.64)
1253-055 E(B-V) =  0.00
16th. Feb 1988
H 29.07 (1.35) 21.36 (0.70) 114.44 (0.79)
I 12.55 (0.94) 20.94 (0.70) 110.07 (0.97)
R 9.22 (0.63) 20.08 (0.59) 111.38 (0.83)
V 7.00 (0.49) 19.58 (0.64) 109.58 (0.91)
B 5.17 (0.39) 19.47 (0.66) 109.65 (0.65)
U 3.29 (0.26) 19.65 (0.81) 112.30 (1.15)
17th. Feb 1988
H 28.80 (0.55) 26.10 (0.20) 113.60 (0.24)
I 9.78 (0.30) 26.30 (0.42) 111.90 (0.46)
R 6.49 (0.23) 26.30 (0.36) 112.10 (0.39)
V 5.17 (0.20) 26.40 (0.53) 112.40 (0.58)
B 3.74 (0.17) 25.70 (0.42) 110.20 (0.38)
U 2.30 (0.12) 25.50 (0.67) 112.60 (0.69)
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F ilter F lux density (m Jy) Polarization (%) Position angle (deg)
18th. Feb 1988
H 32.17 (0.61) 30.12 (0.21) 113.80 (0.21)
I 10.53 (0.24) 31.30 (0.36) 113.70 (0.33)
R 7.12 (0.25) 31.30 (0.33) 113.30 (0.30)
V 5.56 (0.22) 31.50 (0.39) 114.10 (0.36)
B 3.96 (0.17) 30.70 (0.33) 113.30 (0.30)
U 2.57 (0.13) 30.70 (0.58) 114.90 (0.53)
1418+546 E(B-V) =  0.00
16th. Feb 1988
Iv 19.96 (1.11) 2.49 (0.37) 134.85 (4.33)
H 16.88 (0.63) 2.90 (0.30) 142.21 (4.51)
J 12.27 (0.25) 3.57 (0.29) 143.80 (2.48)
I 7.49 (0.36) 3.12 (0.31) '146.58 (3.09)
R 5.25 (0.27) 3.06 (0.18) 140.00 (1.87)
V 3.64 (0.20) 3.31 (0.39) 146.85 (3.50)
B 2.59 (0.15) 4.38 (0.23) 143.90 (1.55)
U 1.49 (0.10) 4.89 (0.50) 147.29 (2.56)
17th. Feb 1988
, IC 17.38 (0.48) 4.09 (0.48) 142.10 (3.71)
H 12.92 (0.36) 4.04 (0.32) 145.50 (1.85)
J 8.97 (0.18) 4.06 (0.29) 138.90 (3.07)
I 4.81 (0.11) 4.48 (0.27) 142.63 (1.88)
R 3.38 (0.09) 4.51 (0.18) 142.82 (1.09)
V 2.34 (0.08) 5.05 (0.35) 146.93 (1.91)
B 1.70 (0.07) 6.28 (0.23) 144.21 (1.11)
U 0.96 (0.05) 5.88 (0.43) 147.41 (1.86)
18th. Feb 1988
H 14.43 (0.41) 3.38 (0.25) 132.01 (2.63)
I 5.68 (0.13) 3.56 (0.51) 140.80 (4.60)
R 4.25 (0.12) 3.11 (0.25) 146.20 (2.27)
V 2.97 (0.10) 2.96 (0.55) 142.80 (5.86)
B 2.34 (0.10) 3.20 (0.38) 150.00 (3.49)
U 1.49 (0.08) 4.05 (0.64) 156.20 (3.86)
1424+240 E(B-V) =  0.00
16th. Feb 1988
H 9.28 (0.26) 4.86 (0.36) 119.82 (2.12)
I 5.74 (0.28) 4.98 (0.66) 121.54 (3.78)
R 4.21 (0.12) 4.70 (0.36) 113.04 (2.18)
V 3.81 (0.21) 3.46 (0.50) 116.21 (4.07)
B 3.17 (0.15) 4.63 (0.30) 113.05 (1.95)
U 1.81 (0.09) 4.32 (0.48) 115.97 (3.12)
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Polarization (%) Position angle (d<
4.92 (0.40) 123.82 (2.24)
4.24 (0.53) 114.60 (3.52)
4.48 (0.31) 119.20 (1.86)
4.36 (0.38) 114.20 (2.33)
4.45 (0.24) 117.80 (1.88)
4.35 (0.58) 116.60 (3.38)
5.01 (0.44) 122.58 (2.21)
5.14 (0.55) 120.30 (3.00)
4.93 (0.30) 118.30 (1.65)
4.99 (0.49) 116.30 (2.87)
4.56 (0.30) 114.20 (1.90)
4.42 (0.58) 113.20 (3.85)
E(B-V) =  0.06
13.45 (0.70) 147.31 (1.65)
15.11 (0.74) 148.32 (1.50)
12.25 (1.06) 143.62 (3.56)
10.77 (0.92) 145.63 (2.50)
8.54 (0.37) 144.49 (1.26)
7.17 (0.75) 148.88 (3.48)
5.44 (0.41) 146.52 (2.29)
4.16 (0.51) 145.56 (3.83)
13.51 (0.63) 153.29 (1.35)
14.72 (0.70) 152.79 (1.34)
13.97 (0.88) 152.60 (1.79)
11.49 (0.72) 148.93 (1.70)
9.22 (0.33) 149.18 (1.01)
7.81 (0.64) 150.66 (2.36)
5.54 (0.34) 148.32 (1.64)
4.40 (0.54) 155.59 (3.35)
E(B-V) =  0.00
15.08 (5.23) 59.83 (7.30)
10.91 (3.77) 77.89 (10.51)
14.00 (2.67) 63.66 (5.48)
1.86 (5.13) 85.98 (66.60)
13.47 (1.98) 71.37 (4.04)
9.83 (4.06) 45.09 (15.69)
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F ilter Flux density (m Jy) Polarization (%) Position angle (deg)
16th. Feb 1988
H 2.78 (0.10) 10.64 (1.08) 62.00 (2.93)
I 1.04 (0.07) 6.44 (2.07) 54.16 (10.29)
R 0.69 (0.02) 9.15 (1.35) 72.41 (4.23)
V 0.63 (0.04) 9.49 (2.24) 71.84 (6.73)
B 0.59 (0.03) 7.74 (1.05) 66.14 (4.35)
U 0.27 (0.02) 8.94 (1.81) 68.31 (6.09)
17th. Feb 1988
K 4.41 (0.16) 10.38 (1.00) 61.77 (2.75)
H 2.78 (0.10) 9.64 (1.02) 61.30 (2.96)
J 1.73 (0.07) 14.20 (1.74) 63.00 (3.48)
I 0.99 (0.04) 12.06 (1.25) 66.98 (2.91)
R 0.73 (0.02) 9.27 (0.88) 66.39 (2.69)
V 0.62 (0.02) 8.07 (1.32) 62.67 (4.62)
B 0.55 (0.03) 5.66 (0.82) 59.75 (3.97)
U 0.25 (0.01) 5.72 (1.31) 65.61 (5.91)
8th. Feb 1988
H 2.93 (0.14) 9.80 (1.05) 62.70 (2.99)
J 1.82 (0.09) 9.26 (1.16) 64.90 (3.62)
I 1.01 (0.03) 10.61 (1.41) 65.50 (3.72)
R 0.76 (0.02) 9.61 (0.91) 58.60 (2.46)
V 0.66 (0.03) 6.89 (1.59) 71.95 (6.57)
B 0.63 (0.03) 7.59 (0.70) 66.15 (2.91)
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0 4 1 4 + 0 0 9  *
1 5 t h .  F e b  1 9 8 8  .
K H J  1 R V B 0
10
0 4 1 4 + 0 0 9  '
1 6 t h .  F e b  1 9 8 8  ,
K H J ] R V B 0
10
0 4 2 2 + 0 0 4
1 6 t h .  F e b  1 9 8 8





0 4 2 2 + 0 0 4  *
1 8 t h .  F e b  1 9 8 8  
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0 7 3 5 + 1 7 8  
1 6 t h .  F e b  1 9 8 8  




0 7 3 6 + 0 1 7
1 5 t h .  F e b  1 9 8 8  *
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0 7 5 4 + 1 0 0  •
1 5 t h .  F e b  1 9 8 8  
K H J I R V B ft
G
10
0 7 5 4 + 1 0 0  •
1 6 t h .  F e b  1 9 8 8  





0 7 5 4 + 1 0 0
1 7 t h .  F e b  1 9 8 8  x
K H J I R V B D
10
F re q u e n c y  /  10 Hz F r e q u e n c y  /  1 0 1* Hz F re q u en cy  /
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0754+ 100  i
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- 0 818- 128 O J-131 *
17th. Feb 1988
K H J 1 R V B 6
r '
10
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\
c
0 8 5 1 + 2 0 2  0 J 2 8 7  *
1 7 t h .  F e b  1 9 8 8  
K H J I R V B fi
10
0 9 0 6
* I
3 +  0 1 5  
1 5 t h  F e b  1 9 8 8  
K H J  I
I
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i
1 1 4 7 + 2 4 5
1 6 t h .  F e b  1 9 8 8  f







1 1 5 6 + 2 9 5
1 5 t h .  F e b  1 9 8 8 i
K H J I R V B U -
10
1 1 5 6 + 2 9 5  
1 6 t h .  F e b  1 9 8 8  
K H J 1 R V
10
F re q u en cy  /  10 Hz F r e q u e n c y  /  10  Hz F re q u en cy  /
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1 1 5 6 + 2 9 5
1 7 t h .  F e b  1 9 8 8  5
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1 4 1 8 + 5 4 6
1 6 t h .  F e b  1 9 8 8  .
K H J I R V B D
c
10
1 4 1 8 + 5 4 6
1 8 t h .  F e b  1 9 8 8  .
K H J I R V B U
10
1 4 2 4 + 2 4 0
1 6 t h .  F e b  1 9 8 8  *
K H J I R V B U
1 10 
F r e q u e n c y  /  1 0 u  Hz F r e q u e n c y  /  1 0 14 H z  F r e q u e n c y  /  1 0 14 Hz
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1424+240
17th. Feb 1988 *
K H J I R V B U
10
1424+240
18th. Feb 1988 *
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O ptical and infrared  p o larim etry  and p h o to m etry  o f  b lazars
A . R . G .  M e a d 1 , K .R .  B a l la r d 1, P .W .J .L .  B r a n d 1, J .H .  H o u g h 2,
C . B r i n d l e 2, J .A .  B a i l e y 3
S um m ary . — We have carried out a polarization study of 44 blazars and candidate blazars 
at optical and near-infrared frequencies covering the period 1986 August to 1988 February. 
The data  show flux and polarization properties changing on in ternight timescales, and 
commonly exhibit frequency dependence of spectral index, polarization and polarization 
position angle. The observations of the quasar 1253 — 055 (3C 279) showed a  U-band 
polarization of 45.5 ±0 .9% , the highest ever seen in a blazar. The in terpreta tion  of the data* 
is the subject of a further paper (Ballard et al. 1989).
Key W ords. -  BL Lacertae Objects.
1. In trod uction .
We present the results of a continuing programme of simultaneous m easurem ents of the
linear Stokes param eters in optical and near-infrared wavebands. This is the fourth paper in
the series (see Impey et al. 1982; Impey et al. 1984; Holmes et al. 1984a). The observations,
described in Sect. 2, are tabulated  in Table 3. In all 44 objects were observed a t the 3.8m
United Kingdom Infrared Telescope (UKIRT) during four observing runs from 1986 July 31
to August 7, from 1987 July 27 to 30, from 1987 September 18 to 21 and from 1988 February
15 to 18. This yielded 135 sets of simultaneous photom etric and polarim etric da ta , 23 sets
1 Dept o f A stron om y, Edinburgh  U niversity, Scotland, EH 9 3 H J.
7 D ivision  o f P h y sica l Scien ces, H atfield Polytechnic, H atfield, Herts, A L lO  9 A B .
3 Jo in t  A stron om y C enter, 669, K om ohana St, Hilo, H awaii 96720, U SA .
of polarim etric da ta  w ithout photom etric calibration and 23 sets of photom etric d a ta  with 
no significant polarization at the 3 a  level. The da ta  which lack photom etric calibration 
come from poor observing conditions during the 1987 September run. Consequently, for 
those objects where no polarization was detected (at 3 <r), some of the upper lim its are 
quite high. These da ta  constitute the largest such set of observations yet obtained.
2. O bservational techn iques.
Two instrum ents were used to  obtain the d a ta  presented in this paper. The M ark I Hatfield 
Polarim eter (as described by Brindle et aZ.(1986), w ith the addition of an ex tra  optical 
channel) was used for the observations of 1986. The M ark II instrum ent, described below, 
was used for the observations of 1987 and 1988. Both operate a t the / /3 5  Cassegrain focus 
of UKIRT. All the observations were taken with an 8 arcsec aperture.
2.1 THE MARK II HATFIELD POLARIMETER.
The M ark II Hatfield Polarim eter was constructed at the Hatfield Polytechnic and was 
first used in 1987 July a t UKIRT. Its optical layout is shown in Fig. 1. It is a twin- 
beam instrum ent with two beams separated by 50.8 m m ., which corresponds to  an angular 
separation on the sky of 81.3 arcsec a t the / /3 5  focus of UKIRT. The advantage of this 
set-up over the Mark I polarim eter is th a t the optical and infrared m easurem ents are now 
performed on separate beams so th a t the wave-plates and other optics have been optimised 
for the appropriate wavelength ranges.
The infrared beam passes through an IR-achrom atic wave-plate (1—2.5/rm) and then 
an IR /optical dichroic. The reflected IR beam passes through a wire-grid analyser and into 
the observatory cryostat (UKT9). The transm itted  optical beam  is sent to  the UKIRT TV
2
camera for acquisition and guiding. An efficiency correction m ust be applied to  the infrared 
polarization m easurem ents, due to  inefficiencies which arise from the frequency response of 
the detector and the wire-grid analyser. The appropriate efficiency to  use for correcting 
the measurements is the measured polarization of an unpolarized star w ith the Gian prism  
inserted into the IR  beam. The wire grid indicated on the calibration slide in  Fig. 1 is only 
used if calibration at longer wavelengths than  K is required, where the Gian prism  can no 
longer be used. No such observations are presented in this paper.
The optical beam  is m easured in a similar way to  the M ark I device. A super- 
achromatic wave plate is followed by a Foster prism which produces two orthogonally po­
larized beams. Dichroics are then used to  split the beams into U and R channels, and the 
B,V and I beams channels w ith filters used in each beam to form the separate passbands. 
The polarim eter can thus measure the U,B,V,R,I wavebands and one IR waveband simul­
taneously. The filters quite closely reproduce the -Cousins UBVRI system (Bessell, 1979) 
and any differences have been ignored. The effective wavelengths of the filters are listed in 
Table 1.
The polarim eter is operated in a similar m anner to  the M ark I device, A cycle consists 
of four rotations of the wave-plate. A t the s ta rt of the cycle the object is centred on the 
optical beam. A t the end of the first ro tation the telescope is nodded to  bring the object 
into the IR beam  and then nodded back after the th ird  ro tation. W hile not centred on the 
object, the beams are measuring the sky. As for the M ark I device, on-line software updates 
the polarization and flux measurem ents and their combined errors — obtained from photon 
statistics — at the end of each cycle.
The polarim eter returns relative fluxes for each waveband, which are then calibrated 
by observations of standard  stars. The infrared m agnitudes were calibrated by observations 
of stars from the UKIRT standards list and the optical standards were obtained from the
3
catalogue of Landolt (1983). Airmass corrections were performed using observationally 
determined extinctions. The fluxes have all been corrected for in terstellar extinction with 
the values of E (B  — V), taken from Burstein and Heiles (1982), given in Table 5. The 
extinction curve is taken from Rieke and Lebofsky (1985).
The degree of polarization observed is subject to  a statistical bias which m ust be 
corrected. This is inherent in the measurement of a vector quantity  in the presence of noise. 
W ardle and Kronberg (1974) give the expression for the m odal value, which is used to  relate 
the true polarization p to  the measured polarization p '.
(1)
The best estim ate of the error on p is the error on the m easured polarization op. The 
measured position angle is the best estim ate of the true position angle, bu t the error is 
underestim ated in the case of poor signal-to-noise (W ardle and Kronberg, 1974).
The glan prism is used to measure the relative position angles in each band. The zero 
of position angle on the sky is determined by measurem ents of polarized standard  stars 
taken from Serkowski (1974). These position angles are only quoted to  one degree accuracy 
and no errors are given. Consequently for many of the m easurem ents given, the position 
angle error is dom inated by the unknown error in these angles.
3. R esu lts .
3 .1  In d i v i d u a l  O b j e c t s .
The shape of the spectrum  will be characterised by the use of the (local) spectral index; 
dlogi/
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The condition of a frequency-dependent spectral index which results in curvature in the 
logS^(i') — log^  plane is referred to  as spectral curvature.
To test for spectral curvature, a power-law was fitted to all the UKIRT photom etric 
data. All the M ark I Hatfield Polarim eter da ta  consist of m easurem ents a t H, I and B 
at least. The M ark II da ta  all have one infrared and at least four optical m easurem ents. 
For some high airmass (sec2 > 1.5) observations, the U data  had to be rejected because 
atmospheric refraction makes the photom etry unreliable. Consequently all the d a ta  can 
be fitted by a power-law with a t least one degree of freedom. These fits were achieved 
by minimising the x 2 statistic , the use of which is only valid if the errors concerned are 
distributed normally. Unfortunately, this is certainly not the case here. The errors on the 
photometry are not simply the random  errors associated with photon counting, bu t include 
the system atic uncertainties in the photom etric calibration. It is most unlikely th a t these 
latter errors are distributed normally. However its use here is justified as the aim  is to 
obtain an idea of the frequency of spectral curvature w ithin the blazar population rather 
than to reject a power-law fit for any one individual object.
All the da ta  which had two or more polarization measurements were tested for fre­
quency dependence of the degree of polarization (hereafter FD P). The weighted m ean of 
the measured polarizations was calculated and then tested against all the m easured polar­
izations by use of the x 2 statistic  w ith the loss of one degree of freedom. Similarly the da ta  
were also tested for frequency dependence of the position angle of polarization (hereafter 
FD# ). Polarim etric errors should have an approxim ately normal error distribution in the 
case of high signal-to-noise, and the position angle error distribution is also approxim ately 
normal for high signal-to-noise observations (W ardle and Kronberg, 1974).
We now give a brief description of the observations of each object.
0048 -  097, OB-081
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This object was confirmed as a blazar by Angel and Stockman (1980) (hereafter AS80). 
0048 -  097 was observed extensively in the 1986 August, 1987 July and 1987 September 
runs. It consistently showed FD P, but not FD# , in 1986 August. No such behaviour was 
observed in 1987 July or September. Typically the position angle changed from night to 
night by a few degrees.
PKS 0106 +  013
This highly polarized quasar, HPQ, (confirmed by Moore and Stockman, 1984) was 
observed on one night in each of the first three runs. No significant polarizations were 
recorded during the 1986 July/A ugust and the 1987 September runs. The only significant 
polarization m easured was the U polarization of 1987 July 28 (p(Z7) =  14.37 ±  2.39 %).
GC 0109 +  224
An AS80 blazar, 0109 +  224 was observed during all three runs. The polarization in 
1986 August was highly variable and displayed both FD P and FD# . Both d p jd v  > 0 and 
dp/du  < 0 were observed on successive nights. The polarization observed in 1987 July was 
~  10% but essentially constant. The 1987 September d a ta  showed more variation but only 
one case of FDP.
PKS 0118 -  272
This object was a radio source identification with a sm ooth IR /op tical spectrum 
(Wilkes et al. 1983). Impey and Tapia (1988) measured one significant (i.e. > 3%)
polarization. The observations presented here confirm th a t this object is a blazar. The 
polarization was high (p 17%) but constant through 1987 August. FD P was seen in 1987
July with dp/du  > 0.
0 1 3 8 -  097
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This was another radio source identification with a smooth IR /optical spectrum  (Fricke 
et al. 1983), which was confirmed as a blazar by Impey and Tapia (1988). The polarization 
in 1986 August was ~  6% with marginal indications of dp /dv  < 0. The 1987 July data  
showed higher polarization (~  20%) without FDP, while the 1987 September polarizations 
were of similar am plitude but with dp/dv  > 0.
PKS 0219 -  164
This object was identified as a blazar by Meisenheimer and Roser (1984). It was 
observed only once (1987 July 28), when it had (frequency averaged) polarization of 12.63 ±  
0.18% at a position angle of 160.9 ±  0.5 This position angle is consistent with the range 
predicted by the ‘oblique ro ta to r’ model of Meisenheimer and Roser, though of course this 
model cannot be confirmed w ithout some data  on variability.
0219 +  428, 3C 66A
An AS80 blazar which was observed in all three runs. The polarization behaviour in 
1986 August was fairly constant with no m arked frequency dependence, and this was also 
the case in 1987 July. M arginal evidence for FD P was seen in 1987 September. Inoue 
(personal communication) reports 10 GHz observations of this object on 1987 September 
17 which show 2.8% polarization at 5°.
AO 0235 +  164
This is the object for which Impey, Brand and Tapia (1982) m easured their record 
polarization of p(V)  =  43.9 ±  1.4%. Two photom etric observations of this object were 
made. The spectrum  was very steep a ( B ) =  4.61, but the polarizations were always of 
the order of 10%. Inoue (personal communication) reports 10 GHz observations on 1987 
September 17 which show 1.5% polarization at 14°. This position angle is consistent with 
the IR /optical data.
0300 +  470, 4C 47.08
This AS80 blazar was observed only once on 1987 September 20 in poor photom et­
ric conditions. The data  were consistent with p - 8.91 ±  0.64% and 0 =  9.42 ±  1.92°,
independent of frequency.
1H 0323 +  022
This X-ray selected object was classified as a blazar by Feigelson et al. (1986) who, 
in particular, noted its extremely rapid X-ray variability. They observed it to  be optically 
polarized (2 — 9%) in 1983 and 1984. No significant polarization was observed on 1986 
August 1 (p < 6.3%; 3a upper lim it a t I). Polarization was m easured on 1987 September 
21, with the average over all wavebands being 3.56 ±  0.45 %.
0336 -  019, CTA 26
This HPQ (Moore and Stockman, 1981) was observed only once on 1986 August 5, 
and no significant polarization was measured as the object was faint and the integration 
was accordingly term inated early.
0338 -  214
This is a smooth optical spectrum  radio source identification (Wilkes et al. 1983). The 
polarization was observed to be ~  10% in both 1986 August and 1987 Septem ber with no 
frequency dependence.
1H 0414+ 009
This X-ray selected object is a candidate blazar. Ulmer et al. (1983) classified it as a 
BL Lac object and Impey and Tapia (1988) reported an optical polarization of 2.76 +  0.29%- 
On 1988 February 15 and February 16 the B polarization was 6.4 ±  0.8 %. There was no
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evidence for frequency dependent polarization on either night. 
PICS 0422 +  004
This AS80 blazar was observed on 1988 February 16 and 18. There was no evidence 
for frequency dependent polarization, but the polarization decreased from 21.4 ±  0.3 to
12.4 ±  0.2% between these dates.
PKS 0735 +  178
This well known blazar was observed on 1987 September 19 in poor photom etric con­
ditions. The m easured polarization was frequency independent {p =  6.9 ±  0.4 %) but the 
position angle was m arginally frequency dependent (average value 136°). On 1988 February
16 there was evidence for dp/du  > 0.
PKS 0736 +  017
This AS80 blazar was observed on 1988 February 15,16 when no Significant polarization 
was detected at the 3% level.
0754+ 100, OI 090.4
0754 +  100 is a well known AS80 blazar which was observed on 1988 February 15, 16,
17 and 18. The polarization showed dp/du  > 0, the degree of which decreased w ith time. 
On the last two nights the position angle was frequency independent a t an average angle of 
36.2°.
0818 -  128, OJ-131
This AS80 blazar was observed on 1988 February 15, 16 and 17. During the course 
of the observations the degree of frequency dependence of the polarization increased. The
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position angle was frequency independent throughout a t an average angle of 81°.
0851 +  202, OJ287
This well known object was the subject of a previous paper (Holmes et al. 1984b), 
when it displayed notable behaviour, interpreted in term s of a two-component model for 
the emission. It was observed on 1988 February 15, 16 and 17 to  have a polarization around 
10%. dp/dv  > 0 was observed on the February 16 and February 17. The d a ta  presented 
here for OJ287 are satisfactorily fitted by the two-component model.
0906+ 015
0906 +  015 is an AS80 blazar which was observed once in February 1988. A t the 3% 
level no significant polarization was detected,
1101 +  384, Mkn 421
This is an AS80 object, located in a galaxy at redshift, z=0.0308. It was observed 
once, on 1988 February 15. The fact th a t the polarization showed complex behaviour and 
the curvature in the spectrum  is in agreement with the hypothesis th a t the galactic flux 
significantly contam inates the blazar component.
1147 +  245
This AS80 blazar displayed dp /dv  > 0 and complex position angle behaviour on the 
single occasion on which it was observed (1988 February 18).
1156 +  295
On 1988 February 15, 16 and 17 this well studied AS80 blazar was observed to have 
frequency independent polarizations and position angles (frequency averaged) of 24% at
1 0
165°.
This object is a well studied superluminal radio source, which has long been known to 
be a blazar. The observations of 1986 August show a polarization flare, w ith the degree of 
polarization increasing during the course of the run, and consistently showing dp/du  > 0. 
The U d a ta  of 1986 August 5 show a polarization of 45.92 ±  0.98%. This is the largest 
polarization ever seen in the IB./optical for a blazar (c.f. 0235 +  164; Impey, Brand and 
Tapia 1982). On 1987 July 28 the polarization was still high, bu t not a t the record level. 
In 1988 February the polarization rose throughout the observations from 19.6 ±  0.8% to
30.7 ±  0.6% in the U band.
1413+ 135, OQ 122
This is a radio source with a very steep IB /optical spectrum  (Beichman et al. 1981; 
Bregman et al. 1981). The la tte r gives the only recorded significant polarization of 19 ±  3% 
at H. This object was observed in 1986 August, but was too faint for IB  polarim etry to 
be feasible in the tim e available. The spectrum  was so steep th a t only an upper lim it is 
available for the optical flux.
1418 +  546, OQ 530
This AS80 blazar was observed during all four runs. In 1986 August the polarization 
showed FD P with dp/du  > 0, which was repeated in the measurem ents of 1987 July 30, 
where the polarization increased from 2.5% at H to 8.7% at U. This la tte r  was accompanied 
by significant FD/9 . The data  of 1987 September were all obtained in poor photom etric 
conditions. However the polarization data  still showed FD P but no FD# . During the 1988 
February the position angle was constant a t 144° on the 16th and 17th. On the final night 
significant F D 0  was observed, from 132.0 ±  2.5° a t H to 156.2 ±  3.9° a t U.
1253 -  0 5 5 ,3C 279
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1424 +  240
This is a smooth spectrum  radio source identification which was confirmed as a blazar 
by Impey and Tapia (1988). Frequency independent polarizations (19.6%) and position 
angles (116°) were recorded on 1988 February 16, 17 and 18.
PKS 1510 -  089
This object was confirmed to  be a blazar by Moore and Stockman (1981) and Smith 
et al. (1987). It is one of the most violently variable H PQ ’s w ith A m  — 5.4 (Moore and 
Stockman, 1981). It was observed only once on 1986 August 1. The 3a upper lim it to the 
the I polarization was 6.3 %.
1514 -  241, A P  Lib
One of the original BL Lac objects, 1514 — 241 was observed only twice (1986 August 1 
and 1987 July 27). The polarization of this object is typically quite low compared to  most 
other blazars (e.g. AS80). Our observations are consistent w ith this. FD P was seen on 
1987 July 27.
1538 + 149, 4C 14.60
An AS80 blazar which was observed on 1986 August 1 when no significant polarization 
was observed. The 3 a upper lim it was high (27 %) as the object was faint.
1641+ 3 9 9 ,3C 345
The behaviour of this object was the subject of a recent paper (Mead et al. 1988).
1652+ 398, Mkn. 501
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This BL Lac object was observed only once on 1987 September 21. Both the degree 
and position angle of polarization were observed to  be frequency dependent (at the 0.5 % 
level of significance).
1717+ 178, OT 129
This AS80 blazar was observed twice in 1986 August with strong dp /dv  < 0 on the 
second night. No significant polarization was measured on 1987 July 30 (p <  21%) (upper 
limit a t R).
1727+ 502, I Zw. 186
An AS80 blazar which was observed twice in 1986 August, when it showed variable 
FDP and FD 6 . It was also observed on 1987 September 21 when dp/dv  >  0 was observed 
(without FD# ).
1749 +  096, OT 081
An AS80 blazar which was extensively observed in 1986 August. No FD P was seen 
but significant variations were seen in the polarization. FD# was seen on 1986 July 31. On 
1987 July 27, 1749 +  096 was faint but dp/dv  > 0 was seen.
1921 -  293, OV-236
This blazar was first classified as such by Wills and. Wills (1981). Confirmation of it 
being polarized was provided by Impey et al. (1982). The observations of 1986 August 
indicate appreciable photom etric variability (a factor of two from 1986 August 6 to  August 
7). Appreciable FD P was seen on 1986 August 6.
2032 +  107 MC
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This candidate blazar was first classified by Zotov and Tapia (1979), who have pub­
lished the only polarization measurement. Antonucci et al. (1987) have confirmed its 
extragalactic nature. One observation of this object was m ade on 1987 July 27. Significant 
polarization was not detected. The 3 a  upper lim it was 1.32% at R.
PKS 2155 -  304
This is one of the brightest of the AS80 BL Lac objects, and was observed as a part 
of the 1986 August and 1987 July and September runs, bu t its polarization is typically 
quite low (3 — 7%; AS80). The data  of 1986 August showed polarization at about this level 
and exhibited variability in both am plitude and frequency dependence. The d a ta  of 1987 
July 27 showed a higher polarization (~  10%) and both FD P and FD# . The d a ta  of 1987 
September 21 were obtained in poor conditions, but the polarization showed FDP.
2200 +  420, BL Lac
BL Lac was observed more often than  any other object in this program m e, Photom etric 
variability was small over the 1986 August and 1987 July and September runs. Instances of 
both FD P and FD# were observed in all three periods. The position angle of the  polarization 
was in the range 10-40° for all the observations. This is essentially the same position angle 
seen by Brindle et al. (1985). Inoue (personal communication) reports a high 10 GHz 
polarization of 9.2% at 21° on 1987 September 17. This position angle is somewhat different 
from th a t seen in the IR /optical on 1987 September 19 (~  40°).
PKS 2208 -  137
This is an AS80 blazar which was observed four times in the 1986 August run. On 
each occasion it was observed to have an abnorm ally flat IR /op tical spectrum  and no 
polarization. The lowest 3<r upper lim it was 1.78% at B on 1986 August 4.
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This is a violently variable HPQ. During the 1986 August observations the object was 
faint and no reasonable lim its on the optical polarization were obtained. In 1987 July 
frequency independent polarization was seen varying from 12% to 8%. The observations 
of 1987 September were obtained in poor photom etric conditions. The noisy da ta  showed 
some evidence for FDP. The 10 GHz polarization da ta  of 1987 September 17 (p «  4% and 
9 «  2°), showed a position oriented roughly a t 90° from the IR /optical d a ta  (Inoue, personal 
communication).
2230 +  114, CTA 102
This object is an AS80 blazar and a well known superluminal radio source. It was 
observed twice in 1986 August and no polarization was detected, the upper lim its a t B 
being 3.6% and 5.7%.
2251 +  158, 3CR 454.3
Another superluminal radio source and AS80 blazar, this object was observed once 
in 1986 August, 1987 July and 1987 September. No polarization was observed in the first 
two runs, bu t frequency independent polarization was observed on 1987 September 20 of 
V — 3.8 ±  0.3%. This position angle was oriented somewhat differently from the 10 GHz 
data of Inoue (personal communication) who measured p ~  3.2% and 9 ~  11°, on 1987 
September 1987.
2254 + 074, OY 091
This AS80 blazar was extensively observed in 1986 August, 1987 July and 1987 Septem­
ber . The polarization behaviour was characterised by strong FD P with little  evidence for 
FD# in ail three runs. On all dates except for 1986 August 6, the FD P was such th a t
2223 -  052, 3C 446
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dp/du >  0 .
3 .2  D i s c u s s i o n .
The fits to  the spectra of the 156 photom etric da ta  sets are shown in Table 2. These 
fits are separated in to  polarized and unpolarized samples. This is because it  is only when 
polarizations in excess of the 3% lim it are seen, th a t it is certain the observed flux contains 
a blazar contribution. The fits were all tested at the 5% significance level. If a power-law 
was rejected at this level, then the spectral flux distribution is characterised as having either 
a convex spectrum  (d a /d u  > 0), a concave spectrum  (d a /d u  <  0) or a ‘complex’ spectrum. 
The use of this level of significance is very lenient given the likely non-norm al errors involved 
(it corresponds to  a 1.96<r point of the normal distribution).
Table 2 lists all the polarim etric observations of blazars and whether they were fitted 
(at the 5% level of significance) by a constant polarization or FD P (either w ith dp/du  > 0, 
dp/ du < 0 or with more complex behaviour). In order to  assign the FD P categories, a power- 
law polarization behaviour was fitted to  these d a ta  (p(u) oc v&). This was an empirical fit 
whose form was chosen as the polarization degree is constrained to  be positive definite and 
this form allows an unconstrained minimisation to  be performed with respect to  logp i4 and 
¡3. The two FD P categories (dp/du  > 0 and dp/du  < 0) were assigned on the basis of the 
sign of the fitted value of (3. Those objects not fitted (at the 5% level) by this functional 
form, are described as having ‘complex’ polarization behaviour. This procedure will flag 
behaviour, such as th a t seen in 1641 + 399 and 2200+ 420, where the FD P is only significant 
over a narrow range of the observed frequencies.
Table 2 also presents the results of testing for frequency dependence of the position 
angle of polarization. The different categories were assigned using the same m ethod as for 
FDP. FD# is seen to be rarer than  FDP. There is no evidence suggesting any preference for
16
clockwise over counter-clockwise variations with frequency.
We have presented the results of our observing programme and described the operation 
of the M kll Hatfield polarim eter. Detailed discussion of individual events and the im plica­
tions of the statistical properties of the sample is deferred to a further paper (Ballard et al. 
1989).
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Table 1: Effective wavelengths and zero-magnitude flux densities.
F ilter A /  /xm v¡  1014Hz S0/k Jy
K 2.18 1.38 0.667
H 1.64 1.83 1.075
J 1.23 2.44 1.603
I 0.80 3.75 2.55
R 0.64 4.68 3.08
V 0.55 5.45 3.64
B 0.44 6.81 4.26
U 0.36 8.33 1.81
2.1
T ab le  2: Summary of the observations. «o(>  0, < 0) refers to  the spectral index constant 
(increasing, decreasing) with frequency. This is also indicated for polarization and position 
angle. Those observations not satisfactorily fitted are labelled complex.
O b je c t
0048 -  0 9 7 0  B  -  081
E (B -v)
0.00
P K S  0 1 0 6 + 0 1 3
G C  0109 +  224
0.00
0.06
0 1 1 8 -  272 0.00
0 1 3 8 -  097 0.00
0 2 1 9 -  164 
0219 +  428 3C  66A
0.00
0.09
D a te F lu x P o la r iz a tio n P o s it io n  A n
86 J u l  31 c*o A  p  >  0 #0
86 A u g  3 A  a  <  0 A  p  >  0 $0
86 A u g  4 a o A p  >  0 00
86 A u g  6 ao A  p  >  0 00
86 A u g  7 a o A p  >  0 00
87 J u l  27 Act <  0 Po 00
87 J u l  29. ao Po 00
87 J u l  30 ao Po 0o
87 Sep 18 PO 00
87 Sep 19 ao PO 0o
87 Sep 20 PO 0o
86 A ug  4 a o u n p o la r iz e d
87 Ju l  28 Act <  0 PO 0o
87 Sep 21 a o u n p o la r iz e d
86 A u g  1 a o Po 00
86 A ug  4 ao A p  <  0 AO  <  0
86 A ug  5 Po AO  <  0
86 A ug  6 A p  >  0 0o
86 A ug 7 ao A p  >  0 00
87 J u l  27 ao Po 00
87 J u l  30 Act >  0 Po 0o
87 Sep 19 a 0 Po 00
87 Sep 20 Po 00
87 S ep  21 ao A p  >  0 com plex
86 A ug  5 ao PO 0o
86 A ug  6 Po com plex
86 A ug  7 ao Po 00
87 J u l  27 Act <  0 A p  >  0 00
87 J u l  30 ao A p  >  0 00
87 Sep 20 com plex 00
87 Sep 21 ao A p  >  0 00
86 A u g  5 ao A p  <  0 00
86 A u g  6 Po 00
86 A ug  7 ao Po A 0 >  0
87 Ju l  28 ao PO 0o
87 J u l  30 ao Po 0o
87 Sep 19 ao A p  >  0 0o
87 Sep 20 ao A p  >  0 00
87 Sep 21 ao Po 0o
87 J u l  28 ao PO 0o
86 A ug  1 Po A 0 >  0
86 A ug  4 A p  >  0 00
86 A ug  6 Po 0o
86 A ug 7 PO 0o
87 Ju l  27 ao Po 0o
87 Ju l  30 ao Po 0o
87 Sep 18 com plex 00
87 Sep 19 Po 00
87 Sep 20 ao Po 00
87 Sep 21 Po 00
2 2
T able 2: Summary of the observations contd.
O b je c t E (B -v ) D a te F lu x P o la r iz a tio n P o s itio n  A ngle
A O  0 2 3 5 +  164 0.15 87 J u l  28 A a  >  0 Po 8a
87 Sep 20 A a  >  0 com plex 8o
0300 +  470 4C  47.08 0.15 87 Sep 20 Po 8o
0323 +  022 0.06 86 A ug  1
87 Sep 21 Po 8o
0336 -  019 0.06 86 A ug  5 u n p o la r iz e d
0338 -  214 0.00 86 A ug  6 Po 8q
87 Sep 19 PO 8o
0414 +  009 0.12 88 F eb  15 A a  >  0 PO 8o
88 F eb  16 A a  >  0 Po do
0422 +  004 0.12 88 F eb  16 A a  >  0 PO com plex
88 F eb  18 A a  >  0 PO com plex
P K S  0735 +  178 0.03 87 Sep 19 Po A 8  <  0
88 F eb  15 com plex Po com plex
88 F eb  16 <*o Po $0
88 F eb  18 «0 PO com plex
0736 +  017 0.12 88 F eb  15 com plex u n p o la r iz e d
88 F eb  16 com plex u n p o la r iz e d
0754 +  100 0.00 88 F eb  15 A a  >  0 A p  >  0 A 6  >  0
88 F eb  16 A a  >  0 A p >  0 com plex
88 F eb  17 ao PO 00
88 F eb  18 a 0 Po 00
0818 -  128 O J-131 0.09 88 F eb  15 com plex A p >  0 00
88 F eb  16 A a  >  0 A p >  0 00
88 F eb  17 A a  >  0 A p >  0 00
0851 +  202 O J2 8 7 0.00 88 F eb  15 A a  >  0 Po do
88 Feb  16 «0 A p  >  0 do
88 Feb  17 ao A p  >  0 A 0 >  0
0906 +  015 0.00 88 F eb  15 a 0 u n p o la r iz e d
1101 +  384 0.00 88 F eb  15 A a  >  0 com plex 00
1 1 4 7 + 2 4 5 0.00 88 F eb  18 ao A p  >  0 A 0 <  0
1156 +  295 0.00 88 F eb  15 ao PO 00
88 F eb  16 ao Po 00
88 F eb  17 ao Po 00
1253 -  055 3C  279 0.03 86 A ug  1 ao Po 00
86 A ug  2 ao A p  >  0 A 0 <  0
86 A ug 4 ao A p  >  0 com plex
86 A ug  5 ao A p  >  0 A 0 <  0
86 A ug 6 ao A p  >  0 A d  <  0
87 Ju l  28 A a  >  0 A p  >  0 00
88 F eb  16 ao Po com plex
88 F eb  17 a 0 Po com plex
88 F eb  18 ao A p  >  0 00
1 4 1 3 +  135 0.03 86 A ug  6 ao u n p o la r iz e d
1418 +  546 O Q  530 0.03 86 A ug 4 A p  >  0 00
86 A ug 5 A p  >  0 com plex
86 A ug 6 com plex 00
87 Ju l  30 a 0 A p  >  0 com plex
87 Sep 20 A p  >  0 00
87 Sep 21 A p  >  0 00
88 F eb  16 A a  >  0 com plex 00
88 F eb  17 A a  >  0 com plex 00
88 F eb  18 A a  >  0 Po A 0 >  0
23
T a b le  2: Summary of the observations contd.
O b je c t E (B -v ) D a te F lu x P o la r iz a tio n P o s it io n  A ngle
1424 +  240 0.00 88 F eb  16 com plex Po $0
88 F eb  17 A a  >  0 P0 #0
88 F eb  18 a 0 u n p o la r iz e d
P K S  1 5 1 0 - 0 8 9 0.06 86 A ug  1 <*0 Po
1514 -  241 A P  L ib ra 0.15 86 A ug  1 P0 com plex
87 J u l  27 A a  >  0 com plex 00
1538 +  149 4C  14.60 0.00 86 A ug  1 ao u n p o la r iz e d
1641 +  399 3C  345 0.00 86 A ug  1 A a  <  0 com plex 00
86 A ug  2 A a  <  0 com plex 0o
86 A ug  4 A a  <  0 com plex 0o
86 A ug  5 A a  <  0 com plex 0o
86 A ug 6 com plex com plex 00
86 A ug  7 A  p  < 0 0o
87 Ju l  28 com plex u n p o la r iz e d
87 J u l  30 A a  <  0 u n p o la r iz e d
87 S ep  19 A a  <  0 u n p o la r iz e d
1652 +  398 M k n  501 0.00 87 Sep 21 com plex A 0  <  0
1 7 1 7 + 1 7 8  O T  129 0.06 86 A u g  6 «0 Po 00
86 A ug  7 A  p  <  0 00
87 Ju l  30 c*o u n p o la r iz e d
1727 +  502 I  Zw 186 0.00 86 A ug  6 Po A 0 <  0
86 A ug  7 A p  >  0 00
87 Sep 21 A p  >  0 0o
1749 + 0 9 6  O T  081 0.15 86 Ju l  31 Po A 0 >  0
86 A ug  5 PO 0o
86 A ug  6 PO 0o
86 A ug  7 A p  >  0 0o
87 J u l  27 «0 A p  >  0 00
1921 -  293 O V -236 0.12 86 A ug  3 PO A 0 >  0
86 A ug 6 A p  <  0 00
86 A ug  7 PO 0o
87 J ill 27 com plex u n p o la r iz e d
2032 +  107 . 0.12 87 J u l 27 com plex u n p o la r iz e d
P K S  2155 -  304 0.00 86 A u g  1 a  0 A p  >  0 co m p lex
86 A ug 5 «0 PO 0o
86 A ug  6 Po A # >  0
86 A ug  7 «0 Po 0o
87 Ju l  27 «0 A p  >  0 A 0 <  0
87 Sep 21 com plex 0o
2200 +  420 B L  L a c e r ta e 0.15 86 Ju l  31 A p  >  0 00
86 A ug  1 Po 00
86 A ug  3 A a  >  0 com plex A 0 >  0
86 A ug 4 com plex AO > 0
86 A ug  5 com plex AO  >  0
a 86 A ug  6 com plex 00
86 A ug  7 com plex A 0 >  0
87 J u l  27 A a  >  0 A p  <  0 AO  <  0
87 J u l  28 A a  >  0 com plex AO  <  0
87 J u l  30 A a  >  0 A p  <  0 AO <  0
87 Sep 19 A a  >  0 com plex com plex
87 S ep  20 com plex AO  >  0
87 Sep 21 com plex A 0 >  0
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T able 2: Summary of tlie observations contd.
O b je c t E (B -v ) D a te F lux P o la r iz a tio n P o s it io n  A n;
P K S  2208 -  137 0.00 86 A ug 3 u n p o la r iz e d
86 A ug  4 u n p o la r iz e d
86 A ug 6 ao u n p o la r iz e d
86 A ug 7 u n p o la r iz e d
2223 -  052 3C  446 0.03 86 A ug  4 «0 u n p o la r iz e d
87 J u l  27 o o PO #0
87 JuJ 29 ao Po 8o
87 Ju l  30 a o P0 00
87 Sep 20 A p  >  0 00
87 Sep 21 Po 00
2 2 3 0 +  114 4C 11.69 0.03 86 A ug 3 ao u n p o la rized
86 A ug  4 ao u n p o la riz e d
2251 +  158 0.06 86 A ug 5 ao u n p o la r iz e d
87 J u l  28 A a  >  0 u n p o la r iz e d
87 Sep 20 PO 0o
2254 +  074 O Y  091 0.06 86 J u l  31 A p >  0 00
86 A ug 1 Po 00
86 A u g  3 com plex A p  >  0 0o
86 A ug  4 A a  >  0 com plex 0o
86 A ug  5 A p >  0 0o
86 A ug  6 A p >  0 00
86 A ug  7 ao P0 com plex
87 Ju l  28 A a  >  0 com plex 00
87 Ju l  30 A a  >  0 com plex 00
87 Sep 18 Po com plex
87 Sep 21 A p  >  0 00
25
T ab le  3 UKIRT data:1986 July 31 - August 7, 1987 July 27 - 30, 1987 Septem ber 18 - 21, 1988 February 15-! 
Filter Flux density (m Jy) Polarization (%) Position angle (deg)




6.78 (0.63) 11.50 (1.80) 112.29 (4.85)
I 3,69 (0.34) 12.05 (0.52) 118.09 (1.28)




9.63 (0.45) 13.17 (0.78) 116.34 (1.70)
J 5.26 (0.25) 15.09 (1.00) 117.58 (1.68)
I 3.01 (0.23) 14.55 (0.61) 118.13 (1.33)
R 2.34 (0.22) 16.02 (0.52) 116.38 (1.07)
V 1.74 (0.17) 16.59 (0.64) 118.54 (1.34)




6.54 (0.18) 14.80 (0.79) 111.71 (1.26)
J 4.71 (0.22) 14.31 (0.74) 112.37 (1.73)
I 3.12 (0.15) 15.67 (0.60) 111.29 (1.13)
V 1.86 (0.15) 17.42 (0.52) 113,68 (1.28)




6.48 (0.30) 12.08 (0.88) 103.04 (1.75)
J 4.84 (0.23) 16.24 (0.68) 102.62 (1.39)
I 3.69 (0.34) 17.98 (0.60) 104.89 (1.02)
R 2.40 (0.23) 18.76 (0.49) 105.90 (0.78)
V 1.95 (0.15) 18.75 (0.57) 107.14 (1.32)




6.60 (0.31) 12.89 (1.15) 106.69 (2.85)
I 3.15 (0.15) 15.79 (0.81) 107.36 (1.31)




4.98 (0.32) 15.53 (1.30) 107.73 (1.95)
I 2.30 (0.11) 17.25 (0.82) 104.74 (1.27)
R 1.68 (0.09) 16.50 (0.80) 104.89 (1.22)
V 1.48 (0.08) 16.12 (0.86) 105.73 (2.43)
B 1.30 (0.08) 16.76 (0.71) 102.56 (1.04)




9.64 (0.89) 19.34 (1.83) 117.44 (2.80)
H 6.24 (0.58) 21.72 (1.13) 117.82 (1.71)
I 2.55 (0.24) 21.17 (1.02) 116.85 (1.45)
R 1.94 (0.18) 21.32 (0.70) 118.82 (1.38)
V 1.59 (0.15) 20.54 (1.41) 118.50 (2.39)
B 1.17 (0.12) 22.69 (0.66) 118.26 (1.14)
U 0.79 (0.08) 23.03 (0.81) 117.66 (1.30)
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T ab le  5 Continued.
Filter Flux density (mJy) Polarization (%) Position angle (deg)
1987 Jul. 30
K 8.02 (0.44) 12.08 (1.53) 115.22 (3.67)
H 5.80 (0.11) 11.72 (0.98) 115.47 (2.50)
I 2.33 (0.11) 12.92 (0.59) 115.59 (1.71)
R 1.63 (0.08) 13.55 (0.57) 117.00 (1.32)
V 1.38 (0.07) 13.65 (0.86) 118.35 (2.12)
B 1.05 (0.06) 13.56 (0.57) 113.95 (1.56)
U 0.68 (0.07) 14.48 (1.16) 111.16 (2.42)
1987 Sep. 18
H 5.40 (0.84) 81.26 (4.09)
I 3.64 (0,76) 78.81 (5.89)
R 4.52 (0.50) 88.50 (3.03)
V 3.60 (1.26) 87.11 (6.75)
B 4.09 (0.41) 94.10 (3.04)
U 3.12 (0.73) 95.17 (9.28)
1987 Sep. 19
H 8.15 (0.75) 4.52 (0.60) 94.86 (4.07)
J 5.31 (0.49) 4.50 (0.75) 90.39 (4.22)
I 2.80 (0.26) 5.35 (0.50) 97.69 (5.21)
R 2.34 (0.22) 5.93 (0.30) 90.39 (1.37)
V 1.91 (0.18) 6.18 (0.70) 94.85 (2.29)
B 1.55 (0.15) 5.76 (0.44) 92.14 (1.76)
U 0.95 (0.10) 5.71 (0.51) 92.43 (2.25)
987 Sep. 20
H 3.18 (0.60) 90.70 (4.31)
I 4.17 (0.54) 86.53 (3.93)
R 4.15 (0.41) 89.69 (2.50)
V 2.46 (0.90) 83.31 (9.45)
B 5.23 (0.50) 88.92 (2.50)





H 0.43 (0.06) 33.15 (18.62)
I 0.23 (0.02) 0.00 (7.84)
B 0.20 (0.02) 12.28 (5.26)
127.96 (15.16)
122.37 (8.54)
H 0.65 (0.03) 0.00 (13.02)
I 0.29 (0.02) 17.44 (5.83) 138.64 (8.52)
R 0.19 (0.01) 11.30 (5.55) 146,86 (15.43)
V 0.17 (0.02) 0.00 (8.75)
B 0.16 (0.01) 7.12 (3.39) 146.48 (9.67)
U 0.11 (0.01) 14.37 (2.39) 130.09 (5.03)
27
Filter Flux density (mJy) Polarization (%) Position angle (deg)
1987 Sep. 21 
H 0.43 (0.10)
I 0.28 (0.04)














































H 6.58 (0.31) 0.00 (1.17)
I 3.18 (0.15) 0.96 (0.63) 24.63 (3.43)
B 1.35 (0.08) 3.74 (0.47) 13.16 (3.96)
1986 Aug. 7
H 6.58 (0.31) 1.58 (0.87) 4.06 (8.23)
J 4.70 (0.22) 3.41 (1.06) 22.18 (8.68)
I 2.90 (0.14) 4.95 (0.64) 17.54 (3.90)
R 2.13 (0.16) 6.35 (0.58) 20.31 (2.50)
V 1.61 (0.16) 7.53 (0.59) 21.90 (2.14)
B 1.29 (0.08) 8.63 (0.30). 17.20 (1.03)
1987 Jul. 27
H 4.81 (0.22) 13.63 (1.10) 100.66 (2.25)
I 1.77 (0.08) 14.04 (0.90) 103.58 (1.57)
R 1.19 (0.06) 13.79 (0.60) 104.61 (1.74)
V 0.94 (0.05) 15.04 (1.67) 107.92 (2.04)
B 0.73 (0.04) 15.24 (0.60) 105.83 (1.48)
U 0.51 (0.05) 14.15 (0.99) 107.34 (2.19)
1987 Jul. 30
H 4.86 (0.23) 9.37 (1.12) 109.42 (3.73)
I 1.92 (0.09) 8.91 (0.85) 108.91 (2.25)
R 1.29 (0.07) 9.51 (0.49) 109.15 (2.28)
V 1.01 (0.05) 9.08 (0.94) 104.22 (3.96)
B 0.72 (0.04) 9.12 (0.57) 110.09 (1.60)
U 0.43 (0.03) 8.35 (1.04) 113.16 (4.37)
T ab le  5 Continued.













































Polarization (%) Position angle (deg)
4.12 (0.70) 117.86 (5.10)
3.92 (0.69) 124.48 (3.95)
4.02 (0.40) 115.87 (2.84)
3.89 (1.22) 123.55 (8.53)
3.66 (0.54) 121.28 (4.32)
3.88 (0.81) 123.90 (5.81)
13.16 (1.03) 107.82 (2.92)
11.64 (1.16) 105.58 (2.25)
15.01 (0.98) 107.98 (1.41)
15.90 (1.66) 110.97 (3.01)
14.37 (0.98) 112.02 (1.39)
17.26 (1.81) 109.32 (1.80)
13.87 (0.74) 105.70 (1.51)
13.81 (0.57) 103.46 (1.54)
15.29 (0.50) 100.78 (0.76)
17.27 (1.37) 98.60 (2.35)
16.44 (0.64) 105.38 (1.14)
16.14 (0.82) 102.34 (1.79)
E(B-V) = 0.00
15.37 (0.77) 147.79 (1.46)
16.26 (0.91) 148.01 (1.75)
17.82 (0.58) 147.24 (0.97)
17.87 (0.47) 149.97 (0.81)
17.33 (0.63) 149.19 (1.49)
17.21 (0.35) 149.90 (0.59)
16.63 (1.02) 148.71 (1.85)
17.50 (0.53) 148.14 (0.89)
17.56 (0.76) 154.44 (1.33)
15.96 (1.42) 149.48 (1.89)
16.49 (0.68) 148.94 (1.20)
17.74 (0.65) 151.60 (1.01)
12.53 (0.71) 25.62 (1.73)
12.96 (1.15) 29.58 (2.29)
13.92 (0.98) 27.80 (1.83)
14.18 (0.86) 24.41 (1.92)
15.90 (0.57) 26.59 (1.23)
16.02 (1.08) 28.05 (1.97)
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Table 5 Continued.
Filter Flux density (mJy) Polarization (%) Position angle (deg)
1987 Jul. 30
K 11.48 (0.53) 12.31 (1.15) 28.51 (2.85)
H 8.62 (0.40) 12.82 (0.86) 29.04 (2.20)
I 3.62 (0.17) 14.19 (0.53) 30.66 (1.19)
R 2.68 (0.14) 13.58 (0.50) 30.47 (1.36)
V 2.25 (0.12) 13.94 (0.64) 27.20 (1.85)
B 1.78 (0.11) 15.03 (0.39) 28.54 (1.08)
U 1.44 (0.15) 15.01 (0.39) 27.58 (1.48)
1987 Sep. 20
H 14.68 (0.54) 150.70 (1.26)
I 16.77 (0.68) 150.14 (1.04)
R 16.21 (0.56) 150.42 (0.73)
V 18.69 (1.01) 151.92 (1.37)
B 18.92 (0.99) 149.22 (0.72)
U 15.23 (1.37) 150.95 (1.84)
1987 Sep. 21
H 7.44 (0.69) 15.25 (0.66) 148.50 (1.39)
I 3.07 (0.29) 16.00 (0.72) 149.91 (1.30)
R 2.34 (0.22) 15.81 (0.47) 150.33 (0.79)
V 1.91 (0.18) 17.94 (0.96) 152.33 (1.42)
B 1.48 (0.15) 17.95 (0.53) 151.56 (0.64)
U 16.54 (0.88) 150.45 (1.57)
0138-097 E(B-V) =  0.00
1986 Aug. 5
H 2.96 (0.22) 10.06 (2.02) 66.88 (6.31)
I 1.18 (0.06) 6.00 (1.08) 63.95 (4.93)
B 0.45 (0.04) 4.24 (1.02) 72.79 (6.52)
1986 Aug. 6
H 2.82 (0.16) 7.68 (2.25) 64.73 (7.67)
I 1.16 (0.06) 7.63 (3.62) 73.96 (3.67)
B 0.30 (0.02) 5.31 (1121) 76.10 (6.29)
1986 Aug. 7
H 3.13 (0.14) 10.35 (2.65) 61.06 (5.41)
I 1.14 (0.05) 3.67 (1.38) 70.41 (8.77)
B 0.46 (0.03) 4.45 (1.24) 92.49 (7.18)
1987 Jul. 28
H 3.49 (0.16) 14.76 (3.03) 104.72 (3.90)
I 1.34 (0.06) 19.09 (1.33) 103.14 (3.28)
R 1.03 (0.05) 20.56 (1.24) 107.72 (1.83)
V 0.87 (0.05) 19.95 (1.65) 104.91 (2.60)
B 0.71 (0.04) 19.99 (1.01) 104.83 (1.33)
U 0.50 (0.05) 20.88 (1.41) 103.47 (1.92)
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T ab le  5 Continued.
Filter Flux density (mJy) Polarization (%) Position angle (deg)
1987 Jul. 30
H 3.07 (0.14) 21.05 (2.94) 104.76 (3.58)
I 1.35 (0.06) 22.86 (2.04) 99.90 (2.08)
R 1.01 (0.05) 18.38 (1.81) 106.11 (2.08)
V 0.85 (0.05) 20.71 (2.38) 105.77 (2.19)
B 0.69 (0,05) 22.29 (1.45) 102.91 (2.26)
U 0.43 (0.04) 20.18 (1.73) 106.91 (2.83)
1987 Sep. 19
K 4.21 (0.39) 21.61 (2.98) 74.36 (2.34)
H 3.40 (0.31) 20.60 (1.62) 73.96 (2.26)
I 1.34 (0.12) 24.80 (1.08) 71.11 (1.29)
R 1.02 (0.10) 25.86 (0.67) 72.81 (0.77)
V 0.83 (0.08) 26.04 (1.22) 74.30 (1.39)
B 0.62 (0.06) 29.25 (0.92) 71.62 (0.83)
U 0.38 (0.04) 26.81 (1.35) 74.89 (1.49)
1987 Sep. 20
H 2.96 (0.27) 22.23 (1.34) 70.40 (1.66)
I 1.61 (0.15) 21.45 (0.99) 74.33 (1.34)
R 1.23 (0.12) 24.51 (0.66) 73.32 (0.81)
V 1.00 (0.10) 27.33 (1.59) 73.54 (1.66)
B 0.81 (0.08) 27.07 (0.87) 73.53 (0.89) ,
U 27.05 (1.48) 74.69 (1.58)
1987 Sep. 21
H 2.96 (0.27) 23.95 (1.44) 72.70 (1.72)
I 1.47 (0.14) 23.53 (1.41) 73.40 (1.80)
R 1.12 (0.11) 24.75 (0.96) 72.79 (1.12)
V 0.91 (0.09) 23.08 (1.82) 71.63 (2.31)
B 0.71 (0.07) 26.63 (1.07) 73.13 (1.13)
U 24.95 (1.47) 76.01 (1.70)
0219-164 E(B-V) = 0.00
1987 Jul. 28
K 13.31 (0.61) 14.83 (2.46) 160.96 (4.55)
H 11.15 (0.52) 13.67 (1.84) 170.47 (3.04)
J 7.67 (0.71) 12.85 (1.06) 159.53 (1.54)
I 5.48 (0.26) 12.45 (0.42) 159.96 (1.21)
R 4.14 (0.21) 12.65 (0.34) 161.33 (1.07)
V 3.64 (0.20) 12.37 (0.50) 160.92 (1.52)
B 3.00 (0.18) 12.70 (0.33) 161.16 (1.14)
U 2.10 (0.13) 12.83 (0.68) 160.19 (1.29)
0219+428 3C 66A E(B-V) = 0.09
1986 Aug. 1
H 12.13 (0.56) 8.29 (0.71) 41.07 (2.60)
I 5.66 (0.53) 9.59 (0.24) 43.29 (0.69)
B 1.75 (0.17) 10.05 (0.31) 47.83 (0.78)
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T a b le  5 Continued.




9.91 (0.37) 9.57 (0.60) 33.03 (1,75)
I 4.29 (0.21) 10.86 (0.38) 35.17 (0.84)




9.91 (0.46) 9.41 (1.01) 30.80 (3.16)
I 4.80 (0,23) 9.24 (0.43) 34.25 (1.18)




10.47 (0.49) 11.08 (0.74) 30.28 (1.90)
I 4.54 (0.22) 10.19 (0.34) 32.79 (1.05)




11.17 (0.52) 12.53 (0.61) 164.20 (1.65)
I 3.92 (0.19) 11.20 (1.02) 162.63 (1.93)
E 2.47 (0.15) 12.52 (0.72) 162.87 (1.98)
V 2.34 (0.13) 14.25 (0.69) 161.93 (1.70)
B 1.81 (0.14) 13.16 (0.62) 163.65 (1.63)
U 1.34 (0.14) 14.47 (1.02) 165.89 (2,02)
1987 Jul. 30
H 9.55 (0.44) 13.30 (0.99) 159.89 (2.39)
I 4.58 (0.22) 11.72 (1.34) 158.10 (2.97)
R 3.29 (0.17) 12.54 (0.88) 159.94 (2.13)
V 2.64 (0.14) 13.93 (0.76) 164.56 (1.63)
B 2.02 (0.12) 14.39 (0.50) 162.82 (1.20)
U 1.34 (0.14) 12.15 (1.53) 158.73 (2.19)
987 Sep. 18
H 14.80 (0.49) 22.16 (0.98)
I 13.38 (0.78) 22.86 (1.71)
R 13.49 (0.43) 24.04 (0.89)
V 15.43 (0.73) 24.19 (0.37)
B 14.59 (0.73) 23.28 (1.17)
U 12.15 (1.07) 22.06 (2.16)
987 Sep. 19
H 14.11 (0.53) 22.86 (1.06)
I 14.19 (0.80) 24.47 (1.69)
R 13.73 (0.38) 24.06 (0.76)
V 15.14 (0.74) 26.87 (1.48)
B 15.29 (0.53) 24.75 (0.95)
U 13.98 (0.61) 24.79 (1.18)
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T ab le  5 Continued,
Filter Flux density (mJy) Polarization (%) Position angle (dej
1987 Sep. 20
H 11.27 (1.04) 14.11 (0.43) 23.50 (0.95)
I 4.71 (0.44) 15.46 (0.55) 26.52 (1.05)
R 3.68 (0.35) 14.30 (0.37) 25.95 (0.76)
V 3.09 (0.30) 15.94 (0.69) 25.80 (1.35)
B 2.30 (0.23) 14.38 (0.46) 26.50 (0.96)
U 14.25 (0.64) 28.47 (1.39)
1987 Sep. 21
H 12.50 (0.55) 24.90 (1.25)
I 12.82 (0.69) 27.53 (1.54)
R 13.31 (0.37) 27.40 (0.84)
V 14.26 (0.60) 28.07 (1.21)
B 13.43 (0,35) 28.92 (0.73)
U 12.10 (0.68) 30.04 (1.64)
AO 0235+164 E(B-V) =  0.15
1987 Jul. 28
K 11.79 (0.54) 12.05 (1.04) 42.55 (2.92)
H 6.97 (0.32) 11.77 (1.02) 45.41 (3.25)
J 3.26 (0.30) 14.73 (4.42) 33.01 (9.88)
I 0.96 (0.05) 15.52 (1.59) 49.44 (3.04)
R 0.41 (0.02) 10.18 (1.58) 56.00 (3.80)
V 0.22 (0.01) 14.52 (3.67) 50.30 (9.31)
B 0.09 (0.01) 12.08 (3.73) 43.43 (8.36)
U 0.03 (0.00) 33.02 (10.17) 47.91 (8.59)
1987 Sep. 20
K 5.80 (0.54) 1.66 (1.90) 47.71 (18.00)
H 3.97 (0.37) 5.78 (0.95) 52.70 (4.58)
J 2.47 (0.23) 8.59 (1.26) 56.59 (4.42)
I 0.99 (0.09) 11.04 (0.83) 55.91 (1.59)
R 0.56 (0.05) 10.10 (0.-70) . 55.26 (1.84)
V 0.31 (0.03) 10.00 (2.24) 57.95 (5.46)
B 0.14 (0.01) 11.65 (1.34) 60.67 (3.26)
U 8.28 (3.42) 68.16 (9.88)
0300+470 4C 47.08 E(B-V) =  0.15





















H 2.16 (0.14) 0.00 (7.42)
I 1.03 (0.10) 0.00 (2.09)
B 0.31 (0.03) 0.00 (2.25)
1987 Sep. 21
Filter Flux density (mJy) Polarization (%) Position angle (deg)
0323+022 E(B-V) =  0.06
H 4.65 (1.63) 8.60 (6.61)
I 3.84 (1.02) 3.53 (8.40)
R 3.78 (0.70) 14.46 (5.13)
V 0.00 (1.84)
B 3.49 (0.90)
U 5.27 (0.86) 11.59 (6.65)












11.39 (1.92) 31.92 (4.61)
10.45 (1.40) 29.31 (3.75)
10.60 (1.47) 37.32 (7.71)
fl 11.48 (1.60) 70.46 (3.69)
I 11.07 (1.56) 62.59 (3.88)
R 10.62 (0.95) 65.86 (2.00)
V 15.58 (2,90) 65.05 (6.33)
B 12.37 (1.13) 64.02 (3.21)
U 8.15 (3.39) 60.82 (11.61)
0414+009 E(B-V) = 0.12
15th. Feb 1988
H 1.63 (0.15) 2.29 (2.07) 158.56 (24.65)
J 1.19 (0.04) 4.14 (1.92) 174.45 (10.58)
I 0.68 (0.02) 4.24 (1.64) 159.87 (9.55)
R 0.46 (0.01) 3.87 (0.66) 153.22 (4.61)
V 0.32 (0.01) 5.08 (1.43) 170.57 (7.70)
B 0.23 (0.01) 6.41 (0.79) 157.69 (3.60)
U 0.15 (0.01) 4.94 (1.08) 153.76 (6.11)
16th. Feb 1988
H 1.56 (0.12) 6.20 (2.01) 146.42 (1.38)
I 0.70 (0.03) 7.82 (2.25) 154.03 (8.43)
R 0.45 (0.02) 5.72 (1.08) 155.71 (5.44)
V 0.33 (0.01) 4.73 (1.89) 151.40 (9.96)
B 0.23 (0.01) 3.93 (0.97) 157.80 (7.44)
U 0.15 (0.01) 7.38 (1.44) 159.53 (6.16)
34
Filter Flux density (m Jy)
0422+004













































Polarization (%) Position angle (deg)
E(B-V) =  0.12
20.27 (0.64) 155.80 (1.04)
20.79 (1.12) 148.91 (1.38)
21.84 (0.65) 151.77 (0.81)
23.30 (1.07) 153.20 (1.50)
21.47 (0.75) 151.76 (0.91)
22.14 (0.97) 150.93 (1.47)
12.32 (0.73) 147,60 (1.09)
11.25 (0.87) 148.00 (1.38)
12.55 (0.67) 141.90 (1.51)
12.25 (0.34) 140.42 (0.69)
12.93 (0.69) 140.24 (1.34)
12.48 (0.48) 136.95 (0.96)
13.69 (0.83) 141.36 (1.44)
E(B-V) =  0.03
6.64 (0.68) 144.76 (2.88)
8.08 (0.88) 132.34 (3.03)
6.77 (0.61) 137.22 (2.85)
7.44 (1.52) 131.02 (5.49)
6.59 (0.93) 130.39 (3.66)
5.68 (1.59) 129.65 (8.10)
16.24 (0.54) 131.37 (1.06)
15.48 (1.02) 125.56 (1.64)
17.17 (0.47) 130.41 (0.65)
18.05 (1.00) 127.83 (1.71)
16.80 (0.56) 130.68 (1.15)
17.57 (1.03) 136.73 (1.90)
15.23 (0.61) 130.73 (0.94)
17.66 (0.82) 132.51 (1.44)
17.90 (0.51) 129.97 (0.79)
17.19 (1.06) 130.60 (1.32)
17.49 (0.73) 130.98 (0.99)
17.94 (1.26) 132.36 (1.66)
20.50 (0.89) 127.25 (0.78)
21.90 (0,98) 126.70 (1,14)
21.15 (0.68) 126.60 (0.73)
22.50 (1.00) 128.80 (1,11)
22.50 (0.82) 124.00 (0.89)
21.80 (0.93) 125.90 (1.11)
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Table 5 Continued.
Filter Flux density (mJy) Polarization (%) Position angle (deg)
0736+017 E(B-V) =  0.12
15th. Feb 1988
J 2.20 (0.06) 1.53 (0.93) 105.58 (17.81)
I 1.66 (0.05) 2.98 (1.24) 172.76 (9.01)
R 0.96 (0.03) 0.77 (0.67) 7.56 (18.61)
V 0.75 (0.03) 0.49 (1.00) 152.87 (64.32)
B 0.60 (0.03) 0.22 (0.64) 73.87 (83.42)
U 0.46 (0.03) 1.28 (0.78) 107.22 (19.18)
16th. Feb 1988
J 2.16 (0.10) 4.43 (2.04) 171.13 (11.22)
I 1.50 (0.05) 0.53 (1.39) 46.94 (83.32)
R 0.82 (0.03) 1.53 (0.93) 91.61 (16.10)
V 0.67 (0.03) 2.89 (1.92) 9.21 (18.86)
B 0.52 (0.02) 0.77 (0.81) 15.05 (28.29)
U 0.40 (0.02) 0.96 (1.25) 56.86 (40.83)
0754+100 E(B-V) = 0.00
15th. Feb 1988
K 14.33 (0.40) 8.58 (0.49) 40.50 (1.37)
H 10.17 (0.29) 10.56 (0.42) 41.31 (0.81)
I 4.08 (0.09) 11.22 (0.51) 43.20 (1.00)
R 2.89 (0.08) 12.33 (0.24) 44.15 (0.58)
V 2.15 (0.07) 12.22 (0,43) 46.12 (0.92)
B 1.62 (0.07) 13.39 (0.29) 46.39 (0.66)
U 1.07 (0.06) 14.39 (0.48) 48.43 (0.87)
16th. Feb 1988
K 13.81 (0.38) 10.34 (0.38) 34.40 (1.28)
H 9.63 (0.27) 10.96 (0.42) 35.20 (1.23)
I 3.62 (0.08) 12.39 (0.48) 30.20 (1.23)
R 2.27 (0.08) 12.59 (0.32) 34.74 (0.76)
V 1.86 (0.06) 13.22 (0.57) 35.45 (1.24)
B 1.36 (0.06) 13.10 (0.42) 35.69 (0.81)
U 0.91 (0.05) 13.25 (0.62) 38.54 (1.30)
17th. Feb 1988
H 9.71 (0.36) 11.41 (0.51) 34.80 (1.67)
I 3.69 (0.24) 11.09 (0.59) 34.60 (1.95)
R 2.36 (0.12) 11.80 (0.39) 34.70 (1.23)
V 1.88 (0.10) 10.07 (0.58) 37,20 (2.27)
B 1.40 (0.07) 11.52 (0.54) 36.30 (1.27)
U 0.93 (0,06) 12.09 (0.77) 39.60 (2.27)
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T ab le  5 Continued.
Filter Flux density (mJy) Polarization (%) Position angle (deg)
18th, Feb 1988
K 14.73 (1.22) 8.67 (0.69) 36.20 (1.41)
H 10.75 (1.59) 8.17 (0.67) 39.00 (1.25)
I 3.75 (0.12) 9.28 (0.67) 32.33 (2.06)
R 2.73 (0.14) 8.65 (0.32) 36.67 (0,93)
V 2.08 (0.13) 8.43 (0.62) 36.40 (1.34)
B 1.55 (0.12) 6.95 (0.40) 36.35 (1.49)
U 1.03 (0.08) 7.56 (0.63) 38.28 (2.36)
0818-128 OJ-131 E(B-V) =  0.09
15th. Feb 1988
K 3.02 (0.14) 17.13 (1.60) 82.16 (2.81)
H 2.19 (0.10) 18.66 (1.72) 85.68 (2.15)
I 0.84 (0.03) 24.73 (1.66) 79.09 (1.92)
R 0.47 (0.02) 22.45 (0.72) 80.44 (1.01)
V 0.34 (0.01) 25.33 (1.81) 82.30 (1,85)
B 0.23 (0.01) 24.09 (0.86) 79.49 (1.04)
U 0.13 (0.01) 24.92 (1.66) 81.51 (1.99)
16th. Feb 1988
K 3.16 (0.15) 15.48 (1.82) 79.61 (2.72)
J 1.32 (0.07) 21.87 (1.88) 83.54 (2.54)
I 0.68 (0.03) 21.92 (2.07) 88.24 (2.70)
R 0.38 (0.01) 22.22 (1.02) 81.56 (1.23)
V 0.28 (0.01) 25.68 (2.32) 81.85 (2.44)
B 0.19 (0.01) 26.75 (1.45) 80.49 (1.56)
U 0.11 (0.01) 27.67 (2.29) 81.59 (2.27)
' 17th. Feb 1988
J 3.47 (0.16) 17.41 (1.62) 78.40 (2.33)
R 0.97 (0.04) 21.66 (2.43) 83.30 (3.20)
V 0.66 (0.04) 19.54 (1.21) 79.86 (1.85)
B 0.48 (0.03) 23.19 (2.78) 85.80 (3.03)
U 0.13 (0.01) 23.65 (1.55) 81.00 (1.83)
0851+202 OJ287 E(B-V) = 0.00
15th. Feb 1988
H 6.60 (0.19) 17.33 (0.59) 61.99 (0.96)
I 2.50 (0.08) 18.36 (1.22) 57.81 (1.91)
R 1.65 (0.06) 17.20 (0.59) 60.17 (0.99)
V 1.26 (0.05) 17.80 (1.13) 60.25 (1.53)
B 0.96 (0.04) 18.49 (0.65) 59.57 (0.88)
U 0.63 (0.04) 15.90 (1.06) 63.12 (2.07)
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T ab le  5 Continued.
Filter Flux density (m Jy) Polarization (%) Position angle (deg)
16th. Feb 1988
H 6.54 (0.30) 15.62 (0.64) 60.40
I 2.50 (0.12) 15.20 (1.02) 66.07
R 1.65 (0.08) 15.55 (0.63) 61.96
V 1.31 (0.06) 17.38 (0.99) 63.58
B 1.00 (0,06) 18.55 (0.72) 62.56
U 0.70 (0.04) 17.65 (1.02) 64.89
17th. Feb 1988
K 10.10 (0.28) 18.81 (0.50) 64.20
H 6.85 (0.19) 18.90 (0.58) 64.80
I 2.60 (0.08) 18.06 (0.66) 63.88
R 1.82 (0.09) 19.72 (0.33) 65.78
V 1.37 (0.05) 18.43 (0.74) 67.90
B 1.05 (0.05) 20.14 (0.44) 66.77
U 0.71 (0.04) 20.83 (0.76) 69.26
0906+015 E(B-V) =  0.00
15th. Feb 1988
H 0.48 (0.42) 51.43 (51.89) 142.20
I 0.37 (0.04) 48.40 (13.40) 49.50
R 0.36 (0.02) 2.08 (3.92) 6.20
V 0.35 (0.02) 8.33 (5.13) 73.90
B 0.31 (0.02) 2.16 (2.90) 35.50
U 0.24 (0.02) 10.10 (5.38) 135.10
1101+384 E(B-V) =  0.00
15th. Feb 1988
K 50.13 (0.94) 3.64 (0.30) 43.91
H 46.07 (1.29) 3.22 (0.14) 40.85
J 36.72 (0.74) 3.50 (0.20) 44.60
1 22.83 (0.90) 3.73 (0.13) 42.21
R 18.22 (0.63) 3.86 (0.08) 42.12
V 13.97 (0.55) 3.82 (0.11) 40.55
B 11.31 (0.53) 4.68 (0.10) 41.83
U 7.55 (0.43) 4.64 (0.13) 42.26
1147+245 E(B-V) =  0.00
18th. Feb 1988
H 8.62 (0.16) 1.52 (0.40)
J 6.04 (0.12) 1.82 (0.54) 177.50
I 3.33 (0.10) 2.71 (0.67) 168.71
R 2.52 (0.11) 2.50 (0.26) 162.87
V 1.91 (0.10) 2.99 (0.46) 160.49
B 1.52 (0.09) 4.29 (0.32) 150.46
U 1.02 (0.07) 4.34 (0.52) 153.51
( 1 . 12 )
(1.90)
































Filter Flux density (mJy) 
1156+295







































B 5.55 • (0.41)
U 3.64 (0.37)
Polarization (%) Position angle (deg)
E(B-V) =  0.00
23.04 (1.63) 168.83 (1.86)
24.07 (2.38) 162.06 (2.82)
24.37 (0,90) 164.87 (1.11)
24.76 (1.66) 166.81 (1.85)
22.83 (0.80) 164.20 (1.00)
24.25 (1.33) 163.78 (1.55)
24.15 (2.53) 164.95 (1.55)
26.42 (2.87) 168.59 (3.25)
23.85 (1.02) 164.46 (1.16)
19.35 (2.46) 161.88 (3.68)
21.88 (1.24) 164.78 (1.64)
25.06 (2.17) 168.22 (2.41)
28.06 (1.58) 166.80 (1.55)
27.27 (2.08) 161.20 (2.32)
24.99 (0.99) 164.90 (1.02)
22.54 (2.12) 162.20 (2.44)
23.08 (0.82) 164.60 (1.07)
24.87 (1.78) 168.10 (2.02)
E(B-V) =  0.03
28.19 (0.55) 120.52 (0.72)
29.17 (0.76) 120.62 (0.37)
30.03 (0.96) 119.88 (0.76)
28.71 (0.59) 121.63 (0.60)
28.18 (1.06) 120.15 (0.39)
29.88 (0,36) 118.44 (0.47)
30.46 (0.79) 117.47 (0.55)
30.91 (0.28) 116.94 (0.28)
33.22 (0.26) 125.35 (0.25)
34.66 (0.33) 126.97 (0.28)
36.57 (0.30) 125.01 (0.26)
37.70 (0.29) 127.32 (0.19)
38.17 (0.44) 126.12 (1.05)
39.24 (0.18) 126.09 (0,18)
41.30 (1.09) 127.66 (0.51)
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21.52 (1.00) 37.87 (0.60) 133.34 (0.40)
J 14.81 (0.69) 39.80 (0.54) 132.65 (0.28)
I 10.68 (1.00) 41.58 (0.55) 131.92 (0.30)
R 6.44 (0.61) 43.67 (2.02) 130.75 (0.52)
V 5.30 (0.51) 44.28 (0.97) 131,99 (1.05)
B 4.57 (0.46) 43.95 (0.78) 131.63 (0.31)




17.10 (0.64) 38.13 (0.60) 136.70 (0.47)
J 12.09 (0.57) 38.53 (0.77) 136.30 (0.45)
I 8.10 (0.61) 40.51 (0.89) 136.29 (0.74)
R 6.15 (0.47) 43.07 (0.48) 135.52 (0.31)
V 5.75 (0.56) 43.31 (0.64) 136.14 (0.80)
B 3.70 (0.37) 44.36 (0.64) 134.73 (0.32)
U 2.68 (0.27) 45.47 (0.89) 135.51 (0.48)
1987 Jul. 28
K 21.88 (2.02) 26.69 (0.77) 108.71 (1.15)
H 13.96 (1.29) 27.53 (0.68) 109.21 (1.12)
J 7.77 (0.72) 31.01 (0.84) 108.87 (1.17)
I 4.45 (0.42) 32.43 (0.77) 110.57 (0.95)
R 2.89 (0.27) 34.10 (0.61) 110.90 (0.94)
V 1.92 (0.19) 34.78 (1.14) 106.41 (1.14)
B 1.26 (0.13) 35.56 (1.43) 109.41 (1.11)
U 0.63 (0.06) 35.43 (2.29) 107.74 (1.50)
16th. Feb 1988
H 29.07 (1.35) 21.36 (0.70) 114.44 (0.79)
I 12.55 (0.94) 20.94 (0.70) 110.07 (0.97)
R 9.22 (0.63) 20.08 (0.59) 111.38 (0.83)
V 7.00 (0.49) 19.58 (0.64) 109.58 (0.91)
B 5.17 (0.39) 19.47 (0.66) 109.65 (0.65)
U 3.29 (0.26) 19.65 (0.81) 112.30 (1.15)
17th. Feb 1988
H 28.80 (0.55) 26.10 (0.20) 113.60 (0.24)
I 9.78 (0.30) 26.30 (0.42) 111.90 (0.46)
R 6.49 (0.23) 26.30 (0.36) 112.10 (0.39)
V 5.17 (0.20) 26.40 (0.53) 112.40 (0.58)
B 3.74 (0.17) 25.70 (0.42) 110.20 (0.38)
U 2.30 (0.12) 25.50 (0.67) 112.60 (0.69)
18th. Feb 1988
H 32.17 (0.61) 30.12 (0.21) 113.80 (0.21)
I 10.53 (0.24) 31.30 (0.36) 113.70 (0.33)
R 7.12 (0.25) 31.30 (0.33) 113.30 (0.30)
V 5.56 (0.22) 31.50 (0.39) 114.10 (0.36)
B 3.96 (0.17) 30.70 (0.33) 113.30 (0.30)
U 2.57 (0.13) 30.70 (0.58) 114.90 (0.53)
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F ilter F lux density (m Jy) Polarization (%) Position angle (deg)
1413+135 E(B-V) =  0.03




1418+546 OQ 530 E(B-V) =  0.03
1986 Aug. 4
H 9.40 (0.26) 3.56 (0.64) 138.41 (3.62)
I 4.02 (0.19) 4.62 (0.31) 142.15 (2.03)
B 1.18 (0.10) 5.82 (0.46) 138.46 (2.28)
1986 Aug. 5
H 9.48 (0.44) 4.55 (0.60) 140.42 (3.95)
I 3.23 (0.30) 4.83 (0,52) 149.43 (3.03)
B 2.89 (0.29) 6.41 (0.39) 138.75 (2.24)
1986 Aug. 6
H 8.65 (0.40) 1.73 (0.78) 122.26 (11.51)
I 3.29 (0.16) 4.94 (0.64) 134.68 (3.63)
B 0.91 (0.05) 5.09 (0.70) 134.51 (3.88)
1987 Jul. 30
H 8.49 (0.39) 2.50 (0.64) 54.32 (7.65)
J 5.79 (0.27) 4.12 (2.29) 41.04 (5.74)
I 2.94 (0.04) 3.69 (0.44) 52.71 (3.63)
R 2.00 (0.19) 5.17 (0.39) 64.37 (2.02)
V 1.46 (0.14) 5.71 (0.71) 64.43 (3.86)
B 1.05 (0.10) 7.31 (0.41) 65.58 (1.86)
U 0.69 (0.07) 8.68 (0.96) 60.93 (2.70)
1987 Sep. 20
H 8.21 (0.99) 3.96 (2.42)
I 15.37 (2.82) 3.45 (4.35)
R 11.30 (2.23) 15.26 (5.02)




H 7.22 (1.46) 15.39 (7.78)
I 8.99 (1.48) 7.56 (5.26)
R 12.83 (1.12) 3.12 (2.95)
V 13.13 (3.13) 14.46 (4.09)
B 9.78 (2.52) 8.53 (6.39)
U 12.93 (7.57) 19.81 (15.08)
41
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Filter Flux density (mJy) Polarization (%) Position angle (deg)
16th. Feb 1988
K 19.96 (1.11) 2.49 (0.37) 134.85 (4.33)
H 16.88 (0.63) 2.90 (0.30) 142.21 (4.51)
J 12.27 (0.25) 3.57 (0.29) 143.80 (2.48)
I 7.49 (0.36) 3.12 (0.31) 146.58 (3.09)
R 5.25 (0.27) 3.06 (0.18) 140.00 (1.87)
V 3.64 (0.20) 3.31 (0.39) 146.85 (3.50)
B 2.59 (0.15) 4.38 (0.23) 143.90 (1.55)
U 1.49 (0.10) 4.89 (0.50) 147.29 (2.56)
7th. Feb 1988
K 17.38 (0.48) 4.09 (0.48) 142.10 (3.71)
H 12.92 (0.36) 4.04 (0.32) 145.50 (1.85)
J 8.97 (0.18) 4.06 (0.29) 138.90 (3.07)
I 4.81 (0.11) 4.48 (0.27) 142.63 (1.88)
R 3.38 (0.09) 4.51 (0.18) 142.82 (1.09)
V 2.34 (0.08) 5.05 (0.35) 146.93 (1.91)
B 1.70 (0.07) 6.28 (0.23) 144.21 (1.11)
U 0.96 (0.05) 5.88 (0.43) 147.41 (1.86)
18th. Feb 1988
H 14.43 (0.41) 3.38 (0.25) 132.01 (2.63)
I 5.68 (0.13) 3.56 (0.51) 140.80 (4.60)
R 4.25 (0.12) 3.11 (0.25) 146.20 (2.27)
V 2.97 (0,10) 2.96 (0.55) 142.80 (5.86)
B 2.34 (0.10) 3.20 (0.38) 150.00 (3.49)
U 1.49 (0.08) 4.05 (0.64) 156.20 (3.86)
1424+240 E(B-V) = 0.00
16th. Feb 1988
H 9.28 (0.26) 4.86 (0.36) 119.82 (2.12)
I 5.74 (0.28) 4.98 (0.66) 121.54 (3.78)
R 4.21 (0.12) 4.70 (0.36) 113.04 (2.18)
V 3.81 (0.21) 3.46 (0.50) 116.21 (4.07)
B 3.17 (0.15) 4.63 (0.30) 113.05 (1.95)
U 1.81 (0.09) 4.32 (0.48) 115.97 (3.12)
17th. Feb 1988
H 9.19 (0.26) 4.92 (0.40) 123.82 (2.24)
I 4.95 (0.11) 4.24 (0.53) 114.60 (3.52)
R 3.84 (0.13) 4.48 (0.31) 119.20 (1.86)
V 3.26 (0.13) 4.36 (0.38) 114.20 (2.33)
B 2.76 (0.13) 4.45 (0.24) 117.80 (1.88)
U 1.91 (0.11) 4.35 (0.58) 116.60 (3.38)
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18th. Feb 1988
H 9.36 (0.35) 5.01 (0.44) 122.58 (2.21)
I 4.95 (0.11) 5.14 (0.55) 120.30 (3.00)
R 4.06 (0.11) 4.93 (0.30) 118.30 (1.65)
V 3.38 (0.11) 4.99 (0.49) 116.30 (2.87)
B 2.87 (0.12) 4.56 (0.30) 114.20 (1.90)
U 2.12 (0.10) 4.42 (0.58) 113.20 (3.85)
PKS 1510-089 E(B-V) =  0.06
1986 Aug. 1
H 2.26 (0.13) 9.07 (5.34) 177.65 (7.87)
I 1.23 (0.11) 1.65 (2.09)
B 0.71 (0.03) 0.00 (2.32)
1514--241 AP Libra E(B-V) =  0.15
1986 Aug. 1
H 15.96 (0.74) 1.70 (0.44) 177.65 (7.87)
I 6.87 (0.64) 1.86 (0.28) 3.27 (3.94)
B 1.16 (0.12) 2.38 (0.37) 170.79 (4.07)
1987 Jul. 27
K 23.09 (0.07) 5.11 (0.72) 19.56 (4.28)
H 19.01 (1.76) 3.70 (0.62) 16.72 (3.85)
J 14.21 (1.32) 5.42 (0.44) 14.28 (2.05)
I 6.87 (0.64) 4.76 (0.30) 12.37 (1.61)
R 4.07 (0.39) 5.12 (0.24) 15.40 (1.35)
V 2.86 (0.28) 4.83 (0.34?) 18.72 (2.25)
B 1.39 (0.14) 6.13 (0.23) 17.41 (1.22)
U 0.86 (0.04) 6.92 (0.65) 16.50 (2.56)
1538+149 4C 14.1SO E(B-V) =  0.00
1986 Aug. 1
H 0.90 (0.14) 0.00 (16.62)
I 0.34 (0.03) 10.99 (9.54)
B 0.13 (0.01) 4.97 (7.54)
641+399 3C 345 E(B-V) =  0.00
986 Aug. 1
H 4.40 (0.20) 16.37 (1.24) 51.41 (1.82)
J 2.43 (0.20) 14.52 (2.64) 43.60 (5.34)
I 1.45 (0.11) 13.85 (0.73) 54.84 (1.60)
R 12.80 (0.98) 55.96 (2.17)
V 0.91 (0.09) 11.32 (0.79) 52.63 (2.02)
B 0.98 (0.10) 7.85 (0.30) 52.76 (1.04)
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1986 Aug. 2 
H 4.16 (0.23) 17.23 (0.95) 52.15 (1.35)
J 2.56 (0.14) 17.24 (1.02) 55.10 (1.39)
I 1.49 (0 .11) 15.83 (0.82) 53.83 (1.46)
R 1.06 (0.08) 14.96 (0 .66) 51.63 (1.40)
V 0.92 (0.07) 12.57 (0.79) 55.55 (1.72)
B 0.90 (0.05) 8.70 (0.29) 52.48 (0.90)
1986 Aug 4 
H 4.12 (0.19) 17.87 (0.78) 55.65 (0.99)
J 2.59 (0 .12) 16.27 (0.79) 53.01 (1.35)
I 1.43 (0.07) 15.01 (0 .68) 55.18 (1.34)
R 1.07 (0.04) 12.87 (0.51) 56.74 (1.13)
V 0.97 (0.09) 11.83 (0.46) 53.85 (1.36)
B 0.85 (0.07) 8.61 (0.57) 56.64 (1.67)
U 0.60 (0.06) 7.92 (0.67) 58.14 (1.13)
1986 Aug. 5
K 8.02 (0.74) 17.93 (1.57) 63.05 (2.51)
H 4.16 (0.19) 19.56 (1.91) 55.29 (2.64)
I 1.39 (0.13) 16.09 (1.14) 59.64 (2.03)
B 0.89 (0.09) 7.73 (0.68) 57.20 (2.57)
1986 Aug. 6 
H 3.98 (0.18) 20.27 (1.30) 57.17 (1.96)
J 2.52 (0 .12) 20.03 (1.23) 62.31 (1.75)
I 1.44 (0.07) 14.98 (0.72) 57.00 (1.39)
V 0.87 (0.03) 11.14 (0.81) 60.17 (2.30)
B 0.90 (0.04) 8.65 (0.38) 57.24 (1.22)
1986 Aug. 7
H 4.05 (0.19) 18.59 (1.55) 60.72 (2.06)
I 1.45 (0.07) 14.39 (0.81) 58.34 (1.61)
B 0.91 (0.05) 9.60 (0.71) 58.48 (2.48)
1987 Jul. 28
K 2.66 (0 .12) 1.52 (2.19) 179.39 (17.65)
H 1.92 (0.09) 0.00 (1.93)
J 1.15 (0.05) 2.32 (3.51) 72.37 (23.98)
I 0.58 (0.03) 2.32 (1.28) 50.69 (13.47)
R 0.47 (0 .02) 3.41 (0.95) 123.12 (7.39)
V 0.43 (0.02) 3.47 (1.24) 119.39 (9.18)
B 0.44 (0.03) 1.76 (0.46) 131.81 (7.22)
U 0.25 (0.02) 2.62 (0.81) 127.29 (8.41)
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» 1987 Jul. 30
H 1.69 (0.08) 2.74 (1.78) 30.62 (13.86)
I 0.58 (0.05) 0.86 (1.97) 131.75 (26.86)
R 0.47 (0.04) 1.61 (1.29) 127.34 (16.72)
V 0.44 (0.04) 0.00 (3.39)
B 0.43 (0.04) 1.38 (0.77) 123.69 (12.96)
U 0.24 (0.02) 1.99 (1.09) 73.13 (13.91)
1987 Sep. 19
H 1.55 (0.14) 4.02 (3.28) 169.86 (18.80)
I 0.49 (0.05) 11.15 (3.89) 82.71 (8.74)
R 0.37 (0.04) 0.00 (1.62)
V 0.36 (0.04) 0.00 (1.47)
B 0.39 (0.04) 0.00 (1.41)
U 0.24 (0.03) 1.49 (2.13) 138.80 (26.06)
1652+398 Mkn 501 E(B-V) = 0.00
1987 Sep. 21
K 1.34 (0.26) 138.09 (4.81)
H 1.24 (0.19) 125.70 (4.83)
J 1.57 (0 .20) 124.98 (3.85)
I 1.56 (0.16) 126.94 (2.52)
R 1.95 (0.11) 122.09 (1.55)
V 2.50 (0.18) 124.08 (2.06)
B 3.53 (0.14) 124.06 (1.18)
U 3.76 (0 .22) 119.20 (1.62)
1717+178 OT 129 E(B-V) = 0.06
1986 Aug. 6
H 1.34 (0.06) 15.55 (3.97) 39.16 (8.07)
I 0.39 (0 .02) 17.82 (3.62) 45.33 (5.08)
B 0.12 (0 .01) 20.92 (3.67) 45.37 (4.54)
1986 Aug. 7
H 1.13 (0.05) 18.59 (1.55) 60.72 (2.06)
I 0.37 (0.02) 14.39 (0.81) 58.34 (1.61)
B 0.10 (0.01) 9.60 (0.71) 58.48 (2.48)
1987 Jul. 30
H 0.55 (0 .10) 16.85 (11.90) 103.02 (13.86)
I 0.16 (0.02) 0.00 (11.88)
R 0.10 (0 .01) 6.33 (7.03) 150.64 (19.41)
V 0.08 (0 .01) 10.37 (11.63) 34.78 (20.79)
B 0.04 (0.01) 7.11 (7.81) 134.50 (21.14)
U 0.02 (0.00) 0.00 (16.81)
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1727+502 1 Zw 186 e (b-v ;) -  0.00
1986 Aug. 6
H 4.16 (0.19) 2.36 (1.55) 142.17 (15.26)
I 1.80 (0.09) 2.51 (0.82) 91.15 (7.55)
B 0.23 (0.01) 4.16 (0 .88) 78.49 (6.95)
1986 Aug. 7
H 4.20 (0,19) 0.43 (0,98) 56.35 (31.99)
I 2.08 (0.10) 2.44 (0,54) 91.88 (6.24)
B 0.65 (0.04) 4.67 (0.59) 92.73 (3.94)
1987 Sep. 21
H 1.55 (1.62) 118.80 (20.70)
I 0.00 (0.84)
R 0.92 (0,41) 95.85 (12.45)
V 1.10 (1.92) 126.27 (25.93)
B 3.14 (1.02) 96.91 (6.26)
U 5.96 (1.30) 110.38 (6.50)
1749+096 OT 081 E(B-V) = 0.15
1986 Jul. 31
H 4.35 (0.40) 16.70 (1.49) 153.42 (2.43)
I 1.44 (0,13) 16,53 (0.95) 165.69 (1.31)
B 0.32 (0.03) 18.41 (0 .88) 169.93 (1.39)
1986 Aug. 5
H 4.64 (0.22) 5.66 (1.85) 16.41 (8.04)
I 1.31 (0.06) 6.64 (1.13) 5.80 (4.53)
B 0.71 (0.04) 7,42 (1.18) 6.29 (4.29)
1986 Aug. 6H 5.00 (0.23) 10.92 (1.35) 27.54 (6.42)
I 1.48 (0.07) 9.62 (0.72) 35.81 (1.89)
B 0.38 (0.04) 9.76 (0.85) 34.36 (2.87)
1986 Aug. 7
H 4.16 (0.19) 7.80 (1.15)
I 1.27 (0,06) 8,16 (0.90) 3.99 (2.90)
B 0.30 (0.02) 10.87 (0.89) 1.85 (2.69)
1987 Jul. 27
J 1.34 (0.09) 4.06 (2.23) 18.99 (16.94)
I 0.41 (0,02) 9.96 (3.87) 35.57 (12.25)
R 0.22 (0 .01) 9.71 (4.01) 13.91 (10.32)
V 0.14 (0,01) 18.96 (6.76)
B 0.07 (0.00) 23.85 (3.78) 0.71 (5.88)




Filter Flux density (mJy) Polarization (%) Position angle (deg)
1921-293 OV-236 E(B-V) =  0.12
H 1.33 (0.12) 9.78 (3.71) 104.12 (12.02)
I 0.57 (0.05) 6.34 (4.13) 100.10 (17.85)
B 0.11 (0 .02) 16.89 (4.53) 160.42 (7.29)
6th. Aug 1986
H 5.08 (0.24) 13.94 (1.91) 126.06 (4.92)
I 1.54 (0.07) 6.98 (1.82) 117.72 (6.59)
B 0.43 (0.04) 5.76 (1.85) 109.18 (8.79)
1986 Aug. 7
H 2.52 (0 .12) 7.10 (2.03) 119.56 (7.91)
I 0.54 (0.03) 8.13 (1.65) 135.93 (6.78)
B 0.08 (0 .01) 5.97 (3.04) 111.08 (13.03)
1987 Jul. 27
J 1.11 (0.06) 6.01 (3.86) 85.18 (15.94)
I 0.79 (0.05) 3.91 (2.92) 130.94 (17.44)
R 0.69 (0.07) 5.60 (2.26) 105.55 (10.49)
V 0.19 (0.02) 0.00 (5.44)
B 0.15 (0.01) 0.00 (3.32)
2032+107 E(B-V) =  0.12
1987 Jul. 27
J 8.61 (0.40) 0.56 (0.47)
I 4.36 (0.21) 0.86 (0.40)
R 1.98 (0.19) 1.08 (0.44)
V 1.03 (0.06) 1.38 (1.08)
B 0.28 (0.02) 0.00 (1.15)
U 0.04 (0.00) 0.00 (7.18)
PKS 2155-304 E(B-V) =  0.00
1986 Aug. 1
H 27.76 (1.29) 2.03 (0.30) 148.06 (3.24)
J 21.72 (1.02) 3.11 (0.36) 149.47 (4.93)
I 21.02 (1.58) 3.10 (0.12) 141.54 (1.18)
R 14.74 (1.40) 3.62 (0.08) 137.15 (0.76)
B 14.11 (1.41) 4.03 (0.07) 138.80 (0.53)
1986 Aug. 5 
H 30.44 (1.41) 1.24 (0.35)
I 20.63 (0.99) 0.72 (0.19) 3.60 (8.10)
B 13.23 (0.79) 0.80 (0.19) 13.33 (7.97)
1986 Aug. 6 
H 28.02 (1.30) 0.73 (0.21)
I 26.70 (2.49) 0.45 (0.16) 21.52 (9.23)
B 14.11 (1.41) 0.69 (0.21) 75.08 (7.70)
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186 Aug. 7 
H 29.88 (1.38) 1.85 (0.19) 147.57 (1.89)
J 26.12 (1.22) 1.67 (0.17) 149.75 (3.11)
I 20.82 (1.00) 1.94 (0.16) 149.14 (2.42)
R 18.90 (1.45) 2.03 (0.18) 145.32 (2.46)
V 15.60 (1.51) 2.06 (0.18) 146.78 (2.63)
B 13.47 (1.12) 2.11 (0.12) 142.71 (1.36)
1987 Jul. 27
K 67.94 (3.14) 9.16 (0.24) 175.89 (1.11)
H 60.73 (2.81) 9.40 (0.70) 176.16 (1.51)
J 55.58 (3.61) 10.14 (0.97) 172.93 (1.01)
I 36.52 (2.74) 10.29 (0.23) 171.83 (1.07)
R 27.07 (2.56) 10.46 (0.23) 171.20 (1.07)
V 26.13 (2.06) 10.69 (0 .21) 170.48 (1.03)
B 24.29 (1.81) 10.91 (0.15) 169.39 (0.94)
U 18.10 (1.85) 10.93 (0.16) 169.14 (0.96)
1987 Sep. 21
K 7.14 (0.42) 170.19 (1.82)
H 7.60 (0 .21) 170.00 (0.75)
I • 8.33 (0.17) 170.41 (0.62)
R 8.52 (0.12) 169.67 (0.41)
V 9.05 (0.18) 169.96 (0.60)
B 8.61 (0.10) 169.91 (0.44)
U 8.35 (0.16) 171.62 (0.58)
22004-420 BL Lacertae E(B-V) =  0.15
1986 Jul. 31
H 19.01 (1.76) 11.83 (0.48) 30.74 (1.17)
I 5.21 (0.49) 12.02 (0.50) 33.50 (0.76)
B 0.73 (0.07) 14.03 (0.65) 35.33 (1.14)
1986 Aug. 1
H 21.04 (0.97) 12.52 (0.73) 26.56 (1.37)
1 3.96 (0.37) 11.36 (0.43) 27.93 (1.03)
B 0.61 (0.06) 12.57 (0.53) 30.78 (1.24)
1986 Aug. 3
H 19.54 (0.91) 12.36 (0.24) 20.87 (0.81)
J 11.93 (0.56) 12.49 (0.24) 21.63 (0.57)
I 4.46 (0.33) 12.93 (0.34) 22.46 (0.72)
R 2.04 (0.19) 12.80 (0.42) 25.87 (1.06)
V 1.37 (0.13) 14.24 (0.45) 24.56 (1.32)
B 0.55 (0.06) 16.70 (0.39) 26.09 (0.71)
1986 Aug. 4
H 18.32 (0.51) 12.24 (0.44) 17.50 (1.09)
I 4.54 (0.22) 13.34 (0.40) 19.62 (0.85)
B 0.61 (0.05) 17.17 (0.71) 22.74 (1.19)
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1986 Aug. 5
H 19.01 (0.88) 14.33 (0.36) 15.36 (0.58)
I 4.42 (0.21) 14.00 (0.43) 18.43 (0.94)
B 0.54 (0.03) 17.52 (0.74) 23.13 (1.22)
1986 Aug. 6
H 15.96 (0.74) 14.92 (0.72) 19.39 (1.29)
I 5.21 (0.49) 14.15 (0.37) 22.31 (0.85)
B 0.63 (0.06) 17.24 (0.71) 23.17 (1.22)
1986 Aug. 7
H 18.83 (0.87) 13.95 (0.38) 22.59 (0.83)
I 4.63 (0.22) 13.81 (0.40) 22.51 (0.89)
B 0.60 (0.04) 16.88 (0.68) 25.91 (1.12)
1987 Jul. 27
K 28.53 (1.32) 10.42 (0.26) 16.50 (1.11)
H 20.84 (1.35) 9.60 (0.35) 16.44 (1.44)
J 13.32 (0.62) 8.52 (0.40) 16.12 (1.74)
I 5.12 (0.25) 7.83 (0.35) 15.57 (1.41)
R 3.12 (0.16) 8.40 (0.23) 14.93 (1.12)
V 1.60 (0 .11) 8.50 (0.56) 10.96 (1.96)
B 0.67 (0.07) 8.30 (0.44) 10.56 (1.57)
U 0.30 (0.03) 8.32 (1.05) 11.59 (2.99)
1987 Jul. 28
K 32.76 (1.51) 13.23 (0.42) 22.96 (1.24)
H 23.49 (1.09) 11.93 (0.19) 19.73 (0.91)
J 14.88 (1.10) 12.12 (0.41) 17.12 (1.31)
I 5.36 (0.31) 10.26 (0.40) 16.80 (1.16)
R 2.55 (0.13) 10.56 (0.41) 14.99 (1.12)
V 1.55 (0.08) 9.77 (0.70) 9.98 (1.82)
B 0.69 (0.04) 12.27 (0.59) 9.47 (1.46)
U 0.28 (0 .02) 11.42 (1.20) 5.74 (2.79)
1987 Jul. 30
H 23.28 (1.08) 13.85 (0.32) 18.81 (1.25)
I 5.56 (0.27) 12.57 (0.62) 16.96 (1.29)
R 2.84 (0.14) 12.01 (0.55) 12.54 (1.16)
V 1.60 (0.09) 10.36 (1.10) 15.46 (2.48)
B 0.74 (0.04) 13.25 (0.60) 10.06 (1.34)
U 0.29 (0.02) 13.04 (1.54) 4.75 (1.96)
1987 Sep. 19 
H 13.15 (1.21) 8.35 (0.61) 31.50 (2.36)
I 3.00 (0.28) 8.11 (0.59) 40.95 (1.84)
R 1.70 (0.16) 8.37 (0.35) 38.41 (1.38)
V 0.95 (0.09) 8.35 (1.24) 45.04 (3.82)
B 0.38 (0.04) 14.04 (0.69) 37.46 (1.42)
U 0.18 (0 .02) 10.53 (1.60) 37.37 (4.74)
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1987 Sep. 20
H 6.96 (0.29) 25.96 (1,21)
I 8.43 (0.55) 32.97 (1.87)
R 9.07 (0.39) 31,05 (1.24)
V 10.52 (0.94) 38.75 (3.07)
B 13.09 (0,87) 38.30 (2.03)
U 19.57 (2.06) 31.48 (3.00)
1987 Sep. 21
K 8.56 (0.51) 20.69 (1.59)
H 8.44 (0.40) 24.40 (1.26)
I 9.34 (0.50) 31.11 (1.52)
R 9.88 (0.36) 33.51 (0.97)
V 12.19 (1.44) 32.25 (3.41)
B 13.90 (0.82) 33.18 (1.71)
U 18.59 (2.31) 35.95 (3.53)
PKS 2208-137 E(B-V) =  0.00
1986 Aug. 3
H 1.87 (0.09) 4.11 (4.16) 152.96 (15.06)
I 0.89 (0,07) 1.40 (1.55) 51.88 (20.48)
B 1.07 (0.11) 0.00 (0.74)
1986 Aug. 4
H 1.82 (0,08) 0.00 (3.20)
I 0.97 (0.05) 1.95 (1,00) 114.07 (15.56)
B 1.10 (0.09) 0.39 (0.56) 66.94 (23.78)
1986 Aug. 6
H 1.70 (0.13) 9.32 (4.21) 157.41 (12.16)
I 1.19 (0.11) 0.00 (2.28) 109.04 (30.02)
B 1.17 (0.12) 0.99 (0.74) 77.88 (13.63)
1986 Aug. 7
H 1.35 (0.09) 2.62 (5.23) 74.70 (31.35)
I 0.87 (0.04) 1-31 (1.67) 45.38 (20.74)
B 1.00 (0.06) 0.31 (0.75) 132.34 (21.31)
2223-052 3C 446 E(B-V) = 0.03
1986 A.ug. 4
H 0.58 (0.08) 3.65 (20.99) 116.30 (28.41)
I 0.27 (0.02) 2.80 (7.93) 105.49 (23.25)
B 0.15 (0.01) 0.75 (5.65) 142.91 (28.84)
987 Jul. 27
J 1.38 (0.09) 12.99 (3.11) 76.27 (6.18)
I 0.65 (0.03) 11.64 (1.87) 70.41 (4.34)
R 0.47 (0 .02) 13.21 (1.24) 76.03 (2.95)
V 0.33 (0 .02) 17.42 (2.35) 75.44 (4.28)
B 0.22 (0 .01) 11.59 (1.20) 68.41 (2.77)
U 0.16 (0 .02) 9.75 (1.84) 71.52 (6.29)
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1987 Jul. 29
H 2.06 (0.19) 9.29 (1.48) 88.83 (5.65)
I 0.61 (0.06) 5.87 (2.05) 87.07 (9.47)
R 0.44 (0.04) 7.90 (1.35) 82.59 (4.89)
V 0.33 (0,03) 7.35 (2.75) 73.49 (7.78)
B 0.24 (0.02) 9.57 (1.15) 73.00 (4.41)
U 0.17 (0 .02) 8.34 (2.17) 78.73 (6.83)
987 Jul. 30
H 1.98 (0 .11) 9.04 (1.83) 77.89 (5.61)
I 0.64 (0.03) 7.23 (2.44) 55.10 (8.95)
R 0.45 (0.02) 7.02 (1.88) 71.52 (7.08)
V 0.31 (0 .02) 7.80 (3.33) 84.66 (11.35
B 0.22 (0 .01) 9.77 (1.88) 68.42 (5.38)
U 0.15 (0 .01) 6.08 (2.51) 60.98 (10.71
987 Sep. 20
H 6.55 (0.91) 92.16 (3.88)
I 7.98 (1.12) 91.95 (3.90)
R 9.03 (0.59) 94.03 (1.77)
V 12.35 (2 ,00) 97.50 (4.37)
B 10.30 (0.86) 92.58 (2.30)
U 8.89 (1.24) 99.50 (442)
21st. Sep 1987
H 9.29 (1.09) 97.70 (3.28)
I 11.90 (1.21) 98.72 (2.58)
R 9.76 (0.59) 101.84 (2.04)
V 11.64 (2.03) 106.59 (3.92)
B 10.86 (0.83) 100.67 (2.06)
U 8.92 (1.19) 103.30 (4.37)
2230+114 4C 11.69 E(B-V) =  0.03
1986 Aug. 3
(14.60)H 1.18 (0.10) 8.29 (4.76) 154.21
I 0.64 (0.05) 3.77 (1.97) 52.35 (12.08)
B 0.42 (0.04) 0.00 (1.20)
1986 Aug. 4
(23.37)H 1.02 (0.05) 7.70 (7.49) 136.84
I 0.64 (0.03) 3.86 (2.13) 109.45 (16.37)
B 0.39 (0.03) 0.00 (1.89) 100.39 (34.85)
2251+158 E(B-V) =  0.06
H 1.97 (0.16) 6.40 (2.91)
I 1.12 (0.05) 1.11 (1.31)





Filter Flux density (mJy) Polarization (%) Position angle (deg)
1987 Jul. 28
H 2.41 (0.16) 4.62 (2.06) 10.28 (9.32)
I 1.16 (0.06) 0.55 (1.18) 61.84 (22.04)
R 0.98 (0.05) 1.38 (0.87) 24.86 (14.17)
V 0.85 (0.05) 0.00 (1.21)
B 0.60 (0.04) 0.00 (0.63)
U 0.36 (0.03) 1.17 (0.97) 155.83 (24.63)
987 Sep. 20
H 7.35 (1.22) 161.96 (4.66)
I 4.18 (0.96) 160.62 (6.32)
R 3.92 (0.45) 162.27 (3.31)
V 3.72 (1.10) 159.21 (7.36)
B 3.49 (0.47) 161.95 (4.52)
U 2.37 (0.79) 163.02 (9.09)
2254+074 OY 091 E(B-V) =  0.06
1986 Jul. 31
H 2.08 (0.19) 7.06 (4.13) 46.26 (12.00)
I 0.93 (0.09) 10.09 (1.30) 57.36 (3.64)
B 0.20 (0.03) 18.91 (2.53) 57.23 (3.77)
1986 Aug. 1
H 1.78 (0.12) 7.90 (5.62) 45.31 (12.85)
I 0.85 (0.08) 10.77 (1.48) 52.72 (4.24)
B 0.16 (0 .02) 14.75 (1.57) 43.95 (3.99)
986 Aug. 3 
H 2.50 (0 .12) 10.54 (1.37) 52.66 (4.66)
J 1.75 (0.08) 12.91 (1.55) 41.11 (5.37)
I 0.84 (0.06) 11.80 (1.08) 47.70 (2.50)
R 0.52 (0.05) 12.28 (0.93) 43.97 (2.91)
V 0.23 (0 .02) 15.40 (1.93) 45.59 (4.41)
B 0.18 (0 .02) 18.71 (1.12) 42.44 (1.48)
986 Aug. 4 
H 2.30 (0.06) 10.31 (1.15) 44.45 (3.18)
J 1.72 (0.08) 9.03 (1.30) 43.38 (3.54)
I 0.85 (0.04) 8.99 (0.90) 48.91 (2.77)
R 0.52 (0.03) 10.27 (0.63) 45.69 (1.84)
V 0.36 (0.03) 10.92 (0.87) 47.60 (2.92)
B 0.18 (0 .02) 19.17 (0.95) 44.17 (1.40)
U 0.12 (0 .01) 18.36 (4.04) 47.46 (5.98)
1986 Aug. 5
H 2.39 (0.11) 7.69 (2.40) 55.64 (6.75)
I 0.90 (0.04) 8.44 (1.31) 40.39 (3.05)
B 0.20 (0 .01) 15.80 (1.33) 48.81 (2.32)
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Table 5 Continued.
Filter Flux density (mJy) Polarization (%) Position angle (deg)
1986 Aug. 6
H 2.48 (0.11) 4.22 (2.19) 59.06 (14.98)
I 1.18 (0.11) 7.38 (0.98) 57.42 (3.80)
B 0.21 (0.01) 11.63 (1.21) 55.39 (3.22)
1986 Aug. 7
H 2.01 (0,11) 7.91 (4.38) 60.36 (11.00)
I 0.44 (0.02) 10.74 (3.18) 4.26 (7.83)
B 0.11 (0.01) 2.30 (3.42) 54.50 (26.31)
1987 Jul. 28
H 2.46 (0.11) 11.55 (1.19) 136.59 (3.17)
I 1.04 (0.05) 9.07 (0.94) 138.02 (3.07)
R 0.67 (0.03) 11.87 (0.83) 142.79 (2.18)
V 0.45 (0.02) 13.76 (1.51) 148.83 (2.17)
B 0.24 (0.01) 17.40 (1.16) 141.65 (2.19)
U 0.12 (0.01) 14.28 (1.82) 146.91 (4.89)
1987 Jul. 30
H 2.74 (0.13) 13.62 (1.48) 139.19 (2.72)
I 1.06 (0.05) 12.06 (1.26) 143.84 (3.05)
R 0.67 (0.03) 9.89 (1.09) 142.96 (2.96)
V 0.47 (0.03) 12.09 (1.72) 141.55 (4.19)
B 0.24 (0.01) 15.76 (1.30) 148.76 (2.21)
U 0.13 (0.01) 17.52 (2.94) 139.69 (4.49)
1987 Sep. 18
H 3 .3 4  (3 .8 9 )  4 5 .5 7  (2 2 .1 0 )
I 9 .6 5  (1 .4 5 )  4 7 .8 5  (4 .1 4 )
R  11 .8 1  (0 .7 5 )  3 8 .7 6  (1 .8 2 )
V  14.12 (2.43) 58.38 (5.14)
B 14.26 (1.13) 39.71 (2.57)
U 13.74 (2.16) 56.63 (4.34)
1987 Sep. 21
H 7.01 (1.83) 50.27 (6.09)
I 8 .1 0  (1 .5 5 )  4 2 .9 1  (5 .7 3 )
R  9 .7 6  (0 .8 5 )  4 2 .3 0  (2 .6 2 )
V  14.37 (3.06) 30.83 (5.90)
B 14.63 (1.31) 38.52 (2.67)
U 13.47 (2.73) 40.60 (6 .88)
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F ig u re  1: T h e  M a r k  I I  H a t f i e l d  P o l a r i m e t e r .
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S u m m a ry . We have carried out a polarization study of 44 blazars and candidate blazars 
observed at optical and near-infrared frequencies (Mead et al. 1989). The spectrum  of 
the radiation is discussed in terms of shock acceleration .models. Frequency dependence is a 
common feature of the polarization behaviour, with the polarization and spectral index gen­
erally increasing towards higher frequencies in those BL Lac objects which were observed. 
No evidence was found to support the previous claim that frequency dependence is related 
to high levels of polarization. No characteristic form of blazar variability was evident from 
the data. The intrinsic frequency-dependent polarization of the BL Lac objects is the result 
of spectral curvature, due to source inhomogeneity. We suggest tha t the observed spectral, 
temporal and polarization behaviour is the result of a polarized cut-off component, ten ta­
tively identified with emission from a shock and an unpolarized steep spectrum component. 
This can explain the observations of 1253 — 055 (3C 279) and many of the other observed 
cases of frequency-dependent polarization.
1 In tro d u c tio n
In a previous paper (Mead et al. 1989; hereafter MEA) we presented the results of a 
programme to m onitor the flux and polarization behaviour of a sample of blazars. The 
observations were made at the United Kingdom Infrared Telescope during four observing 
runs (1986 August, 1987 July, 1987 September and 1988 February). The observations, 
covering the UBVRIJHK frequency range were carried out simultaneously at one infrared 
and all five optical wavebands. A summary of the observations is given in Table 1 . These 
data significantly enlarge the database of infrared polarimetry and photom etry established 
by the observations of Impey et al. (1982), Impey et al. (1984), Holmes et al. (1984a, 
b) and Brindle et al. (1986). The data were collected with the MKI and MIvII Hatfield
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polarimeters (see MEA for a description of tlie instrum ents) and have smaller polarimetric 
errors than  previous data; they allow statistical analysis a t unprecedented levels.
This paper will address the in terpretation of the observed optical emission of the 44 
blazars in terms of specific models of the compact emission region. The term  blazar will 
be taken to  include BL Lac. objects and also highly polarized quasars which exhibit strong 
emission line spectra. The optical continua of both  can usually be regarded together, since 
both contain synchrotron emission from relativistic charged particles. A full treatm ent of 
this process is given by e.g. Pacholczyk (1970, 1977). The canonical synchrotron model, 
which has had considerable success in explaining the emission of extended radio sources, 
consists of a uniform m agnetic field, a power law distribution of electron energies and an 
isotropic distribution of electron velocities. This predicts a frequency-independent form of 
the polarization. It is well established (see Puschell & Stein 1980, Holmes et al. 1984a, 
Brindle et al. (1986), Smith et al. 1987 etc.) th a t frequency dependence of bo th  polariza­
tion and position angle is a common occurrence among the BL Lac objects, dom inated by 
synchrotron emission. These properties of blazar emission indicate th a t a more complicated,
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inhomogeneous model for the emission region is required. The polarization of inhomoge- 
neous sources has been the subject of works by Nordsieck (1976), Bjornsson & Blumenthal 
(1982) and Bjornsson (1985); their results will be applied in detail in this paper.
The frequency distribution of the radiation has received much atten tion . Due to the 
fact th a t variability is observed a t all wavelengths, accurate multifrequency spectra can 
only be obtained through simultaneous observations. A t radio frequencies blazars generally 
have flat spectra, and the optically thick synchrotron spectral index of —2.5 is not seen -  
the ‘Cosmic Conspiracy’ of Cotton et al. (1980). At higher frequencies the spectrum is 
steep (a  ~  1.0) and is often of a power law form (Allen, W ard & Hyland 1982). There 
has been some discussion as to whether the spectrum  is best described by a  power law 
with breaks (e.g. Gear et al. 1985 who have breaks in their l/xm -2mm spectra at 10/Lim). 
Breaks at 3. 1014Hz are suggested by Cruz-Gonzalez & Huchra (1984). In contrast Landau 
et al. (1986) fit all their (1400.A- 20cm) multifrequency spectra with parabolae. »There 
is some observational evidence for a cutoff to the infrared / optical spectrum  (e.g. Rieke, 
Lebofsky & Kinman 1979, Bregman et al. 1981). Evidently, the origin of the non-thermal 
distribution of particle energies is a question of crucial im portance. A rough estim ate of 
the magnetic field (B  ~  10_5T; Gear et al. 1985) yields electron lifetimes of the order of 
days at optical frequencies, implying th a t in situ  acceleration of electrons m ust take place. 
To date the most commonly advanced theory is first-order Fermi acceleration at magneto-
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hydrodynamic shocks. The basic process is outlined by Longair (1981). A t a  non-relativistic 
strong shock front this process yields a spectral index of a  =  0.5. The spectral index can 
steepen by 0.5 when electron losses become im portant (Kardashev 1962) and a cutoff is 
present a t a frequency where the synchrotron loss tim e becomes equal to  the acceleration 
time (Blandford 1979). Meisenheimer Sz Heavens (1986) use shock acceleration to  model 
multifrequency spectra of 3C273. The argum ents for relativistic m otion in blazars were 
reviewed by Impey (1987). On the basis th a t many superluminal sources are blazars, he 
argues for a connection between superluminal m otion and the blazar phenomenon, which 
suggests th a t if the acceleration is due to  a shock then it is relativistic.
Flux variability can be an im portant tool in understanding the emission region. For 
example, M arscher & Gear (1985) showed th a t the mm behaviour of 3C273 could be un­
derstood by a simple model of a shock passing along a jet close to  the line of sight, char­
acterizing the evolution in term s of the energy loss mechanism (Com pton, synchrotron and 
‘adiabatic’). On the basis of a week of m onitoring of BL Lac, Moore et al. (1982) advocated 
a model of random ly oriented sub-components turning on at a rate  of about 10 per day and* 
decaying over about 5 days. Brindle et al. (1985), reporting observations of the same object 
when fainter, proposed a fixed underlying component with superimposed sub-components.
A lternative models for the emission region are summarized by Begelman, Blandford & 
Rees (1984); these include the possibility th a t the emission may be associated w ith orbiting 
hotspots on an accretion disk. It should be noted th a t thick accretion disks, like relativistic 
flows, m ay be able to  radiate at super-Eddington luminosities (Abramowicz, Calvani & 
Nobili 1980). However, given the uncertainty as to  whether such disks are stable (Rees 
1984), these ideas will not be developed here.
The layout of the paper is as follows: §2 will discuss the possibility th a t the emission 
from several objects may be contam inated by unpolarized emission, in particular the ‘blue 
bum p’ emission reported for several quasars. §3 discusses the properties of the data; this 
has been partitioned in to  three subsections, discussing the spectral index, the frequency 
dependence of the polarization and the variability, each of which is a theoretically separable 
area. §4 presents a model to  explain the observed phenomena of spectral curvature and 
frequency dependent polarizations. §5 presents the conclusions of the paper.
Following Bjornsson (1985), frequency dependence of the degree of polarization will be 
referred to  as FD P and frequency dependence of the polarization position angle as FD# . 
As with MEA the shape of the spectrum  will be characterised by use of the (local) spectral
3
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A frequency-dependent spectral index is referred to  as spectral curvature.
index;
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2 C on tam in ation  by  unpolarized  com p on en ts
As was first noted by Shields (1978) several notable highly polarized quasars have excess 
flux at optical and ultraviolet frequencies, which takes the form of contam ination of the 
optical emission by unpolarized flux. This results in either FD P with dp /du  <  0 or spectral 
curvature w ith d a /d u  < 0. Malkan & Sargent (1982) fitted this ‘blue-bum p’ emission 
by black-body radiation, associated with radiating accretion disks in  the centre of active 
galactic nuclei. The observations of 1641 +  399, described in a previous paper, M ead et al. 
(1988), represent the most extreme example of contam ination of the synchrotron component 
seen in the UKIRT d a ta  set. There exists the possibility th a t other d a ta  m ay similarly 
contain ‘non-blazar’ emission. In order to  select objects where this m ay have affected 
the spectra, objects showing either d a /d u  <  0 or not showing m onotonic polarization 
variation were selected, and are listed in  Table 2 . They represent a very small subset of the 
observations of blazars in MEA. Several of these showed little  or no significant polarization.
The x 2 levels of significance in Table 2 are quoted for a  fit to  a frequency-independent 
polarization (for the FD P cases) and to  a  power law flux distribution (for the abnormal 
spectra cases). An alternative explanation of this behaviour is superposition of misaligned 
polarized components. This is equivalent to  the Holmes et al. (1984b) two-component 
model, where two polarized components, of approxim ately equal polarized fluxes produce a 
polarization signature which decreases to  zero a t the frequency where the polarized fluxes 
are equal. This will also produce FD# , and indeed the FD0 seen in the behaviour of 
0109 +  224 on 1986 August 4 and 1418 +  546 on 1988 February 18 could lend weight to this 
explanation.
One of the im portan t potential causes of contam inating flux is the starlight of the host 
galaxy. Since this will be expected to peak in the near IR, such emission would be similar 
to th a t observed for blazars, being curved (d a /d u  > 0 ), very steep and showing FD P with 
dp/du  > 0 although largely unpolarized. Consequently care m ust be taken to  ensure that 
behaviour which will be interpreted as being characteristic of the blazar emission process
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is not the result of contam inating starlight. This implies th a t all those blazars known 
to be located in low-redshift galaxies (0521 -  365, 0548 -  022, 1101 +  384, 1133 +  704, 
1514 — 241, 1652 +  398 and 2200 4- 420) m ust be studied with m ulti-aperture photom etry 
or imaging, in order to  separate out the galaxy component (c.f. Kikuchi & Mikami 1987). 
Other objects may also exhibit continuum properties affected by their relatively weaker 
underlying galaxies.
3 T h e data
Three aspects of the da ta  will be considered in turn . F irst the shape of the spectrum  which 
can be related to  current models of shock acceleration and energy losses will be discussed. 
The polarization behaviour and the correlations derived from the polarization can provide 
evidence on m agnetic field geometry. Finally, variability will be considered as this can 
provide lim its to  the size of the emission region, and can be used to constrain models of the 
émission region.
There are a num ber of points about the nature of the da ta  which are studied in this and 
the following sections. The UKIRT da ta  form an inhomogeneous sample, subject to  known 
(but unquantifiable) selection effects. The strategy adopted was to observe as m any blazars 
as possible. Repeat observations were made for those objects which showed variability, 
high polarizations, FD P or FD 9 . Consequently there are in-built biasses in this sample 
of observations which will necessarily affect the conclusions if each observation were to  be 
treated as an independent point. Even if the observing strategy had avoided these problems, 
it would still be questionable whether the individual observations were independent. This 
problem is related to  the timescales associated with variations in the flux and polarization 
properties. It is known these properties can be constant over periods of several nights, so 
that observations over one run would not be independent. To try  to avoid the effects of these 
biasses, the following results refer to  the median and maximum values of the param eters 
for each object although this loses some information. In these sections V] will refer to  
the effective frequency of the waveband / ,  quoted in the observer’s frame. The lack of 
complete redshift inform ation for the blazar sample makes it impossible to  transform  these 
measurements to the emission frame.
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3.1 FLUX DISTRIBUTION
The results presented in this and following sections are obtained by testing the d a ta  against 
a variety of null hypotheses (e.g. a power law flux distribution). The fits were achieved by 
minimising the x 2 statistic, the use of which is valid, if the errors concerned are distributed 
normally. The errors on the photom etry, however, include system atic uncertainties in the 
photom etric calibration. Consequently, where the d a ta  concerned include flux information 
the true level of the significance is likely to  be different from th a t calculated in the case of 
normally distributed errors. The use of the x 2 statistic  is justified on the basis th a t the aim 
is to obtain some idea of the relative goodness of fit between observations ra ther than to 
reject a power law fit for an individual object.
The distribution of spectral indices at waveband I are tabu la ted  in Table 3 and shown 
in Fig. 1 , Both median and maximum values for each object are shown. The d a ta  used 
are all the observations in the sample for which polarized observations w ith calibrated flux 
d ata  were obtained. These are the objects given in Tables 3 and 4. The fits are separated 
into polarized and unpolarized samples, because only when polarizations in excess of the 
3% limit (used to  distinguish highly polarized objects from low polarizations, e.g. Moore k  
Stockman 1984), are seen, is it certain the observed flux contains a synchrotron contribution. 
If the spectrum, is fitted by a power law at the 5% level, then  the value of the frequency- 
independent spectral index is used. Otherwise, a parabola in the lo g 5 v(i/) — logv  plane is 
fitted, and is used to  derive the spectral index at I.
log Sv(v) = log S*i4 -  a log 1/14 +  bQogVn)2 . (2)
S14 is the flux at 1014H z. There is no theoretical justification for choosing such a form, it 
is simply an empirical fit to the data. There is a problem with those observations made 
with the M ark 1 Hatfield polarim eter a t H, I and B only. Three-point d a ta  sets are fitted 
with zero degrees-of-freedom for a three-param eter fit, and as the d a ta  are subject to  ob­
servational errors the fitted parabolae may be quite different from the true flux distribution. 
Consequently, if a power law fit to  a three-point da ta  set was rejected, then no information 
from this data  set was included in Fig. 1 . Fig. 2 shows the degree of spectral curvature for 
all the UKIRT data, again showing the median and maximum values for each object. The 
statistic used, A a^B _Hp is the difference in the spectral indices a t B and H;
3.1.1 Spectral Curvature and the Distribution o f Spectral Index
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(3)
This quantity  is estim ated using the aforementioned parabolic fits.
3.1.2 The Distribution of Polarized Flux
A partial indication of whether the range of spectral indices given in the previous section 
is truly representative of the synchrotron components can be obtained from polarized flux 
distributions. The polarized spectral indices ap and the degree of curvature, A a p (£_#) 
(analogous to  A ol{b - h ) in the previous section) are shown in Table 4. The distributions of 
these quantities are shown in Figs 3 and 4. These are calculated in an exactly analogous 
way to  the similar quantities of the previous section. The spectral param eters so derived 
represent the behaviour of the synchrotron component, as no other sources of polarized flux 
are thought to  be present. Only in the case of frequency-independent polarization will the 
polarized flux spectral index be equal to  the flux spectral index. For an object displaying 
convex curvature in its to ta l flux spectrum , the polarized flux spectral index a p(u) will be 
marginally smaller than  a(u).
3.1.3 The Interpretation o f the Spectral Flux Distribution
It is useful to  discuss the implications of the observations described in the above sections, 
although to  a certain extent a discussion of the flux distribution cannot be held indepen­
dently of a discussion of any FDP, as this constrains most explanations of the origin of 
the continuum  flux properties of blazars. The prim ary candidate for the process whereby 
the electrons (or positrons) are accelerated, first-order particle acceleration at shock fronts, 
makes specific predictions about the observed spectrum. In summary, strong non-relativistic 
shocks with the magnetic field parallel to  the shock normal produce observed spectra of 0.5. 
Kirk & Schneider (1987) expanded the distribution function in term s of the eigenfunctions 
of the scattering equation to  solve the problem at a relativistic shock front which yields 
spectra between 0.4 and 0.65, while weak shocks can produce any spectral index greater 
than 0.5. The spectral indices expected from oblique shocks have been calculated (Kirk & 
Heavens 1989) when the shock is ‘sublum inal’ ie. the m agnetic field lines intersect the shock 
front at a velocity less than  c. For shock speeds v>  0 • lc  they find spectral indices harder 
than in the parallel shock case, tending to an unphysical value of q  ~  0 as v increases. 
These spectral indices should be constant over many decades of frequency. In the high
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frequency domain, synchrotron energy losses cause the observed spectral index to  increase 
by 0.5 (Kardashev 1962), with a high energy cut-off beyond which the Fermi process cannot 
accelerate electrons (Blandford 1979).
Weak shocks can explain any spectral index, but such shocks are generally rejected 
for two reasons. F irst, the observed spectral, index is a strong function of shock speed; this 
implies th a t even the large range of spectral indices shown in Fig. 1 corresponds to  a narrow 
range of shock speeds, and it is unlikely th a t the range of speeds should be small. Second, 
strong shocks are expected to be a common feature of the hydrodynam ic flows which are 
thought to be the origin of the blazar emission. As these amplify the  emissivity of the 
fluid, by accelerating particles and compressing the m agnetic field, it m ay be reasonable to 
expect such shocks to  play an im portan t part in the origin of the observed emission. As 
most blazar identifications are made on the basis of their optical emission, this objection 
can be overcome if selection effects are im portant; there is an obvious bias against very 
steep optical spectra. To resolve this question a complete survey of a  sample of compact 
radio sources is needed.
If arbitrarily  weak shocks are rejected, then the range of spectral indices observed is 
not consistent w ith the power law spectra predicted by Fermi acceleration at strong shocks. 
Spectral indices of order 3 are too large.
The high energy cutoff inherent in acceleration models implies a steepening of the 
spectrum over a relatively small frequency interval, where the models have steep spectra 
and spectral curvature but not steep (a  > 1.2) power law spectra. Such curvature is 
observed but is not lim ited to  sources with the steepest spectra. For example the spectral 
index (at I) of the observation of 0818 — 128 is high (1.52) but not extrem e, bu t the curvature 
( ^ Q(B-ff) =  3.37) is the highest seen. Checking for a correlation (using the Spearm an rank 
correlation statistic) between either the median or m axim um  spectral indices and curvature 
param eters produced no result which was significant even a t the 10% level.
Heavens (1988) considers advection of electrons away from a shock front where the 
magnetic field decays arbitrarily  with distance from the shock. He shows th a t the result­
ing spectrum  may have spectral indices higher than  those predicted by the simple shock 
theory and gradually curved though approxim ately described by a power law for single 
decades of frequency if these are weU below the cut-off. This is not the only inhomoge- 
neous source model which produces spectral indices much higher than  th a t derived from 
the electron spectral index. For example, the synchrotron-self-Compton (SSC) model of
Ghisellini, Maraschi & Treves (1985) gives rise to  steep optical-IR continua as a result of 
the integration of the luminosity of an inhomogeneous jet. There exist a  series of inhomo- 
geneous models, including those of Marscher (1980) and Konigl (1981) w ith steep power 
law flux distributions. However, there are a large num ber of free param eters which go into 
determining the spectral index. Ghisellini, Maraschi & Treves (1985) a ttem pt fits to the 
IR /optical continua of two blazars (2155 — 304 and 0537 — 441) using this model by varying 
some of these param eters. F itting  such models to the UKIRT da ta  is not possible, given 
the lim ited num ber of frequency points.
We conclude th a t the spectral indices shown in Fig. 1 are too high to  be consistent 
with a simple model of shock acceleration at a strong shock with a parallel, or oblique, 
homogeneous m agnetic field. The fact th a t position angles tend to  align w ith the VLBI axis 
(Impey, 1987) suggests the oblique case may be more realistic. Inhomogeneous je t models 
produce higher spectral indices although, given the restricted frequency range, these cannot 
be tested fully here. A lternatively a cutoff to the spectrum  can produce a greater range 
of spectral indices. All the d a ta  were obtained with simultaneous polarim etry and, as this 
strongly constrains models of the emission region, we postpone further discussion until after 
the polarization properties have been considered.
3.2 ANALYSIS OF THE POLARIZATION PROPERTIES
3.2.1 Frequency Dependence o f the Degree o f Polarization
All da ta  w ith two or more polarization measurements were tested for frequency dependence 
of polarization and polarization position angle. Power law forms (p(u) oc v&) were fitted 
to the d a ta  using the x 2 s tatistic  to  test the goodness of fit. This empirical fit allows an 
unconstrained m inimization to be performed with respect to lo g p i4 (p i4 is the polarization 
at 1014IT2 ) and /?. Those objects not fitted (at the 5% level) by a constant polarization 
are described as showing FD P; those not fitted by a power law with constant /? a t the 5% 
level are described as having ‘complex’ polarization behaviour. This procedure will flag 
behaviour, such as th a t seen in 2200 +  420, where the FD P is only significant over a narrow 
range of the observed frequencies. Fig. 5 shows the distribution of the median and m axim um  
degrees of polarization at I and Fig. 6 the median and maximum changes in polarization 
over the observed frequency range, expressed in term s of the ratio  of the B polarization to  
the H polarization {p { v b ) I p { v h ))-  The data  displayed in these figures are listed in Table 5.
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Fig. 5 shows a wide range of both median and maximum polarizations, the largest being 
the series of observations of 1253 -  055 (3C 279) (see §4.2). There is a common tendency 
for the B polarization to be higher than  th a t a t H. Indeed, only three objects have a median 
value of {p (v b )/ p {v h )) significantly less than  one (the highly polarized quasars 1641 +  399 
(3C 345), 1921 -  293 and 2251 +  158). The probable reason for this is contam ination of the 
blazar flux by unpolarized optical components, discussed previously. The d a ta  were also 
tested for FD# which is much rarer than  FD P (see MEA, Table 4). There is no evidence 
suggesting any preference for clockwise over counter-clockwise variations w ith frequency.
8,2.2 Correlation o f Frequency Dependence with Other Properties
It has been suggested (Bailey, Hough & Axon 1983, Holmes et al. 1984a, Holmes 1985, 
Brindle et al. 1986) th a t there is a tendency for frequency dependence to  be associated with 
high polarization (the ‘p(A) — p^ effect). The appearance of this effect has been approached 
in two ways. Fig. 7 shows histogram s of the I polarizations wherein objects displaying 
either FD P (Fig. 7a) or FD# (Fig. 7b) have been flagged. The distributions of the two 
samples were then tested using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (e.g. Conover 1980) under 
the null hypothesis th a t the frequency-independent da ta  had the same distribution as the 
frequency-dependent data. W hen considering FDP, the Kolmogorov-Smirnov sta tistic  was 
T  =  0.112, which corresponds to the 75.2% level of significance. W hen considering FD# , 
the Kolmogorov-Smirnov result was T  =  0.150, which corresponds to  the 50.0% level of 
significance. An alternative is to  use non-param etric correlation tests to  test directly for 
a correlation between the am ount of frequency dependence and the polarization. Fig. 8 
shows plots of log(p(tzs)/ p (v h )) versus the I polarization. W hereas all the observations 
were p lotted in Fig. 7, only median or maximum values for each object are shown in Fig. 8 . 
Neither was significant a t the 5% level. We conclude there is no evidence th a t the amount 
of frequency dependence is dependent on the degree of polarization.
This da ta  set is larger and covers a wider frequency range than  those for which the 
p (A) — p effect was claimed; thus it is surprising th a t, if real, this effect does not appear. 
A possible explanation is provided by a selection effect, given th a t the polarim etric errors 
obtained on these da ta  are certainly smaller than  those on the d a ta  of Bailey, Hough & 
Axon (1983), Holmes et al. (1984a) and Holmes (1985). It seems possible th a t these authors 
simply missed examples of FDP (and FD# ) in objects of m oderately low polarization that 
would have been detected in this work. Further, Holmes (1985) notes th a t, in some of his
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sample, this correlation is markedly affected by specific blazars observed more frequently 
than others. This indicates th a t his result may be susceptible to  the kinds of system atic 
biasses discussed earlier.
In §3.1.3 cut-offs were mentioned as a possible explanation for the steep and curved 
spectra observed in blazars. If this were generally so for blazars, then a correlation between 
the steepness of the spectrum  and the occurrence of FD P should be observed. This has been 
tested using the Spearm an rank correlation test statistic  for the correlation between ct(vj) 
and (p (vb ) / p{yn))- Also tested for were correlations between a(V /) and p{vi), 
and p(vi )  and A &(b-H)  and {p(vb ) Ip {vh )) .  No correlations were found at the 5% level.
3.3 VARIABILITY
S. 3.1 Variability in  the Flux Densities
Before discussing variability it is necessary to differentiate between the different timescales 
being tested. D ata  were taken over several nights a t four epochs (1986 August, 1987 July, 
1987 Septem ber and 1988 February). As a  consequence there are three inter-epoch and 
numerous inter-night timescales to be considered. The x 2-statistic  was used to test the null 
hypothesis th a t there was no difference between measurements for any pair of observations. 
The critical level of significance used was 1 .0 %, any lower value being regarded as evidence 
for variability. Again it m ust be stressed th a t possible system atic errors m ay compromise 
the assum ption of norm al errors in the photometry.
Inter-epoch variability in the flux densities was seen in the m ajority  of objects, and 
ranged from. 1253 — 055 and 1749 +  096 which varied by a factor of almost three to  0118 — 272 
and 0138 — 097 which remained constant between 1987 July and September. N ight-to-night 
variations were also commonly seen, though exceptions were more common than  above. 
One object, 2254 +  074, varied from 1.18mJy to 0.44mJy in one day at I, but this was 
atypical. Three objects (0109 +  224 in 1987 September, 1156 +  295 in 1988 February and 
1253 — 055 in 1986 August) varied by up to 33% whilst retaining a constant spectral index. 
No observations were seen which repeated the pattern  of Gear, Robson & Brown (1986), 
where spectral indices decreased with increasing flux:. Three objects showed steepening 
spectral indices w ith increasing flux (0048 — 097 and 0109 + 224, both in 1986 August and 
1253 — 055 in 1988 February).
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As with the flux variability, inter-epoch and inter-night variations in the degree of 
polarization were seen in the m ajority  of blazars. The only example of a polarized object 
displaying constant inter-epoch polarization degree was 2254 +  074. In addition seven other 
objects failed to  show any inter-night variations when repeat observations were performed. 
These were 0118 -  272, 0138 -  097, 1156 +  295, 1418 +  546, 1424 +  240, 1641 +  399 and 
2223 — 052. Changes in the polarization did not always coincide w ith significant changes in 
the observed flux of these objects. The variations in the polarization d a ta  were not all of a 
similar form; for example 1253 -  055 showed a generally increasing degree of polarization 
with the onset of FD P (dp/du  > 0) whereas 0109 +  224 showed (during 1986 August) FDP 
of both  senses (dp/du  < 0 and dp /dv  >  0 ).
There is evidence for variability on timescales of tens of m inutes in the polarization 
position angle in the data  of 1253-055 (3C 279) during 1986 August. All these d a ta  were 
collected with the M ark I instrum ent where the flux and polarization spectrum  was con­
structed from a series of simultaneous measurements a t three frequencies. Only on 1986 
August 2 did the individual sets show strong evidence for FD# , on all other nights during 
this period the da ta  were consistent with frequency-independent position angles but with 
variations of order half a degree over the approxim ately ten m inute timescale of the integra­
tions. Table 6 shows the averaged position angle for each run during this period. Inspection 
shows th a t for any pair of runs the evidence for variability is m arginally significant. Nev­
ertheless this was capable of inducing artificial FD# in the summed data . The d a ta  given 
in MEA are the summed values which are the best estim ates of the position angle during 
the whole series of observations, although the errors are underestim ated. There was no 
evidence for similar rapid changes in the polarization degree nor did any other object show 
such rapid variability of the position angle.
Only one object (0235 +  164) was observed with a polarization position angle constant 
over the inter-epoch timescale. Only two high signal-to-noise observations of this object were 
made (in 1987 July and 1987 September). One of the more extreme cases was 1749 +  096 
where the position angle varied from 5° to  35° in one day in 1986 August. Only six objects 
failed to show inter-night variations during any of the epochs. These were 0118 — 272, 
0138 — 097, 0818 — 128, 1156 +  295, 1418 + 546 and 1424 +  240. Note th a t these objects also 
failed to  display any inter-night variations of the degree of polarization. However the other 
objects which similarly failed to show inter-night changes in the polarization degree did show 
inter-night changes in position angle. Indeed, position angle variations were m arginally more 
common than  variations in the degree of polarization.
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The fact th a t variability in the position angle is the rule ra ther th an  the exception 
should not be taken as invalidating the results of Rusk & Seaquist (1985) and Impey (1987) 
who showed th a t preferred polarization position angles were generally along the milliarcsec- 
ond radio-structure axis. Impey (1987) regarded any object where two-thirds of the position 
angles were consistent to  within 40° as having a preferred (range of) position angle. The 
variations which were detected in the UKIRT data  were generally of a few to ten degrees in 
amplitude, but six objects exhibited variability around or in excess of the 40° lim it. These 
were 0109 +  224, 011 8 -2 7 2 , 0219 +  428, 1418 +  546, 1749 +  096 and 2254 +  074. Three other 
objects (0138 — 097, 1727 +  502 and 2155 — 304) showed FD# which came close to  violating 
the lim it. Since the m ajority  of the detected variations were of much smaller am plitude, 
this d a ta  set should not invalidate Im pey’s result.
4 M od els o f  th e  frequ en cy  d ep en d en ce o f  polarization
4.1 T h e o r e t i c a l  B a c k g r o u n d
Bjornsson & Blum enthal (1982) set out a formalism whereby the polarization properties of 
an inhomogeneous source can be evaluated. Their result was:
a (u ) +  1
« (" )  +  I
p (u) =  n w  . ' (4)
where II(u) is composed of integrals over the magnetic held geometry, and represents the 
degree of ordering of the magnetic held. This provides a description of the properties of 
an inhomogeneous synchrotron source. There are several possible specihc models of the 
emission region which are summarized below.
Section 3.1.3 discussed the effect of cut-offs in the energy spectrum  of the radiating 
electrons on the to ta l hux spectrum. Such a cut-off would also have a dram atic effect 
on the observed polarization behaviour. Strong FD P occurs around the cut-off frequency 
but no FD# is seen. Fig. 9 shows the expected polarization signature of an ad hoc two- 
component model consisting of a polarized cut-off component and an unpolarized power 
law component. The cut-off was assumed to be a sharp upper lim it in the electron energy 
distribution. The rise in polarization results from the fact th a t synchrotron emission from 
an isotropic electron distribution tends to 100% polarization above the critical frequency, 
the fall-off in polarization resulting from the dominance of the unpolarized emission at high 
frequencies.
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Bjornsson (1985) considers the effect of anisotropic particle velocity distributions on 
the polarization behaviour of the synchrotron radiation which can result in significant FDP 
and FD0 . This explanation for the observed FD(? has not been pursued, as the naive two- 
component model can adequately explain the observations. Nevertheless relativistic shock 
acceleration models do produce anisotropic particle distributions (e.g. Kirk & Schneider 
1987, Heavens & Drury 1988) and shock acceleration is im plicitly assumed in the cut-off 
models applied in §4.2 and §4.3.
4.2 A P P L IC A T IO N  TO  T H E  OBSERVATIONS O F 1253 -  055
The best example of FD P in the UKIRT d a ta  is 1253 -  055 (3C 279) which was extremely 
polarized and was observed at high signal-to-noise ratios. The fluxes were fitted  by power 
laws on all nights in 1986 August. The fluxes decreased from 1986 August 4 to  August 6 , but 
were otherwise constant. The photom etric errors were too large to  perm it any description of 
the spectral index behaviour during the la tte r period. The flux varied by a  factor of almost 
three between 1986 August and 1987 July 28 when the flux could again be expressed as a 
power law. Finally, it was observed three times during 1988 February. On February 16 and 
February 18 the flux could be described as a power law, while on February 17 a parabola 
gave the best fit. There was a decrease in the observed flux, followed by an increase in 
flux and spectral index. In the following discussion the d a ta  obtained on the night of 1986 
August 1 vyill be excluded as these consist of only three frequency points. The polarization 
varied more often than  the flux, between 45.92 ±  0.98 % (the highest optical polarization 
yet seen in a blazar) on 1986 August 5 to  19.65 ±  0.81 % on 1988 February 16. During 
1986 August FD P developed with dp/du  > 0 as the polarization rose to  a m aximum . The 
frequency dependence of position angle was subject to  the system atic errors discussed in 
§3.3.2. The significant FD# seen on 1986 August 2 appears to  be real. Otherwise the data 
appear to be consistent with variable but frequency-independent position angles and so 
the explanation of the behaviour on these nights is much easier. The 1987 July 28 data 
showed FDP (dp /dv  > 0) but no FD# . The polarization rose each night in 1988 February. 
Significant FD P with dp/dv  > 0 was present on the final night only, while FD# was present 
on the first two nights.
The Bjornsson & Blumenthal (1982) formalism (hereafter the a-param eterisation) will 
be used to param eterise the emission initially. The lack of any FD# on m ost nights justifies 
a frequency-independent form of Il(t') as an initial approxim ation. This has been used
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to fit all the d a ta  of 1253 -  055 (including the data  of 1986 August 2, 1988 February 16 
and 1988 February 17 for which it is not strictly applicable). Table 7 shows the results 
of these fits. The spectral flux distribution has been fitted using the parabolic form of 
equation 2. Fig. 10 shows the application of this param eterisation to  the 1986 August 
5 data. The a-param eterisation essentially separates the polarization behaviour in to  two 
parts i.e. the degree of m agnetic field ordering and the (potentially coupled) distribution of 
the projected m agnetic field and electron Lorentz factor. The former factor determines the 
degree of polarization while the la tte r determines the spectral flux distribution. This in tu rn  
determines the FD P through the spectral index. Consequently the FD P supplies no more 
information about the nature of the source than is contained in the spectral flux distribution 
and the level of polarization. This has no relation to any physical model of the emission 
region. The a-param eterisation implies th a t the FD P is entirely a result of the process 
which produces the spectral shape of the continuum flux, which remains unexplained. The 
a-param eterisation cannot account for the FD# of 1986 August 2 or 1988 February 16 and 
17. FD# implies th a t the functions q(v) and u{v) in Bjornsson & Blum enthal (1982) are 
frequency-dependent. This gives rise to  a potentially frequency-dependent form of II(i/). 
Despite this the a-param eterisation is still able to  fit the observed FD P on this night, and 
so, although not strictly valid, it is a reasonable first approxim ation, suggesting th a t the 
frequency dependence due to  n ( i ')  was small compared to th a t arising from the a  term . 
The change in position angle over the observed frequency range is consistent with this 
hypothesis.
In addition, the cut-off polarization model was fitted to these data. Again it was as­
sumed th a t the m agnetic field in the region was partially  ordered and was such th a t no 
FD# would result. It was not possible to  fit the data  using a single cut-off component. 
Therefore the cut-off model fits presented in Table 7 include unpolarized power-law com­
ponents which perm it reasonable fits. The observed FDP results from a combination of the 
intrinsic FD P of the cut-off component and the dilution of the polarized flux by an unpo­
larized component of differing spectral shape. The fits are characterised by the following 
param eters: the 1014 Hz flux densities of the cut-off and power law components (Si and S2 
respectively in units of m Jy), the two spectral indices ( a i  and 0:2), the cut-off frequency (vc 
in units of 1014 Hz) and the polarization param eter (n). This la tte r  is defined such th a t at 
low frequencies the polarization is n ( l +  a i ) / ( | - f a 1). All the frequencies are m easured in 
the observer’s frame. Fig. 11 shows the best fit to the 1986 August 5 data. In contrast to  the 
a-param eterisation, the cut-off explanation appears to  be more complicated as it requires 
an ex tra  unpolarized component, and an extra param eter is needed to  fit the data. However
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it lias a num ber of advantages over the a-param eterisation. In the cut-off picture the FDP 
results from the intrinsic properties of the synchrotron process and from the relative spectral 
indices of the two components. The spectral index param eter ( a i )  appears to  be consistent 
with relativistic strong shocks and synchrotron losses. The unpolarized component appears 
to  have a  higher spectral index which is inconsistent with current estim ates of those obtain­
able from shock acceleration, but which is well w ithin the range of spectral indices th a t can 
be predicted by the SSC models. This leads to  a ten tative identification of this component 
with the integrated emission of the quiescent je t, while the cut-off would arise from a shock 
in this flow. Hence, the cut-off model contains more information about the physical nature 
of the source than  the a-param eterisation. Those observations which displayed FD# could 
be interpreted similarly to  the explanation given for the a-param eterisation. Alternatively, 
if the second component had a small polarization at a slightly different position angle to 
tha t of the cut-off component, then the observed F.D# could result w ithout requiring in­
trinsic FD# in the cut-off polarization behaviour. This is, of course, the  explanation used 
by Holmes et al. (1984b) to  describe their data. This would introduce ex tra  parameters, 
reducing the degrees of freedom to the fits which, in themselves, would m ake more likely a 
satisfactory fit to  the lim ited num ber of points available.
Even assuming normal statistics neither the a-param eterisation nor the cutoff model 
can be rejected on the basis of the x 2 value a t the 1% level. An im portan t question is 
the constancy of these param eters as the source varies. Can the observed variations be 
characterised as simple changes in a small subset of param eters in either of these pictures? 
In the a-param eterisation the fitted flux, param eters appear to  change m arkedly from 1986 
August 2 to  1986 August 6 . However it was sta ted  above th a t the spectral index did not 
change significantly during the observing period. If the param eters in Table 7 are used to 
calculate the spectral index at I (which is the best constrained part of the fit), then the 
calculated spectral indices remain essentially constant over the period of the 1986 August 
observations. The variability arises from changes in log S14 and n . In the cut-off model the 
situation is more complicated. The variations in uc, a i  and a 2 in 1986 August are within 
the uncertainties in these param eters. The observed variations, in this picture, result from 
a complicated mix of variations in log S i, log S2 and H.
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4.3 APPLICATION TO OTHER DATA
The a-param eterisation was fitted to ail polarized observations with four or more flux points, 
excluding the observations of 1641 +  399, for which an alternative explanation of dilution 
by unpolarized flux was advanced in Mead et al. (1988). There were 81 sets of observations 
satisfying this criterion, of which 52 were successfully fitted at the 5% level. No allowance 
was made for the presence of FD# . The fitted values of the B-field ordering param eter 
are displayed in Fig. 12. This confirms th a t in many cases the radiation can be modelled 
in term s of a simple inhomogeneous source. The rejected fits are summarised in Table 8 . 
As six of the rejected fits are not significant a t the 1% level, it is probably reasonable to 
consider these consistent with the a-param eterisation. The remaining cases in Table 8 are 
worthy of discussion. There was no a priori reason to  expect th a t the a-param eterisation 
would not have been able to fit the data  of 0048 — 097 (1986 Aug. 3), 0754 +  100 (1988 Feb. 
15, 16), or 0818 — 128 (1988 Feb. 16, 17). The observations of 0109 + 224 and 1418 +  546 
were characterised by sharp rises in the degree of polarization with frequency (a factor of 
~  6 for the 0109 -f 224 data). Extrapolating from the observed frequencies the polarization 
would have fallen to  zero below 1014 Hz in both cases. The observations of 0109 +  224 were 
preceded by a num ber of three-frequency measurements which exhibited F.DP with both 
dp/dv  > 0 and dp/du < 0. It is possible th a t a m ulticomponent model can explain these 
data but w ithout observations at lower frequencies such an explanation cannot be tested. 
The observation of 0118 — 272 has a peculiar spectrum due to an anomalous H flux point 
(see MEA). 1101 +  384, 1514 — 241 and 2200 +  420 are located in nearby galaxies so the 
fluxes contain an unquantifiable am ount of starlight. The observations of 2155 — 304 and 
1147 +  245 showed FD0 as well as FDP, and so the a-param eterisation would not strictly  
be applicable. A likely explanation for the observed FD# in BL Lac is a m ulti-component 
picture such as th a t of Holmes et al. (1984b) and Brindle et al. (1986). However the fitting 
of such a  model requires accurate photom etry of the blazar component not achieved by 
these data. The observation of 2254+ 074 (1986 Aug. 4) showed a frequency-independent 
degree of polarization from H to B and a significantly higher U polarization — behaviour 
inconsistent w ith the a-param eterisation. The observations of 1987 July also showed a 
tendency for FD P to  be more m arked at the higher optical frequencies.
The cut-off model was fitted to a number of objects, selected as showing FD P with 
dp/dv  > 0, no evidence for either FD# and convex spectra. Also excluded were those objects 
which the a-param eterisation failed to  explain because of the reasons given above, although 
the data  of 0048 -  097 (1986 Aug. 3), 0754 +  100 (1988 Feb. 18), and 0818 -  128 (1988
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Feb.) were included as there was no a posteriori justification for the failure of the a-para- 
m eterisation. The results are tabulated  in Table 9. Eight of the a ttem pted  fits could be 
rejected at the 5% level. The observations of 0048 — 097 (1986 Aug. 3) were acceptable at 
the more correct 1% level. The fits to  the da ta  of 0109 +  224 (1986 Aug. 7) and 0138 — 097 
(1987 Sep. 20 ) were achieved with a high value of vc and thus the fits were essentially a 
result of FD P due to  the effect of the unpolarized component on the apparent behaviour.
4.4 D I S C U S S I O N
Two pictures have been presented in the previous sections which explain the salient fea­
tures of the observations. The a-param eterisation is a simple description of the expected 
properties of synchrotron radiation from an inhomogeneous source. The form of the flux 
distribution is entirely empirical. All the inform ation contained in the flux and polarization 
has been removed to  this param eterisation of the observed spectra. No further insights into 
the physics of the emission region can be obtained beyond the conclusion th a t the radiation 
is consistent with emission from an inhomogeneous source and th a t, to  first order, equa­
tion 4 applies. SSC pictures provide a param eterisation whereby the spectrum  expected 
from an inhomogeneous relativistic jet can be evaluated (e.g. M adau, Ghisellini & Persic 
1987) but rely on observations over decades of frequency to  constrain their param eters.
The cut-off picture can explain many of the examples of FD P including some th a t the 
a-param eterisation cannot. This model is a ttractive because an upper energy cut-off in the 
electron energy distribution is an expected feature of particle acceleration a t shocks. This 
cut-off occurs because above certain energies the acceleration timescale is longer then the 
energy loss timescale. Biermann & S trittm atter (1987) derive a cut-off frequency between 
3 X 1014 Hz and 2 X 1015 Hz. The value of the cutoff frequency is critically dependent on 
the assumptions made in its derivation, e.g. a Kolmogorov spectrum  (oc fc-5 / 3) was used to 
model the spectrum  of the turbulent magnetic energy density responsible for the scattering. 
Heavens (1984) showed th a t a k~ l spectrum  can give rise to  a cut-off a t X-ray frequencies 
for shocks speeds greater than  3000 km s- 1 .
It is worth comparing the expected values with the fitted results for uc given in §4.2 
and §4.3. For 1253 — 055 the Biermann & S trittm atte r (1987) upper lim it corresponds to 
an observer’s frame frequency of 1.3 x 1015 Hz. The 1986 August fits are broadly consistent 
with being around this upper lim it, while the 1987 July and 1988 February fits are at lower 
frequencies. Although interpretation of vc for the objects in Table 9 is harder as not all the
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objects have m easured redshifts, most of the fits have best-fit cut-off frequencies which are 
either close to  Biermann & S trittm atte r’s (1987) upper lim it or higher. This is consistent 
with the fact th a t the polarization ‘hum p’, at frequencies above vc, is not observed. In 
fact instances of dp/du  < 0 are either transient phenomena (e.g. 0109 +  224 in 1986 
August) or have explanations in term s of the line emission and ‘blue bum p’. No significant 
cases also showing d^a /d^v  > 0 were seen. This is a problem for the in terp reta tion  of 
the observed FD P in term s of cut-offs unless the Biermann & S trittm atte r (1987) model 
genuinely indicates the physical processes in shock acceleration produce cut-offs over a 
relatively restricted range of frequency.
How can the cut-off picture be placed in a framework which explains all the observed 
features of blazar emission? It has been shown how the cut-off picture can explain FDP 
where it  occurs w ithout significant FD# . However whenever FD# occurs, this model fails 
to explain the observations. The m otivation for advancing the cut-off model was FD P, al­
though m any observations were characterised by power law spectra, frequency-independent 
degrees of polarization and frequency independent position angles of polarization. These 
observations can be placed in the same framework as the cut-off model in two ways. Either 
they could be shock components observed at frequencies much lower than  vc or they could 
be the in tegrated  emission of the quiescent jet which may be slightly polarized. If the ‘best 
guess’ model of the polarization behaviour is taken to  be a cut-off component representing 
a shock with a steeper spectrum  component representing the underlying je t, how would this 
relate to  observations outside of the IR /optical spectral region? Rusk & Seaquist (1985) 
and Impey (1987) have shown th a t there is a tendency for preferred optical polarization 
position angles to  be aligned along the VLBI structure. Such quiescent position angles could 
be speculatively assigned to a polarized jet component (Brindle et al. 1986). The other 
component would then be the shock or cut-off component, which may in principle have a 
different position angle. In one case the consistency of this can be checked by reference 
to the observations of 0851 +  202. In their two-component decomposition Holmes et al. 
(1984b) identified two distinct orientations. One appeared constant (at about 100°) and 
the other ro ta ted  during the observations of 1983 January. Roberts & W ardle (1987) report 
VLBI flux and polarization observations of this object a t two epochs (1981.9 and 1982.9), 
which show highly polarized extensions from the moderately polarized core at a position 
angle around —100°. The polarization of the supposed constant component is close to  being 
orientated along the je t axis, but is not quite close enough to  be definitely linked w ith the 
quiescent components described above.
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5 C onclud ing rem arks
This paper has analysed the results of a programme of multi-frequency polarim etric ob­
servations of blazaxs. 157 observations of 44 blazars were obtained during four separate 
observing runs in 1986 August, 1987 July, 1987 September and 1988 February. The data 
consist of simultaneous observations using up to  8 different filters a t infrared to  optical 
frequencies. The m ajor results will now be summarised.
1 . In many cases the spectrum  could be represented as a power law over the full range of 
observed frequencies, but significant spectral curvature was common. The behaviour 
of the polarized flux density was similar to th a t of the to ta l flux density whose prop­
erties could be assumed to be representative of the synchrotron component. The 
spectral behaviour was inconsistent with th a t expected from particle acceleration at 
relativistic shocks unless the observations were made in the region of a  high-frequency 
cut-off. Inhomogeneous source models can also explain the observed behaviour.
2. Frequency dependence of the degree of polarization was seen in m any cases, generally 
with dp /dv  >  0. The counter examples were often associated with the ‘blue bumps’ 
discussed in §2 . Frequency dependence of the polarization position angle was a less 
common feature of blazar behaviour. No evidence was found to  support claims that 
frequency dependence is associated with high levels of polarization.
3. Variability was a common feature of the observations. No simple characteristics have 
yet been found to  describe all the variations.
4. Most of the observed frequency dependence of polarization in blazars is linked to the 
intrinsic curvature in the blazar flux spectrum. This suggests an inhomogeneous model 
for the emission region is required. An example is provided by a polarized component 
with a high-frequency cut-off and a second component w ith a steeper spectral index 
and no significant polarization, tentatively identified w ith shock accelerated electrons 
and a quiescent je t, respectively. This cannot simply explain the observed frequency 
dependence of position angles without recourse to  separate polarized components.
Further work m ust provide a rigorous test of the cut-off model. The fits would be 
better constrained if flux information were available from higher and lower frequencies 
than  those observed. This would make the empirical determ ination of the spectral index 
more secure at K, H & J and B & U. This in tu rn  would more severely test the observed 
polarization behaviour at these frequencies. Polarization inform ation at lower frequencies
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where the hypothetical tmpolarized (or low polarization) and steeper spectrum  component 
will dom inate would be particularly im portant. If on the other hand, a theoretical prediction 
of the observed spectral shape of a blazar is not available, then the validity of the a-para- 
m eterisation m ust be tested using an empirical fit to  the observed flux data. In this case, 
the a-param eterisation would also benefit from wider frequency coverage.
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F ig u r e s
1, a) & b) The median and maximum values of the spectral indices a t I.
2, a) & b) The median and maximum values of the spectral curvature, A a ^ - H ) -
3, a) & b) The median and maximum values of the polarized spectral indices a t I.
4, a) & b) The median and maximum values of the polarized spectral curvature, A a p^B-H)-
5, a) &: b) The median and maximum values of the polarizations a t I.
6 , a) & b) The median and maximum values of the degree of the frequency dependence of
polarization, p ( t 's ) /p (r '//) .
7, a) & b) The distributions of the I polarizations. The shaded region represents the 
distribution of those objects showing FDP (a) and FD# (b) significant a t the 5% level. 
The distributions are not significantly different.
8 , a) & b) P lots of the median and maximum values of p (v b ) / p {v h ) versus p(u i). No 
correlation was present here a t the 5% level.
9 The flux and polarization behaviour of two superimposed synchrotron components. One 
component has a spectral index of 1 .0 , a perfectly ordered m agnetic field and a sharp 
upper cutoff to  the energy distribution. The second has a spectral index of 1.5 and is 
unpolarized.
10, a) & b) a-param eterisation fits to  the flux and polarization da ta  of 1986 August 5.
11, a) & b) Cutoff fits to  the flux and polarization data  of 1986 August 5.
12 D istribution of the fitted values of II, the B-field ordering param eter.
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T ab le  1 ; Summary of the polarim etrie observations a t UKIRT
IAU Name 1986 Jul./A ug, 1987 Jul. 1987 Sep. 1988 Feb.
0048 -  097 HJIRVB KHJIRVBU HIRVBU
0106 4- 013 HIB HIRVBU HIRVBU
0109 +  224 HJIRVB HIRVBU HIRVBU
0 1 1 8 -2 7 2 HJIRVB HIRVBU HIRVBU
0138 -  097 HIB HIRVBU KHIRVBU
0219 -  164 KHJIRVBU
0219 +  428 HIB HIRVBU HIRVBU
0235 +  164 KHJIRVBU KHJIRVBU
0300 +  470 HIRVBU
0323 +  022 HIB HIRVBU
0336 -  019 HIB
0338 -  214 HIB HIRVBU
0414+  009 HIRVBU HJIRVBU
0422 +  004 KHIRVBU
0735 +  178 HIRVBU HIRVBU
0736 +  017 HIRVBU JIRVBU
0754 +  100 KHJIRVBU.
0818 -  128 KHJIRVBU
0851 +  202 KHIRVBU
0906+ 015 HIRVBU
1101+ 384 KHJIRVBU
1147 +  245 HJIRVBU
1156 +  295 HIRVBU
1253 -  055 HJIRVB U KHJIRVBU HIRVBU
1413+135 HIB
1418 +  546 HIB HJIRVB U HIRVBU KHJIRVBU
1424 +  240 HIRVBU
1510 -  089 HIB
1 5 1 4 -2 4 1 HIB KHJIRVBU
1538 +  149 HIB
1641 +  399 KHJIRVBU KHJIRVBU HIRVBU
1652 +  398 KHJIRVBU
1717+ 178 HIB HIRVBU HIRVBU
1727+ 502 HIB HIRVBU
1749 +  096 HIB JIRVBU
1921 -  293 HIB JIRVB
2032 +  107 JIRVBU HIRVBU
2155 -  304 HJIRVB KHJIRVBU KHJIRVBU
2200 +  420 HJIRVB KHJIRVBU HIRVBU
2208 -  137 HIB
2223 -  052 HIB HJIRVB U HIRVBU
2230 +  114 HIB
2251 +  158 HIB HIRVBU HIRVBU
2254 + 074 HJIRVB U HIRVBU HIRVBU
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T able 2: Objects possibly containing contam inating flux
Object
Name Date of observation
Significance 
Level (%)
0106 +  013 (2 ) 1987 July 28 2.5
0109 +  224 ( 1 ) 1986 August 4 1.0
0118 -  272 (2 ) 1987 July 27 0.01
0138 -  097 ( 1) 1986 August 5 1.0
0735 +  178 (2 ) 1988 February 15 5.0
0754 +  100 (1 ) 1988 February 18 2.5
0818 -  128 (2 ) 1988 February 15,16 0.01
1418 +  546 (1 ), (2 ) 1986 August 6 0.01
1418 +  546 (2 ) 1988 February 18 0.01
1424 +  240 (2 ) 1988 February 16 0.01
1717+ 178 (1) 1986 August 7 0.01
1749 +  096 (2 ) 1986 August 5 0.01
1921 -  293 ( 1 ) 1986 August 6 0.1
1921 -  293 (2 ) 1987 July 27 0.01
2032+  107 (2 ) 1987 July 27 0.01
2208 -  137 (2 ) 1986 August 3,4 & 7 0.01
2251 +  158 ( 1) 1987 September 20 3.0
(1)=  FDP with dp/dv <  0, (2)=concave flux spectra (da/dv  <  0)
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T a b le  3: Spectral indices a t I and spectral curvature param eters 
Object a(iq )  No. of &a (B-H) No. of
Name Median Maximum Obs. Median M aximum Obi
0048 -  097 1.32 2.29 9 0.02 0.42 7
0106 +  013 1.36 1.36 1 -0 .4 3 -0 .4 3 1
0109 +  224 1.24 1.55 7 0.42 0.85 5
0 1 1 8 -2 7 2 1.18 1.98 5 0.00 0.62 4
0138 -  097 1.25 1.45 7 0.45 0.70 5
0219 -  164 1.00 1.00 1 0.35 0.35 1
0219 +  428 1.21 1.44 3 0.01 0.72 3
0235 +  164 1.84 2.23 2 2.44 2.49 2
0414 +  009 1.01 1.03 2 1.09 1.09 2
0422 +  004. 1.19 1.22 2 1.25 1.39 2
0735 +  178 1.55 1.62 3 0.41 0.47 3
0754+  100 1.39 1.51 4 0.40 0.56 4
0818 -  128 1.20 1.52 3 1.29 3.37 3
0851 +  202 1.44 1.47 3 0.31 0.45 3
1101 +  384 0.62 0.62 1 1.03 1.03 1
1147 +  245 1.36 1.36 1 0.27 0.27 1
1156 +  295 1.25 1.29 3 0.06 0.11 3
1253 -  055 1.16 1.62 9 0.42 0.95 8
1418 +  546 1.15 1.59 4 0.80 1.28 4
1424 +  240 0.76 0.95 3 0.45 1.04 3
1 5 1 4 -2 4 1 0.99 0.99 1 1.99 1.99 1
1641 +  399 1.87 2.07 6 -1 .4 6 -0 .6 2 6
1717+ 178 1.83 1.83 1 - - -
1749 +  096 2.89 2.89 1 0.28 0.28 1
2155 -  304 0.62 0.71 2 0.02 0.42 2
2200 +  420 1.38 1.52 5 2.73 2.87 5
2223 -  052 1.71 1.78 3 0.28 0.50 3
2254 +  074 0.92 2.23 5 2.39 2.69 4
2 8
T able 4: The polarized flux spectral indices
Name °‘p No. of A ap,(B-H) No. c
Median Maximum Obs. Median Maximum Obs,
0048 -  097 1.16 1.27 9 1.28 1.68 7
0106 +  013 0.64 0.64 1 -2.67 -2.67 1
0109 + 224 1.40 1.59 5 -0.03 -0.03 4
0118-272 1.06 1.11 5 -0.39 1.08 4
0138 -  097 1.17 2.08 7 0.33 0.76 5
0219 -  164 1.07 1.07 1 0.04 0.04 1
0219 +  428 1.19 1.38 5 0.35 0.36 3
0235+ 164 2.32 3.41 2 1.60 2.50 2
0338 -  214 2.03 2.03 1 - - -
0414 +  009 1.71 2.19 2 -0.71 -0.38 2
0735 +  178 1.50 1.50 1 0.74 0.74 1
0754+ 100 1.51 1.55 2 0.05 0.92 2
0818-128 1.63 1.92 3 1.32 3.38 3
0851 +  202 1.36 1.53 2 -0.24 0.53 2
1101 +  384 0.92 0.92 1 0.44 0.44 1
1156 + 295 1.28 1.40 3 -0.08 0.34 3
1253- 055 1.59 1.78 3 0.43 1.11 2
1418 + 546 1.35 1.61 3 0.43 0.82 2
1424 +  240 1.03 1.05 3 0.64 1.03 3
1514-241 1.79 1.79 1 1.33 1.33 1
1641 + 399 1.76 2.29 7 0.06 0.46 6
1717+178 1.62 1.62 1 - - -
1727 + 502 3.45 3.45 1 - - -
1749 +  096 1.77 2.33 4 1.86 1.86 1
1921 -  293 2.57 2.77 3 - - -
2200 +  420 2.66 2.66 1 - - -
2223 -  052 1.66 1.43 3 1.96 2.00 3
2254 +  074 1.68 1.96 6 0.59 0.93 3
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T able 5: Polarization da ta  for Figures 5 and 6. Numbers in brackets axe l a  errors.
Object p ( u j ) / %
Name Median Maximum
0048 097 14.55 (0.61) 21.17 (1.02)
0109 • 224 8.91 (0.85) 14.04 (0.90)
0118 - 272 16.49 (0.68) 17.82 (0.58)
0138 - 097 22.16 (1.13) 24.80 (1.08)
0219 - 164 12.45 (0.42) 12.45 (0.42)
0219 + 428 11.46 (0.84) 15.46 (0.55)
0235 + 164 13.28 (0.90) 15.52 (1.59)
0300 + 470 9.44 (1.52) 9.44 (1.52)
0323 + 022 3.84 (1.02) 3.84 (1.02)
0338 - 214 10.76 (1.05) 11.07 (1.56)
0414 + 009 7.82 (2.25) 7.82 (2.25)
0422 + 004 16.67 (0.65) 20.79 (1.12)
0735 + 178 16.57 (0.65) 21.90 (0.98)
0754 + 100 11.16 (0.39) 12.39 (0.48)
0818 - 128 23.32 (1.33) 24.73 (1.66)
0851 + 202 18.06 (0.66) 18.36 (1.22)
1101 + 384 3.73 (0.13) 3.73 (0.13)
1147 + 245 2.71 (0.67) 2.71 (0.67)
1156 + 295 26.42 (2.87) 27.27 (2.08)
1253 - 055 31.30 (0.36) 41.58 (0.55)
1418 + 546 4.62 (0.31) 15.37 (2.82)
1424 + 240 4.98 (0.66) 5.14 (0.55)
1514 - 241 3.31 (0.21) 4.76 (0.30)
1641 + 399 15.00 (0.50) 16,09 (1.14)
1652 + 398 1.56 (0.16) 1.56 (0.16)
1717 + 178 16.11 (1.85) 17.82 (3.62)
1727 + 502 2.48 (0.49) 2.51 (0.82)
1749 + 096 8.89 (0.58) 16.53 (0.95)
1921 - 293 7.56 (1.23) 8.13 (1.65)
2155 - 304 3.10 (0.12) 10.29 (0.23)
2200 + 420 12.02 (0.50) 14.15 (0.37)
2223 - 052 11.64 (1.87) 11.90 (1.21)
2251 + 158 4.18 (0.96) 4.18 (0.96)
2254 + 074 9.65 '(1 .4 5 ) 12.06 (1.26)
p ( v b ) / p ( v h ) No. of
Median Maximum Obs.
1.24 (0.13) 1.64 (0.17) 10
1.09 (0.10) 1.20 (0.05) 7
1.17 (0.04) 1.29 (0.08) 7
1.09 (0.15) 1.42 (0.05) 8
0.93 (0.04) 0.93 (0.04) 1
1.08 (0.13) 1.29 (0.06) 10
1.52 (0.38) 2,02 (0.24) ,2
0.69 (0.52) 0.69 (0.52) 1
1.00 (0.25) 1.08 (0.13) 2
0.63 (0.42) 0.63 (0.42) 1
1.08 (0.13) 1.11 (0.05) 2
1.07 (0.11) 1.15 (0.06) 4
1.10 (0.08) 1.27 (0.03) 4
1.29 (0.05) 1.29 (0.05) 1
1.07 (0.05) 1.19 (0.06) 3
1.45 (0.03) 1.45 (0.03) 1
2.82 (0.21) 2.82 (0.21) 1
0.91 (0.08) 0.99 (0.05) 3
1.08 (0.01) 1.29 (0.06) 9
1.51 (0.09) 2.93 (0.16) 7
0.91 (0.09) 0.95 (0.09) 3
1.53 (0.14) 1.66 (0.07) 2
0.48 (0.16) 0.52 (0.15)° 6
2.85 (0.11) 2.85 0.11 1
0.93 (0.50) 1.35 (0.27) 2
1.21 (0.21) 1.39 (0.13) 4
0.41 (0.79) 0.41 (0.79) 1
1.14 (0.06) 1.99 (0.04) 6
1.21 (0.06) 1.88 (0.13) 13
1,12 (0.23) 1.57 (0.14) 4
0.47 (0.29) 0.47 (0.29) 1






































T a b le  6 : The position angle data  for 1253 — 055 during 1986 Augusi
U.T. Date Wavebands U.T. Time (hours) Position angle (dei
1986 August 1 HIB 6.165 120.46 (0.35)
HIB 6.358 120.84 (0.38)
1986 August 2 HIB 6.260 FD 6>
JVB 6.415 FD0
1986 August 4 HIB 5.825 125.40 (0 .2 0 )
HIB 5.958 125.20 (0 .2 0 )
JVB 6.072 126.06 (0 .2 1 )
JRB 6.166 126.77 (0.16)
JRU 6.313 128.00 (0 .2 0 )
1986 August 5 HIB 5.910 132.57 (0.29)
HIB 5.999 131.87 (0.23)
JVU 6.154 132.16 (0 .2 0 )
JRU 6.280 131.45 (0.36)
1986 August 6 HIB 5.798 136.23 (0.32)
HVB 5.997 136.85 (0.42)
JRU 6.161 135.66 (0 .2 0 )
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T a b le  7: The results of fits to  the 1253 -  055 data. P ( x 2) is the probability of obtaining 
the fitted value of x 2 or greater if the model is correct and norm al statistics are assumed.
Q -param eterisation
86/ 8 /2 86/8/4 86/8/5 86/ 8/6 87/7/28 88/2/16 88/2/17 88/2/18
log S14 1.57 1.40 1.35 1.25 1.16 1.86 1.86 1.86
a 0.50 -0.17 -0.08 -0.08 -0.28 1.47 1.51 1.27
b -0.63 - 1.21 - 1.21 - 1.10 -1.93 0.09 -0.08 -0.33
n 0.39 0.48 0.54 0.55 0.40 0.26 0.33 0.39
X2 2.96 11.7 9.60 12.0 19.5 10.7 7.28 9.27
P (x2) 0.81 0.31 0.48 0.28 0.08 0.22 0.51 0.32
C u t-o ff M odel
log Si 1.62 1.52 1.51 1.35 1,36 1.74 1.73 1.69
<*i 0.96 0.78 0.93 0.79 0.93 1.06 1.37 1.35
H 0.42 0.54 0.60 0.64 0.44 0.30 0.42 0.57
J'c 14.0 12.8 11.6 12.8 3.78 6.80 6.97 6.86
logS2 0.79 1.10 1.06 0.97 1.07 0.64 1.19 1.46
<*2 1.50 1.72 1.89 1.55 2.49 0.77 1.47 1.59
X2 3.92 7.50 7.21 7.27 7.51 4.71 4.16 3.28
P(X2) 0.42 0.48 0.51 0.51 0.68 0.58 0.65 0.77
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Table 8: Summary of the fits to the polarization behaviour using the a-param eterisation.
Only those fits rejected at the 5% level are shown.
Name U.T. Date X2 P ( x 2) n
0048 -  097 1986 Aug. 3 27.40 0.0006 0.20
0048 -  097 1986 Aug. 4 15.98 0.0139 0.22
0109 +  224 1986 Aug. 7 45.77 2.6 X 10~ 7 0.09
0 1 1 8 -2 7 2 1986 Jul. 27 38.27 6.7 X 10- 6 0.19
0138 -  097 1987 Sep. 20 13.93 0.0304 0.32
0235 +  164 1987 Sep. 20 27.27 0.0236 0.12
0754 +  100 1988 Feb. 15 65.8 2.0 X 10~8 0.15
0754 +  100 1988 Feb. 16 26.8 0.0028 0.15
0818 -  128 1988 Feb. 15 18.7 0.0437 0.27
0818 -  128 1988 Feb. 16 25.8 0.0040 0.28
0818 -  128 1988 Feb. 17 5.0 x 105 0.0 0.28
1101 + 384 1988 Feb. 15 67.8 8.3 X 10“ 8 0.05
1147 +  245 1988 Feb. 18 43.3 4.4 X lO“ 4 0.04
1418 +  546 1987 Jul. 30 62.9 1.0 X lO“ 8 0.07
1418 +  546 1988 Feb. 16 31.9 0.0014 0.04
1418 +  546 1988 Feb. 17 54.7 2.0 X 10“ 5 0.06
1514 -  241 1987 Jul. 27 24.44 0.0177 0.06
2155 -  304 1986 Aug. 1 30.96 2.6 X 10- 5 0.05
2200 +  420 1986 Aug. 3 57.43 1.5 X 10~ 9 0.16
2200 +  420 1987 Jul. 27 124.5 7.7 x lO" 21 0.11
2200 + 420 1987 Jul. 28 91.85 2.2 X 10~ 13 0.14
2200 + 420 1987 Jul. 30 41.40 1.8 X lO" 6 0.16
2200 +  420 1987 Sep. 19 54.84 4.8 X 10~9 0.11
2254 +  074 1986 Aug. 4 75.67 3.5 X lO“ 12 0.14
2254 +  074 1987 Jul. 28 28.87 0.0003 0.15
2254 +  074 1987 Jul. 30 16.94 0.0307 0.15
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Table 9: A summary of the fits to  the FDP of blazars, using the cut-off model outlined in
§4.2 for fits to the data  of 1253 — 055.
Nam e U .T . D ate x 2 P(x2) log Si a i n Vc lo g S 2 a2
0048 -  097 1986 Aug. 3 16.7 0.01 0.48 1.06 0.95 11.5 1.24 1,48
0048 -  097 1986 Aug. 4 4.79 0.31 0.39 0.87 0.85 119. 1.00 1.12
0048 -  097 1986 Aug. 6 8.47 0.21 0.85 0.50 0.25 14.1 1.13 3.24
0109 +  224 1986 Aug. 7 7.19 0.30 -0 .38 0.50 1.00 6.8 x  106 1.16 1.33
0118 -  272 1986 Aug. 5 7.88 0.25 0.50 0.93 1.00 12.9 1.13 1.18
0118 -  272 1987 Ju l. 30 4.44 0.82 0.99 1.01 0.27 26.9 0.86 1.38
0118 -  272 1987 Sep. 21 6.53 0.16 0.99 1.04 0.28 21.9 0.76 1.51
0138 -  097 1987 Ju l. 28 1.71 0.94 0.68 0.98 0.27 32,4 0.89 3.67
0138 -  097 1987 Sep. 19 10.6 0.23 0.50 0.95 0.52 15.3 0.58 1.56
0138 -  097 1987 Sep. 21 3.01 0.56 0.69 0.72 0.32 9.96 -0 .62 2.01
0138 -  097 1987 Sep. 20 10.2 0.04 0.29 0.74 0.69 50.0 0.56 1.14
0235 + 164 1987 Sep. 20 23.2 0.003 0.74 0.69 0.13 2.42 0.92 3.28
0735 +  178 1988 Feb. 16 6.55 0.36 0.83 0.62 0.42 4.17 1.08 1.65
0754 +  100 1988 Feb. 18 7.84 0.45 0.91 0.62 0.24 3.89 1.08 1.33
0818 -  128 1988 Feb. 15 26.3 9.5 x  10~3 0.51 0.50 0.30 3.52 0.17 2.22
0818 -  128 1988 Feb. 16 16.9 0.03 0.43 0.83 0.35 4.07 0.45 2.39
0818 -  128 1988 Feb. 17 17.8 0.007 0.21 1.53 0.78 16.8 0.75 1.93
0851 + 2 0 2 1988 Feb. 16 12.3 0.056 1.06 1.16 0.23 9.53 0.52 1.88
1418 + 5 4 6 1987 Ju l. 30 13.3 0.10 -0.38 0.56 1,00 20.0 1.38 1.65
1749 + 0 9 6 1987 Ju l. 27 29.2 5.7 x 10“ 5 0.80 1.32 0.12 1.95 -4 .66 -3.18
2155 -  304 1987 Ju l. 27 9.40 0.40 1.72 0.50 0.21 33.3 1.56 0.86
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S U M M A R Y
In  th is  p a p e r  w e p u t  fo rw ard  an  e x p la n a tio n  fo r th e  ra d io  em ission  from  
th e  p recessin g  je ts  o f SS433 in  te rm s o f F erm i acce le ra tio n  a t  shocks n ea r 
th e  b o u n d a ry  of th e  j e t  m a te r ia l  an d  th e  in te rs te lla r  m ed iu m . D e sp ite  th e  
m ild ly  relativistic speed  of th e  je ts , we find th a t  th e  sp e c tra l in d e x  is m o st 
n a tu r a l ly  explained by  p a r tic le  acce le ra tio n  a t  a  n o n -re la tiv is tic  shock . W e 
; find  a  c o n s is te n t so lu tio n , w hich  acco u n ts  a lso  fo r th e  e x te n t o f th e  em ission , 
p ro v id e d  th a t  th e  d e n s ity  o f th e  je t  is >  2 X 103 tim es  th a t  o f th e  a m b ie n t 
m e d iu m  a t  ~  1015 m  from  th e  source, co n sis ten t w ith  m e a su re m e n ts  d educed  
fro m  X -ray  an d  o p tica l ob se rv a tio n s.
1 I N T R O D U C T I O N
SS433 h as  b een  th e  su b je c t o f considerab le  in te re s t since its  n a tu re  w as rev ea led  in  1979 
(fo r rev iew s see, fo r example, M argon  1984, Z w itte r  e t  a l .  1989). T h e  o p tic a l line  em ission  
an d  th e  ra d io  m o rp h o lo g y  a re  w ell ex p la in ed  by a  k in em a tic  m odel invo lv in g  tw in  p re ­
cessing  je ts  (e .g . A bell & M argon  1979), w hich m ove a t  a  speed  0.26c w ith o u t sign ifican t 
d e c e le ra tio n .
T h e  ra d io  em ission  is ch a rac te rised  by a  pow er-law  flux d e n s ity  d is tr ib u tio n  S„ oc 
u ~ a , w ith  a  ~  0 .6 , an d  a  h igh degree of p o la risa tio n  (H je llm in g  & Jo h n s to n  1981a).
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T h e  e x te n d e d  em ission  follow s th a t  ex p ec ted  from  th e  k in e m a tic  m o d e l re m a rk a b ly  well 
(H je llm in g  & J o h n s to n  1981b). I t  is th e  p u rp o se  o f th is  p a p e r  to  ex p la in  th e  sp ec tru m  
a n d  e x te n t o f th is  ra d io  em ission . H jellm ing  &: Jo h n s to n  (1988) h av e  d e m o n s tra te d  th a t 
th e  ex te n d e d  em ission  c an n o t n a tu ra lly  be  a  re su lt o f  re la tiv is tic  e lec tro n s  a n d  m agnetic  
field  g e n e ra te d  w ith in  th e  un reso lved  c e n tra l reg ion , since  e x p an sio n  losses red u ce  the  
em iss iv ity  v e ry  quickly . In  o rd e r to  m a in ta in  em ission  o u t to  th e  o b se rv ed  ~  2 arcsec, 
H je llm ing  & J o h n s to n  p o s tu la te d  a  p e rio d  o f ‘slow ed e x p a n s io n ’, in  w h ich  th e  je t  does 
n o t  e x p a n d  freely. H ow ever, a t  d is tan ce  g re a te r  th a n  ~  2 from  th e  c e n tre , th e  m odel 
assu m ed  th e  e x p an sio n  to  b e  free, in  o rd e r to  exp la in  th e  o b se rv ed  tu rn -o ff  o f th e  rad io  
em ission . In  an  a t te m p t  to  rem ove th is  a rb itra r in e ss  w e p ro p o se  a n  a l te rn a tiv e  m odel in 
w h ich  e lec tro n s axe acce le ra ted  a t  one  o f  th e  p a ir  o f shocks n e a r  th e  b o u n d a ry  b e tw een  je t 
m a te r ia l  a n d  th e  in te rs te lla r  m ed iu m  (for review s of F erm i acce le ra tio n  a t  shock  waves, 
see, for ex am p le , D ru ry  1983 an d  B lan d fo rd  & E ich ler 1987). T h e  shock  p ro p a g a tin g  in to  
th e  a m b ie n t m ed iu m  h as a lread y  been  show n to  p rov ide  a  good  e x p la n a tio n  fo r th e  X -ray  
em ission  a n d  o p tic a l em ission  in  th e  in n e r  p a r ts  of th e  je t  (B eg e lm an  e t a l. 1980; h e rea fte r 
B S H M A ). T h e  essence o f o u r m odel is  th a t ,  in  th e  reg ions n e a r th e  sou rce  o f  th e  je ts ,  the  
shocks p ro p a g a te  in to  th e  je ts  an d  th e  am b ien t m ed ium  a t  speeds v e ry  m u c h  less th a n  the 
' sp eed  o f lig h t, d e sp ite  th e  je t  speed  its e lf  being  m ild ly  re la tiv is tic . In  th is  w ay, th e  m odel 
a cco u n ts  n a tu ra l ly  fo r th e  observed  sp e c tra l index , w hich  is close to  a  =  0.5.
As the jets propagate outward along a conical surface, the angle of impact with 
the ambient medium increases (Section 2). For this reason, the shocks become more 
relativistic, and the acceleration process producing a power-law electron distribution is 
eventually quenched, most probably by the shock passing all the way through the jet. 
Additional mechanisms which may prevent particle acceleration beyond a certain point 
in the jet are Kelvin-Helmholtz instability of the contact discontinuity (although it is 
not clear whether this effect would prevent shock acceleration), and the shock becoming 
‘superluminal’. In this latter case, the points of intersection of magnetic field lines and 
the shock surface move faster than c, and particles cannot recross the shock many times, 
unless cross-field diffusion is efficient.
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2 T H E  M O D E L
W e ta k e  a.s o u r  s ta r t in g  p o in t th e  k in em atic  m odel of A bell & M arg o n  (1979). W e assu m e  
th e  je ts  co n sis t o f  flu id  e lem en ts  w hich are  e jec ted  from  a  c e n tra l  sou rce  on th e  su rface  of 
a  cone w ith  o p en in g  h a lf-ang le  i[> =  20° (F ig . l ) .  E ach  e lem en t m oves o u tw a rd  fro m  th e
c e n tre  a t  a  c o n s ta n t  velocity , w ith  speed V j  =  0.26c.
The front surface which bounds the elements of the jet moves through the inter­
stellar medium at an angle to the direction of flow ( 3 ( R )  given by
27ri2sin tb ,  s
ta n  P ( R )  =  — p —  (1)
w here R  is th e  d is ta n c e  from  th e  source. T h u s  close to  th e  sou rce  th e  su rface  is h igh ly  
ob liq u e  w ith  re sp e c t to  th e  flu id  velocity , becom ing  m ore  p e rp e n d ic u la r  fu r th e r  o u t. T h is  
b e h a v io u r is c lea rly  v isib le  in  F ig . 1.
I f  th e  m ed iu m  a n d  th e  je ts  are  sufficiently  cold, th en  a  p a ir  o f shocks w ill p ro p a g a te  
aw ay fro m  th e  b o u n d in g  su rface , w ith  th e  o u te r  shock e s ta b lish in g  itse lf  as a  bow  shock 
(F ig . 2). D e ta ile d  c a lc u la tio n s  (B SH M A ) show  th a t  th e  em ission  from  th e  shocked  a m b ie n t 
m ed iu m  a c c o u n ts  w ell fo r th e  X -ray  o b se rv a tio n s, an d  th e  su b se q u e n t p h o to e x c ita tio n  o f 
th e  je t  m a te r ia l  g ives rise  to  th e  o p tica l em ission . T h e  den sitie s  derived  in  th is  m odel 
a t  a  d is ta n c e  ~  1013 m  from  th e  source a re  ~  1014m -3  fo r th e  a m b ie n t m ed iu m , and  
~  1017m ~ 3 fo r th e  e m ittin g  p a r ts  o f th e  je t .  T h e  shock p ro p a g a tin g  in to  th e  je t  is also  
su ita b le  fo r e x c itin g  o p tic a l em ission , b u t less efficiently, since th e  p h o to e x c ita tio n  o f an  
a to m  m a y  be  re p e a te d  m a n y  tim es. L e ttin g  th e  je t  an d  e x te rn a l den sitie s  be  p j  a n d  p e 
resp ec tiv e ly , a n d  a ssu m in g  b o th  m ed ia  have  a  ra tio  of specific h e a ts  | ,  th e  sp eed  o f  th e  
shock p ro p a g a tin g  in to  th e  je t  w ill have a  co m p o n en t n o rm a l to  th e  su rface  of
v shock = p v j A s m P  (2 )
a t  its  fa s te s t  p o in t .  F o r s im p lic ity  we assum e th a t  th e  shocks a re  s tro n g  an d  p la n a r  an d  
A =  ( p g /p j ) 1/ 2 m easu re s  th e  d en s ity  ra tio .
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M atch in g  p ressu res  a t  th e  s ta g n a tio n  p o in t gives p ~ l  =  1 +  ~ A . T h is  re su lt for 
th e  shock speed  ho ld s  s tr ic tly  on ly  for p lan e  shocks. W e sh a ll a ssu m e  i t  to  b e  a c c u ra te  to  
w ith in  an  o rd e r o f m a g n itu d e  for th e  m ore  rea lis tic  case in  w h ich  th e  je t  su rface  is curved, 
and  the  shocked  in te rs te lla r  m ed ium  flows a ro u n d  i t ,  r a th e r  like  th e  flow o f gas a round  
a  solid o b je c t (R u san o v  1976). A ny u n c e r ta in ty  in  th e  a c tu a l value o f th e  shock  speed 
will be em bod ied  in  th e  p a ra m e te r  p ,  w hich we assum e to  b e  o f  o rd e r u n ity . T h e  shock 
speed  will be very  m uch  less th a n  c  close to  th e  source, since for R  <C A e  P v j ,  we have 
v s h o c k / c — 0.56/r R A / X .  T h e  q u a n tity  A =  1.1 x  1015 m  o r 1.35 arcsec  is th e  w avelength  
of th e  fea tu re s  in  F ig . 1.
T h u s  the  s ta n d a rd  re su lt o f diffusive shock acce le ra tio n  (see e .g ., D ru ry  1983) th a t  
q  ~  0.5 shou ld  ap p ly  in  th e  in n e r reg ions. Sufficiently  fa r in , th e  shocks m ay  n o t be  s trong  
(d ep en d in g  on th e  d en sity  ra tio ) , ow ing to  th e  h e a tin g  from  th e  X -ray  gas. T h u s  som e 
localised  s te e p -sp e c tru m  em ission ( a  >  0.5) w ould n o t be  in  conflict w ith  th e  m odel. In 
genera l th e  m ag n e tic  field w ill n o t be  a long  th e  shock n o rm a l, a n d  th e  sp e c tra l  in d ex  will 
d ep en d  on th e  o r ie n ta tio n  of th e  field (K irk  & H eavens 1989). T h ese  a u th o rs  find  th a t 
sign ifican t f la tte n in g  of th e  sp ec tru m  occurs if  th e  speed  o f th e  shock  in  th e  de H offm an- 
T eller fram e (in  w hich  th e  m ag n e tic  field is p a ra lle l to  th e  flow: de H offm an & T eller 1950) 
exceeds a b o u t 0.1c. H ence we w ould  expec t f la tte r  s p e c tra  for R /A  >  0.1 A -"1. If  th e  je t 
d en s ity  is h igh , th is  w ould  be very  h a rd  to  d e te c t, because  th e  em issiv ity  decays quickly 
aw ay from  th e  source.
W e do n o t ex p ec t th e  bow  shock to  be effective in  acce le ra tin g  e lec tro n s . O n passing  
th ro u g h  th is  shock , in te rs te lla r  m a te r ia l is deflected  aw ay from  th e  a p p ro a c h in g  je t .  T hose 
p a rtic le s  w hich  w ould  un d erg o  Ferm i acce lera tio n  te n d , as a  re su lt , to  be sw ep t a long  the 
bow  shock , to w ard s th e  reg ion  w here i t  is h ig h ly  ob lique  a n d  w eak . E v en tu a lly , a f te r  the 
je t  has passed  by, th e  bow  shock fades away. Ferm i acce le ra tio n  is a  d iffusive p rocess and  
has, as a  re su lt, a  re la tiv e ly  long tim esca le , w hich we ex p ec t to  be  g re a te r  th a n  th e  tim e 
d u rin g  w hich in te rs te lla r  m a te r ia l is close to  th e  s tro n g  p a r t  o f th e  bow  shock . S u p p o rt for 
th is  view  is also  p ro v id ed  by  observa tions: if th e  bow  shock  w ere re sp o n sib le  fo r p a rtic le  
acce le ra tio n , th e  em ission  shou ld  n o t be confined to  th e  im m e d ia te  v ic in ity  of th e  je t ,  b u t 
shou ld  com e from  all in te rs te lla r  m a te r ia l w hich has been  shocked . T h is  w ould  obscure
th e  ex ce llen t a g re e m e n t b e tw een  th e  je t  k inem atics an d  th e  o b se rv ed  em issio n  (F ig . l ) .  
F u r th e rm o re , a  f la t sp e c tru m  ( a  <  0.2) w ould  be ex p ec ted  m u ch  closer to  th e  c e n tre , a t  a  
ra d iu s  R  ~  0.2 A ~  0.2 a rcsec , because  o f th e  re la tiv is tic  effects m e n tio n e d  ab o v e . T h is  is 
ru le d  o u t by  th e  o b se rv ed  value of a  ~  0.5.
3 Q U E N C H I N G  OF T H E  P A R T IC L E  A C C E L E R A T IO N
W e now  tu rn  to  th e  q u es tio n  o f th e  e x te n t of th e  observed  ra d io  em ission . F erm i acce l­
e ra tio n  c a n n o t a c c e le ra te  e lec tro n s to  a  pow er-law  a t  a rb i t r a ry  d is tan ces  fro m  th e  sou rce , 
as a t  le a s t th re e  effects becom e im p o r ta n t .  T hese  a re  (i) th e  shock  becom es ‘su p e r lu m i­
n a l ’, (ii) th e  shock  passes a ll th e  w ay th ro u g h  th e  je t ,  a n d  (iii) th e  c o n ta c t d isc o n tin u ity  
b e tw een  je t  a n d  e x te rn a l m ed iu m  becom es u n s ta b le  to  th e  K e lv in -H e lm h o ltz  in s ta b ility . 
W e con sid er each  o f th ese  in  tu rn .
3 .1  S u p e r l u m i n a l  s h o c k
T h e  F erm i a c c e le ra tio n  process relies on p a rtic le s  b e ing  ab le  to  cross a n d  recross th e  
shock  m a n y  tim es . A ssu m in g  th a t  p a rtic le s  a re  n o t ab le  to  m ove easily  b e tw een  field 
lin es , th is  m ean s  th a t  if  th e  p o in t o f in te rse c tio n  of th e  m ag n e tic  field line  w ith  th e  shock  
su rface  m oves su p e rlu m in a lly , re p e a te d  crossings can n o t occur. A lth o u g h  th e  p a r tic le s  m a y  
u n d e rg o  s ig n ifican t a c c e le ra tio n  in  th is  case (B egelm an  & K irk  1990), th e y  do n o t p e rfo rm  
th e  m u ltip le  sh o ck  c rossings req u ired  to  acce lera te  th e  d is tr ib u tio n  to  a  pow er law . W e can 
e s t im a te  a t  w h a t d is ta n c e  th e  shock  shou ld  becom e ‘su p e rlu m in a l’ in  th is  sense, by n o tin g  
th a t ,  since th e  flu id  e lem en ts  a re  assum ed  to  expand  freely, th e  co m p o n e n t o f m a g n e tic  
field p e rp e n d ic u la r  to  th e  d irec tio n  o f m o tio n  m ay  be ex p ec ted  to  becom e p rog ressiv e ly  
m ore  d o m in a n t, v ia  th e  sim p le  flux conservation  a rg u m e n ts  w hich  a re  o ften  a p p lie d  to  
e x tra g a la c tic  je ts  (n o te  th a t  th e  re su lt does n o t depend  sen sitiv e ly  on  th is  a s su m p tio n ) . 
T h e  co n d itio n  for a  m a rg in a lly  su p erlu m in a l shock, v s ilock / c o s  f3 =  c  (see, e .g ., K irk  & 
H eavens 1989), is sa tisfied  a t  a  rad iu s  R s i g iven by
R s i  =  x— —  — l-S /W 1 A -1 A (3)
2 tt  sm  i p [ i . L \ V j
B eyond  th is  ra d iu s , i t  is un likely  th a t  F erm i acce le ra tio n  can  o p e ra te , s ince  pa rtic le s  
c a n n o t re tu rn  to  th e  shock once they  h av e  passed  d o w n stream . H ow ever, a.n a lte rn a tiv e  
v iew p o in t is ad v an ced  by Jo k ip ii (1982).
3 .2  S h o ck  p a ssa g e  th ro u gh  je t
W e e s tim a te  th e  d is ta n c e  from  th e  cen tre  a t  w hich th e  shock w ill h a v e  p assed  th ro u g h  the 
je t  by  a ssu m in g  th a t  m a te r ia l  is e jec ted  from  a  precessing  nozzle . If th e  o p en in g  angle 
of the  nozzle is $ ,  th e  th ickness of th e  je t  in  th e  ra d ia l d irec tio n  is L = ■dX/2'K sin  ip. In 
com m on w ith  H je llm ing  & Jo h n s to n  (1988), we e s tim a te  th e  o p e n in g  ang le  from  th e  w id th  
of th e  o p tic a l sp e c tra l  lines to  be  •d <  0.1.
T h e  speed  o f th e  shock  surface a long  th e  rad ia l d irec tio n  is u5/loci:/ sin  (3, so we m ust 
solve L  =  f 0‘c ( v a h o c h /  sin /?) d t  for th e  tim e , i c , a t  w hich th e  shock  passes th ro u g h  th e  je t. 
T h is  req u ires  a  know ledge of th e  d en sity  in  th e  je t  an d  in  th e  a m b ie n t m ed iu m  as fu n c tio n s 
of d is ta n c e  from  th e  cen tre . A ssum ing  th e  je t  ex p an d s freely (v a lid  in  th e  u n sh o ck ed  p a r t  
of th e  je t ) ,  p j  oc A “ 2, an d  th a t  th e  am b ien t d e n s ity  ru n  is a lso 1 a  pow er-law , p e cc R ~ a , we 
find , from  (2 ), th_at th e  shock  p assage  occurs a t  R c =  v j t c , g iven  b y
'(4  -  a j iA « 1- “ / 2)' t — a 1
2 p A x 47T sin t p p A x
w here A j  =  ( p e / p j ) 1/ 2 a t  R  =  X .  T h is is c learly  a  m uch t ig h te r  c o n s tra in t th a n  (3 ). To 
m a in ta in  p a r tic le  acce le ra tio n  o u t to  th e  observed  R  ~  2A re q u ire s  P j / p e >  1-6 x  103, 
sen sitive  on ly  to  a  fa c to r  o f ~  2 for a  be tw een  0 an d  3.
3 .3  K e lv in -H e lm h o ltz  instab il it ies
In this simple model, there is a contact discontinuity between the shocked jet material and 
the shocked interstellar medium. The fluids on either side of this surface have different 
tangential speeds, so there is the possibility that the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability may 
a rise . W e calculate at what radius this might occur, although whether this disrupts the
je t or not is an open question, as it will presumably depend on the  nonlinear developm ent
of the instability.
Initially the shocks are extremely oblique, the tangential speeds a t the contact dis­
continuity are highly supersonic, and the instability is suppressed, providing the  m agnetic 
field is not dynam ically im portan t (e.g. Begelman et al. 1984). As the je t  progresses 
out, the speeds become subsonic with respect to the shocked flow, and the instability  
may arise. The relative transverse speed along the contact discontinuity on the je t side 
is v jcos fi ,  and the sound speed in the shocked ambient medium is cs = y /b v ahock/4, 
where us/loct  ~  ¡iv3 sin ¡3 from pressure balance a t the stagnation point again. Hence the 
transverse flow becomes sonic with respect to the ambient medium at
%/5/i. 27r sin ip
For the param eters of SS433, R k h  ~  in rough agreement with the extent of the observed 
emission. However, if the density ratio  is large, the growth ra te  of the instability  is small 
(Begelman, Blandford & Rees 1984), and it is not clear th a t it will affect the particle 
acceleration.
4 D I S C U S S I O N
In this paper we have dem onstrated tha t Fermi acceleration at shock waves can account 
for the spectrum  and extent of the radio synchrotron emission from the precessing jets 
of SS433. D espite the mildly relativistic flow, we find tha t oblique non-relativistic shocks 
provide the m ost natu ral explanation of the radio emission observed. If the am bient 
density drops as a  reasonable power-law with distance from the source, we find th a t the 
extent of the emission can be explained provided the jet density is > 2 x  103 times the 
ambient density. In this case, the maximum shock speed in the je t in the emission region 
is < 2 x  106 m s“ \  so the radio spectral index is expected to be near 0.5 throughout. 
Assuming such a density ratio , Fig. 1 shows the points in the je t where two of the three 
processes discussed may lead to suppression of particle acceleration. The cross m arks the
point a t which the  shock passes through the jet. The circle m arks the point where the 
relative m otion a t the contact discontinuity becomes sonic w ith respect to  the shocked 
interstellar medium. The point where the shock becomes ‘superlum inal’ is not m arked, as 
it lies well outside the emission region.
The results are not very sensitive to the density run of the external medium. For 
pe cc R ~ a, the observations require a density ratio >  a few X  103 a t a distance ~  2 x 1015m 
(corresponding to  the furthest extent of the radio emission), for any value of a between 0 
and 3.
The m ain uncertain ty  in any comparison of the model with observation is the lack 
of knowledge of the je t uniformity in the outer parts. In the inner ~  1013m, the optical 
data 'suggest a clumpy medium (e.g. BSHMA, Kopylov et al. 1986), but inform ation up 
to 1015m from the source is lacking. We m ust therefore make assum ptions in order to 
compare density determ inations with those deduced from observation. The model does 
not depend crucially on the exact state  of the je t, but the details change. For example, 
if the optical-em itting clouds persist to large distances, then the Fermi acceleration may 
take place either in the medium in which the clouds are embedded, (whose properties are 
unknown), or in the clouds themselves, by shocks driven by the high-pressure embedding 
medium. This process would rely on the long-term persistence of the clouds, which would 
depend on their uncertain size (see e.g. Zwitter et al. 1989). If the clouds are sufficiently 
small (dependent on the external density), they may evaporate, although the theoretical 
position is currently unresolved (see McKee 1988). The evaporating clouds would inject 
mans into the embedding je t m aterial (cf. Hartquist et al. 1986). If the clouds evaporate 
completely, one can show that the shock speed through the embedding gas reduces to 
y/4P0/(3p), where p is now the average density of the entire unshocked jet medium, and 
Po is the driving pressure. In this case, a lower lim it to the density would come from 
including only the m atte r in the clouds themselves.
In another sense, comparison with determinations of density from observations is 
not easy, in view of the widely different states and locations of the em itting m aterial, and 
the m odel-dependent nature of most determinations. Thus, for example, we do not make 
comparison with the model of Bodo et aZ.(1988), since they assume the X-ray emission
comes from the je t m aterial; in our model, the jet shock is driven by the high pressure 
behind the bow shock, as proposed by BSHMA. The X-ray emission arises naturally  from 
this hot m atte r. A possible upper lim it for the external density a t 101S m  comes from 
the absence of deceleration of the radio knots (Spencer 1984), which argues th a t n e <  104 
m - 3 . However, i t  is not clear th a t the pressure in the radio knots is the dom inant source 
of inertia . Faraday ro ta tion  and depolarisation (Zwitter et al. 1989 and references therein) 
give ra the r higher densities (~  106 m ~3). The average je t densities a t 1013 m inferred from 
the optical emission are >  1014 m -3  (BSHMA), similar to the determ ination of ~  1013 
m ~ 3 by Kopylov et al. (1986), when the filling factors are taken into account. W ith  an R ~ 2 
density dependence for the  je t, the average jet density a t 1015 m would be ~  109 — 1010 
m ~3. Thus the ra th e r uncertain determinations of the densities are a t least consistent 
with the Fermi acceleration model presented here.
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F ig .  1. The apparent position of the jets, according to the kinem atic model of Abell & 
Margon (1979), superimposed on a high resolution 15 GHz radio map (R.M. Hjellming; 
reproduced with permission). The cone opening half-angle is ip — 20°, and the precession 
period P  is 164 days. The circle marks the point at which the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability  
may disrupt the contact surface between jet and ambient medium, and the cross marks 
where the shock passes through the jet. These both assume a je t/am b ien t medium density 
ratio of 2 x 103. The lack of sensitivity of these points to the assumed am bient density run 
is discussed in the Section 4.
Bow Shock
J e t  Shock
F ig . 2 . A portion of the je t, showing the bow shock propagating into the ambient medium, 
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S U M M A R Y I n  this paper we investigate first order Fermi acceleration a t oblique 
relativistic m agnetohydrodynam ic (MHD) shock fronts. The jum p conditions a t the shock 
are solved using a  full relativistic equation of state and allowing for various possible down­
stream conditions. Having obtained solutions to the jum p conditions, the spectral indices 
of electrons accelerated by the shock front through the first order Fermi mechanism axe 
obtained by employing two methods: a M onte Carlo simulation and the semi-analytic the­
ory of Kirk & Heavens. Good agreement is found for the case where irregularities in the 
magnetic field are assumed to be small. We find tha t synchrotron spectral indices in the 
range of 0 to 0.5 axe expected for oblique relativistic MHD shocks, unless the Alfven Mach 
lumber is not much greater than  unity.
1 IN T R O D U C T IO N
Tke theory of first order Fermi acceleration was developed initially for non-relativistic shocks 
with dynamically unim portan t magnetic fields (Krymsky 1977; Axford, Leer & Skadron 
1977; Bell 1978; Blandford & Ostriker 1978). Electrons are accelerated to high energies 
through, scattering off m agnetic irregularities on either side of a collisionless shock and, 
11 this simple case, produce a power-law spectrum. The spectral index of the electrons 
then depends only on the compression ratio of the shock. The shock acceleration problem 
Ins been generalised in a number of ways, to include the back-reaction of the pressure of 
accelerated particles (e.g. Drury & Volk 1981; Heavens 1984; Achterberg, Blandford & 
Periival 1984) and also to relativistic shocks (Kirk & Schneider 1987a, 1987b; Heavens & 
Drury 1988). Usually the magnetic field is assumed to be dynamically unim portant and 
parallel to the shock normal, and indeed for non-relativistic shocks the magnetic field angle 
foes not change the spectral index (Bell 1978; Drury 1983; Ostrowski 1988). However, 
l0r shocks which are even mildly relativistic, the angle which the field makes with the 
°̂ck is im portant in determining the spectral index, the spectrum becoming harder as the
m agnetic field moves away from the shock normal (Kirk & Heavens 1989; hereafter KH). In 
this paper we generalise still further, and investigate the effect of a dynamically im portant 
magnetic field in relativistic shock acceleration. This influences the compression ratio  at 
the shock and thus the spectral index of the accelerated electrons. We restrict ourselves 
to the test-particle lim it where the pressure of the accelerated particles is assumed to  be 
negligible.
The steps involved in solving the shock acceleration problem are as follows: first, the 
shock structure is determined. Second, the accelerated particle distribution is obtained, 
either by solving the scattering equations semi-analytically, or by performing M onte Carlo 
simulations of the scattering and transport of the particles. The first part of the problem is 
completely specified by the conditions upstream of the shock front, plus assumptions about 
the therm odynam ic state  of the shocked gas. The second part of the problem is solved semi- 
analytically in the same way as KH, and numerically by a generalisation of the methods 
of Kirk & Schneider (1987b), accounting for the possibility of reflection from an oblique 
shock. The semi-analytic method has certain approximations in order to make the problem 
tractable: cross-field wandering of the electrons is neglected, assuming all particles are tied 
to the magnetic field lines; particles are then only scattered in pitch angle. In addition 
the m agnetic moment is assumed to be conserved during an encounter with the shock. 
W ithout cross-field wandering, multiple shock crossing is only possible for ‘sublum inal’ 
shocks where the shock front intersects the magnetic field lines a t a speed less than the 
speed of light. Although acceleration is possible at superluminal shocks (Begelman & Kirk 
1990), a power law is not a natural consequence, as it is for subluminal shocks. In this paper 
we shall consider only subluminal shocks. In this case it is always possible to  transform  
to a frame where the material moves along the magnetic lines (de Hoffmann & Teller, 
1950; hereafter deHT). Previous studies of oblique relativistic MHD shocks (Webb, Zank 
& Mackenzie 1987; Appl & Camenzind 1988) have worked in the shock frame where the 
fluid moves parallel to the shock normal and where there exists an electric field ( u A B / 0 )  
which m ust be included in the expressions for the jump conditions. This leads to seventh- 
order polynomials to be solved. The method used here, transforming to the deHT frame, 
is considerably simpler, but is only applicable to subluminal shocks. We axe concerned 
prim arily with collisionless shocks, and so downstream of the shock the assum ption of full 
local therm al equilibrium between the ions and electrons is not necessarily valid; in addition 
to this possibility it may be that full pressure is provided purely by the ions, or the electrons 
or indeed electron/positron pairs in the case where this is the composition of the fluid.
2
The layout of the rem ainder of this paper is as follows. In Section 2 the equation of 
state  of the gas is considered. In Section 3 the jum p conditions of the shock are calculated. 
Section 4 discusses the results in terms of the compression ratio  and in Section 5 the spectral 
indices of the accelerated electrons are obtained.
The rationalized MKS system is used for electromagnetic quantities, but, for convie- 
nience, we have set the Boltzm ann constant kg  =  1 and the speed of light c =  1.
2 E Q U A T IO N  OF ST A TE
The jum p conditions which will be derived in Section 3 m ust be accompanied by an equation 
of state  to describe the gas. We assume th a t the fluid behaves according to the Synge 
equation of sta te  (Synge 1957) i.e. th a t of a classical ideal gas composed of fully ionized 
hydrogen and electrons plus any electron/positron pairs produced downstream of the shock 
front. Summing over the different species (subscript i) we can express the pressure, energy 
density (including rest mass) and mass density in term s of the number density n,-, the 
particle rest mass m; and tem perature T,- as
p  = Y n^  w
i
e = m iniR(m i/T i) (2)
I
p = Y m>n> (3)
t
These quantities are defined in the respective fluid rest frames. In SI units m / T  is equivalent 
to me2/ k g T . R (z)  is defined in terms of the modified Bessel functions of order n, Ii„(z):
The enthalpy is then defined as
w = e + P  (5)
and setting the specific enthalpy w = w /p  etc,
W = e  + P  (6)
=  ( L ,  miR(® f) +  £ ,  n,7', j /  (V , m,-n,)
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We now set ne = rii =  n, assuming overall electrical neutrality. Since we cannot be certain 
that the species in the downstream gas will reach therm al equilibrium, we consider three 
cases for the therm al sta te  of the shocked gas.
Case 1: thermal equilibrium between electrons and ions, a t tem perature T  =  Te = T{. The 
tem perature and enthalpy can then be written:
= (m p + m e) -
2 V ’ 
_  m eR  (hp-) +  m pR  ( ^ )  +  2T
w =     (o)
m e +  m p
For low tem peratures the expressions for w reduce to the asym ptotic expansions of R ( z ), 
z  —y oo, R (z)  —> 1 +  3 /2 z and we obtain the non-relativistic equation of state:
3 P{ . .
d  -y Tiimi +  —  (9)
For high tem peratures z —> 0 and R (z)  —> 1 +  3¡z  and e,- —> 3P,-, the ultra-relativistic 
equation of state.
Case 2 . Ion pressure only. Here the electrons are unaffected by the shock and the only role 
they play is to ensure charge neutrality. This case also essentially describes a shock through 
an electron-positron plasm a apart from corrections of order m e/m p and a rescaling of the 
tem perature. In this case,
T  = (mp +  m e)P  (10)
_  _  m e +  m pR  (^h) +  T  
m e +  m p
Case 3. Electron pressure only.
T  = (m p +  m e)P  (12)
_s = m r + m , R ( ^ ) + T  
m e +  m v
3 T H E  J U M P  C O N D IT IO N S
At first consider the situation as seen from the rest frame of the upstream  fluid. W ithout 
loss of generality we assume that the shock front lies in the yz  plane and the magnetic
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field in the xy  plane. In order to derive a simple set of jum p conditions we now transform  
from this upstream  frame to  a frame of reference where the magnetic field lies along the 
streamlines. Assuming infinite conductivity the electric field vanishes in this frame, since 
u  A B  =  0. The transform ation involves a boost along the magnetic field direction of speed 
P — /3,/cosfl; note th a t ¡3 will refer to a speed throughout and we have set c =  1. (3a is 
the speed of the shock with respect to the upstream  plasm a and 9 is the angle between the 
field and direction of the shock velocity. The two-dimensional Lorentz transform ation from 
the upstream  frame to  the deHT frame (see Fig. 1) is given by:
/
L a f.3 =
7 
7 Pa
lP> 7 /3* tan  9 0 \
I +  D - 1 )/3? (7- 1)0? tan9 g1 T p2 ()2 u




(see Jackson 1975, p541), 7  =  (1 — /32)-1 / 2. Such a transform ation can only be made if 
P„ < cos 9, the condition for a subluminal shock. This brings us into the deHT frame. Here 
the direction and m agnitude of the magnetic field rem ain unchanged and the shock front is 
stationary but no longer lies in the yz  plane. The rotation of the shock face can be obtained 
by transform ing the position of shock face in the upstream  frame using the above Lorentz 
transform. The shock is ro ta ted  through an angle a, given by:
tan a
7 3; tan 4 9 +  /32 tan 2 9 — (1 — /32) ( l  +  7  tan 2 9)
(7  -  l )/?2 tan 3 9 — (7  -  1)(1 -  /32) t a n t 
The fluid velocities in the deHT frame are then:
(15)
Plx — Pa cos a  sec 9 (16)
Piy =  Pa sin a  sec 9 (17)
Next, the jum p conditions are obtained from the conservation equations (Licnerowicz 1967):
Vp(/m") =  0




where Greek indices run from 0 - 3  and is the stress-energy tensor including electro­
magnetic terms, given by:
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T*“* =  (e +  P)u'*u*' +  P ^ "  +  —  (P ^ P *  -  j g ^ F ^ F x * )
Mo 4
(21)
(e.g. Ardavan 1976), where e is the energy density (including rest mass energy), P  is the 
plasma pressure, u„ is the four-velocity, g^v is the m etric tensor and F ^  is the covariant 
electromagnetic field tensor. In a Cartesian system,
0 - B z B y - E ,
B z 0 — B x ~ E ,
- B y B x 0 — E -
E x B y E z 0 .
(22)
/
Note that the components of the electric field E{ can be set to zero because u A B =  0. We 
can now write the jum p equations as given by deHT. Conservation of mass gives
P l P l x l l  =  P l f c x l l (23)
where 7 ; =  (1 — (3?) a/ 2. From the stress-energy tensor, conservation of momentum  parallel 
and perpendicular to the shock normal and conservation of energy gives:
WlPlx l l  -  w2^2xll
W l P \ x l \  +  P i  +  T T 1 - =  w 2$ l x l l  +  P 2 +  B l y¿Mo 2hq
1 a  n  2 P l x P l y  , a  a  2 B 2 x B 2y









B i x P l x
B \ y P l y
B2x _  P 2 x
B 2 y P 2 y
Finally, from V • B =  0: 
P i x  =  B 2x  =  B x (29)
We then substitute equations (27-29) into (24-26) and divide throughout by equation (23), 
setting B 2 =  B 2/p , uq =  W\/p  etc. Defining the following constants:
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S j
c  ■ <31>
One obtains an expression for /32y:
A ,ft ,  ( Afiiz — c  \
=  “ A T  (  A A ^ c )  ' <32>
We thus obtain the following equations:
(33)
A  =  toi7i (30)
7i/?ix 2)8?, ^ 2x ^  Ay32x ^  2 V / W  U f t ,  -  C ,
A = uJ7(l -  (3]x -  P ly ) -112 (34)
These are the two simple simultaneous equations which express the results so far, the 
solutions to the jum p conditions at a relativistic oblique shock. The two unknowns are 
essentially /?2x an(i P-i- Ply is estim ated from (34), using (32) and uJJ is a function of P 2 
which depends on the therm odynam ic sta te  of the downstream gas via equations (7,8), 
(10 ,11) or (12,13) for the three cases considered. In practice these were solved numerically 
for each set of given upstream  conditions. The starting point was to take the shock speed, 
angle 9, between the magnetic field and shock normal, (relativistic) Alfven Mach number, 
the pressure and the composition as seen from the upstream  frame, Fig. la . These were 
then transform ed to the deHT frame using the two-dimensional Lorentz transform ation, 
allowing for the ro tation  of the shock front that results from this transform ation. After 
solution, the variables were transformed back to the shock frame and the compression ratio, 
pressure, and tem perature obtained. The results are outlined below.
4 SO L U T IO N S TO T H E  J U M P  C O N D IT IO N S
Throughout the following discussion we restrict attention to the fast magnetosonic solu­
tions to  the above equations. The results of solving the jum p conditions in the purely 
hydrodynamics! lim it (see Kirk, 1987) are shown in Fig. 2, which plots the downstream 
fluid speed, the shock compression ratio, and downstream tem perature as a function of the 
shock speed. We have considered only shocks into cold gas, P] = 0 .  The three cases il­
lustrated correspond to full local therm odynam ic equilibrium (solid line), ion pressure only 
(dashed line) and electron pressure only, where the ions are still present and contribute to
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the mass density (dot-dashed line). As is clear from Fig. 2, in both the low- and high- 
velocity limits, where the equations of sta te  are fully non-relativistic and ultra-relativistic 
respectively, there is no difference between the compression ratios as each case is described 
by essentially the same equation of sta te  w ith adiabatic index equal to  5/3 or 4 /3  in the 
respective limits. The difference between the three cases considered is most apparent at 
interm ediate velocities. This is because the protons, with their larger mass, carry a large 
bulk kinetic energy, which, when therm alised in a  shock with ¡3 >  0.1 leads to  relativistic 
therm al velocities in the electrons. The ions are only relativistic for high shock velocities, as 
¡3 —> 1. Hence, there can exist states with non-relativistic shock velocities, with relativistic 
electrons (an adiabatic index of 13/9, and a compression ratio  ~  5.5; Synge 1957).
Throughout the remainder of this paper we will be concerned prim arily w ith the Fermi 
shock acceleration mechanism. Therefore it is useful to define the following param eters, of 
use in calculating particle pitch angles. Firstly, the compression ratio  as seen in the deHT 
frame,
r  =  (35)
P2x
and secondly, the ratio of the magnitudes of the upstream  and downstream magnetic fields,
b = I T  =  4 r  (36)#2  rP‘2
Note, however, tha t it is no longer possible to write down a simple expression for b, as 
in equation (4) of KH; this is because the component of fluid velocity perpendicular to the 
shock normal, (3y, is no longer continuous at the shock.
In Figs 3-5 the effects of increasing the magnetic pressure are displayed for a series of 
differing angles between the magnetic field direction and the shock normal (as seen from the 
upstream frame). The figures have different assumed therm odynam ic states downstream, as 
outlined in Section 2. Here we have plotted the compression ratio , r , against shock speed, 
the downstream fluid tem perature, T 2 in degrees Kelvin as a function of shock speed, and 
finally, b as a function of shock speed for several cases, as labelled. Note th a t the curves do 
not extend to (3 =  1 as the shock becomes superluminal when /? > cos 8. All these figures 
have Alfven Mach number, M J4 =  (3a/ { B 2 /  ppo)1/ 2 =  a/5.
As the magnetic field and 8 become larger, the shock becomes weaker in the sense 
that the compression ratio decreases (K undt & Krotscheck, 1980), although it is apparent
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th a t the tem perature is not greatly affected by these changes. As the field becomes more 
oblique at a given speed the compression ratio  decreases; however the component of the field 
perpendicular to  the shock normal increases and hence the field is boosted by an increased 
factor. The param eter b thus decreases w ith increasing shock obliquity. Having solved the 
jum p conditions, particle acceleration may be studied. This is considered next.
5 P A R T I C L E  A C C E L E R A T I O N
The jum p conditions at a relativistic oblique shock have been solved for a variety of possible 
downstream conditions and it has been shown that increasing the magnetic pressure can 
significantly reduce the compression ratio  at the shock. This is of manifest relevance to the 
process of Fermi acceleration of particles at a shock front where the spectral index of the 
accelerated particles is a strong function of the compression ratio. We now turn  attention 
to the process of acceleration of electrons at a shock front. In calculating spectral indices it 
will been assumed th a t the supratherm al component has no significant back reaction upon 
the shock (cf. Blandford 1980; Heavens 1983; Achterberg et al. 1984; Heavens 1984; Drury 
1989 for negligible m agnetic pressure and non-relativistic shocks). We obtain the energy 
spectrum of the accelerated particles by two m ethods: we use the semi-analytic calculations 
of KH, and also perform some Monte Carlo simulations of the scattering process, using 
techniques developed by Kirk & Schneider (1987b).
5 .1  S em i-an alytic  th eo ry
The theory of particle acceleration at a relativistic oblique shock front was developed by 
KH, in the case where the magnetic pressure was negligible. This paper uses exactly the 
same technique as KH, and the reader is referred to tha t paper for full details. The m ethod 
is similar to tha t of Kirk & Schneider (1987a) in tha t the problem is solved by expanding 
the distribution function in terms of the eigenfunctions of the scattering operator. The 
principal difference is th a t, in the oblique case, particles incident on the shock surface from 
the upstream  side m ay not penetrate more than a gyroradius or so into the downstream 
region, being essentially reflected from the shock front. For fields which are homogeneous 
either side of the shock front, magnetic moment conservation in the deHT frame is a good 
approximation (Terasawa 1979); it is also independent of the particle or shock speed and 
should therefore be valid even in the relativistic lim it. The downstream pitch angle cosine
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JZJ of a particle is then related to  its upstream  value, p ,  by:
= (37)
In this approximation there is therefore a critical pitch angle cosine:
p0 =  V l  -  b (38)
such that particles incident with \p3\ < po cannot penetrate downstream, and are reflected 
by the shock front. Particles with |/r3| >  po are transm itted  to the downstream side. 
Particles incident from downstream are always transm itted . The m ethod assumes that 
electrons do not drift across magnetic field lines. The quantities th a t determine the spectrum 
are the shock speed, magnetic field angle and the compression ratio. The m ethod solves the 
steady state transport equation (KH):
d f  d
7  cos 9(u +  vf.¿)—  =  — (39)
where v is the particle speed, taken in practice to be unity. We choose to describe the inter­
actions via an isotropic pitch angle scattering operator D In the parallel case, the form of 
the diffusion coefficient can make small changes to  the spectral index in the relativistic case 
(Heavens & Drury 1988; Kirk 1988). Use of a pitch angle diffusion equation is appropriate 
to describe scattering by small magnetic irregularities. The distribution function f (p )  is a 
power-law in m omentum f (p )  <x p~5 and the spectral index s is calculated by the method. 
The energy spectral index, s — 2 is shown in Figs 6 -8  for the three therm odynam ic cases 
under consideration, for a range of values of M j 2. Also shown are the synchrotron spectral 
indices, a =  (s — 3)/2 . For values M a  > 10, the effect of the magnetic field strength is 
negligible.
5.2 M onte C arlo  Sim ulations
We have chosen to check the semi-analytic theory of KH by performing some numerical sim­
ulations of the scattering and shock crossing. We do not follow particle orbits, but simulate 
the scattering process via a diffusion equation, following the m ethod of Kirk & Schneider 
(1987b). Since we also make the same assumption of magnetic moment conservation at 
shock encounters the test of the theory is only partially  independent.
The method simulates particle acceleration by following individual particles as they
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cross and re—cross the shock front and then constructing the distribution function from the 
number of particles a t a given m om entum  and pitch angle. Each particle starts  off with 
an injected fixed momentum  po >  m 0c and random  pitch angle p0 and moves away from 
the shock in to  the upstream  fluid. Its subsequent m otion is then followed as it undergoes 
scattering in pitch angle until it either crosses the shock front or is lost; the la tte r can only 
occur if the particle is in the downstream  region. The key to the m ethod is to  use mixed 
reference frames so th a t spatial coordinates are measured in the shock frame, but momentum 
and pitch angles are measured in the appropriate fluid frame. In an electromagnetic field 
the scattering is governed by the relativistic transport equation:
K p bd̂  +  =  f c  (40)oxv m  op0
(e.g. Riffert 1986), where Fq is the distribution function, F °  is the electromagnetic field 
tensor, p is the m om entum  , C is the collision term. Latin indices run from 1 — 3. is the 
Lorentz transform ation from the fluid frame to the de Hoffmann-Teller frame, and terms 
measured in the fluid frame are m arked with a circumflex. If we assume that the distribu­
tion function is independent of the gyrophase, <j>, and define a phase-averaged distribution 
function / ,  then the transport equation reduces to (KH):
where we have employed an isotropic pitch angle scattering operator as the simplest case so 
tha t is a constant. To try  to treat the problem fully we would have to follow the very 
large num ber of small pitch angle deflections th a t a particle undergoes each time it crosses 
the shock front. Instead we follow the lead of Kirk & Schneider (1987b) and note tha t in a 
time A t  the particle will travel a distance As =  cAt, A t  being measured in the fluid frame;
this leads to a change in position in the shock frame
A x  — -y(u +  p ) A t  (42)
and thus one can write the transport equation as
= A m  _ „ 2)3/  (43)
D ^ d A t  d p K
We now follow the propagation by making a rotation, where the pitch angle p'0 is zero and 
introduce the azim uthal angle <j>, whence equation (39) becomes:
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cos 6 d f  
D ^  d A t
d2 d2
+dp,12 d(p2 f  (44)
The probability distribution of the pitch angle after the scattering event is then given by 
the Green’s function,
-(fi12 +  4>n ) cos 6
4-jrAtDf,^
(45)
and the new ¡i' and <f>' are random  values taken from this probability distribution. This is 
then transformed back to the fluid frame to  find the new /i,
H = (1 -  ¿fl2)_1/2̂ o cos <j>' + n' ( l  -  Mo) -1 /2  (46)
Finally, note that we m ust set a downstream  boundary (it is clear that all particles in 
the upstream  region m ust return  to the shock front). From KH we note tha t the spatial 
part of the distribution is separable and decays as exp(—A,-x/T cos 9), so tha t at large x 
the distribution function decays to its isotropic value and there is little  chance of a particle 
returning to the shock, rather it is more likely to be advected away. We choose the position 
of the downstream boundary as (Ao =  0 )
' 10r (47)
D
From KH, Aj =  6uT. Thus, the m ethod we adopt is as follows. A particle is injected with 
momentum p0 and pitch angle fi0. After a tim e A t  it will have travelled a distance A x ,  
given by equation (42). At this point it is scattered to a new fi, chosen as we have described. 
This procedure is repeated for the next A t  and continued until either:
1. The particle crosses the predetermined downstream boundary at which point it is 
regarded as having no chance of returning to  cross the shock front and is ‘lo st’. It 
takes no further part in the simulation.
2. Or it returns to the shock front after a finite num ber of scattering events. Upon 
reaching the shock it is added to the distribution function at its present momentum 
and pitch angle (in the shock frame). W hat happens next depends upon the value of 
the pitch angle. We now assume th a t as a particle crosses the shock front its magnetic 
moment is conserved. Thus all particles incident from the downstream region pass 
into the upstream region with a new pitch angle -  measured now in the upstream  
frame. On the other hand, in crossing from the upstream  region, a particle may be 
reflected by the shock and returned to the upstream  region. In this case the simulation
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continues as before w ith a reflected pitch angle.
An im portan t point to note is th a t we employ the technique of particle splitting when 
a particle returns to the shock (Kirk & Schneider 1987b). In order to achieve a high 
signal-to-noise ratio  in the distribution function over a large enough range of m omentum 
it is apparent th a t an im practically large num ber of particles, each with a finite escape 
probability, would have to be injected into the simulation at m omentum po. To circumvent 
this problem we split any particle which reaches the shock. This creates a number, N o  of 
daughter particles with the pa ren t’s m om entum  and pitch angle. This process allows us to 
obtain enough high energy particles to  achieve the desired accuracy in the simulations. Each 
of the daughter particles is assigned a weighting of l / N p  and is then followed throughout 
the simulation until it is subsequently lost. In order to  retain roughly constant numbers of 
particles throughout the simulation we choose the number of daughters to be an integer from 
a Poissonian distribution with mean N o  =  P esc/(  1 ~  Peac) (Peac is the escape probability, 
~  4u2 in the parallel non-relativistic lim it). The value of N p  does not affect the spectral 
index if the particles are weighted appropriately, but it does affect the efficiency of the 
simulation. The weight associated w ith each particle as it crosses the shock is w. The 
increment to the distribution function at p  and p  is w /  | p a |. This is because the weight 
w refers to the flux of particles (i.e. w particles have crossed the shock front) whereas the 
purpose of the sim ulation is to obtain the distribution function, f ( p , p ) .
5.3 P artic le  d istribu tions
The Monte Carlo m ethod described above returns the distribution function in a series of 
pitch angle and momentum  bins, and this can then be plotted as a function of either. Fig. 9 
shows a non-relativistic result, obtained with ß \x =  0.2, ß^x = 0.05, /3,-y =  0.0. Fig. 10 shows 
the distribution obtained for a shock with ß \x =  0.4, r = 4,and 9 =  45°. The spectral index 
is s =  3.17, in good agreement with the result of KH. However, as can be seen from the 
figures, the distributions are noisy as a consequence of employing a Monte Carlo method; 
a large amount of computer tim e is required to reduce the moise to a satisfactory level. 
Note th a t, apart from a small inaccuracy around p = 0 , the pitch-angle distributions show 
good agreement with the semi-analytic distributions in KH. These particles are travelling 
almost parallel to the shock front, and do not affect the momentum distributions. From 
the momentum distributions the spectral indices of the electron distributions are obtained 
using a weighted least-squares m ethod including the Poisson noise in the momentum bins.
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The simulation is term inated after obtaining the desired accuracy in the spectral index. 
Results for comparison with the sem i-analytic m ethod are shown as triangles in Figs 6-8  
where spectral indices are p lotted as a function of the parallel shock speed for a series of 
differing magnetic field strengths. The error on the best straight line is p lotted as an error 
bar. The agreement is clearly very good, but it m ust be stressed tha t only part of the 
KH theory is being tested. The numerical m ethod simulates the scattering, but assumes 
magnetic moment conservation on encounters with the shock. The upper lim it to the shock 
speed of /3\x =  l / i / 2  is a result of a fixed /3a, above which the shock becomes superluminal. 
Although it is outside the scope of this work, it is not w ithout interest; Jokipii (1982) has 
shown that superluminal shocks can accelerate particles and Begelman & Kirk (1990) have 
shown that, even assuming the particles do not drift across field lines and thus cannot return 
to the shock after having travelled further than  one gyroradius away from it, the adiabatic 
energy gain from the, shock crossings may be up to a factor of 4y per particle.
The results of these simulations show that for values of the Alfven Mach num ber of 
M^ 2 ~  0.05 or larger the compression ratio  of the shock may be significantly altered. 
This weakening of the shock strength can lead in turn  to steeper spectral indices, similar 
to the effects of upstream  pressure in hydrodynam ic shocks. As high spectral indices are 
associated with the higher magnetic fields, the synchrotron emissivities are also high (oc B 2) 
and one might expect regions with these m agnetic fields to dominate, particularly at lower 
frequencies. On the other hand synchrotron lifetimes also are proportional to B ~ 2 so that 
the source evolves more rapidly.
It is notable that at low shock speeds there is a greater range of spectral indices than 
at higher speeds. This is probably a result of particles being reflected more often at higher 
shock speeds. At the highest speeds the compression ratio  a t the shock decreases as the 
equation of state  becomes fully relativistic and as a consequence of this there is a slight 
increase in the spectral index observed. Note tha t it is assumed that electrons scatter in 
pitch angle by collision with resonant Alfven waves moving much more slowly than the 
electrons upstream  of the shock, and turbulence downstream. Although we have increased 
the Alfven wave speed in these simulations, it is assumed that it will still be much less than 
the ultrarelativistic speeds at which the electrons are moving and thus we retain the Alfven 
waves as scattering centres.
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6 D IS C U S S IO N
This paper calculates the spectral indices for synchrotron radiation from mildly relativistic 
oblique shocks where the magnetic field is dynamically important. We demonstrate that 
shocks whose speeds are not greatly in excess of the upstream Alfven speed can produce 
synchrotron emission with steeper spectra than a  ~  0 which KH obtained for shocks with 
negligible magnetic field. The natural sites for applying these results axe in blazars and 
in the hotspots of radio galaxies. In the latter  at least mildly relativistic shock speeds are 
suggested, and polarisation studies indicate (presumably post-shock) magnetic fields which 
are preferentially perpendicular to the shock normal (e.g. Flatters & Conway 1985; Scarrott 
k. Rolph 1989).
The param eters which are required to determine the spectral indices of the accelerated 
electrons are the shock speed, Alfven num ber and the magnetic field inclination angle. 
Unfortunately, none of these is easy to determine. Heavens k  Meisenheimer (1987) showed 
how one can use the break frequency of a synchrotron source to estim ate a combination 
of magnetic field strength and shock speed. This m ethod has been applied to a number 
of sources (Meisenheimer k  Heavens 1986; Meisenheimer et al. 1989). Meisenheimer et al. 
showed th a t in those cases where there is an optical counterpart to the radio source, spectral 
indices are around a  ~  0.5 in agreement with the result of Bell (1978) for non-relativistic 
shocks. They also attem pted  to constrain the shock speed using the techniques of Heavens 
k  Meisenheimer, deducing th a t they are mildly relativistic. Unfortunately, although the 
data  are consistent with such shock speeds, the m ethod only allows a combination of field 
and shock speeds to be determined, and they cannot be determined individually. The 
magnetic field may be estim ated independently from minimum energy argum ents, but the 
uncertainties mean tha t the shock speed cannot be usefully constrained by this method. H 
we fold in the uncertainties in the density of the jet (estim ated from Faraday depolarisation), 
we are left in the unhappy position of being unable to estim ate the Alfven number with any 
degree of confidence. It is not even possible to argue th a t the shocks are strong, in the sense 
of being highly super-Alfvenic. This means tha t weak shocks, in this sense, may provide an 
explanation for the observed spectra being steeper than the strong shock values of KH. It 
certainly appears more plausible than  appealing to  conventional weak shocks, with ordinary 
Mach numbers not much greater than unity. Such shocks would also give steep spectra, but 
at the expense of requiring very high pre-shock tem peratures > 108 Iv for shock speeds in 
excess of 0 .01c.
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The degree of steepening is rather modest for mildly relativistic shocks, becoming more 
substantial as the shock speed decreases. For m agnetic field angles around 45° to the shock 
normal, spectral indices steeper than  a = 1 are possible if the shock speed is less than 0 .1c 
and the Alfven Mach num ber less than about 1.8. Such weak shocks have less effect at 0.5c, 
giving a ~  0 .2 . Even allowing for a steepening by A a  = 0.5 from ageing, we appear to 
require very weak shocks to account for the steepest spectra (a  ~  2.5 — 3.0) seen in blazars 
(Ballard et al. 1990).
Although the range of spectral indices seen in hotspot spectra can in principle be 
obtained from weak m agnetic shocks, it is not clear th a t this is the correct explanation. 
The homogeneous geometry of the upstream  m agnetic field assumed in this paper is almost 
certainly an unrealistic idealisation. If true, there should be sources whose magnetic field 
directions are too close to the shock plane for Fermi acceleration to take place, if the jet 
speeds are even mildly relativistic. An alternative assum ption, which may be more realistic, 
is tha t the magnetic field in the upstream  rest frame is disordered and random . Monte Carlo 
simulations of particle orbits in relativistic shocks (Ballard & Heavens, in preparation) show 
that Fermi acceleration does take place, and produces synchrotron spectral indices which are 
steeper than the homogeneous field calculations of KH. All of these processes indicate that 
variations in physical param eters such as shock speed, magnetic field strength, orientation 
and degree of ordering can lead to  a spread of synchrotron spectral indices in accord with 
that observed. On the one hand this is progress, in th a t we may be able to explain the 
observations, but it is pessimistic in tha t we may be unable to use the observations to tie 
down firmly the physical param eters in the hotspots of radio galaxies.
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FIG 1: a) The upstream  reference frame, b) The deHT frame, in which the electric field 
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Ion Pressure  
Electron Pressure
FIG 2: The solutions to the jum p conditions at a relativistic strong shock in the 
hydrodynamic lim it. The three cases of interest are with the downstream fluid in 
local therm odynam ic equilibrium (solid line), ion pressure dominating (dashed line) and 
electron/positrons dom inating (dot-dashed  line).
Ps
FIG 3: Tlie solutions to  the jum p conditions as a function of shock speed with a dynamically 
im portant m agnetic field. The downstream  fluid is in equilibrium between electrons and 
ions. The three curves p lotted correspond to  tan #  =  0.0, 0.4,0.8. As tan#  increases the 
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FIG 4: As Fig. 3, but with the downstream  pressure provided entirely by ions.
FIG 5 : As Fig. 3, bu t with the downstream  pressure provided entirely by electrons.
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FIG 6 : Comparison between the analytically derived spe.Gtral indices and the numerical 
results for a shock with a magnetic field at an angle 6 = 45° and the downstream fluid in 
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Energy D istribu tion
P
Anisotropy in shock fram e
FIG 9: The distribution function at a parallel shock with speed f3t = 0.2, compression ratio  
4. The spectral index is a  = 0.5.
Energy Distribution
Anisotropy in shock fram e
FIG 10 : The distribution function at an oblique shock with speed /?, =  0.4, compression 
ratio 4 and a m agnetic field at 45° to the shock normal. The spectral index is a  =  0.057.
Simultaneous Optical And IR  Polarimetric Observations O f
Blazars.
K.R.Ballard1, A.R.G.Mead1, P.W.J .L .Brand\ J.H.Hough2, J.A.Bailey3, C .B n nd le2
1 : D ept o f A stronom y, E d inbu rgh  U niversity, Sco tland , EH9 3H J.
2: H atfield  P o ly techn ic  O bservatory , H ertfo rd , H erts, SG13 8 LD.
3: A nglo-A ustra lian  O bservatory , PO  Box 296, E pping, NSW  2121, A ustra lia .
A B ST R A C T . We p resen t s im ultaneous U B V R IJH K  pho to m etry  an d  po larim etry  
for a  sam ple of 48 B lazars covering the  period 1986Aug -  1988Feb. T hese d a ta  were 
obtained as p a r t of a continu ing  m onito ring  p rogram  at U K IR T using th e  M kll H atfield 
Polarim eter.
Analysis of the  d a ta  shows th a t  a round  ~50%  of objects have fluxes fitted  by a  
power law  over th is  w avelength  range. O bjects such "as 3C345 w hich disp lay  po lariza­
tion decreasing w ith  frequency can be explained in term s of d ilu tion  of a synchro tron  
com ponent by an unpo larized  therm al com ponent in the op tical. Such a com ponent can­
not explain  the ~40%  of observations w here the  po larization  increases w ith  frequency. 
No evidence is found  to  su p p o rt any re la tion  betw een the  po larization  and  the degree of 
frequency dependence of po larization . In  ~30%  of cases the  position  angle is frequency- 
dependent. T heoretically , w avelength-dependent behav iou r proves to  be a  valuable tool, 
constrain ing conditions w ith in  the  com pact em ission region of b lazars an d  giving ind i­
cations of an  u p p er cutoff to  the  e lectron  energy d is trib u tio n . A frequency-dependent 
position angle m ay be evidence for em ission from  m ore th an  one region; the  observed 
behaviour im plies such regions m ust be in te r-dependen t.
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1 I n t r o d u c t i o n .
A strik ing  fea tu re  of blazar em ission is the rap id ly  variable, highly polarized non-therma] 
continuum  com ponent which dom inates the  op tical and infra-red em ission. B lazars have 
long been know n to exhib it such p roperties, which are  generally assum ed to  be due to 
an incoherent synchrotron  source of sm all ex ten t. A successful m odel for the underlying 
physical processes m ust have the  ability  to p red ict the wide range of observed behaviour, 
including the  m uch steeper spectra l index and  the  variability of the  optical emission. In 
order to set specific constra in ts  upon models of b lazar behaviour we have undertaken 
an observing program m e, the  aim  of which was to o b ta in  sim ultaneous m ulti frequency 
observations of flaring and  quiescent b lazars w ith high signal-to-noise.
The observations were m ade a t th e  3-8 m . U .K. Infra-red  Telescope on M auna Kea 
during the period 1986 A ugust to 1988 February, using the dual-beam  M kll Hatfield 
Polarim eter. This can m easure sim ultaneously five optical and one IR  channels covering 
the U B V R IJH K  wavebands and  is described fully by M ead (1988).
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2 R e s u l t s .
D uring the 18 m onths of observing described in this paper we obtained  d a ta  for 48 
blazars on a  to ta l of 196 occasions which will be published in full elsewhere (M ead et al. 
1988, B allard  et al. 1988). Here we sim ply report some of the m ore notable behaviour 
and  give a sum m ary  of the trends present in  the  sam ple.
2.1 Individual Objects.
1418+546 (OQ53Q): This object, confirm ed as a  BL-Lac. by C raine et al. , (1978) has 
been observed to undergo large variations in bo th  flux and polarization. In Feb. 1988 it 
was observed on three occasions during  which tim e it underw ent unusual position angle 
behaviour. On the basis of the  position angle d a ta  on the first two nights there was 
no evidence for anyth ing  o ther than  a single com ponent source w ith spectral curvature,
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a po larization  of 5% and  a  position  angle of ~  145°. On the  final n ight th e  object 
displayed a s trong  frequency-dependent position  angle, which cannot be a ttr ib u te d  to 
a sim ple single com ponent, b u t ra th e r  can be explained by a two com ponent model 
(Holmes et al, 1984). T he flux for each com ponent was m odelled as:
log10 S„ =  log10 S u  ~  a  log10 v  +  P(log l0(iy)Y 
and  the  po larization :
P  = 7T 0  +  1a + 5 /3
T hus (3 represents the  sp ec tra l cu rv a tu re  and  7r the degree of alignm ent of the B- 
field. T he best fitting  m odel is show n in fig. 1. I t should be noted th a t this is ju s t the 
sim plest exp lana tion  for th e  observations, a lte rnatives include anisotropic p itch  angle 
d istributions.
1641+399 (3C345): T h is s trong  lined H PQ  was observed on 1986 Aug. 1-7  (M ead 
et al. 1988). In  ou r d a ta  there  was no evidence for significant variations in  the  flux 
or polarization  over the  period  of the  observations. T he po larization  decreased steadily  
in th e  optical while the  spec tra l index  fla ttened . The observed behaviour could not 
be explained in term s of sim ple sy n ch ro tro n  emission. Accordingly the behav iour was 
modelled using the m ethod  of Sm ith  et al. (1986) who concluded th a t d ilu tion  by 
several non-polarized com ponents could explain  the  resu lts. These were estim ated  as:
a) stellar em ission -  from  the  C m odel of an  evolving elliptical galaxy (B ruzual, 1983).
b) QSO line em ission -  from  G rand i (1981, 1982). c) B alm er & Paschen co n tin u a  -  
from the syn thetic  sp ec tru m  of G rand i (1982). d) the  therm al ‘b lue-bum p’ of M alkan 
&: Sargent (1982). T he best fit finds a  single black body of T ~ 6 2  000 K in the  em itted  
frame. T he T ~ 2 6  000 K found by S m ith  et al. could not  be fitted  satisfactorily  bu t 
the possibility  of the  disk having  varied could no t be ruled ou t. A p art from  a black 
body o ther possibilities can explain  the  resu lt. V ariability of the  line em ission and 
Balmer con tinuum  was d iscounted  as no such  variations have previously been reported  





Filter Flux density (rnJy) Polarization (%) Position angle (deg)
1418+546 E(B-V) =  0.00
17th. Feb 1988
K 17.38 (0.32) 4.09 (0.48) 142.10 (3.71)
H 12.92 (0.25) 4.04 (0.32) 145.50 (1.85)
J 8.97 (0.18) 4.06 (0.29) 138.90 (3.07)
I 4.81 (0.11) 4.48 (0.27) 142.63 (1.88)
R 3.38 (0.09) 4.51 (0.18) 142.82 (1.09)
V 2.34 (0.08) 5.05 (0.35) 146.93 (1.91)
B 1.70 (0.07) 6.28 (0.23) 144.21 (1.11)
U 0.96 (0.05) 5.88 (0.43) 147.41 (1.86)
18th. Feb 1988
H 14.43 (0.28) 3.38 (0.25) 132.01 (2.63)
I 5.68 (0.09) 3.56 (0.51) 140.80 (4.60)
R 4.25 (0.10) 3.11 (0.25) 146.20 (2.27)
V 2.97 (0.10) 2.96 (0.55) 142.80 (5.86)
B 2.34 (0.09) 3.20 (0.38) 150.00 (3.49)
U 1.49 (0.07) 4.05 (0.64) 156.20 (3.86)
1418+546
1/ /  10u Hz v /  10u Hz v /  iou Hz
F ig . 1. This shows the  best fitted  values for the flux &: po la riza tio n  properties of 
1418 +  546 on 1988 Feb 18.
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could be th e  cause. Indeed , the m odel of N etzer & W ills (1983), incorpora ting  a b e t­
ter e stim ate  of the  F e+ em ission requires no black body contribution. M ore detailed  
spec tropo lanm etry  will be needed to u n d e rs tan d  fully the emission from  this object.
2.2 T r e n d s .
The d a ta  ob ta in ed  can only be trea ted  as an inhomogeneous  sam ple. T he m ain s t r a t ­
egy was to  observe as m any  b lazars on as m any occasions as possible. In p ractice  
observations w ere only rep eated  if the results were ‘in te resting ’ (i.e. exhibited  frequency 
dependent po lariza tion , position  angle, variab ility  etc. ), hence it would be im possible 
to tre a t ind iv idua l d a ta  p o in ts  independently . In order to  a ttem p t to overcome some  of 
these biases we refer to  m ax im um  or m edian values for an object. Analysis of the d a ta  
has revealed several in te restin g  correla tions, and also several non-correlations.
1) T h e  flux d a ta  could be fitted  adequately  by a  power-law in 50% of cases, a lthough 
significant convex (d a / d u  > 0 ) spec tra l cu rvatu re  was seen in 30% of observations. The 
d is tribu tion  of sp ec tra l indices ob ta ined  is shown in fig. 2. Spectral indices can be 
used to  co n stra in  theories of pa rtic le  acceleration which predict the electron energy 
d istribu tion . H eavens (1988) sum m arizes the  predictions of the  m ost successful theory 
to date; acceleration  a t a shock fron t. The spectra l indices observed were high enough to 
be inconsisten t w ith  this theory  unless a high frequency cutoff is em ployed (in the  theory 
of p a rtic le  acceleration  th is occurs n a tu ra lly  w hen the tim e taken to  accelerate a  particle  
becomes com parab le  to  the  synchro tron  loss tim e e.g. B landford, 1979). Inhom ogeneous 
jet m odels yield an add itiona l exp lanation  of steep spectral indices.
2) In the  single case of the  H w aveband there  was m arginal evidence for a correlation 
(p robability  of 1 • 65% for the  null hypothesis) betw een the m axim um  a  and  redshift. 
Such a  co rre la tion  is ind icative of e ither a) b lazar evolution — e.g. a t earlier epochs 
blazars h ad  s teeper sp ec tra l indices or b) a cutoff a t a fixed frequency; for higher redshifts 
the cutoff is sh ifted  tow ards the  red yielding higher spectral indices. C learly m ore d a ta  









F ig . 2. T he d istribution of m edian spec tra l indices for the  sam ple.
P o la r iz a t io n  (p (n .) /% )
F i g .  3 .  The m axim um  polarization values observed. O bjects displaying f re q u en c y -  
dependent polarization significant a t the 5% level have been flagged. T he two-sample 
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test was used to  show th a t the d is tribu tions were not significantly 
different.
3) We describe objects not fitted  by a  constan t polarization  or position  angle a t the 
5% level as having  frequency dependen t po larization  (F D P ) or position  angle (F D O ). 
In our sam ple frequency independent polarization  or d p / d v  >  0 w ere com m on, the  m ain 
exceptions being objects such as 1641+399, 1921-293 and 2251 +  158 w here co n tam in a­
tion of the  non -therm al flux by an  unpolaxized optical com ponent m ay occur.
In the  past a  correlation  betw een F D P  and  degree of po larization  has been repo rted  
(the ‘p (A )-p ’ effect of Bailey, Hough Sz Axon (1983), Holmes et al. (1984)). However, 
in the  p resen t d a ta  th is was no longer ap p aren t. The problem  was tack led  in two ways. 
Fig 3 shows h istogram s of the po larizations at I in which objects d isplaying F D P  are 
shaded. U nder the  null hypothesis th a t  the d istribu tions are the  sam e the tw o-sam ple 
Kolm ogorov-Sm im ov test (Conover, 1980) was used. As an a lte rn ativ e  te s t a  correlation  
betw een the values of l o g ( p B / p h )  „and p i  was sought. N either of these were significant 
at the  10% level. Possible causes of th is resu lt include the  fact th a t  previously the  M kl 
polarim eter was used which produced d a ta  of lower quality  and consequently  F D P  at 
lower polarizations m ay have been m issed. In addition F D 6  was exam ined sim ilarly 
w ith the  resu lt th a t no correlations a t the  10% level were again found.
F D P  can be im p o rtan t in determ in ing  conditions w ithin the source. Tw o ex p lana­
tions should be considered, which can explain the m ajority  of cases w ith d p / d v  > 0 - 0 . 
Firstly, F D P  m ay be the  resu lt of cu rva tu re  w ithin the spectrum  (B jornsson & Blum en- 
thal, 1982), which can explain the  F D P  in 41 of the 55 cases where it occurs. However, 
this em pirical descrip tion does no t explain the origin of the  cu rva tu re . Synchro tron , 
Self-Com pton m odels have had  some success in fitting spectra l cu rv a tu re  (e.g. M adau, 
Ghisellini & Persic, 1987) bu t require inform ation over decades of frequency in order 
to be constrained . A second exp lanation  is th a t the F D P  is associated w ith a  cutoff in 
the spec trum  com bined w ith an unpolarized  second com ponent w ith  a  s teeper spectra l 
index. In  those cases w here th is m odel was applied th e  value of the  cutoff was close 
to the u p p er lim it p o stu la ted  by B ierm ann & S tr ittm a tte r  (1987) of 2 x l0 15Hz. T his is 
consistent w ith the fact th a t  the  po la riza tion  ‘h u m p ’ (w here the increasing  po larization  
of the approxim ately  exponentially  decreasing cutoff com ponent is sw am ped by the  u n ­
188
polarized com ponent) was not observed. This is a p roblem  for the  cutoff m odel unless 
this resu lt is a  consequence of a  genuine restric ted  range of cutoff frequencies.
KRB and  A RG M  acknowledge th e  receipt of SERC studen tsh ips.
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The high frequency properties of synchrotron radiation
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K eith  B a lla rd : Department of A s tronom y, Blackford Hill, Edinburgh, UK. E II9  3HJ.
1: I n t r o d u c t i o n
T h e  a im  of th is p ap e r is to  exam ine the  relevance of m odels involving shocks to 
the  h igh  frequency  n ear in fra red  and  op tica l emission in B L -L acs. A sh o rt s tu d y  of the 
effect th a t  losses can have u p o n  n o n -th e rm a l electron d istrib u tio n s  is p resen ted . T h is  
is com bined  w ith  previous w ork re la tin g  to  specific m agnetic  field geom etries beh ind  
shock fro n ts  to  yield m odel sp e c tra  w hich can be com pared to  those ac tu a lly  observed . 
A greem ent be tw een  th e  theo ry  an d  observations is found only if the e lectrons are  allowed 
to  rem ain  iso trop ic . Som e of the  lim ita tio n s  and im plications for th is  m odel of the 
em ission  reg ion  are considered.
2 :  B L —L a c  O b j e c t s
B efore proceed ing  to consider th e  deta ils  of a model for the op tica l a n d  in fra red  
em ission of B L -L acs (by w hich we refer to  those objects w here there  is no  suspicion  th a t 
the  op tica l lig h t has been d ilu ted  by unpolarized  therm al em ission) it  is w o rth  s ta t in g  
briefly  the  observational p ro p ertie s  o f  the high frequency em ission, which a m odel is 
req u ired  to  rep roduce . For these we sum m arize the conclusions of M ead et al., (1990) 
and  B a lla rd  et al., (1990). T hese  p a p e rs  p resen t the  resu lts  of a p ro g ram  of m o n ito rin g  
48 b laza rs  (B L -L acs H P Q ’s) carried  o u t on 14 nights betw een 1986 amd 1988 at 
U K IR T . T h e  observations w ere m ade sim ultaneously  in th e  U B V R IJH K  w avebands.
1 .) In  m any  cases the sp ec tru m  was a  pow er law of constan t slope, often s teep e r th an  
a  =  2 .0 . T h e re  w ere, how ever, a significant num ber o f observations ( ~  30% ) w here 
th e  sp e c tru m  steepened  w ith  increasing  frequency. T h is fac t, coupled w ith  the  
fac t th a t  the  sp ec tru m  in  th e  op tica l is steeper th an  in the rad io  (w here a  ~  0 .2 „  
V a lta o ja , th is volum e) is s trong ly  suggestive of losses hav ing  m odified th e  sp e c tru m .
2 .) F requency  dependence of p o la riza tio n  was a com m on occurrence, a n d , w ith  only  a 
couple of exceptions, in th e  case of the  BL-Lacs it alw ays increased  to w ard s the 
b lue  end  o f the  sp ec tru m . T h e  level o f polarization (up  to  43% ) w as in d ic a tiv e  of 
a p a r tia lly  o rdered  m ag n e tic  field w hen averaged over th e  e n tire  em ission reg ion  — 
a lth o u g h  it is possib le th a t  it  cou ld  be alm ost uniform  in sm aller regions. F requency  
d epen d en ce  o f position  angle was less com m on. M ost of the  frequency  d ependence  
of p o la riza tio n  is associa ted  w ith  the  in trin sic  cu rva tu re  of th e  flux v ia th e  sim ple 
p a ra m ete riza tio n  of B jo rnsson  & B lum enthal (1982) i.e. as th e  sp ec tra l index  
increases  so does the  po la riza tio n  according to  the re la tionsh ip :
P ° 1 M  =  n  q y 1, ,  x  100% a( u )  +  5 /3
w here a ( v )  is th e  spectra l index  and  If is a constan t rep resen ting  th e  degree of o rd erin g  
in th e  m ag n e tic  field.
3.) V ariab ility  was u sua l over tim escales of a  single day. No obvious c h a ra c te r is tic  
p a tte rn s  to  the  variab ility  w ere ap p a ren t.
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These are the p rincipal c h a ra c te r is tic s  of B L -L acs found from  a large nu m b er of 
observations; any  m odel m u st be able to  exp la in  these in o rder to  be taken seriously. 
H aving achieved th a t , a good m odel shou ld  also allow for the m ore occasional extrem e 
events such as those seen by Holm es et al., (1984) or M oore et al. , (1982).
3: T h e  M o d e l
T he rem ainder of th is  p a p e r  is devo ted  to  th e  p roperties of shock m odels of B L - 
Lacs when losses are in 'cluded. Such a  s tu d y , a lthough  it does not reach  any sta rtling ly  
new conclusions, is in s tru c tiv e  because  it te s ts  the  lim its of the  applicability  of m odels 
which p u rp o rt to  explain the  b laza r phenom enon .
T here  are  two m ain  m o tivations for a  s tu d y  of this k ind. T he  first is sim ply an 
a tte m p t to p lug a  gap in th e  know ledge of th e  p roperties  of a sim ple synchro tron  source. 
T he original w ork in the  field was pub lished  by K ardaschev  (1962) who presen ted  results 
for the evolution of a n o n -s ta tio n a ry  sy n c h ro tro n  source, as the  electrons lost or gained 
energy to  various m echanism s, such as sy n c h ro tro n  em ission, ad iab a tic  expansion or the 
inverse C om pton  effect. Im plic it in th is  w ork w as the assum ption  th a t  as the  electrons 
lose energy they  are tied  to  an e lem en t of th e  m agnetic  field and m a in ta in  their in itial 
pitch angle w ith  respect to  the  m ag n e tic  field. T h e  only specific source fields considered 
were iso tropic  an d  consequently  th e  overall e lec tron  d istrib u tio n  rem ained  iso trop ic  with 
tim e, and as th e re  was no p referred  field d irec tion  there  was no po lariza tion . T h e  aim  of 
this work is to  evaluate  any possib le an iso tro p y  which m ight develop in  a m ore realistic  
field geom etry and  to  in v estig a te  the.effect th a t  th is  has on th e  po lariza tion .
T he second m otivation  arises from  observa tiona l stud ies of b laza r em ission, the 
in te rp re ta tio n s  p laced upon  the  resu lts  an d  th e  necessity to  a d a p t these to  fu tu re  ob­
serving p rogram m es. O ver the  p a s t decade  th e  possib ility  th a t  a  shock passing  along 
a je t represen ts the  site  of b laza r em ission has received m uch a tte n tio n . G roups such 
as those s itu a te d  in  P re sto n  and  M ichigan  have  ob tained  a  large am o u n t of d a ta  at 
m illim etre and  cen tim etre  w avelengths and  have shown convincingly th a t th e  day to 
day behav iour o f the  flux and p o lariza tio n ' (H ughes, A ller &A A ller, 1985) or the  large 
flaring events in  the flux a round  the  se lf-ab so rp tio n  tu rnover w hich  are periodically  
observed (M arscher Sz G ear, 1985) can be m odelled  by a  fairly  sim ple  shock in  a  jet 
m odel. T h ere  is clearly a  need to ex tend  these  works to  h igher frequencies in order 
to  test the ir app licab ility  in these regim es an d  to  try  therefore to  u n d e rs ta n d  the high 
frequency rad ia tio n . T h is  will te s t the  su p position  th a t  th e  op tica l em ission originates 
in the sam e region as the  rad io  em ission. F u rth e rm o re , as subm illim e tre  observations 
of the po lariza tion  becom e available it  is im p o rta n t to be  aw are of the  im plications 
th a t  they could have for o u r  u n d e rs ta n d in g  o f th e  em ission region an d  m echanism , in 
p a rticu la r th e  ro le p layed  by losses in  d e te rm in in g  their p roperties .
In  a tte m p tin g  to  m odel b lazars a t  h igh  frequencies th ere  axe tw o elem ents which 
m ust be d e te rm ined , th e  m agnetic  field and  th e  electron d is tr ib u tio n . R egard ing  the 
m agnetic  field, we have  chosen in  th is case to  ex tend  n a tu ra lly  a m odel which has had 
success in the  p a s t i.e . th a t  of H ughes, A ller Sz A ller (1985). In th is  m odel it is assum ed 
th a t there  is a shock passing  along a  je t  close to  the line of sigh t. T h e  je t contains a 
m agnetic  field, taken  to  be  iso trop ic  w ith  a un ifo rm  d istr ib u tio n  of m ag n itu d es  upstream  
of the  shock. F u r th e r , assum e th a t  th e  m ag n e tic  field is dynam ically  u n im p o rta n t so 
th a t it  p lays no p a r t  in d e te rm in ing  th e  ju m p  conditions. As m ate ria l passes through
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the shock, it is com pressed and  the  m agne tic  field perpend icu la r  to the shock no rm al is 
enhanced by a  factor of r ,  the  com pression  ra tio  of the  shock. T he  m ate ria l  then  em its  
synchro tron  rad ia tion  w ith  the S tokes pa ram ete rs :
I ( v , i )  =  L  f  f  f  B s m a F  ( — j N ( E ,  o ,  i)d<j>s\n 6 d6 d E  
J E  Jo J 4, \ ^ c j
®( U, t \ = L f  [  [  B s m a G  ( C° S2X N (E ,a , t )d< f> sm 9d6dE  
U(v, t )  J e  J e  J<t> \ V c J  s m 2 X V '
V( v , t )  =  0
e.g. Pacholczyk , (1970). T h e  various term s in these equations are  as follows: L  is the  line 
of sight dep th  of the  source; no te  t h a t  th roughou t  this work i t  has been assum ed  th a t  
the source is optically  th in  as we are  p r im arily  in terested  in the  high frequency emission 
where this should be a  rea so n ab le  a ssum ption . F ( x )  and G (x )  are s ta n d a rd  synchro tron  
functions expressing th e  sp e c t ru m  of rad ia tion  from a single electron, E  is the  e lectron 
energy. T he  angle y  is th e  posit ion  angle  on the  sky of the  rad ia tion  m easu red  re la tive  
to some fixed direction. B  sin a  is th e  m agne tic  field p ro jec ted  onto the p lane  of the  sky 
as a function of a ,  the  angle  be tw een  th e  line of s ight and the element of the  m agnetic  
field. In o rder  to eva lua te  a  it is necessary  to  take  the com ponents  of th e  m agne tic  field 
dow nstream  of the shock (w hich lies in the  x y  p lane) in te rm s of the po la r  co-ordinates 
9, <j> where 9 is the angle be tw een  the  e lem ent of field and the  shock norm al a n d  <f> is the 
az im uthal angle, and  r o ta te  it th ro u g h  an angle, e to  the  x -ax is  so th a t  the  e le c tro n ’s 
velocity vector lies along the  new x '- a x is .  From  this an expression for B  sin a  can  be 
derived:
B 2  s in2 a  =  B 2  ( r 2 s in 2 9 s in2 <f) +  r 2 s in2 9 cos2 </> sin2 t 
+  cos2 9cos 2 1  — 2 r  sin 9 cos 9 cos (J> sin e cos e)
And then  by in te g ra t in g  over 9,(f> one is effectively in teg ra t ing  the  ^emission from 
an electron over the  e n t i re  m agne tic  field d is tr ibu tion . Th is  in troduces  two e x tra  p a ­
ram eters  in to  the m odel ,  th e  shock com pression ra tio  r a n d  th e  angle betw een  th e  line 
of sight and  the  shock face e. F ina lly , one has to  supp ly  N ( E , a , t ) ,  the  d is tr ibu t ion  
of electrons w ith  energy, p i tch  angle  and  time. T h e re  a re  several possibilities for this 
which will be considered in tu rn  in th e  nex t section.
4 :  R e s u l t s
4.1: N o  s c a tte r in g , D ecay in g  so u rce
We assum e an in itia lly  iso tropic  d is tr ibu t ion  of electrons, with a pow er law energy 
d istr ibu tion , with a  cutoff a t  a  low energy, Eb,  and high energy, E c. Also in th is  case
assum e th a t  the  electrons have  a p i tc h  angle which is cons tan t  w ith  tim e. T h e n  the
decay of a simple pow er law source ’with synchro tron  losses is governed by:
N ( E ,  o , t )  = ! £ - • > (  1 -  f i tE r ~ 2B  f  -  E
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(K ardaschev , 1962) w here tlie s tep  function  has been included to  follow the  evolution 
of the high energy cutoff. /3 =  (67re0rrijC5 / e 't ) -1  B 2 sin2 a  = b B 2 sin2 a.  T h e  resu lts  of 
a sam ple in tegration  showing flux, sp ec tra l index (the  negative slope of the  log (F lux)- 
log(n) p lot), the polarization and  the  position  angle are show n in F ig  1 .
This case, where the e lectron  d is tr ib u tio n  becom es an iso trop ic  can be regarded  as 
occurring w henever th e  electron  p itc h  angle rem ains co n stan t for a  longer tim e than 
the  tim e it takes the lowest energy  e lec tron  to  lose energy, p e rh ap s  because  the  field is 
essentially uniform  over large d istan ces . T h e  param eters  chosen are r  =  4.0 and  e =  0° 
(i.e. looking along the shock face). T h is  choice m axim izes’ the  degree of po lariza tion  in 
order to  em phasize the p roperties  of th e  source. T he m ost strik ing  fea tu re  is th e  decrease 
in polarization  and position angle ro ta tio n  of 90° which develops as the  sp ec tru m  evolves. 
T here  is a sim ple exp lanation  for th is  fea tu re . A t low frequencies and  early  tim es the 
enhanced m agnetic  field p e rp en d icu la r to  the shock no rm al dom ina tes the  emission 
giving a po larization  position  angle a ligned  w ith the  shock no rm al. As th e  spectrum  
evolves the electrons which are  tied to  these  field lines lose m ore energy th an  those 
electrons ly ing on field lines a long  th e  shock norm al. A t high frequencies it  is these 
electrons, m oving around  field lines a long  the  shock norm al w hich are left and  which 
dom inate th e  emission. A t the  frequency  w here the  polarized  fluxes axe equal, there  is 
zero po lariza tion  and the  position  ang le  ro ta tes . T he  em ission at the  h ighest frequencies 
is charac te ris tic  of synchro tron  em ission around  a cutoff.
However, the spectra  p resen ted  in  F ig  1 are dissim ilar to  th e  fo rm  of the  m ajo r­
ity  of observations of b lazars. T here  is only a single published  sp ec tru m  w hich looks 
qualitatively  sim ilar, th a t  of Holmes_ ei al.t (1984) (w hich inc iden ta lly  canno t be sa t­
isfactorily fitted  by the  m odel). A lthough  it m ight be  unw ise to  reject th is  m odel out 
of hand  for all observations, i t  is clearly no t relevant for th e  vast m a jo rity . I t  should 
also be m entioned a t this po in t th a t  th e  m odel so far is p ro b ab ly  of little  relevance in 
u n d ers tan d in g  BL-Lacs because in th e  first in stance  only a decaying  source  has been 
considered w hereas one should  also inc lude  the possib ility  of th e  in jec tion  of fresh en­
ergetic electrons if one is to have any hope  of explain ing flaring even ts. Secondly there 
is no sca tte rin g  of electrons in less th a n  th e  synchro tron  loss tim escale  of th e  electrons 
considered. T h is necessarily p rec ludes the possib ility  of th e  e lec trons being accelerated 
th rough  th e  Fermi m echanism , o r indeed  any process w hich a lters  th e  p itch  angle of 
th e  particle . I t  is therefore no t too  su rp ris in g  th a t  the resu lts  in  F ig  1 b e a r  little  re­
sem blance to  the spectra  which are  observed . A lthough th e  re su lts  d iscussed  above are 
useful in u nderstand ing  the  evolution of a  source, an a tte m p t to d ro p  these restric tions 
should  be m ade.
4.2: E lec tro n  sc a tte r in g
W e will now consider briefly th e  a lte rn a tiv e  lim it w here th e  e lec trons m ain ta in  
isotropy; th is  corresponds to  th e  case w here th e  sca tte rin g  tim escale  is m uch  less than 
the  synchro tron  loss tim escale. In deriv ing  an electron  d is tr ib u tio n  one m u st in tegrate  
the  energy lo st to an elem ent of the m agnetic  field over the  w hole field d istribu tion  
equally. O ne ob tains a d istr ib u tio n  of the  form :
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F ig  1 : T h is  show s th e  decay of a source w ith synchro tron  losses &: no  electron
sc a tte r in g . T h e  th ree  lines are  for i =  0 (solid) and  two equally spaced  la te r  tim es 
(d ash ed  th e n  d o t-d a sh e d ) . T h e  e lectrons m ain ta in  their original p itch  ang le  and  the  
d is tr ib u tio n  rap id ly  becom es an iso trop ic . T h e  decrease in po lariza tion  is c o n tra ry  to  
w h a t is  g enera lly  observed  a t  op tica l w avelengths, and  there  is an a b ru p t position  angle  
flip of 90°.
where ft =  —(47r / 9 ) ( 5 r 2 +  1 )b B 2 and  a  c o n s ta n t in jection  of electrons w ith  an isotropic 
pow er-law  d is tr ib u tio n  has been in c lu d e d . T h e  electron  d istribu tion  is independen t of 
pitch  angle. T h e  resu lts  of a sam p le  in te g ra tio n  are shown in Fig 2 .
T h e  flux is s tra ig h tfo rw ard  to  ex p la in ; a t low frequencies it rises continuously  as 
fresh e lectrons are in jec ted , a t  h igh frequenc ies above th e  break the in jection is ba l­
anced by th e  energy loss m echan ism . T h e re  is no  ro ta tio n  of the position  angle as no 
an iso trop ies develop in th e  e lec tron  d is tr ib u t io n  (see B jornsson, 1985). T he in teresting  
behaviour here  is the form  of th e  p o la r iz a tio n  which increases gradually . T his be­
hav iour is q u ite  sim ilar q u a lita tiv e ly  to  w h a t one ac tually  observes for B L -L acs, which 
is encourag ing . T h e  final p lo t in c lu d ed  in  F ig  2 is the po lariza tion  p red ic ted  by the 
p a ram ete riza tio n  of sy n ch ro tro n  ra d ia tio n  of B jo rnsson  &: B lum enthal (1982). T he po­
lariza tion  changes are derived  from  ch an g es in th e  slope of the pow er-law  d istribu tion  
of the e lectrons. As m en tioned  ea rlie r  th e  observed  po lariza tion  could be fitted  well by 
this pa ram ete riza tio n  in  a la rge  n u m b e r  o f cases.
5 :  D i s c u s s i o n
W e have considered  the  p ro p e r tie s  o f th e  em ission from  tw o possible m odels of 
the source s tru c tu re  of B L -L acs and  h av e  show n th a t  if m odels which explain well the 
em ission a t rad io  w avelengths are  c o rre c t, and  are applicable  to optical w avelengths, 
then q u a lita tiv e  agreem ent be tw een  th e  o b se rv a tio n s  and  the  theory  is found only if 
the e lectrons rem ain  iso trop ic  as th ey  lose energy. If  the electrons are sca ttered  in the 
v icinity  of a  shock fro n t, then  the  firs t orcjier Ferm i shock acceleration  m echanism  will 
work. T h u s  there  is fu rth e r  c irc u m s ta n tia l ev idence a t least th a t  th is m echanism  is 
occurring  in  B L -L acs. T h e  Ferm i m ech an ism  is a ttra c tiv e  because it provides us with 
a n a tu ra l exp lanation  of the o rig in  o f th e  n o n -th e rm a l electrons and  a p red ic tion  of 
their slope. In the m ain , ca lcu la tions  of th e  form  of th e  partic le  d is tr ib u tio n  assum e 
a uniform  m agnetic  field, th is a s su m p tio n  is a n o th e r  th a t  should be d ropped . In  the 
case of a com pletely d isordered  m ag n e tic  field one can use num erical sim ulations of the 
o rb its  of electrons to  o b ta in  a va lue  for the  sp e c tra l index  (A ch terberg , 1988; B allard  et 
al., in p rep a ra tio n ); these tu rn  o u t to  b e  s te e p e r  th a n  one w ould expect for an o rd inary  
oblique shock w here th e  e lec trons get t ra p p e d  u p s tre a m  (K irk  H eavens, 1989). In 
fact the  resu lts  appear to  be s im ila r to  those  for the  sim plest parallel shock case. The 
spectrum  of electrons acce lera ted  a t a  shock  fro n t w ith  a d iso rdered  m agnetic  field axe 
shown in F ig  3. In th is  p a rtic u la r  case a com pression  ra tio  of r  =  4.0 and  shock speed 
° f  u »h =  0.4c were tak en , w hich co rresp o n d s to  a s tro n g  hydrodynam ic  shock with 
the  d o w n stream  pressu re  p rov ided  by  ions only. T h is  exam ple p roduces a non—therm al 
spectra l index  which is no t th e  sam e as th e  value  of a  ~  0 .2  w hich is observed in the 
radio . T h is  could be  m ore accu ra te ly  rep ro d u ced  w ith  a sim vilation a t a shock w ith a 
higher com pression ra tio .
/
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F ig  2 : T h is  show s th e  evo lu tion  of a  source  with synchro tron  losses &: e lectron
sca tte r in g  in c lu d ed , to g e th e r w ith  the  s tead y  in jec tion  of ‘fresh ’ e lectrons w ith  a pow er 
law form . T h e  e lectrons now  sc a tte r  in m uch  less tim e th an  they  lose energy  and 
the  d is tr ib u tio n  rem a in s  iso trop ic . T h e  final p lo t is the  po lariza tion  p red ic ted  fro m  a 
p a ra m e te riz a tio n  of the  form  o f eq u a tio n  1 .
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F ig  3: T h e  top  figu re  show s an  exam ple of an e lec tron  accelera ted  by  the  Fermi
m echanism  in a  random ly  o rien ted  m ag n e tic  field. T h e  e lec tron  s ta r ts  from  th e  shock 
front an d  is in jec ted  u p s tre a m  (z neg a tiv e). I t  crosses th e  shock re p e a te d ly  un til lost 
from  th e  shock vicin ity . T h e  b o tto m  figure show s th e  re su lta n t sp e c tru m . T h e  syn­
ch ro tron  sp ec tra l index  is a  =  0.79 (see B a lla rd  et al., in p re p a ra tio n  for de ta ils).
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T h e re  a re  still considerable p rob lem s w ith  this model of the  optical emission region, 
for exam ple  i t  canno t explain the rela tively  com m on  occurrence of frequency dep en d en t  
position  angles. One could presximably rep ro d u c e  this by em ploying either an iso trop ic  
d is t r ib u t io n s  a t some level (B jornsson , 1985) or multiple com ponen t  models, however 
u n ap p ea l in g  th a t  may be. However t h a t  is to miss the po in t  of this work which is to 
s ta r t  to explain  the global p roper t ie s  o f  B L -L a c s  as outlined at the beginning  using 
a sim ple  physical model, r a th e r  th an  to  rely upon  more empirical pictures which are 
less in fo rm ative  about the ac tual  physics. Phenom enological m odels where a  num ber  
of ran d o m ly  oriented com ponen ts  are  ta k e n  and  passed th rough  a  shock can explain 
the observed correlations betw een the  va rious  p roperties  of the emission and  by ra th e r  
artificial a d ju s tm e n ts  to the  p a ra m e te rs  can reproduce  the incidence ra te  of frequency 
de p e n d en t  po lariza tion  and position  angle. In such a p icture  one would effectively be 
su m m in g  over a  finite n u m b er  of d iscre te  cells, each containing a  random ly  o rien ted  u n i­
form m agne tic  field, ra the r  th a n  in te g ra t in g  over a continuous d istr ibu tion  of m agnetic  
field e lem ents. This work m ay  be  considered  the  lim it when the  num ber  of e lem ents  is 
infinite. It m ay  well be th a t  a m odel w ith  an infinite num ber  of cells is only directly 
relevant to the  radio where the sy n c h ro tro n  lifetimes are very m uch grea te r  th a n  a t 
optical wavelengths.
F inally , th e  connection betw een  th e  o p tica l and rad io  em ittin g  regions has no t 
yet been  estab lished  conclusively, a lth o u g h  there  are several pieces of evidence which 
favour th is b e ing  true . E ven ts such as th a t  re p o r te d  by K ikuchi et al. (1988) for O J287 
w here a  p o sitio n  angle ro ta tio n , s im u ltan eo u s  a t  b o th  rad io  and  optical w avelengths was 
observed  a re  h ighly suggestive. P o s itio n  ang le  ro ta tio n s  such as th is m ay b e  a  resu lt 
e ither of an  ac tu a l ro ta tio n  of the  m ag n e tic  field w ithin the  source, or of a b e rra tio n  
effects, w here th e  speed of th e  je t  itse lf  changes (B landford  & K onigl, 1979). However 
the m ere  fac t th a t it occurs suggests th a t  the  optical ligh t is o rig inating  in the  sam e 
region in  space  as the  rad io  em ission. In  a d d itio n , the  work of L andau  et al. (1986) who 
find th e  rad io  to  op tica l sp e c tra  change  sm o o th ly  su p p o rts  th is. If the em ission in the 
iw o  w avebands did arise  in sep ara te  reg ions an d  varied  in d ependen tly  then  th e  sp ec tra  
would n o t be  sm ooth . T he  fact th a t  L a n d a u  et al. fitted  th e ir  sp e c tra  w ith  p a rabo lae  
is no t in  conflict w ith sh a rp  breaks in the  energy  d istr ib u tio n  because of the  n a tu re  of 
th e  po lynom ials  F (x ) & G (x) w hich rep re sen t th e  spectrum  from  a  single e lectron  and 
which are sm oo th  re la tive  to  the  energy  d is tr ib u tio n ; hence any  sh a rp  b reaks ten d  to  be 
w ashed  o u t, giving a  m uch sm o o th er flux  d is tr ib u tio n  as indeed  can be seen from  Figs 1 
and  2. F ina lly  there  is the  work of Im p ey  (1987) w ho has show n th a t  the  d is tr ib u tio n  of 
the  difference betw een V LB I s tru c tu re  axis an d  preferred  op tica l position  angle tends to 
be peaked  a round  90°, again  suggestive  of underly ing  source s tru c tu re . In th is  respect 
m easu rem en ts  of th e  p o lariza tion  a t su b m m  w avelengths, w ould be  helpful, in  add ition  
to  te s tin g  th e  validity  of th e  above w ork . T hese  are n o t yet availab le to  observers 
a lth o u g h  an  in s tru m e n t is undergo ing  final te s ts  a t  p resen t a t  the  JC M T .
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